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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION

These Essays need no preface beyond the explana-

tion that several of them appeared years ago in the

National Review, while others have been published

since in other periodicals. All have been carefully

revised, and some re -cast and partly re- written.

With regard to the last essay, it may be well to add

that it was almost the first written, and that though

it expresses a view which I still sincerely hold, I do

not think it does full justice to the theology of Mr.

Maurice, to whom indeed, but for a certain feeling

that dedications have become a somewhat unreal

mode of acknowledging mental obligations, I should

have wished to dedicate these Essays. To him more
than to any other man, I certainly owe my belief

that theology is a true science, that a knowledge of

God in a true scientific sense, however imperfect in

degree, is open to us. But for what I venture to

think the great living principle of Mr. Maurice's

writings, this volume could scarcely have been

written. That principle I take to be that all beliefs

about God are but inadequate intellectual attem23ts

to justify a belief in Him which is never a merely

intellectual affirmation, but rather a living act of the

spirit by no means confined to those who consciously

confess His presence. Grant this, and it follows
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that all attempts to limit our living relations with

God by beliefs about Him,— whether those beliefs

are negative, and deny His power to reveal Himself

at all to beings so narrow,— or positive, and affect

to express His essence exhaustively in a number of

abstract propositions,— are mistakes of the same
origin and root. Only where a belief about God
helps us to explain a more real belief in Him, and

only so far as it does so, has it any true value.

Scepticism and dogmatism are but different forms of

the attempt to accommodate infinite living claims

upon us to our human weakness. The former,

which declares God "unknown and unknowable,"

makes our weakness a sort of fastness in which

we fortify ourselves against Him ; the latter, which

insists on set formulae as alone representative of real

spiritual life, dilutes the divine nature with human
limitations to make an image more commensurate

with ourselves. It seems to me that it has been the

one purpose of all the divine revelation or education

of which we have any record, to waken us up out of

this perpetually recurring tendency to fall back into

ourselves. If these essays have any worth in them,

they owe it to the coherent application of this prin-

ciple in a good many different directions ; and my
grasp of it I date entirely from my study of Mr.

Maurice's writings. R. H. H.

lith January 1871.



PEEFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

It has been impossible to revise again these sheets

for the press without asking myself whether, even in

the j^ears which have intervened between the first

publication of them and the present time, the ablest

and sincerest of English thinkers have not rather

increased their distance from the position here taken

up than in any way diminished it. And no man, I

think, however firm his personal convictions, can be,

or ought to be, entirely unmoved by signs which

appear to indicate that the most thorough and

earnest thought of his time is drifting in a direction

opposite to his own, and convincing itself that what
seems to him the light of a growing day is but the

rich after-glow of a departed and unreturning sun.

Clear indications of this sort ought to set any man
considering whether he can explain that divergence

of thought as a temporary result of some wider and

larger change in the intellectual tendencies of the

day, which will end by bringing back again to his

own point of view the conviction that seems

drifting rapidly away, or whether he is himself

holding fast to illusions from which stronger men
have had the courage to break free. I have put this

question to myself quite frankly, and I should be

the last to deny that, so far as there has been a
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change in the temper of English thought on the

great problems of theology, and on those of

human character which are so closely allied with

the problems of theology, since these essays were
written and collected, it has been greatly in the

direction of shaking men's faith in the deepest

assumptions both of the Theistic and the Christian

creed, and much less at least in that of establishing

them anew. But the more I study and appreciate,

or appear to myself to appreciate, the scope and
significance of these negative tendencies, the more
they seem to me to bear the character of those

violent exaggerations of one-sided princij^les which

are apt to catch the imagination in such times as

ours,—when ecclesiastical authority is pushing its

claims to the very uttermost on the one side, and on

the other side science, by its new and rapid strides,

is assuring itself on very untenable grounds that

there is no presumptuousness in claiming the whole

realm of certainties for its own, and in relegating

religion to that region of the arbitrary emotions

which has no sure relation with positive fact.

Perhaps I cannot better introduce these essays to my
readers at the present time than by briefly pointing

out what seem to me the weak points of the extreme

positions on both sides, and the indications that an

intermediate standing-ground will be the final resting-

place of the moral reason of man.

The great fascination, and, in a certain super-

ficial sense, naturalness^ of the hypothesis that an

infallible Church is essential to keep before man any
absolute truth revealed to man by God, is one which
I have never ignored. What, we may ask, is the

use of God manifesting Himself to man without

taking distinct provisions for securing that we shall
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always have the means of clearly ascertaining what
it was that He meant to reveal? A divine light

which is discoloured, refracted, and dispersed as soon

as it is given, by the medium through which it

shines, might almost as well, it will be said, not be

divine at all. At first sight, it certainly seems

reasonable to expect that any truth which God
chooses to communicate at all, should be so com-

municated as to be certainly apprehended at all times

and by all persons in the same sense, or, at least, in

a sense as near to the same as the varying capacity

of different conditions of life and growth and culture

will admit. Nor can it be denied that Infallibilists,

who persuade themselves that they have a guarantee

for the truth of their creed which in certainty is far

above that of their own conscience and their own
intellect, gain in some respects great advantages by
that assurance. I have none of the horror of

Eomanism, as we now know it in England, which

some Protestants seem to think it a kind of

historic duty to feel, though I believe that the

sacerdotal principle, which is at its highest point of

power in Eome, has, on the whole, been a mis-

chievous and sometimes even a fatal one. Indeed

I am certain that the intellectual dependence and
confidence which the Roman Church gives to nine-

tenths of her children, however much it may paralyse

the genius and the intellectual activity of the few,

ofi'ers to the meditative piety and spiritual affections

of the many just that guarantee of serenity, without

which these affections seldom or never attain their

highest proportions. I doubt if there be in any
Church in the world, in proportion to the number of

its adherents, so much true devotion and piety, so

much genuine religious ardour and self-sacrifice, and,
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more than all, that best of all tokens of the sub-

stantial truth of religion, so much true blessedness

in the devotional life, as there is inside the Eoman
Catholic Church. But it does not at all follow that

because the comparative calm and peace of complete

and unquestioning intellectual dependence favours

the growth of the truest devotional life, that, there-

fore, such complete and unquestioning dependence is

founded on true assumptions. It may be, and I

think it is, true, that an unrest, which, for a time

unsettles the foundations of the devotional life, will

lead to a much safer and higher devotional life

afterwards. Now it is the main difficulty in the

conception of an infallible human authority for any
divine truth, that the larger and more divine a truth

is, the more it depends upon the capacity of the

taught to receive it; and, if so, then equally of

course upon the capacity of the teacher to instil it.

If you are to have a truth infallibly taught, you
must not onl}^ secure a pupil infallibly competent to

appreciate it on all its sides, but a teacher infallibly

competent to exhaust its significance in all its

aspects. For a divine truth is not a truth intelligible

at all as a matter of mere definition and intellectual

exposition. It is a manifestation of the divine

nature. What are called doctrines are not the rudi-

ments of revelation, but rather the last results of

men's intellectual meditation, guided by God in its

musings, on the glimpses of God gained by the

human conscience in its own interior life and in the

history of the world. For ages there was hardly

any doctrine beyond that of the righteousness of

God, and the illustration by historical and moral

example of what that righteousness really implied.

Even the doctrine of human immortality was a com-
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paratively late and gradual " development," derived

by man from the character of the divine love

;

indeed, this certainly was what Christ made it, when
He said that God was not the God of the dead but

of the living, so that beings who had ever been the

objects of His love must be so for ever.

Now, if this be the real character of doctrine

—

namely, a secondary result of reflecting on the

glimpses God has given us of Himself—and I think

even Roman Catholic theologians will hardly deny

that Christian dogma has no true meaning except to

minds saturated with the moral and spiritual vision

of God on which all doctrine is built up— the

great spiritual blunder of the Infallibilist view of

Revelation lies in the assumption that there can be

infallible teaching at all except by a Being as in-

capable of living a false life as of pronouncing a

false proposition. Revelation is essentially the direct

manifestation of a divine character to man, and only

secondarily the inculcation of such beliefs as result

from the study of that divine character. Revelation

certainly should influence the will and the afl'ections

more deeply, and probably, too, even more directly,

than the intellect of man. Nor could any teaching

be infallible which did not exert the same spell over

the heart and afl'ections as the original divine teach-

ing, for it would not have the same meaning. But
even Roman Catholics are compelled to admit that

their Church has been granted infallibility only in

relation to the ex cathedra expositions of faith and
morals—that is, in relation to verbal statements,

which lose half their significance, and, therefore, their

truth, unless set forth in the same way in which they

were originally set forth l)y Christ with the illuminat-

ing help of a divine life. Now I do not believe that
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such a thing as merely intellectual infallibility as to

spiritual truths is conceivable at all. Suppose, for

instance, that the Chuixli teaches that of " faith, hope,

and charity," the greatest is charity ; but that, while

she teaches this, her moral and spiritual policy and

practice are of a kind to give the world which she

teaches a most perverted and false view of the true

meaning of charity. Can then hers be " infallible
"

teaching in any sense at all ? Is not the deed or

sign, the action or the smile or frown by which a

moral or spiritual truth is illustrated, an essential

element in the truth itself 1 Might not our Lord's

own sentence on the w^oman taken in adultery— " Let

him that is without sin amongst you cast the first

stone "—if uttered by a cynic, by a disbeliever in

human virtue, have been turned into a sneer at the

radical rottenness of human nature—an argument

for universal tolerance of sin founded on universal

despair—instead of wdiat it was, an argument for

universal tenderness and sympathy, A^th sclf-abhor-

rence, founded on the consciousness of universal

weakness and temptation ] It seems to me that merel}'

intellectual infallibility as to such a matter as the

nature of God, divorced from moral infallibility in

setting forth that nature, is an inconceivable thing.

A Church which should never use wrong words about

the divine nature, but which for centuries together

offered in its public conduct a moral interpretation of

those words totally distinct from that given by its

Lord, would not be an infallible Church in any use-

ful or intelligible sense of the term. An infallible

Church means a Church whose authoritative words

convey truth, without risk of failure, to the minds of

those who take pains to understaud. But a Church

whose authorities are an Alexander Borgia or even a
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Leo X., and whose policy is a policy of interdict and

blood, or even diplomatic craft, for century after

century, puts a gloss on the meaning of our Lord's

personal love and personal severity and personal

prudence in withholding any truth for which his

disciples' minds were not yet ripe, which makes such

a Church not only fallible, but actually misleading

to all who interpret her words—as all men always

will—by her life and her deeds. The only use of an

infallible teacher of revealed truth would be to keep

the true meaning of that revealed truth constantly

before the minds of men. But for this purpose, such

a teacher must not only use correct words, but use

them with the tone, and illustrate them by the action,

which really carries their deeper meaning into the

minds of the taught. A Church which repeats our

Lord's language concerning the proposal to destroy

the Samaritan village by fire, but gives it a totally

different significance by her example, is so far from

teaching men infallibly, that she distinctly and

positively leads them astray, just as much as any

sectarian sensualist who interprets the doctrine of

Christian love in an immoral sense leads astray those

whom he influences.

What the Church of Rome maintains is, in

Cardinal Newman's view, that her immunity from

doctrinal error always guarantees to true Catholics

a chance of repentance which those who have not

this immunity do not enjoy. But what I cannot see

is how immunity from doctrinal error can exist at all

without immunity from spiritual error—from error

of the affections and perversity of the will. "The
firmest faith, so as to move mountains," says Cardi-

nal Newman, " may exist without love—that is, real

faith ;—real faith in the strict sense of the word, as
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the faith of a martyr or a doctor." "A Catholic,"

he adds, " may ever be falling, but his faith is a con-

timied invitation and persuasion to repent." But
can " real faith " exist " without love "

% Is it con-

ceivable that we can have any real intelligence of what
Christ meant, without a share at least of His spirit

of love 1 Has not the teaching of almost all Churches

in their turn been a mere parody and misrepresenta-

tion of Christ's teaching, just for want of that

nameless influence of the divine life which showed

men what his severity meant, and what his love

meant, and what was the relation of the one to the

other? A divine mind cannot be infallibly revealed, ex-

cept by a character overflowing with the divine spirit;

and the absence of that spirit causes a greater and

more serious flaw even in the intellectual exposition

of that mind, than the want of a correct phraseology

would cause if the right spirit were there. It seems

to me that even a Church which should constantly

use important doctrinal words in different, and there-

fore necessarily in inconsistent and erroneous, senses,

and which of course could not pretend to be held

infallible, might be a far more effectual and less mis-

leading teacher of diving truth than one which

always used such words correctly and in the same

sense, and yet constantly misled men by its actions

as to the lesson it was intended to convey. An in-

fallible Church needs moral infallibilit}'—infallibility

of the will and the affections—even more than she

needs infallibility of the understanding, in order to

keep God's truth alive in the world. If you use a

language which has lost its true and high meaning,

and has become a slang— as missionaries imperfectly

acquainted with a new tribe's language often have

done—you do not express b}^ it what you mean, and
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you are not therefore teaching infallibly. It is

just the same when the obscuring cause is not a

mistake in usage, but perversity of character—the

false construction which life and conduct put upon
the language used. Christ could not have revealed

God without being divine ; and the Church could not

reveal Christ, except so far as she remained Christ-

like. An infallible Church which has in any degree

or for any time, however short, lost the secret of the

Christian temper, is a contradiction. The least

fallible Church, at any time, is the Church which is

most adequately setting forth the life of God and

Christ. Intellectual infallibility, without moral and

spiritual infallibility, can only exist in relation to

subjects which are purely intellectual, and which

involve no moral and spiritual qualities. I can con-

ceive an infallible authority in physical science, who
might be as obtuse or even as wicked as he pleased.

But I cannot conceive an infallible interpreter of a

divine being, without the fulness of that divine life

which he is to interpret. I can see very well how
the Roman Catholic Church has been led to rely

more and more on her supposed intellectual infalli-

bility, and to distinguish it sharply from moral and

spiritual perfection. But I conceive that, in doing

so, she has gradually been led farther and farther

away from that infinitely truer notion of a Church,

which regards it primarily as the habitation of the

Holy Spirit, and only secondarily as the embodiment
of the spirit of true doctrine. There seems to me no

trace in the Bible that the communication of pure

intellectual truth was ever made the antecedent

condition of spiritual discipline and teaching ; but

very many proofs that an advance in spiritual dis-

cipline and teaching always preceded—was always

h
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the antecedent condition of—the evolution of such

new intellectual truths, as ultimately resulted from

the brooding of man's nature, under divine guidance,

over this fresh moral and spiritual experience. The
conception of a purely intellectual infallibility in re-

lation to moral and spiritual truth is not only a

mistaken one, but seems to me due to a profound

moral blunder. Eevelation is a light on God's

character, taken all round. And so far as revelation

can be kept alive in the world, it must be by jealously

guarding the whole contents—in all its deep com-

plication with the affections of men—of the divine

teaching.

Nor is this a mere speculation or a priori criticism

on the position of the Infallibilists, Unquestionably

Rome lost her power, or at least so much of it as she

has lost, not by doctrinal blunders, but by moral and

spiritual failure. She lost it because the corruptions

of the Church made her moral fallibility patent, and

because the just moral instinct of men perceived at

once that a Church which had, for a time at least,

lost all her pre-eminence in righteousness over the

world which she was teaching, could not by any

possibility be competent to interpret infallibly

spiritual truth. It was not what we now call

Romanism, it was not certainly doctrinal Romanism
—the belief, for instance, in transubstantiation, or

any allied doctrines—which led to the great break-up

of the sixteenth century ; but it was the great

divorce between the spiritual affections of man and

the moral character of the teaching, which made the

theology taught seem not only unmeaning but false.

The Roman Catholic doctrines of " works," "indul-

gences," and so forth, which played so great a part

in alienatino; men from the Roman Church of the
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sixteenth century, were irritating and intolerable, not

because they were incapable of at least a respectable

interpretation, but because they were necessarily

interpreted by the light of the actual practice of that

corrupt and worldly ecclesiastical regime, and because,

so understood, they were doctrines as pernicious and
degrading, and as alien from all true spiritual

righteousness, as if they had been the inventions of

a purely evil being. It will be found, I believe, in

fact, that the Roman Church, like most other

Churches, is always at her best when she is most
conscious of her weakness and danger, and that her

doctrinal infallibility seems most plausible when she

is guarded from arrogance by a profound conscious-

ness of her human feebleness. But that is a

demonstration of her fallibility. It is fallibility

which fails least when it is most conscious of its

liability to fail. " Let him that thinketh he standeth

take heed lest he fall," is not a maxim for infallible

but for fallible beings. Rome is best when competing
with Protestant rivals— in the midst of hostile

criticism and alien institutions—worst when she has

it all her own way. But that is saying, in other

words, that she is least fallible when she has most
warning of her fallibility, and most fallible when she

is most likely to think herself infallible. It was by
her moral fallibility that her supposed intellectual

infallibility came to be exploded. And so great is

the paradox of human things, that even now she is

probably gaining greatly in intellectual strength by
her experience of the extreme difficulty of so setting

forth the assumed dogmatic infallibility of her rulers,

as to make it seem consistent with the weakness,

intellectual, moral, and spiritual, which she has to

confess, and to reconcile, by hook or by crook, with
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this great claim of a divine guarantee against error,

promised, as is asserted, to her official chief. It is

easy to understand the temptation to make the rule

of faith absolute ; but the result of doing so in the

only Church that has announced a tangible and

practicable test, has hitherto been much more to

stimulate the scepticism of men as to the possibility

of an absolute revelation, than to draw men towards

the Church which claims to be infallibly guided in

doctrine in spite of the many corruptions and the

frightful sins which have marked the course of her

ecclesiastical administration.

If Eome has gained more in humiliating experi-

ence than in prestige or power by that great develop-

ment of her doctrine of infallibility which the Vatican

Council decreed, I think it cannot be denied that the

so-called High Church party have also received a

severe and awakening shock from the issues of the

same great event. For they, too, have always rested

their faith on "the authority of the Church," though

they have shrunk from explaining what they regard

as the true organ of the authority of the Church.

Some of them indeed maintain that a Council j^roperly

summoned from undivided Christendom is infallible,

but that there is no infallible authority to be found

in a divided Christendom. If that be so, it seems

that a Church which, in throwing off the "corrup-

tions" of Eome, acted on the authority of a mere

fragment of Christendom, can have had no divine

authority for what she did. But apart from such

argumenia ad Jiominem, undoubtedly the realising

effect of the appeal by Eome to a living and handy

authority, which can and does profess to declare

officially what is true and what is false in religious

and moral subjects, has been to make Anglicans more
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sensible than they ever were before, that they don't
really believe, and hardly wish to believe, in any
infallible human authority,—that, in fact, they shrink
from any appeal to such an authority,—and that so
far from its being a relief to them if they could have
once more what they call a real Council of the Church
to appeal to, they would be filled with dread lest such
a Council should throw over any doctrine to which
they had become personally attached, and lest they
should in consequence be driven to one of those
devices in which the minority in Church Councils
have all but uniformly taken refuge, for proving that
the Council was either not properly summoned or
not " free," or not conducted according to precedent,
or, on some excuse or other,—the real reason being
that it overruled them,—not entitled to obedience.
It is clear that Anglicans have felt more and more,
since Eome has made clear what she means, and that
she means something very definite and simj^le indeed
by dogmatic infallibility, that they don't desire a
living human authority of that kind, and that what
they really mean by appeal to the Church from
private opinion is little more than this, that they
think that what aftected men deeply and universally

when Christianity was fresh from the lips of Christ
has a right to be regarded as of its essence, even
though it may be impossible for human intellects in

any way to justify now the mysterious influence and
authority which attaches to it. What the High
Church hold, and I think hold not unreasonably,
really amounts, I fancy, only to this,—though they
may apply it with quite irrational and almost super-
stitious wealth of detail,—that if you have once
established the divine origin of a faith, you must
not measure its meaning and contents by your
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own mind, but must watch its whole effect and work

in the world, and treat it morally and spiritually to

some extent as you treat, intellectually, the secrets of

Nature—that is, as something far above you, to which

you must conform yourself so far as you can enter

into it, and not as something which you can define,

analyse, and exhaust.

So far as this is what the High Church party

mean by declining to treat Christianity as a mere

subject for private judgment,—that is, as an influence

of which any man may explain for himself all the

agencies, and verify all the assumptions,—I think

they are quite right. It seems to me absurd, when
once you are convinced that a stream of influence

descends into the world from a source infinitely above

you, to insist on clearly understanding all its instru-

mentalities and fathoming all its mysteries. But

where the High Church party seem to blunder,

—

apart from their wistful and pathetic desire to believe

in a hidden centre of infallibility, at which it is, for-

tunately, impossible to get,—is in preferring petty

mystery to large mystery, in trying, indeed, to make
mysteries where there are and can be none, in in-

sisting more on punctual ritual than on the growth

of the religious affections, in exhausting the mind by

the business-detail of religious observances, in defin-

ing what does not admit of definition, and what loses

by definition, in identifying with symbols what sym-

bols may faintly shadow forth, but cannot possibly

embody,— or, to express as much as possible by a

single sentence, in being thus far untrue to their own
conception of Christianity as an infinite power shed

abroad in the world, whose genius and life deserve

humble and reverent study and treatment, that they

bury its spirit under an arid mound of dreary
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minutiae, exhaust faith on a multitude of what are

at best pious conjectures, and fritter away the great

river of living waters by dividing it into a delta of a

hundred mouths, where it loses itself in the sand.

It seems to me that the excessive ceremonialism of

the High Church is in no small degree due to the

predominance of that dry, systematising tendency
which has also led the same party to maintain that

somewhere or other there must be in the Church an

infallible authority, even though it be beyond our

reach for a thousand years at a time. If they could

but believe that the only infallibility is in Cod, they

would not be so willing to turn His revelation into a

cut-and-dried bundle of observances, of which all the

scheme and architecture, as it were, are obviously

man's. If there be no infallible human centre to
]

the Church, there can hardly be any divine obligation
]

in a ceremonial which is all of traditional growth, '

and the very cement of which is mortal habit and
association.

But, after all, the true question of our day is not

the question raised by the Infallibilists, nor the ques-

tions raised by the Eitualists, but the question raised

by the Rationalists. If we admit that there is and
can be no such thing as an infallible human authority,

unless there be also a human authority of perfect

spiritual and moral life, must we therefore admit

either that there cannot be, or even that there is

not, any access to divine truth at all 1 Cannot we
be certain without being infallible 1 Cannot God
infallibly find us, without our having any infallible

power of finding God ? As regards, at least, the

possibility of the matter, there is little that needs to

be said. It is obvious enough that I am not infallible

as to the fact that I am now tracing these lines on
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paper. I am not infallible, because there have been

men, and one day I may be amongst them, who have

suffered from the illusion that they were writing

when they were not writing ; and I might suffer

from such an illusion as well as anybody else. But

though a creature liable to illusion can never be

infallible, he may be certain, so certain that no

doubts of his fellow-creatures on the subject ought

to shake his certainty. What we mean by an in-

fallible authority is an authority which cannot be

wrong. What we mean by certainty is simply an

unalterable conviction that, though we might be,

under various conceivable circumstances, wrong, in

point of fact we are not wrong. I cannot believe in

an infallible Church, because I cannot believe in a

Church whose authorities on various most essential

points have not been and are not often wrong.

Weakness or sin of any kind is inconsistent with

adeqtiate intellectual knowledge on the points w^here

our faculties are injured by such weakness or sin.

One man is less fallible than another on one point,

a second man on a different point, and so the whole

truth, faintly conceived, may be within the Church,

though the whole, even in fact or theory, can hardly

ever be present in any one mind. But what the

nationalists maintain is, that the weakness of human
faculty renders the source and origin of things wholly

inaccessible to us ; so that, though we may be certain

of anything commensurate with our faculties, we can

never pretend to be certain of anything that stretches

beyond their range and above their reach. That, of

course, is not only true but a platitude. Of course

we must be capable of knowing anything that is

known. But the question is whether we may not be

rendered capable of knowing a being infinitely above
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US, by the will and power of that being. And, in-

deed, it is sufficiently curious that those who, like M.

Eenan, are most confident that God, in the Christian

sense at all events, does not exist, that He is not a

person at all, that He is not self-conscious, that He
is rather in course of becoming than in being, still

credit men with a power of attaining for themselves

complete certainty on points both of transcendent

importance and of transcendent difficulty,—which is

far more surprising than what Christians claim for

them, namely, that they can learn whatever their

Creator finds it desirable to teach them.

In the philosophical dialogue on "Certainties,"

which M. Eenan has published, he makes " Philalethe"

—who may not, of course, in this respect represent

his own mature view, but who certainly represents

what he thinks a very plausible view—declare that

one of the two theological propositions which he

regards as certain, is that "the world has a destina-

tion, and travails with a mysterious work";^ that

"like a vast heart overflowing with a vague and

impotent love, the universe is incessantly in the pain

of transformation." 2 "The consciousness of the

whole," he says again, "appears up to the present

time to be very obscure, and does not seem to

exceed much that of the oyster or of the polyp, but

it exists ; the world goes towards its end with a sure

instinct."^ I quote this, not because I think that

English Kationalists will generally approve M.

Kenan's (or his alter ego's) one theological " certitude,"

but because it illustrates how little there often is of

real confidence in their "agnostic" position in the

minds of those who deny to men the knowledge of

^ Dialogues ct Fragments Philosophiqnes, p. 22.

2 Ibid. p. 23. 3 jf^^a. p. 24.
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God. I can hardly conceive a more remarkable flight

of intellectual arrogance than that of the man who
maintains that there is no creature in the universe

with half as much self - knowledo;e as man, that

the consciousness of the whole is only the sort of

consciousness which we may ascribe to the lowest of

organised beings, and yet declares as a certainty

that this huge inarticulate polyp of a universe has

a destination of greatness to which it makes progress

by a "sure instinct." Whether M. Eenan really

holds this or not, it is impossible to say ; but he

clearly holds it to be a much more reasonable belief

than the ordinary faith of a Theist or a Christian.

Could there be a more remarkable testimony to the

deep-rooted conviction, even of sceptics, that there is

something in men which is capable of passing, and

on occasion is compelled to pass, beyond the humble
conclusions of the individual sciences, and to leap

into the world of transcendental realities ? It seems

impossible to believe in the failure of the universe

;

so that that faith in some perfect end which is only

reasonable when we suppose that end to have been

foreseen and provided for from the beginning, is

vehemently professed by him who regards the uni-

verse as endowed with no more forethought than an

oyster, and as no more ruled by purpose than a

polyp. Considering that oysters and polyps, as we
know them, are not particularly successful in securing

great and progressive destinies, this faith of M.

Kenan's seems to me to show that the religious

instinct of man, when it declines to be teachable,

is apt to be much less, instead of much more, humble

and rational, than it is when it accepts teaching from

above.

Let me compare the principles of the extreme
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scepticism with those of what seem to me reasonable

faith. M. Eenan tells us that his first assumption,

in relation to theology, is a negative one—namely,

that in analysing what passes in those parts of the

universe open to our investigation, we find no trace

of the action of determinate beings superior to men,

and proceeding, as Malebranche says, "by special

volition." Such interventions, says M. Kenan, if

there were any such, would have been proved long

ago, for the field of research is wide. " But no one,"

he declares, " has ever demonstrated the trace of the

action of an intelligent hand interposing itself in-

stantaneously in the narrow course of the world's

afiairs" [Dialogues, etc., p. 14). But even in relation

to physical facts, that is, as M. Eenan well knows, a

most bitterly disputed point, which has been disputed

in every age, and has never been so ably disputed as in

our own scientific asre.-^ But even if it were as certain

as it is disputed, and in my opinion false, the reli-

gious question is not as to the physical but mental

trace of the action of definite agencies upon us ; and

it seems to me that no one can read the history of

the world, or review his own life, with his eyes

open, without admitting at once that the belief in

guidance from the spiritual side has been one of the

most fundamental facts of all races and ages, and

one far more clearly recognised by the higher races,

and that in their highest moods, than by the lower.

^ What is called "spiritualism" should, I think, be called

a mental si^ecies of materialism, if it were properly described.

But no one who has looked into the vast amount of evidence,

which every year swells in bulk in all classes of society, for the

occasional appearance of intelligent agencies which do not act

through any human brain or body, will feel at all inclined to

acquiesce in j\[. Kenan's absolute statement.
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Socrates speaks of the guidance of a spirit, Marcus

Aurelius of the guidance of the divine spirit, the

Hebrew prophets of the guidance of Jehovah, Christ

of the guidance of His Father, the Apostles of the

guidance of the Holy Spirit, Catholics in all ages of

the guidance of saints, Protestants of the guidance

of conscience or of God ; and even Pantheists, like

M. Renan, after giving up belief in voluntary guid-

ance, take to the belief in involuntary guidance by
that " sure " but groping spirit of " the whole " which

the latter likens to the tentative agency of an oyster

or a polyp. " Le monde est en travail de quelque

chose," he says, " omnis creatura ingemiscit et parturit.

Le grand agent de la marche du monde c'est la

douleur, I'etre mecontent, I'etre qui veut se d^velop-

per et n'est pas a I'aise pour se developper" (p. 23).

So that even the Pantheist cannot give up the fact

of guidance, though he makes his guide a groping

spirit which does not realise what it would be at,

instead of a divine spirit which inhabits eternity and

sees the end from the beginning. Nor is it only

that all the higher races and ages have acknowledged

the fact of moral and spiritual guidance : they have

done more—they have allowed themselves to be most

easily guided by those amongst them who have re-

cognised the fact of their own guidance most dis-

tinctly. In all countries it has been the men who
have made light of their own intelligence and their

own will, who have declared their own light dark-

ness, and their own will of no account, who have

been the prophets and teachers of others. It has

been those who have declared themselves nothing

who have been everything,—those who said, "I am
a man of unclean lips," or, " Depart from me, for I

am a sinful man, Lord," who have been made the
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leaders of the new life, — those who have abased

themselves who have been exalted, those once last

who have been put first, and by whose exaltation

to the first rank the world itself has gained. I

think it is, to say the least, a mark of good sense,

of plain historical sagacity, of modest willingness

to recognise fact, to ascribe the regenerating move-
ments which have made the world better almost

uniformly to those who have looked within for

spiritual guidance, and to the greater willingness

of the world to yield itself up to the believers in

such guidance, rather than to the representatives

of an imperious self-confidence and a predominant

self-will.

Now it is hardly necessary to remark, that though
the Pantheist cannot wholly give up guidance, and
believes in the guidance of an " impotent love

"

groping after some dimly-felt end, he rejects entirely

the spiritual guidance which it is alone becoming in

us to obey ; for the very good reason that he be-

lieves human consciousness to be the highest achieve-

ment of the blind soul of the universe, not one of its

lowliest instruments. "L'oeuvre universelle de tout

ce qui vit," says one of M. Renan's interlocutors,

" est de faire Dieu parfait, de contribuer a la grande

resultante definitive qui clora le cercle des choses par

I'unite. La raison, qui n'a eu jusqu'ici aucune part

a cette oeuvre, laquelle s'est accomplie aveuglement

et par la sourde tendance de tout ce qui est, la

raison, dis-je, prendra un jour en main I'intendance

de ce grand travail, et apres avoir organist I'humanit^,

organisera Dieu" (pp. 78-9). It is clear that if the

human reason is to "organise God," it cannot accept

guidance from God. The Pantheist must regard

those promptings which are not clear decisions of his
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own reason, not as guidance from above, but as blind

stirrings of instinct from below.

Now it seems to me that we make a very much
less serious draft on human credulity, if we recog-

nise the fact of sujDerhuman guidance as the cardinal

fact of all religious experience, and recognise the

religion of Christ as that in which this cardinal fact

reaches its culminating point and its highest explana-

tion. And if this be so,—if we admit that we receive

from above that which warrants its origin not only

by the impression it makes on our consciences, but

by the great achievements it can boast of,—why is it

not reasonable, in the highest degree, to accept the

account of the unseen world which Christ's words

give us— not forgetting, of course, to test that

account by all our other light, whatever it be—and

to hold our judgment in suspense, wherever two or

more independent and equally worthy sources of in-

formation appear to yield up inconsistent results 1

Surely it is not only more modest, but more in

conformity with the capacity of human reason, to

accept what a righteous Being, whose power over

us we can all feel, tells us of Himself, than to set

about the presumptuous work of "making God per-

fect," and " after organising humanity " " organising

Godr
The reply would be, I suppose, mainly, that what

Christ does tell us of Himself is not consistent with

what we have slowly learnt from history and science,

which are supposed to prove the existence of various

unspiritual principles of things, and to explode

miracles, the power of prayer, and the volition of

unseen beings, as true causes or active conditions of

earthly events. To a great extent, this volume is

intended as a study of these and of kindred asser-
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tions. But, as I have said very little on the subject

of the general relation between Christianity and the

moral wants and conditions of our own day, I may
as well, perhaps, explain here why I not only think

these objections feeble, but believe that some aspects

of Christ's teaching have a meaning for us which

they have not had in an equal degree for any pre-

vious generation.

There is nothing which is more remarkable in our

own time than the fact that while science has made
very rapid strides in explaining the gradual evolu-

tion of more refined and complex out of rougher

and simpler physical organs,—in short, in explaining

the upward tendency and pressure of the creative

forces at the springs of the universal order,—it has

made no such progress in explaining what is quite

as marked a feature of our day, the new inwardness

with which men are conceiving their relation to each

other, at a time when the natural effect of the new
scientific knowledge would be rather to increase our

contempt for average specimens of humanity and to

make light of human destinies. Thus M. Eenan,

in the volume I have so often referred to, says that

" the universe, like all the machines of nature, forces

on our observation the littleness of the beneficial

result in proportion to the mass ; in general the

mechanics of the universe are very imperfect as

regards the economy of their force. The universe is

like an engine, in which for every hundred thousand

measures of coal used, one would have been enough.

The 'useful man is scarcely one in a million" [Dialogues,

p. 73). And this is the drift of the teaching, not

only of M. Renan, but of the science of the day,

taken as a whole. Even English science, judging

solely by its own characteristic scientific principles,
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would probably concur with M. Eenan that "no one

would hazard in business a hundred francs for the

chance of gaining a million, on such a probability as

that of a future life" {Dialogues, p. 31). And this

general opinion of the scientific world as to the

childishness of the faith in individual immortality,

combined with the evidence which science has accu-

mulated of the close relationship between the average

man and the brute creation, has, no doubt, if taken

alone, tended to produce a certain indifference and

coldness in the relation between man and man, and
a certain aristocratic contempt for the ignorant and

animal-minded millions by whom the earth is mostly

peopled, on the part of the cultivated caste. But
this tendency is more than neutralised by a very

opposite current of feeling, which seems to grow in

depth and intensity in spite of the aristocratic tone

engrafted on our literature by the higher science

and the sceptical philosophy which is allied with it.

Contrast, for instance, M. Kenan's tone on this

matter with that of his great contemporary, Victor

Hugo. M. Kenan allows one of the interlocutors in

his Dialogues to assert expressly that the nature of

the evil which is likely to result to the inhabitants

of this planet from the exhaustion of our coal, is

one akin to that similar evil which is likely to result

from that diffusion of the notions of "a sordid de-

mocracy," which in its way, he says, puts an end
to the moral fuel of the earth, "at least, to the

moral heat and the capacity for self-devotion,"—both

changes imjjlying the " exhaustion of the old dis-

pensations of the earth" (pj). 80-81). And he lays

it down that science alone can adequately combat
either evil,—the former, by inventing new modes
of storing up the heat of the sun ; the latter, by
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applying scientific methods to military concerns, so

as to organise in the hands of an intellectual and

moral aristocracy the power which alone can con-

trol "the sordid democracy" whose advent he fears.

In what strange contrast to such anticipations as

these is the constant cry, not to say shriek, of faith,

uttered year after year by Victor Hugo, in the

divinity of the people !

But with Victor Hugo, and all the poets of demo-

cracy, it is Si faith, not a scientific certainty, that the

collective spirit of the various peoples of the world

must grow in s^^iritual nobility, and in the inward-

ness of the brotherhood evolved. And this faith is

founded on the advance, often seen even amongst

fanatical sceptics, of those deep and inward concep-

tions of the relations between man and man, of.

which Christ was the first revealer. His teaching

that men all live in Him as He lives in the Father;

that they are united in Him as the branches are

united in the vine ; that a service done to the least of

His brethren is done to Him, and that one refused to

the least of His brethren is refused to Him; that the

love of men for each other is nothing but the poor

sign and meagre hint of that love of God for man
which is destined to produce infinitely richer and

better fruit; that it is the divine life which feeds the

sense of human brotherhood; that unit}^ in Him is

the only security for that true democracy which is

but a transformed theocracy of the intense and inward

type to which Christ gives us the key,—this teaching

it is which is the fountainhead of the gospel of fra-

ternity, and which alone ennobles and justifies it.

On the view of positive science this craving for an

inward and almost passionate gospel of human
brotherhood seems to be unintelligible, or simply
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superstitious. Yet it persists and grows, in spite of

the meagre nourishment it obtains from any elements

of the sceptic's creed. If there be no more in men
than the theory of physical evolution accounts for,

—if we are to trust to science first "to oro-anise

humanity," and then to " organise God,"—what intel-

lectual turbulence, violence, and self-will is there not

in the Hugoistic scream that the heart of the people

is always to be trusted, though their heads may be

full of illusions ! For my own part I think that no
aspect of Christianity has more claim on the present

generation than its declaration, in the very face of the

new physical theory, that the true bond between men
is at once inward and divine, that it comes from the

world above us much more than from the world be-

neath us,—and so far as it does come from the world
beneath us at all, only because all that is beneath us

is ultimately derived from what is above us, and that

it penetrates into the secrets of human motive ; that

the Creator, instead of merely welding us together by
the cohesion of our external interests, and using the

multitude as the lavish and wasteful machinery of

nature for producing a few wise men, or as the hot-

bed out of which the rare flower of scientific genius

is elaborated, estimates the greater gifts of the few

and learned entirely as talents meant to be expended

in the service of the many, the ignorant, and the

wretched—that is, as means for raising the millions,

not as the final cause of the existence of those millions

themselves. I doubt if any generation ever felt a

more 2:»assionate sense of the mystery of human
brotherhood than our own, and this at the very time

when that mystery is most openly denied by the

acutest of our teachers, and when our relation to

each other is explained as the mere result of common
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interests operating through the cumuhative law of

inheritance, to give permanence and force to gre-

garious caprices. Now Christ's teaching affirms and
explains that mystery, when it declares that the sap

of every man's true life is as much derived from Him
as that of the branch from the stem of the tree, or as

His own life from God's, and when it applies this to

prove that all true growth is inward,—growth into

the knowledge and love of God, and into that spirit-

ual unity in man which results only from perfect

harmony with the divine life.

Again, even as to the doctrine of miracles, in

which it is generally assumed that Christ taught

what science has exploded, I think it will be found

that just the reverse is true. Christ certainly taught,

and taught most repeatedly, that there was no such

thing in the moral world as magical transformations

without previous preparation of the spirit. No
miracle. He said, could transform a man who had

not used the ordinary means at his disposal for the

same end. " If he hear not Moses and the prophets,

neither would he be persuaded though one should rise

from the dead." " An evil and adulterous generation

seeketh after a sign,"—evil because it is only evil

which obliterates the true sign, the sign in the con-

science,—adulterous because there is a certain im-

purity in the appeal of a heart that does not really

desire God, for signs of His mere omnipotence, that

it may cower before Him. All His teaching as to

the moral life took its symbols from the gradual pro-

cesses of nature. You could not expect from the

soil that was only rich enough to produce a thirty-

fold crop, what you might expect from a soil rich

enough to produce sixty or a hundred fold. You
must not expect the ear before the blade, or the ripe
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corn before the ear had had its full measure of exposure

to rain and light and heat. You must not look to

gather grapes from thorns, or figs from thistles.

You must not try to separate violently evil and good.

The tares must grow with the wheat. You must not

suppose that the sun does not shine and the rain fall

on evil and good alike. You must not fancy that

because calamities fall on a man he is marked out for

the vengeance of God. All Christ's teaching was in

the same vein—that the divine grace in man has as

much its regular and orderly methods as the divine

life in physical nature.

But then, in spite of all this, Christ claimed to

give sudden succour both to the physical and moral

life of men,— to heal the sick -without visible or

gradual remedies, and to pardon sin and renew the

divine life in the soul without any necessary interval

of external discipline or visible expiation. No doubt

He did. But it would be a great mistake, I think,

to suppose that in so doing He " suspended " any

natural law. On the contrary. He was but infus-

ing in a higher degree into the order of natiu:e

that predominating influence of a commanding per-

sonality, Avhich, though in a much lower degree, we
have plenty of evidence that other human beings,

by virtue either of their s^jiritual union with God, or

of some high natural gift, have infused into it in

other countries and ages of the world. I do not

believe that " miracles " are, or could be, " suspen-

sions " of natural laws. They are but the modifica-

tions of the results of those laws caused by the intro-

duction into the agencies at work of the influence of

controlling spirits of unusual power.

But whatever miracles be, I think history shows a

very great amount of evidence, which it is but one of
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the superstitions of our modern science to ignore,

that such events have happened in all ages. The
curative or sometimes blighting power of mesmerism,

which in some degree, however limited, all our best

physiologists now admit, is but a slight illustration

of the mysterious power which some men, if they

choose, can infuse, as it were, into the energies of

others;— a transfusion of energy of a subtler, and

more mysterious, but probably very analogous kind,

to that transfusion of blood from the healthy into the

feeble man's veins, which has now been repeatedly

used to save life. And in very rare and exceptional

cases I do not doubt that this inpouring of new
energy reaches limits which we reasonably believe to

be impossible to human gifts of any calibre, and to

be directly derived from a superhuman world. The
question as to the fact is simply one of evidence, and

no modern prejudice seems to me less truly scientific

than that entertained against the large amount of

evidence to show that events of this kind have taken

place in all ages of the world under religious condi-

tions more or less similar.

Take, for instance, the evidence of the famous

Jansenist miracle at Port Eoyal, which is thus re-

lated by the Rev. Charles Beard, the accomplished

author of the history of Port Royal,—an author who
certainly shows no favour at all towards the physico-

supernatural ; indeed, I should say a marked distrust

for and suspicion of it. " The two daughters of

Florin} Perier and his wife Gilberte, eldest sister of

Blaise Pascal, had in the year 1653 been placed as

boarders at Port Royal de Paris, where their aunt,

Jacqueline Pascal, was already a nun, under the name
of Soeur Jacqueline de St. Euphemie. In the year

1656, Marguerite Perier, the younger of the sisters,
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was from ten to eleven years of age. For three years

and a half she had suffered from what the surgeon

called an ' segilops, or lachrymal fistula, in the left

eye, about the size of a hazel-nut.' The symptoms
were very distressing. The corner of the eye and

the cheek were much swollen ; and when the swelling

was pressed matter issued not only from the eye

itself, but also from the nostril. Then, for a time,

the swelling disappeared, but soon again became

visible in its former dimensions. The surgeon in

attendance, M. d'Alen^ai, was of opinion that the

bone of the nose was carious, and that a part of the

purulent matter found its w^ay by this new channel

into the throat. A fetid odour issued from the dis-

eased parts, so that the poor child was necessarily

separated from her companions. For eighteen

months various remedies had been tried in vain, and

now, in March, 1656, the operation of cautery had

been finally resolved uj^on as a last resource, which

might or might not prove successful ; and the child's

father was on his way to be present.

" Not far from Port Koyal lived M. de la Potherie,

a worthy ecclesiastic, distantly related to La Mere
Ang61ique, who had a passion for collecting relics,

and considered it a pious duty to provide them with

shrines of fit magnificence. Among others he had
become possessed of a thorn from our Saviour's

crown of undoubted authenticity. He could not

selfishly keep so precious a relic for the admiration

of his own piety alone, and lent it therefore for a

time to the sisterhood of Port Eoyal. They received

it with due reverence, and appointed Friday, March
24th, for a festival in its honour. Mass was said

;

and it was afterwards long remembered that at the

introit of the service for the day occurred those
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words of the 86th Psalm, 'Shew me a token for

good ; that they which hate me may see it, and

be ashamed.' Then, after a solemn anthem in

honour of the holy crown, the thorn was exposed

upon the low altar, set in the middle of the choir,

and the sisters, kneeling, kissed it one by one.

Next came up the boarders to perform the same

homage, their mistress, the Sceur Flavie Passart,

standing by. As Marguerite P6rier approached in

her turn, her eye attracted the notice of Sceur

Flavie, who with her own hands applied the relic

to the swollen part. No further attention was paid

to the circumstance, and when the service was con-

cluded the relic was restored to its owner. ' Towards

evening,' writes Jacqueline Pascal to her sister, the

mother of the child, ' my sister Flavie, who no longer

thought of what she had done, heard Marguerite

saying to one of her little sisters, " My eye is cured

;

it does not hurt me now." She was not a little sur-

prised at this. She drew near, and found that the

little swelling in the corner, which in the morning

had been large as a finger's end, very long and very

hard, no longer existed ; and that the eye, which,

before it was touched by the relic, was painful to

look at, because it watered so much, appeared as

healthy as the other, so that no difference between

them could be perceived.' The purulent matter had

altogether ceased to ooze out, and the cure was ap-

parently complete. La Mere Agnes was immediately

informed of the circumstance, and on the next day

the child's aunt ; but it was not thought advisable,

in face of the active enmity to Port Royal, to publish

the marvel to the world. On the 31st of March,

exactly a week after the miraculous cure, came M.

d'Alen9ai. The child was shown to him in silence.
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He began to press the eye ; to search for matter in

the nostril ; in short to look for all the symptoms
with which he had formerly been familiar. His

surprise was great when So3ur Flavie recounted her

story. Then he declared that such a cure could only

be miraculous, and that he was ready to attest the

fact whenever called upon to do so. Still the sister-

hood were silent, and it was M. d'Alen^ai who spread

the news through Paris. There, on the 14th of

April, five physicians and two surgeons, who had
more or less knowledge of the case, signed and pub-

lished a certificate, stating their belief that such a

cure ' was beyond the ordinary j^ower of nature, and

could not have taken place without a miracle.' In

October of the same year, the officials of the diocese

investigated the circumstances, and pronounced an

authentication of the miracle, which was followed by
a solemn Mass and Te Deum in the Convent Church.

And finally, in 1728, when Port Eoyal had been

destroyed, and the very bones of its saints cast out

of their graves, Pope Benedict XIII. quotes, in his

printed works, the case of Marguerite Perier as a

proof that in the true Church the age of miracles

had not gone by. Marguerite Perier survived her

sudden and most firmly believed miraculous cure

about eighty years. Long after the destruction of

Port Royal, and when Jansenism was hastening to

its final degradation in the miracles of the Convul-

smmaires, she was revered by the devotees of the

sect as a living relic of the days of Blaise Pascal and

Angelique Arnauld. Not loug before her death,

which took place in 1733, she writes in some
memoranda of family history which she had com-

piled, ' Such has been the life of all the members of

my family. I alone remain. They all died in the
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immovable love of truth. Like Simon Maccabseus,

the last of all his brothers, I ought to say, " All my
kindred and my brethren have died in the service

of God and in the love of truth." I alone remain.

If God please, I would that I may never think of

failing in my fidelity. It is a boon which I ask of

Him with all my heart.' These are not the words
of one who had ever been a party to any conscious

imposture. So also her family were strongly per-

suaded of the reality of the miracle. They provided

for the celebration of an annual service in the

Cathedral of Clermont, on the 24th of March, and
set up an inscription in the same church commemora-
tive of the event. Jacqueline Pascal sang the

praises of the Holy Thorn in an ode which, although

an enthusiastic biographer pronounces some of its

stanzas not unworthy of Corneille, somewhat tempers

our regret that the stern discipline of Port Eoyal

condemned her poetic powers, which had displayed

themselves at a very early age, to lifelong inaction.

And Pascal himself was so deeply convinced that his

niece had been cured by a supernatural interposition

of Providence, that he caused to be engraved upon
his seal an Eye, surrounded by a crown of thorns,

with the motto, 'Scio cui credidi,' and henceforth

used this new device in place of his old armorial

bearings." ^

I confess I think such evidence—whatever theory

we may adopt of the motive of the cure, and however
little we may be inclined to attribute it to the relic

used—can only be rejected by those who have the

strongest It priori objection to admit that the ordinary

laws of evidence apply to marvels at all. I suspect

that this was Mr. Beard's own, though unconscious,

^Port Royal By Charles Beard, B.A. Vol. i. pp. 304-308.
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assum2:>tion, when he explained it to himself as an

event in which none but ordinary causes, assisted

only by a little extra excitement in the child's mind,

were at work. His view is that the pressure of the

thorn at the time, aided by excitement, might have

broken through the barrier in the tear-duct just as

the intended operation would have done, and that,

the diseased bone being broken through, the sub-

stance of the swelling would pass down the throat

unconsciously, and all irritation at once cease. But
how, with a diseased bone, could the wholesomeness

of the general condition have returned ? The evi-

dence, indeed, is all against this explanation. In the

first place the momentary pressure applied in touch-

ing the eye with a sacred thorn at the time of the

procession must have been of the most trivial kind,

—nothing at all like the pressure which the surgeon

had habitually applied on all his previous visits, and
which he applied again on his subsequent visit. In

the next place there does not seem to have been any

basis for the excitement. No one expected the cure.

No one took any particular notice of the child. It

was her own casual remark to a friend that she felt

no more pain which first drew attention to the

astonishing change in the eye ; and then the cure

was effected. To explain the event on the physio-

logical theory now so much in vogue, that great

emotion and excitement will sometimes cause a

sudden absorption of diseased tissue by the mere
stimulus which it sends through the nerves to the

suffering parts, seems hardly possible in the case of

a child not yet eleven years old, who had apparently

never been led to expect anything from the touch of

the relic, and who certainly was not made the sub-

ject of any kind of religious experiment by the nuns.
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Diseases of three years and a half standing, in which

the bone has become carious, do not disappear in

this sudden fashion, and all the medical evidence of

the day was unanimous against Mr. Beard's theory.

Now, considering the excessive dislike of Port Royal

felt by the Roman Catholic Church, the purely

natural explanation of the cure would certainly have

been eagerly maintained, if the medical conditions of

the case, at least as then understood, would have

admitted it ; and I believe this is just one of the

diseases on which the medical science of that day was

not greatly if at all behind the medical science of

this. It seems to me that an unprejudiced mind

would be inclined to say of such evidence as this,

that it is fully adequate to prove that some new in-

fluence, not of the ordinary physical kind, produced

the cure, especially as this cure was followed by

many others, some of them authenticated with even

more elaborate care ; though of course after the

religious excitement and the vivid expectation of

miracles had once begun, the modern explanation to

which I have alluded would be far more plausible

than it can be in its application to this case.

But it is not as if the evidence of this case stood

alone. I have heard one of the most sceptical and

one of the very ablest and most distinguished

physiologists of the present day say that he regards

the evidence for some of the Lourdes miracles, which

he himself had looked into—not, indeed, as convinc-

ing, for it was not a case in which he was willing to

admit anything like ordinary evidence as convincing,

but as exceedingly remarkable ; so remarkable that

he thought the evidence for the most universally

accepted of the Christian miracles light in the com-

parison. And any one who will read the striking
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paper on " Catholic Miracles," in the January number
of the Dublin Review for 1876, and who will dismiss

from his mind the prejudice that the best Eoman
Catholics are willing to tell any lies on behalf of their

Church,— (it is, indeed, generally admitted by all

well-informed Protestants that Eome is really very

loth to admit miracles, and that by official cross-

examination and suggestion of all possible natural

explanations, she steadily discourages credulousness

and sifts most jealously the evidence alleged for every

miracle which she admits),—will be convinced that

in various times and ao-es numbers of distins-uished

and apparently upright men have given their con-

current testimony to marvels of this kind, as to which

it was hardly possible for all of them to be deluded

or mistaken. No doubt enthusiasm may account for

much, and fraud for much. But enthusiasm and

fraud cannot reasonably be asked to account for so

much evidence on this subject as really exists. For

the evidence is not limited to any Church or sect.

That vision of Colonel Gardiner's which changed, as

everybody knows, the whole course of his life, and

turned him from a soldier of small scruples into a

Protestant saint, was not, indeed, necessarily a miracle

of the physical order, for it is not needful to believe

that there really was a figure of Christ presented to

his sight, i.e. one external to his mind. He himself,

however, never felt a doubt that he had seen what
was external to himself ; nor was he the kind of man
to see visions and dream dreams. No one who reads

Dr. Doddridge's report of Colonel Gardiner's own
account of his conversion from a licentious to a

spiritual life can help being struck by its singular

straightforwardness and simplicity.

Again, I quite agree with those men of science
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who say that there is no difference in kind between

any real divine answer to prayer and miracles. All

divine answer to prayer must involve the infusion of

some new influence into that chain of antecedents and

consequents which would otherwise constitute human
life ; and that is all that I can see,—though of course

the kind of influence infused may be of a much more

or much less startling kind,—in any miracle. It

seems to me, therefore, that all who really believe in

the answer to prayer,—except, perhaps, on the very

difiicult and artificial theory of a pre-established

harmony by which God, foreseeing all the prayers

which would ever be off'ered to Him, so fore-ordered

the physical laws of the universe as to answer such of

them as were agreeable to His will,—should be quite

ready to accept, or refuse to accept, an alleged

miracle, according as the evidence for it is strong or

weak. I know how superstitious this view will seem

to many. But no charge is launched with less con-

sideration,—because with more confidence in securing

the superficial and ready sympathy of the mass of

mankind at the present day,—than the charge of

superstition. Superstition seems to me nothing in the

world but a proneness to believe what you have no

sufiicient reason for believing, except your desire, or

a long-impressed habit of believing it. And I think,

therefore, there is quite as much superstition in dis-

believing what there is good reason to believe, only

because you desire to disbelieve it, or because you

have inherited the habit of disbelieving it, as there is

in believing what there is no such reason to believe,

only because you are accustomed, or would like, to

believe it. The whole issue really turns on the

alleged uniformity of the order of nature. But I

never could see that that uniformity could be even
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reasonably asserted without a candid and calm exam-

ination of all the principal evidences that the com-

mon order of nature is subject to very serious and
important, though rare, interruptions. It seems to

me that most men of science prove the principle

without any examination of the alleged exceptions to

it, and then avail themselves of the principle so

proved to throw discredit on all cases of exception,

—

surely a most illogical proceeding.

Englefield Green,

llth September 1876.
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/ I

THE MORAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ATHEISM

If ever the dark shadow of Atheism were suddeiily

to envelop the earth, wouhl the crash of falling

churches, the disbanding of ecclesiastical classes, and

the vanishing of all conscious individual intercourse

with God, be necessarily accompanied by the yielding

of all moral ties and the dissolution of every sacred

social organisation 1 Before it is ^^ossible to answer

such a question, it is necessary to call to mind a very

obvious but a strangely-forgotten truth, that human
trust does not create God, and that human distrust

would not annihilate Him. There is a thoroughly

atheistic way of shuddering over Atheism, which is

apt to express itself as if the 'spread of human dis-

belief would not only overcloud but enijjti/ heaven.

Although the darkness which I have supposed would

hide God from us, it would not hide us from God

;

nor should we ever be beyond the reach of His

moral influence. When people assume that an

Atheist 7nud "live without God in the world," they

assume what is fatal to their own Theism. I believe

that by far the greater part of all human trust does

not arise, as is commonly supposed, from our seeking

God, but from God's seeking us ; and this, too, with-

out any clear admission or confession on our part of

VOL. I B
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His influence upon us ;—that a great deal of it is

trust in goodness rather than in any personal God,

and might possibly be held along with intellectual

disbelief of His personal existence ; in short, that if

you could blot out on the one hand all acts of self-

confessed trust in God,— if you could blot out all

private and public worship, properly so called,

spurious or genuine, all churches, all creeds, all

Pharisaism, and all pure conscious devotion ; and if,

on the other hand, you might leave all this, and blot

out of the earth all unconscious and unconfessed

acts of surrender to the divine influence in the heart,

—all that might possibly be connected with purely

intellectual Atheism,—you would blot out more of

true "religion," more of that which " binds together
"

human society, more of God's true agency on the

earth, in the latter case than in the former. Of

course I do not mean that the truest unconscious

trust in God's influence is not generally to be found

in the same minds which, at other times, also con-

sciously confess Him ; but only this, that if in every

life, whether of faitli or doubt, you numbered up the

acts of trust Avhich are not rendered to God person-

ally, but to the instincts and impulses which so often

represent Him in the heart, and which might continue

to represent Him even when the cloud of conscious

doubt of His existence had intervened, you would

probably have numbered far more acts Avhich really

originate in divine influence than could possibly be

found animated by a conscious personal belief.

And if this be so, as I think most men will admit

as much from self-knowledge as from knowledge of

the world, it is a fatal blunder to attempt to prove

to the Atheist that, in consequence of his doubt, he

has been and is living totally without God ; that his
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eyes need opening, not in order that they may recog-

nise One Avho has been ever with him, but that they

may help him to find a distant and alienated power.

There is no teaching more mischievous in its effects

than that which makes human belief in God the first

regenerating power in human society, and God Him-

self the second ; which makes God's blessing a conse-

quence of man's confession, and which therefore limits

that blessins; to the narrow bounds of the confession.

In fact, this delusion tends to depress rather than to

exaggerate ordinary men's estimate of the value of

faith. Hearing it constantly implied that God influ-

ences men's hearts only so far as they confess His

influence ; that He will do nothing for them, morally

and spiritually, unless they render the " glory " where

it is due ; and yet, seeing that in point of fact this

sine qua non of divine influence is anything but a true

mark of actual goodness, being often only the crown-

ing element in evil,—a school of thought has sprung

up which depreciates the value of faith altogether,

which delights in discovering that the greatest good

is, after all, to be found hidden under a mask of

scepticism and self-mockery, in short, a school which

replaces the religious ascription of all goodness to

God's grace, by light satire on a human nature that

cannot claim to be so assisted, but only to do the

best it can for itself in an unostentatious way. This

disposition to compare keen self-mockery with formal

belief, and to give the preference to the former, is

perceptible enough in the whole tone of our literature.

Thackeray's writings were throughout tinged with the

feeling that thorough self-mockery is one of the

highest moral virtues of which men in general are

capable. And until even honest self-exposure, and

every other sort of goodness, so far as it is goodness.
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])e attributed to God's Spirit working in man, far

though it be removed from the theological virtue of

faith, faith itself will never recover from the discredit

into which its undue isolation has brought it. As
soon as God is confessed to be far greater than our

faith, we shall begin to make the effort to render our

faith more worthy of God : but while men own so

many things to be noble which are never claimed as

divine because they are unaccomjianied by this con-

scious faith, so long men will care little what that

faith does or does not include. They have found

the faith-classification of human actions so narrow

and unjust, they have seen so much goodness without

faith, and so much faith without goodness, that they

begin to preach justification by sincerity as a more
human, if it is not a more divine formula than justi-

fication by faith.

In showing, then, that Atheism is false to human
nature, that trust in God is the natural atmosphere

of our moral life, it must not be taken for granted,

as is so often done, that belief in God as God, and

belief in goodness, are one and the same thing. We
must grant the Atheist his unexplained impulses to

good, the implicit God of his conscience, and show

how he mutilates and dwarfs human nature by deny-

ing it all explained impulses to good, the explicit

God of faith. Though guarding against the error

that distinct acknowledgment of God must accompany

all virtual obedience to His word, it is of course

manifest that, so far as human action is self-conscious

as well as voluntary, blindness to God's existence

must entail a large and constant loss upon the blind.

Although other and deeper springs of divine influence

be not closed, although there may be yet (except in

the cases in which intellectual Atheism is the dulness
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produced by moral Atheism) far more effectual means

of inward guidance still accessible to God's providence

than those which any deadness of insight can obstruct,

—yet all the tone of the reflective life must be greatly

injured by the exclusion of this great object from the

field of the inward vision. Not to see what exists

must of course modify constantly the whole range of

action and thought which has a real (though in this

case unperceived) reference to that existence. As
our ancestors, who did not know that air had weight,

reaped unconsciously most of the benefits of the all-

permeating atmospheric pressure, but of course lost

that which depended on the actual recognition and

conscious use of its weight, so those who do not know
that God is, while they experience, almost as much
as any, the blessing of His existence and His charac-

ter, cannot have the blessing which arises exclusively''

from taking account of the fact of that existence and

character ; and therefore it is, I believe, that, in pro-

portion as mental culture increases the horizon of

man's experience, and brings more and more of his

life beneath the eye of his thought, is the moral loss

serious and deep which arises from this mental

blindness. Those who have but little inward life,

whose busy routine of occupation, or natural one-

sidedness of character, leaves room only for a narrow

moral horizon, suff'er indeed, and bitterly, from

blindness to the only great and tranquillising reality

of life, but not at all in the same proportion as those

whose whole nature is awake and sensitive to human
emotions, without including the belief in God. Of

all merely intellectual Atheisms, hard material

Atheism betrays least strikingly and painfully the

absence of the power of faith. There are so many
natural obstructions in the minds capable of that
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type of creed, to the permeation of religious convic-

tion, that its absence is not striking ; there would be

so many clouds as to hide the sun even if it were up.

But thoroughly cultivated and refined Atheism is

always intensely startling and painful, like the blot-

ting of the sun out of a clear sky. The actual loss is

greater
;
proportionally far more of God's influence

would naturally come through conscious channels

with the cultivated than with the uncultivated man
;

proportionally less strength and warmth can be

received unconsciously from "behind the veil."

Now, first of all, look steadily at the startling fact

which meets one on the threshold of this question

—the fact, namely, that it is so much as possible for

a sincere truth-loving mind to doubt of God's exist-

ence—that the greatest of all realities appears so

frequently, in the history of nations as well as in

individual life, rather in the shape of a whispered

haunting suggestion than of a fully illumined truth.

Can any answer be found to the argument, "You
tell us that this faith is the one pure spring of all the

conscious purity and strength to which human nature

has access. AVhy, then, is it at best a faith, and not

a conspicuous fact? Why can it ever, even for a

time, be inaccessible to eager search 1 And why,

when attained, does it still linger in the background

of your mind, as it were, being usually, even to your-

selves, more audible than heard?" The common
and drearj^ answer is, of course,—on account of the

mists of human corruption. But it seems strange

that the very remedy which is to heal the blindness

should be apjilicable only when the blindness is

already healed. I believe, too, that this difficulty is

not explicable by the suggestion of a distinguished

theologian, that trust is imposed on us as a kind of
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probationary venture of the will—a courageous risk

of ourselves in a dim twilight, in order to test

whether we would not rather serve even a probable

God than a certain self-love. I do not deny that we
ought to make this choice, if it were possible for Him
thus to experimentalise upon us ; but it seems to me
that it is a most unworthy representation of the

divine character to represent Him as tempting us by
self-concealment.

Probably the account which most true men would
give to themselves of the mystery is this : that while

faith fosters, sight would arrest, the growth of our

moral nature,—nay, that there may even be peculiar

stages of individual and social life wherein the

absence of faith alleviates instead of aggravating the

danger of moral evil. I suppose that a constant

vision of God would be an injury to almost all men,

—that there are periods when even utter scepticism

is the sign of God's mercy, and the necessary con-

dition of moral restoration. A real independent

moral growth would be impossible to natures that

had not been shaded, as it were, by a special veil

from the overwhelming brightness of a divine charac-

ter ever present with us. Either everything human
must have been changed, so as to make us impervious

to personal influences, or there must be a special film

to screen from our sensitive passive nature, at least

during the growth of our character, the intense im-

pressions proceeding from spiritual beings greatly

superior to ourselves. Every one knows that, even

amongst men, a powerful massive character, though

it be nearly perfect, often positively injures those

within tlie circle of its influence. They lose the

spring of their mind beneath the overwhelming

weight of its constant pressure. They are crushed
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into an unconscious mechanical consonance with all

its ways. Nay, even affection, not pressure, may do
the same thing. Moral preference, moral freedom,

moral character, may be superseded altogether by
the single unanalysed predominance of another's

wish. This it was, probably, which rendered the

removal of Christ the first condition of the moral

growth of the apostles. " It is expedient for you
that I go awaj'-." In the case supposed we should

lose the power of growing up to be "fellow-workers

"

with God, through mere unmoral captivity to His

infinite influence. Faith means the discernment of

His character without subjugation of the small finite

personality to the infinite life. To exchange faith

for sight on earth would be to exchange moral educa-

tion for moral absorption.

Again, I think it true, for a converse reason, that

there are stages in liuman culture when even utter

scepticism ma}^ be a divine remedy for moral evil.

When civilisation has become corrupt, and men are

living below their faith, I think it may often be in

mercy that God strikes the nations with blindness,

—

that the only remedy lies in thus taking away an

influence they resist, and leaving them to learn the

stern lesson of helpless self-dependence. The shock

of a lost faith often restores sooner than the rejiroach

of a neglected faith. Nay, often before any real faith

can be attained at all, scepticism may be, I believe,

a discipline of mind and heart, given not in retri-

bution but in love. The painful groping of an

uncertain footing amidst immortal wants and aflec-

tions, is often the only means by which, as far as I

can see, we could have our eyes opened at once to

their meaning and to our own responsibility.

It is in growing characters, maturing in the culture
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of all the finer elements, as well as in mere intellect,

that scepticism seems most evil in its influences,

—

the character needing the genial influence of trust,

and yet held fast in some of the many intellectual

traps of human speculation. In other cases it cannot
be regarded as unmixed evil. But, as I have said,

in refined and cultured minds there is, I believe, no
influence that can secure constant progress apart from
personal trust; and long-continued doubt, whether
arising from personal unfaithfulness or from other

causes, must in the end ossify the higher parts of the

mind and distort the whole.

What, then, is the atheistic type of character ?

In other words, what is the type of character which
a fully realised disbelief in the existence and influence

over us of any spiritual nature higher than our own
(however faithfully our own may be accepted and
trusted) tends to produce ? Vividly to realise the im-

port of Atheism to human character, even though it be
not moral Atheism (or disbelief in ultimate moral
distinctions), is the first step towards its disproof.

It is clear that Atheism necessarily tends to re-

duce relatively the influence of the higher intellectual

and moral faculties (even where the real existence of

these is not disputed), as compared with that of the

senses, social impulses, and those energies which tell

most directly upon the world. And this it does

both involuntarily and unconsciousl}- ,—by eradicating

from the imagination that haunting image of the divine

character which most stimulates these faculties into

action,—and also voluntarily and consciously, because

the Atheist must in consistency believe that the

Theist's worship gives these faculties an unfair promin-
ence. Holding that the human mind is in direct con-

tact with no other mind, but is the latest and highest
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consummation of forces pushing upwards from a

lower stage of existence, the Atheist cannot regard

his own highest mental states— conscience, affection,

and so forth—as having any independent ilkimination

of their own,—as skjdights opened to let in upon
human nature an infinite dawn from above,—but

rather as a polished arch or dome completing and re-

flecting the whole edifice beneath. To him the

highest point of human culture is the absolutely

highest point in the mental universe ; mere non-

existence roofs us in beyond ; and of course, there-

fore, the [highest faculties we possess must derive

their sole validity and their sole meaning from the

lower nature to which they add the finishing touch.

No doubt he will admit that new poAver and insight

is gained, the higher our self-culture is pushed ; but

the new power is not power from beyond human
nature, the new insight is not insight into a region

above it ; it is only the stronger grasp of a more

practised hand, the keener vision of a more compre-

hensive survey. Hence, by dismissing the faith in

God, Atheism necessarily bases the higher faculties

of man completely and solely on the lower organisa-

tion, and denies them any independent spring.

Moreover, the Atheist is led to justify and fortify him-

self in this natural result of his modes of thought by

assuming, as Feuerbach does, that the object of man's

worship, if there be any, ought to be a perfect man,

and that the Theist's God is not even strictly a mag-

nified shadow of humanity, but only of a special and

arbitrarily selected portion of humanity. This kind

of worship, thei'efore, gives, he maintains, a factitious

and disproportionate influence to certain so-called

" higher parts " of human nature. An injurious and

morbid reduplication is given, he thinks, to the
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faculties called moral and spiritual by this rapt

attention to a fanciful religious echo of them, while

the physical organisation and common-sense under-

standing are left to assert themselves. And so the

Atheist, denying any special or original sources of

life for the highest part of man's nature, sets it to

take lessons from the lower, and look down instead

of looking up. Hence, I believe. Atheism is far

more uncomfortably and consciously alive to the

material conditions under which it works, and the

physiological laws it so anxiously consults, than

would be the case if man had no moral nature at all.

There is the same kind of soreness in the alliance be-

tween the moral and physical nature, under this level-

ling theory, which usually exists between essentially

different ranks, where the higher is induced by some

theoretic conviction to disavow its special birthright.

Again, atheistic theory in one still more important

respect diminishes the influence that must be given

to the moral nature of man. It necessarily regards

good and evil as ideas attained and attainable only by

human capacity,—as depending on natural genius

and insight only,—as wholly limited by natural dis-

position. Not seeing in them any movement of an

independent character towards us, but only an exercise

of human capacity, cases of moral difficulty are apt

to be given up or slurred over by the Atheist as

insoluble, which the Theist feels must be capable of

solution if he can only trustfully follow, step by step,

and without impatience, the gradual indications of

God's purposes. There is all the difference in the

world between the view of right and wrong which

treats it as a mathematical problem which a man can

solve or not according to his capacity, and the view

of it as something which depends on the faithfulness
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of a personal relation—something certain to become

clearer and clearer, not through our capacity, but

through the free illuminating power of another's in-

fluence, if we use the dim lioht we have in bei^dnninei:

to go Avhere it leads. Right and wrong are usually

considered as extremely simple to see—difficult only

to do. This is very false, however, especially when
weakness and sin have already complicated human
relations. And at this point the atheistic and theistic

views of conduct necessarily become essentially differ-

ent in the relative importance the}" assign to moral in-

stincts. Neither Atheist nor Theist can see anything

but thick darkness perhaps, and both are utterly

incompetent to find their own way to the light. But
the Atheist has only his own powers to trust, and,

finding them shackled and paralysed by a thousand

chains, can but despair, and find no help in the

flickering conscience, which only seems to mock the

gloom. The Theist, if he can still believe in the

infinite love of God, can trust implicitly that every

step into the darkness will be into a darkness less

complete, and show the way to the step beyond.

Hence he can never believe but that right is aUainahle,

if he will follow on ; that the little insight he has

must be implicitly obeyed, and not thrown away be-

cause it seems utterly inadequate to his need. If

you don't believe that " good " is living and free

—

that it is a person—you cannot believe that it will

necessarily find you out ; and you may be as incom-

petent to find // out as to leave the earth for the sun.

And just in the same way as the absence of trust

tends to nourish a despondency in deep moral diffi-

culty, and a neglect of the inadequate faculty we
have, in the case of the individual,—so it is also fatal

to the healthy progress of nations. The Atheist says,
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" Even you admit that God : }ielps only those who
help themselves. Well, wj help ourselves, and

therefore God, if He exist* helps us ; if He does

not, we have all the help We can. Science is the true

providence of man. We put no faith in ' personal

god'; we use our own faculties." Very well; but

let men only realise your negative creed, and you

will find they have not the heart, or perhaps the

temerity, on great occasions, to help themselves any

longer. Trust is the postulate of the capacity to

help ourselves in any great or noble work. It be-

comes impossible to do our part bravely without

this perfect reliance on the co-operation of God.

What is to justify trust in a mere sudden gleam of

light,— a streak just flashing over a universe at mid-

night,—except the conviction that it comes from One
who will send more and more, as the occasions de-

mand, if that be followed 1 Luther's intense saying,

" We tell our Lord God plainly, that if He will have

His church. He must look after it Himself. We cannot

sustain it ; and if we could, we should become the

proudest asses under heaven," is the inspiration of

all great action. No man will dare to follow a gleam

of conviction which tends to overturn a world, unless

he is sure that he is the interpreter of a Power

who gave him that conviction, and who can guard it

after His interpreter is gone. Luther took no re-

sponsibility in the case, except the responsibility of

his own individual life. How could he have done

Avhat he did with a sense of the uncertain fate of

Europe when the Roman Church should be gone,

resting on his individual conscience ? A small

anxiety oppresses a man, if it be only his own un-

certain judgment that he trusts. St. Paul was in-

supportably anxious about the measures he took to
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defend himself from Corintliiaii ill-will. Luther was
depressed into a state of chronic melancholy by the

difficulties of marriage-questions referred to his eccle-

siastical jurisdiction. Yet St. Paul snapped the

chain which bound Christianity to the formal Juda-

ism Avitli the serenest equanimity ; and Luther was

never so calm and loftily certain as in the act which

rent Christendom and cut history in two. If there

is no one else who has looked into the future for

you, and distinctly told you how to act, then you

are bound to look into the future yourself, and take

the awful possibilities you initiate upon your own
shoulders. Who could do this, on great or even small

occasions, without a paralysing dread? Atheism

should tend to make prudent men and nations

anxious, timid, hesitating, disinclined to place ample

confidence even in such moral insight as they have.

And further. Atheism shakes the authority of the

moral faculties of man, by doing away with all

adequate means of exjyressing the infinite distinction

between right and wrong. Neither admitting that

right action opens human eyes to a A^sion of Lifinite

holiness, nor that it survives for ever in the immor-

tal life it assists to build up. Atheism has no language

by which it can express the infinite nature of moral

distinctions. Right and wrong, like all other quali-

ties of human life, can, then, only be expressed in

finite terms,— can only be symbolised by objects

which are immediately swept away by the drift of

time,—which are mere invisible points in the infinite

universe of si)ace. The Atheist has no infinite cal-

culus applicable to human actions. He may say,

indeed, that considerations of right and wrong differ

from all others in their imperativeness, but he cannot

believe that any infinite result in any way attends
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moral choice more than any other act of finite life.

Why should the aged be anxious about the regula-

tion of their hearts, for example 1 It may be

absolutely right ; but how can we lay so much more
weight on a right action than on others of a trivial

and temporary nature 1 In this case, it affects no

external life ; it will almost immediately cease to affect

any internal life. As is one act, so is another. All

alike are temporary—all alike limited. Immortality

—the communion with God— these are the only

living expressions which the struggling nature of

man, intensely conscious of the infinite character of

duty and sin, can give to that infinitude. It is not,

as is falsely said, that right and wrong take their

distinctions from measures of duration, or from the

arbitrary will of God ; but that faith in infinite

personal life, and in our communion with, or separa-

tion from infinite Good, is the only articulate utter-

ance which our conscience can find for its sense of

the absolutely boundless significance it sees in every

moral choice. A rejection of these realities must
react on the conscience itself, and force it to resign

its " absolute and infinite " distinctions.

Again, a fully realised Atheism will undermine
the worth of personal human affections ; not merely

indirectly, by losing sight of immortality, but still

more by cutting off the chief spring of their spiritual

life. If that fine wide-spreading network—hidden

from all human eyes—the winding, crossing, blend-

ing, diverging threads of human affections wdiich

hold together human society, be indeed conceived as

issuing everywhere out of everlasting night,— as

spun, snapped asunder, and again repaired by the

mere automatic operation of Nature's unconscious

and impersonal energy,—the personal aflfections lose
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quite the richest and most permanent of the conscious

influences at least, which minister to their life and
growth. If we cease to believe in the infinite

spiritual presence mediating between mind and mind,

and try to expel that conception from our thoughts,

we must become more and more completely depend-

ent for the growth of the higher human ties on the

conditions of physical intercourse. The awkward
and constrained intercourse of human beings, so

rarely interchanging the real secrets of the heart,

and often most frigid when covering the intensest

life, is not adequate to sustain the growth of deep

affections. It supplies the occasions, not the sources

of that growth. If there be no Eternal Depository

of our resolves and fears, and hopes and trusts, there

is little new moral strength consciously poured into

these higher human relations at all. He who sup-

poses that his nature can never be directly addressed

from the spiritual side at all—that it remains rooted

in unconscious energies — may indeed indulge

emotion, when it arises spontaneously within him,

— nay, may entertain and welcome it ; but he

cannot regard affection as claiming constant service

from him, even where it has no external claim,—as

a trust which he is bound to reverence ; he cannot

feel it matter of self-reproach if he grow cold ; it is

to him no withdrawal of a voluntary gift ; it cannot

be regarded as a personal and moral matter at all

;

it is the ceasing of that which he did not cause ; it

is the subsiding of a wave ; he has no passionate

dream that God is taking away that which was not

treasured,—and that, even now, higher self-sacrifice,

truer devotion, would bring back the receding tide.

It is gone back out of the heart whence it came

;

and that is but a fiction which would make it appear
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a result of moral conduct on our part,—an expres-

sion of the character of a visfilant God.

The atheistic theory thus tends to reduce the life

of human affection to dependence on the visible

relations between man and man. It leaves some
sense of responsibility towards the living and present

object of affection, but it cancels all idea of moral

responsibility to the Tnspirer of affection. It would
tend to make us measure the self-sacrifice due from

us by the self-sacrifice deserved by others, instead of

measuring it by the eternal purposes and the im-

measurable love of God. It destroys in this way
the fulcrum on which human affection is sustained

;

for though we can feel the claim of another upon us,

yet to hear it selfishly advanced is utterly destruct-

ive of its power ;—only the great Mediator between
the severed minds of men can revive the fading sense

of duty, and melt the mind into bitter memory,
without further estranging the rebellious heart ; and
if no such Mediator be recognised, all conscious

seeking of His influence or submission to His

prompting is of course impossible. All the promises,

the prayers, the self-reproaches, the resolves which
assume both a providential origin, and a divine

influence, for our spirits, are rendered impossible,

and Atheism thus clips the life of human affection

down to the mortal type which atheistic theory

assigns to it. Of course Theists are in this respect

often practical Atheists, and Atheists may uncon-

sciously treat as a moral trust and result of providen-

tial government that which their theory should

represent as an involuntary, inevitable event. But

just so far as the conscious life influences us at all,

just so far theoretic Atheism dries up the sources of

personal affection by sweeping away that searching

VOL. I c
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moral relation to the Inspirer of affection in which,

even far more than in its relation to human objects,

its safety and strength consists. The best and

purest part of conscious self-sacrifice and devotion

is not that which passes directly between men, but

that which goes round by God, and is sifted and

purified in the very act of submission to His eye.

If you sweep this away, there is danger of falling

back into the jealous, exigeant type of aff"ection

which at best weighs out with scrupulous care the

exact debt.

Moreover, there is nothing more narrowing to the

character than even true human love devoid of a

deep faith. Its very nobleness, being without trust,

tyrannises over the mind, and would take the place

of Providence in anxious guarding against fate.

The Atheist can scarcely admit any claim higher

than a strong personal afiection, since he believes

that no better being is claiming his service, and that

no immortality can ever repair the final evil of

separation. Yet the narrow anxiety that would thus

supplant a hopeful trust, and limit the aims and

activity of man in order to cheat separation a little

longer of its pain, is apt to foil its own end, and cool

the affection which thus unnaturally limits the range

of life. Once realise Atheism, and it will soon

appear that affection must burn itself away, without

that separate life of responsibility to its Inspirer

which the Atheist does not acknowledge ; and further,

if that could be otherwise, that it would soon eat

into the healthy energy of man, if it had no Infinite

Love to trust, while it had a certain impending fate

to fear.

But turning now from this tendency in Atheism

to impair the authority of the moral faculties and
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the worth of the personal affections, consider how far

it affects the worth of that one ^reat idea for the

sake of which it considers all these sacrifices as

nothing. If God be dislodged from our thoughts,

will Truth cover a wider area, and gain a deeper

significance? Will it spread itself over that world

of thought from which the image of God is banished,

absorb into itself the sacred attributes with which
Theists invest Him, and supply anything analogous

to the softening influence of personal reverence 1

Clear the mind of God, and truth is reduced almost

to mere knowledge— or " information." The aggre-

gate of' the actual and temporary relations between

the short-lived intelligent beings, the animals, the

plants, the stones, the forces, which are thrown to-

gether in more or less permanent connection in this

big, round, and rather empty sphere of space, would
then constitute Truth. The highest truth would be

the account of the observed and quite momentary
influences of human minds upon each other, such as

the relation of the vestiges of Shakespeare's mind to

the quickly vanishing generations of his successors

—

in short, the momentary relations of minds ceasing

to have relations to anything in a few brief years.

The most permanent truth would be the lowest

—

facts about cohesion, gravity, and mineral life. Nay,

suppose that— and this is indeed true— physical

science discovers some gradual destructive agency,

which must, in the course of ages, remove man wholly

from that universe in which for a few centuries he

has managed to live in curious wondering contempla-

tion of the irrational silence around him :— this

agenc)^, when discovered, would itself be a part of

this " sacred " truth which Atheism worships in the

place of God. It would be to man the most im-
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portant inference from actual fact hitherto attained.

The knowledge that a time was coming when the

force of gravitation (or perhaps not even that) should

be left in undisputed possession of the limitless blue

spaces, and when there would not even be any one

on our planet to know that the "eternal truth" of

nothingness had survived its evangelists—this know-

ledge, I say, if it were attainable, should be " sacred
"

to the minds of the discoverers, if, at least, it is to

bare fact, as such, that sacredness belongs— if it

depends only on the certainty of the fact announced,

and not in any way on the qiiality of that fact

—

i.e.

on the kind and number of the influences it puts

forth over our nature.

With the Theist, " The Truth," as distinguished

from mere reality, signifies the whole web of durable

personal influences which he believes to bind together

God with man, and man with man through God.

It is therefore "sacred" to him as affecting the

highest life of man, and as aff"ecting it eternally.

But blot out this eternal centre of creation, and

what is left for truth to include except a rationale

of relations of which the least human are then be-

lieved to be the most permanent, and the highest of

all are not only almost momentary for individual

men, but quite transient for the race itself ? If

we believe in no immutable Reality, truth itself

must change with history, and at best is nothing

more than a rough computation of the law of change.

To tell how human lives influence each other for the

present, and are likely to influence each other while

things go on in the main as they do now—and how
they stand related to the rocks, and the ocean, and

to light, and to the worlds of plants and animals

—

this is the highest import of " truth " to the Atheist's
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mind. The man who could resokitely keep down
his conception of "truth" to this standard would

scarcely feel it very sacred, or worthy of much
costly sacrifice. It is the ever-retreating horizon

of an eternal life, and fliith in the inexhaustibly

fresh possibilities of every opening relation between

character and character, and awe at the new insight

into our dependence on God, which unconsciously or

consciously give their fascination and sacredness to

the search after "truth." The tendency of Atheism

is to lower these feelings into mere curiosity craving

"information."

It seems, then, that Atheism, in proportion as it

is fully realised, cannot but tend to weaken and even

shatter the authority of conscience ; to sow despond-

ency both as to personal and human progress ; to

cast the personal affections in a much narrower and

more selfish type ; and to dispel all the highest

fascination and grandeur of the conception of Truth.

The Atheist may fairly reply, of course, that this

only shows that the existence of a personal God may
be desirable, not that it is real, that men would benefit

by believing in Him if they could only see ground to

believe in Him. As Mr. Holyoake insists, human
wants and wishes must not be allowed to create a

delusion merely for their own satisfaction. Presenti-

ments must not be regarded as proofs of external

existence. On the contrary, the Atheist may main-

tain, as Feuerbach does, that it is precisely in these

liuman wants and presentiments that we find the

explanation of the mirage of Theism—a view of the

case which I must reserve for discussion in another

essay. But, in point of fact, I believe we are so

constituted that no sincere Atheist is really able to

think that any illusion is better for human nature
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than Trutli. This is exactly the point at which

Atheists show themselves to be above their opinions.

Where is the Atheist who does not encoiirasje himself

to disclose his unpopular opinions expressly on the

ground that the extinction of the old illusions will

give the highest play to the energies of human
nature 1 Yet in assuming this, the Atheist assumes

that truth must be morally best for the mind, and

conversely that whatever is morally best for the

mind is true—an assumption of a "pre-established

harmony " between human nature and the universe,

which evidently covers the old " superstition," as the

Atheist would call it, of Providence, under another

name, and bears remarkable testimony to the truth

that God besets even the intellect of the Atheist
" from behind," though He be hidden from him " from

before."

So much of Atheists. But of these there are, in

the higher walks of literature, comparatively very

few. And though modern science is generally be-

lieved to strike more or less at the faith in a personal

God, it is not true to say of even the most negative

of the men of science that they are Atheists. They
themselves vehemently dispute the term, and usually

prefer to describe their state of mind as a sort of

know-nothingism or Agnosticism, or belief in an un-

known and unknowable God. This is Professor

Huxley's phrase. This also is Professor Tyndall's,

if I may judge by his assertion that the ideal man
of science has " as little fellowship with the Atheist

who says there is no God, as with the Theist who
professes to know the mind of God," and by his pro-

fessed sympathy with Goethe's view of matter as

" the living garment of God." Mr, Herbert Spencer,

the most eminent of the metaphysicians of this school.
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even maintains, I believe, that the attitude wliicli it

is reasonable for the mind to assume towards the

inscrutable Cause of the Universe, may some day be

seen to be as much higher than the personal depend-

ence of a Theist of Christian type on his God, as the

mental attitude of the Theist is generally supposed

to be than that of the Polytheist. This clinging to

the name of God when coupled with such adjectives

as "unknown and unknowable," this deep-rooted

belief that there is and must be something higher

in the feeling towards the inscrutable Cause of the

Universe, than in that of the ordinary Theist who
supposes that he has a clear glimpse of God's char-

acter, seems to me to betray the belief that the

ultimate Cause is not quite so "unknown," "un-

knowable," or " inscrutable " as the language of

these distinguished men suggest. Why should a

name be claimed for the Unknown and Unknowable

so full of personal conceptions as " God," if personal

conceptions are altogether misleading 1 Why should

the feeling of awe directed towards the inscrutable

Cause of the Universe be higher than the personal

dependence of the ordinary Theist, unless there be

some positive and discernible quality in the object of

awe to exercise this influence 1 It seems clear that,

for a completely unknown Cause, no one would ever

care to claim the name of God ; and that towards an

utter inscrutability, the attitude of mind could hardly

be either high or low, but must be one of pure marvel.

The Agnostics, the adorers of Inscrutability, clearly

limit their. own very strong language as to the un-

knowability of the primal Cause by the very claim

they make that it provides them with an equivalent

for religion, and one which must in the end prove

higher than that which they suppose it destined to
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replace. This seems to me a very remarkable testi-

mony to the ineradicable belief that the highest truth

leads to goodness, and the highest goodness to truth

—

a belief for Avhich I never could see any speculative

justification, unless righteousness in some more or

less liuman sense be attributed to the primal Cause.

However, one may, I suppose, say as much as

this of the know-nothing school of religion,—that

the further it diverges from the ordinary Theism,

the more nearly the preceding sketch would aj^ply

to it, and that so far as that sketch would mis-

represent it, it would be because the know-nothings

really feel towards God as if they knew soinething of

Him, and something Avhich inspires an approach to

trust and love. The attitude of mind towards a

mere En.igma can only differ from that towards a

pure vacuum, in so far as one really guesses at the

solution of the enigma and relies on the truth of

one's own guess. What is true of a deliberate

Atheist is true of a religious know-nothing—just so

far, and only so far, as he sedulously repudiates the

trust and love with which the true Theist regards

God.



V
II

THE ATHEISTIC EXPLANATION OF RELIGION

The ' essence of Christianity " is pronounced by

Feuerbach, the ablest of the atheistic thinkers of

Europe, to be the trust of man in himself or in the

dignity of his own nature. God is but the magnified

image of man reflected back upon space by the mirror

of human self -consciousness. As pilgrims to the

Brocken often observe, during an autumn sunrise,

shadows of their own figures enormously dilated

confronting them from a great distance, bowing as

they bow, kneeling as they kneel, mocking them in

all their gestures, and finally disappearing as the sun

rises higher in the sky, so the German Atheist main-

tains that in the early dawn of human intelligence,

man has been deluded by such a Brocken-shadow of

himself, which has been childishly worshipped as an

independent being and named God, but which must

vanish soon. Feuerbach attempts to prove this

assertion in precisely the same fashion in which

travellers to the Brocken have satisfied themselves

that the great spectre of the mountain is but their

own shadow. Look, Feuerbach virtually says, at the

1 The Essence of Christian ity. By Liulwig Feuerbach.

Translated from the second German edition by Marian Evans.

Chapman, 1854.
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accounts which those men give of God who have

from age to age recorded their religious experience.

Where man has been savage, earthly, and fierce, and
his joys those of animal excitement, this spectre also

has been seen to brandish spears, or to be draining

wine -cups. Where man was sensuous, cultivated,

joyous, reflective, artistic,— the spectre, too, was
graceful, intellectual, smiling, calm, contemplative.

AYhere man was imperious, ambitious, inflexible, ad-

ministrative, the spectre was cold and haughty, and
made stern gestures of command. Where man was
scrupulous, self-accusing, long-suftering, loving, con-

scientious,—the Brocken-spectre he beheld was also a

spiritual, just, loving, and gentle apparition. And
so argues this writer, if we can detect no gesture in

this figure which the spectator has not himself pre-

viously made,—if all our human peculiarities are

mimicked by the mysterious phantom before us,—is

it not evident that instead of man's being dependent

on this moral spectre, the spectre is dependent on

man? If the initiative can always be detected in

the heart of the Avorshipper, only vivacity of imagina-

tion is needed to see the action or the emotion

repeated by that vague image of himself which the

fancy of man is taught to i)aint upon the clouds.

Thus Ludwig Feuerbach goes through all the

attributes ascribed to God, and detects their human
origin. Eeason, Moral Law, Love—the three prin-

cipal divine attributes— are clearly recognised as

divine in God, because felt to be divine in man.

Human suffering for others' sake is deified by his-

torical Christianity in Christ. In Eoman Catholicism,

even the peculiar beauty of feminine excellence has

attained a certain modified deification in the worship

of the Virgin. Yet while suffering is recognised as
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divine in the deification of Christ, immunity from

suffering, or abstract impassibihty, is ec|ually recog-

nised as divine in the Father. And hence arises,

says Feuerbach, the moral and intellectual contra-

diction in the doctrine of the Trinity. Man, sensible

that his capacity for emotion and for suffering arises

from limitation in his nature, ascribes no such limita-

tion to God. Yet equally conscious that his endur-

ance of suffering for others is a noble endurance, he

does ascribe this endurance to God, and is obliged to

get out of the contradiction, as best he may, by a

separation of the two divine persons, wherein also

lies this additional gratification to the religious

nature, that God, instead of being conceived as

eternally lonely, is conceived as having had an

eternal object of love in the Son. Then, again, in

the doctrine of creation, man seeks to reconcile the

contradiction between the conception of Nature and

his own human idea of God as its cause, by repre-

senting the powers of Nature as proceeding out of the

pure will of a being constituted like himself. God
is to be conceived as a "person," i.e. says our author,

as man, although man stripped of certain finite limit-

ations ; but there is nothing in the mind of man at

all analogous to the genesis of physical life in nature
;

in order, therefore, to humanise the cause of the uni-

verse, man represents creation to himself by the

analogy of human " making or fashioning," a totally

different conception, and affirms that by some in-

stantaneous act of mere volition, God made the

world out of nothing. Feuerbach therefore truly

represents all miracle (such as Christ's multiplication

of tlie loaves) and creation in this sense as identical,

inasmuch as in both cases the natural and ordinary

constituents of the result were not present, and their
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place was supplied by the mental exertion of a

supernatural will.

When our author approaches the spiritual evi-

dences of religion, he still feels no kind of embarrass-

ment. The peace of prayer he ascribes to the

delusive self-confidence of human feeling, which,

when most excited, is so conscious of its own sacred-

ness, that it believes no obstacles to be worthy

eventually to obstruct its wishes, and feels itself

certain to triumph in the end over the merely physi-

cal limitations against which for the present it may
be struggling in vain. "Prayer," says Feuerbach,

"is the certainty that the power of the heart is

greater than the power of nature,—that the heart's

need is absolute necessity, the Fate of the world. . . .

In prayer man forgets tliat there exists a limit to his

wishes, and is happy in this forgetfulness." " What
else is the Being that fulfils these wishes but human
affection, the human soul giving ear to itself, approv-

ing itself, unhesitatingly affirming itself ? " Thus

everywhere Feuerbach goes through the modes of

thought of a religious mind, only asking himself in

point of fact,
—" If Eeligion he an illusion, what

would be the best explanation of it?" and then,

after finding the best answers he can for each case, he

considers them as constituting a proof that Eeligion

is an illusion. The reasoning of the whole book is

indeed one long expansion of the following passage :

—

"Man's nature demands as an object, goodness per-

sonified as God ; but is it not hereby declared that

goodness is an essential tendency of man ? If my
heart is wicked, my understanding perverted, how can

I perceive and feel the holy to be holy, the good to be

good ? Could I perceive the beauty of a fine picture

if my mind were aesthetically an absolute piece of
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perversion 1 Though I may not be a painter, though
I may not have the power of producing what is

beautiful myself, I must yet have aesthetic feeling,

aesthetic comprehension, since I perceive the beauty
that is presented to me externally. Either goodness
does not exist at all for man, or if it does exist,

therein is revealed to the individual man the holiness
and goodness of human nature. That which is

absohitely opposed to my nature, to which I am
united by no bond of sympathy, is not even con-
ceivable or perceptible by me. The Holy is in

opposition to me only as regards the modifications of

my personality, but as regards my fundamental nature
it is in unity with me. The Holy is a reproach to
my sinfulness ; in it I recognise myself as a sinner

;

l3ut in so doing, while I blame myself, I acknowledge
what I am not, but ought to be, and what, for that
very reason, I, according to my destination, can be

;

for an "ought," which has no corresponding capa-
bility, does not affect me, is a ludicrous chimera
without any true relation to my mental constitution.

But when I acknowledge goodness as my destination,

as my law, I acknowledge it, whether consciously or
unconsciously, as my own nature. Another nature
than my own, one different in quality, cannot touch
me. I can perceive sin as sin, only when I perceive
it to be a contradiction of myself with myself—that
is of my personality with my fundamental nature.
As a contradiction of the absolute, considered as

another being, the feeling of sin is inexplicable,

unmeaning."

The argument . here developed is the kernel of

Feuerbach's system, and reappears so constantly in

sceptical writings that it deserves the most careful

consideration. Its burden is that as the righteousness
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of God could not be discerned at all without a moral

faculty in man, and cannot be apprehended except in

proportion to the development of that moral faculty,

it is philosophically gratuitous and superfluous to

attribute any reality to this divine Object which only

comes into our theory along with our conscience, and

stands for the index of its discriminating power.

^Kut if this be final, it will apply just as well to cases

where it would yield a false conclusion. Were
Newton's mind presented to a series of learners in

each successive stage of mathematical culture, each

would only discern and admire as much of his power

as his own gifts and study had enabled him to

appreciate—all the rest would only affect the student

with a vague unmeasured sense of power, as going

beyond the margin of his own comprehension. AVhat

does not disprove, then, the real existence of a human
mind, cannot disprove the real existence of a divine

mind. Because Newton would be conceived by the

child only as one who had unlimited powers of

counting, by the boy as one who could even deal

easily with fractions, and had all Euclid in his head,

by the youth as one whose conceptions of space were

close and vivid to an extraordinary degree, and whose

powers of imagination and combination were never

confused by the variety and complexity of abstract

processes,—it of course would not follow that no

real Newtonian intellect existed at all, but only some

imaginary ideal conception, named the intellect of

Newton, differing according to the mind of the

observer.

How, then, are we to discriminate between a real

and an imaginary object which varies with the in-

dividual mind and only has the same name in each

case ? Feuerbach thinks that the only criterion of a
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real existence is physical sensation. If there is a

real object, then there must be something which

affects my sensorium, he says. He would not pre-

tend to doubt Newton's existence merely from the

various estimates formed of him, but he would admit

it only because a human body so named once produced

certain effects on the sensoria of men existing in a

certain century and certain place—effects which were
" not dependent on their own mental spontaneity or

activity, but by which theywere involuntarily affected."

He does not doubt the existence of mind and will,

and affection, but he entirely disbelieves in their

existence separate from the l^ody.

"Personality, individuality, consciousness, with-

out Nature is nothing ; or, which is the same thing,

an empty unsubstantial abstraction. But nature, as

has been shown and is obvious, is nothing without

corporeality. The body alone is that negativing,

limiting, concentrating, circumscribing force, without

which no personality is conceivable. Take away
from thy personality its body, and thou takest away
that which holds it together. The body is the basis,

the subject of personality. Only b}^ the body is a

real personality distinguished from the imaginary one

of a spectre. What sort of abstract, vague, empty
personalities should we be if we had not the property

of impenetrability—if in the same place, in the same
form in which we are, others might stand at the

same time ? Only by the exclusion of others from

the space it occupies, does personality prove itself

to be real."

In other words, if something affects my senses with-

out my concurrence or consent, Feuerbach admits that

that something cannot originate in me. In any other

case, he virtually says, " You suppose this influence
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not to originate in your own mind ; but that is an
error. You admit that it did not affect you through

your senses, and anything that affects your mind
only must have originated in your own mind." Thus
Feuerbach says expressly: "Real sensational exist-

ence is that which is not dependent on my own
mental spontaneity or activity, but by which I am
involuntarily affected, which is, when I cannot, when
I do not think of it or feel it. The existence of

God must therefore be in space— in general, a

qualitative, sensational existence. But God is not

seen, not heard, not perceived by the senses. He
does not exist for me if I do not exist for Him. If

I do not believe in a God, there is no God for me.

If I am not devoutly disposed, if I do not raise my-
self above the life of the senses. He has no place in

my consciousness. Thus He exists only so far as He
is felt, thought, believed in,—the addition ' for me '

is unnecessary. His existence, therefore, is a real

one, yet, at the same time, not a real one,—a spiritual

existence, says the theologian. But spiritual existence

is only an existence in thought, in feeling, in belief,

so that His existence is a medium between sensational

existence and conceptional existence, a medium full

of contradiction." It is hard to call this series of

reiterated assumptions reasoning ; it is mere tenacious

assertion that sensation is the only conceivable

evidence of independent existence. It is not even

clear what Feuerbach means. I have no sensation

of the attraction exercised upon me by the matter

of the earth and sun. Reasoning alone persuades

me that there is such an attractive force. Am I then

to disbelieve in the independent existence of that

attractive force ? Feuerbach will, indeed, hardly be

supported even by the members of his own school
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in maintaining that there can be no evidence of in-

dependent existence except what is derived through

the senses. Men of science would hxugh at him for

an assumption which would at once dispose of most
of their discoveries—gravity, an undulating ether,

the velocity of light, and a host of others.

Passing by, however, this obvious blunder, of

#^hich it would be absurd to take advantage, it must
of course be admitted that we do mean by evidence

of an "independent existence," evidence of an exist-

ence " by which I am involuntarily aftected, which is

even when I cannot, when I do not think of it or feel

it." If God be not that, the Atheists are right. If

He cannot be shown to our own minds to be that, the

religious sceptics, " agnostics," or '* know-nothings "

are right. But, curiously enough, Feuerbach never

really grapples with this question, never discusses

any other criterion of independent existence than

this false criterion of the evidence of sensation. We
have seen that the religious phenomena on which he

harj^s so much are capable of two explanations,—the

gradual unfolding of human faculty to apprehend a

really existent God, and the mere "projection" of

its own conceptions into the external universe. But
the latter explanation is bound to show also why man
is so deceived by the phantom of himself as to believe

universally in his own dependence on that phantom,

instead of sooner discovering, with Feuerbach, the

dependence of that phantom upon him. Surely an

explanation ought to be found for this extraordinary

illusion. So far as it goes, it is at least a consider-

ation against Feuerbach's explanation that man has

so universally accepted the opposite view. It is at

all events, for so universal an error, one of an ex-

ceptional kind. We do not usually " project " our

VOL. I D
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Ariels or Calibans, our visions of imaginary worlds,

into a fanciful reality. I think I can show that, on
the contrary, we have a real criterion, of which
Feuerbach takes no notice, that God's existence is in-

dependent of ourselves.

Feuerbach avoids altogether the consideration of

that experience of moral obligation which chiefly

compels man to believe in a universal mental powe»
distinct from himself and unfettered b}^ limits of space

and time ; that is, he never touches the deepest of

all the roots of our faith in the supernatural, the moral

root. The consciousness of moral obligation, and
that of moral freedom which accompanies it, are due
to no abstracting process such as Feuerbach uses to

explain our conceptions of God. They are the

essential characteristics of a very positive experience,

which, from its imiversality, and at the same time

its absolute independence of space and time-relations,

forces on us the sense of a Power which besets our

moral life, while absolutely penetrating all the

physical conditions of our existence. "Thou hast

beset me behind and before, and laid Thine hand
upon me,"— "Whither shall I go, then, from

Thy Spirit, or whither shall I go then from Thy
presence ? If I climb up into heaven Thou art

there ; if I go down to hell Thou art there also ;"

—

are no vague utterances of the imagination, striving

to set free its ideas from the limits of finite existence.

This is but the natural language of the mind that

truly describes the i)ressure and the al)sence of

pressure—it is either and it is both—of duiij upon it.

Accustomed as man is to feel his personal feebleness,

his entire subordination to the physical forces of the

universe,—unable as he is to affect in the smallest

degree either the laws of his body or the fundamental
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constitution of his mind,—it is not without a neces-

sary sense of supernatural awe that, in the case of

moral duty, he finds this almost constant pressure

remarkably withdrawn at the very crisis in which the

import of his action is brought home to him with the

most vivid conviction. Of what nature can a Power
be that moves us hither and thither through the

ordinary courses of our lives, but withdraws its hand
at those critical points where we Jiave the clearest

sense of authority, in order to let us act for ourselves ?

The absolute control that sways so much of our life

is waived just where we are impressed with the

most profound conviction that there is but one path

in which we can move with a free heart. To what
end, then, are we allowed this exceptional liberty to

reject that path, unless a special interest attach to

our use of it ? And, if so, are we not then surely

watched? Is it not clear that the Power which has

therein ceased to move us, has retired only to ob-

serve, to see how we pass through this discipline of

self-education 1 The sense that a supernatural eye

is upon us in duty is so strong, because the relaxation

of constraint comes simultaneously with a deep sense

of obligation, just as the child is instinctively aware,

w^hen the sustaining hand is taken away, that the

parent's eye is all the more intent on his unassisted

movement. The sense of judgment, of a constant

vigilance exercised over the secret exercise of free

will, can never be obliterated from the human breast.

The mind is pursued into its freest movements by
this belief that the Power within could only

voluntarily have receded from its task of moulding
us, in order to keep watch over us as we mould our-

selves. And this instinctive conviction of the super-

natural Life surrounding us in the exercise of our
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moral responsibilitj^, is taken up and strengthened by

that mysterious guidance through the labyrinth of

outward circumstances which almost all observant

consciences feel to be full of purpose in its adaptation

to their individual moral wants. That sense of an

internal spiritual vigilance over us which is first and

most deeply impressed on the mind in every experi-

ence of moral obligation, is echoed by the experience

of outward influences, as we see those moral situa-

tions prepared for us which are most needed to dis-

cipline our special gifts, or supply our special de-

ficiencies, or bring home to us our special sins. The
experience of moral responsibility first inspires, and

the personal appeals of Providence deepen, the trust

in the moral Power that embraces us. According to

the conception of Feuerbach, the blind agencies of

the universe first develop into consciousness in man
—a belief wdiich renders the whole experience of

moral obligation utterly inexplicable. Like a mount-

ain summit, the human mind then stretches upwards

into vacancy, while it covers a mass that is rooted in

the earth. The moral nature must, then, be wliolly

determined by the physical . agencies on which it is

reared. And to suppose that they could give a

power of self-determination of which they are not

themselves possessed, or issue in a sense of obligation,

when they are a mere bundle of necessary forces, is

to suppose Nature at once free and servile, vigilant

and asleep.

Take another test whether or not the moral con-

stitution of man contains in itself any distinct evi-

dence of independence or dependence, of being in

itself the summit of creation, or of showing its high-

est perfection in that receptive and listening attitude

which implies that there is a region beyond and
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above it from which it may receive and hear what is

most essential for its guidance. A great discoverer,

or a great genius in purely human arts, is a man
who, after he has learned all he can, shows a deep

self-reliance and an imperious audacity in making-

new combinations and striking out new enteri)rises.

In such arts a man who jealously restrained his own
impulses of self-confidence would be at once felt to

l)e second-rate,—to be a copyist. How is it that by
the universal assent of mankind this is otherwise in

relation to moral excellence, that the ideal char-

acter—the character which we even regard as morally

the most original, that is, as embodying the most of

true creative genius—is of the opposite type 1 How
is it that humility, or the habit of waiting to be

ruled by some power that is acknowledged to be

often mortifying to self,—not enterprise or the

ambition of boldly striking out the path most in

harmony with previous theory and experience,—is

regarded as affording the highest type of moral ex-

cellence 1 If a real revealing character draws men
on, in proportion as they have faithfulness and trust,

this is natural enough. But if spiritual progress is

all self-caused, and our religion is only the high-tide

mark of our self-attained practice, it would seem that

a certain boldness and self-dependence and natural

arbitrariness would be the best means of access to

new and better standards of moral conception. Yet

it is the very basis of a religious character, and of

the essence of that prophetic power which has most

influenced the fate of men,—it is even the essence of

such characters as that of Socrates, no less than of

that of Christ,—to be utterly dependent on guidance

from within. It is no accident that the highest and

finest minds are essentially of the leaning type, and
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marked chiefly by humility. This truly iuclicates

that those learn most of moral truth who are most

willing to be passive in the hands of God. Were
God only the glorified image of man, those who had

the greatest amount of intrinsic self-reliance and in-

born impetuous impulse, would be as much leaders

in the spiritual and moral as the}^ are in the secular

world.



Ill

SCIENCE AND THEISM 1

There is a vague, general dread that Science, if fairly

faced, is atheistic in its tendency. Men are haunted

with the phantom of a power that they dare not

challenge, which is rumoured to have superseded and

exposed natural theology, and to be gradually with-

drawing every fold of mystery from the universe,

without disclosing any trace of God. I hope to show
that, though Science cannot be expected to reveal

God, it is nevertheless far more favourable to Theism
than to Atheism—indeed, that it presents to the

thought a spectacle of incredible incoherence Avithout

the theistic nexus. On every side alike—in the ab-

sence of this ground-faith— analysis unravels the

component threads of reality, but dissipates, by some
strange sleight of hand, the living force that wove
them, and leaves us at last with a so-called " equiv-

alent " for concrete fact, which, like dry colours

scraped off a j^icture, has indeed been fetched out of

actual existence, but which no power could ever con-

stitute into it again.

^ Frinciplcs ofPsychology. B}^ Herbert Spencer. Longmans,

1855. On the Origin of Sjjedes by Means of Natural Selection,

or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life.

By Charles Darwin. London. Murray, 1860.
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The object of all science is said truly to be the

attainment of unity. But unity is an ambiguous

word ; and there are two ideas concerning scientific

unity in vogue, one of which is synonymous with

generality or high abstraction, the other with the

idea of a real tie or bond. The one notion of unity

is derived from each single science, and is related to

concrete fact exactly as universal truths are related

to particular cases. Here the unity is really the

unit of which the individual elements are fractions
;

there is no uniting, because there is no possibilit}^ of

real separation even in thought. The special cases

illustrate the abstract whole ; they cannot be bound

up together, because they are only different aspects

of the same thought. The other notion of unity is

derived not from single sciences, but from the con-

junction of many, and denotes the vinculum, or sheath,

under whicli branches of thought or existence, really

different in kind, are taken up into a single complex

root or stem. In the former case the unity and the

variety are both purely formal, and the tie or bond is

purely intellectual,—standing for the necessity in our

intelligence of explaining different examples by the

same rule; in the latter case the unity is apoiccr—hold-

ing together positively divergent provinces, distinct

forms of existence. Now Science, properly regarded,

aims, I believe, at reaching both these kinds of unity,

eacli in its right place. In each single science it

aims at generalising the particular cases into the ab-

stract formula which includes them all—at getting

back to the fundamental conception of the science

by studying to comprehend all its phenomena in

one law. But universal Science does not attempt to

ignore the real differences of kind between the special

phenomena of its various branches ; and therefore it
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aims not at falsely identifying radical distinctions,

but at finding out how they maj^ be really united

without being confounded.

The real unity, then, at which true Science aims

is unity of conception. Where it can identify appar-

ent varieties as mere modifications of one and the

same conception, it does so, and creates a science.

Where, on the other hand, it can make the universe

conceivable to us only by admitting, to the full,

specific and ultimate differences of kind in its phe-

nomena, it admits those differences, and studies to find

the higher unity not by further generalising, but by
looking for a uniting power. The only test we have

of the truth of scientific hypothesis is the degree of

aid it gives us in representing to ourselves at will

the facts of the universe without distinct individual

study of each. Nothing is less scientific than any

hypothesis which tries to run one set of facts into

another without justification, in order to evade the

admission of a distinct root. Instead of increasing

our means of rei^resenting the universe, such a pro-

cedure confuses and disturbs them. Why was Co-

pernican astronomy preferred to the old Ptolemaic

astronomy 1 First, because it rendered the mental

representation of the facts studied simpler than

before ; next and most, because it suggested new
and true representations of relations not hitherto

represented to the mind at all. It was one step to-

wards a justification, to find that we could conceive

as simple relations what had hitherto been conceived

as most complex relations ; but when that mode of

conceiving the planets' motions suggested modes of

including quite other relations (such as the motion of

bodies on the earth's surface) in the same thought,

—

that is, not only simplified what had before been
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reduced to definite conceptions, but reduced other

facts within the scope of the same definite concep-

tions,—the thing was regarded as certainly estab-

lished. Of coarse it could not be ])roved. No one

can see what force keeps the earth in her orbit, or

the moon in hers, or what draws the stone to the

ground. It is still quite conceivable that no such

forces exist at all, but quite different and far more
comiDlicated forces, producing the same eff"ects. But
the belief in the new astronomy is grounded on the

assumption that whatever hypothesis gives our reason

the best means of representing actual fact, gives us

that means just because it is the reflected image of

actual fact. For instance, why do scientific men
daily attach more and more credit to the wave-theory

of light, and less and less (I believe) to the atom-

theory of matter? Simply because the former not

only enables them to represent all that is hitherto

known, but daily increases their power of represent-

ing to themselves hitherto unknown relations of light

and colour. It is a working hypothesis, opening up
ever new explanations of relations hitherto more or

less outlying and unattached. The latter (the atom-

theory) has, on the other hand, never represented

anything but the combining proportions of chemical

substances, and is a mere arbitrary form of that. It

is a dead addition to the law of combining propor-

tions, suggesting nothing beyond it.

All science, then, aims at enabling us to represent

fact more and more completely to our own minds.

It takes accurate representative power as its best

test of reality. Hence any attempt to merge the

distinctive characteristic of a higher science in a

lower—of chemical changes in mechanical—of bio-

logical in chemical— above all, of mental changes in
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biological— is a neglect of the radical assumption

of all science, because it is an attempt to deduce re-

presentations—or rather misrepresentations—of one
kind of phenomenon from a conception of another

kind which does not contain it, and must have it

implicitly and illicitly smuggled in before it can be

extracted out of it. Hence, instead of increasing

our means of representing the universe to ourselves

without the detailed examination of particulars, such

a procedure leads to misconstructions of fact on the

basis of an imported theory, and generally ends in

forcibly perverting the least-known science to the

type of the better known.

These remarks apply almost necessarily to any
view of science that excludes the conception of a

primary mind in the universe ; unless, indeed, it be
bold enough—which it never is—to assert that at

every stage in the evolution of the universe new
phenomena throng into existence^ self-created, which
had no previous equivalent, no spring or source of

being at all,—which admit, in short, of no analysis

into any antecedent phenomena. If this be admitted,

then Science is a body of thought, which, starting

from concrete reality, utterly loses a thread at every

step back into the past, till it unravels into the

"Pure Nothing." Mental phenomena fall oflP first

into the " Pure Nothing," as they rose last out of it

;

then vital phenomena drop away, then biological,

then chemical, then mechanical ; lastly geometrical

;

and Science has rendered her account by gradually

wiping out her score. This system, which deifies

the creative power of Zero, is the boldest but also

absurdest form of Atheism. In it Science boasts to

be identical with Nescience. No one ever seriously

held it, though of course it has been maintained.
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But, Nihilism apart, science can only be atheistic

through the confusion of the two kinds of unit}^ I

have mentioned

—

i.e. through that extreme analysis

which admits no radical differences of kind in the

phenomena of the universe at all, and proposes there-

fore to deduce all the complex combinations from

the more simple, and these again, ultimately, from

some highly abstract and simple formula or unit of

existence— the nutshell of the universe— by pure

analysis of that unit into its constituent elements.

This danger might be escaped, if such speculators

chose to maintain that Reason is absolutely incapable

of uniting the particular sciences into a single whole,

and can neither analyse one into the other, nor find

any living tie or knot by which to combine them,

but must be content to bring their common analogies

to light, and keep their distinctive phenomena apart.

But this is exactly what Atheism almost always de-

clines to do. Indeed, could Atheism take this course,

it could scarcely long survive as Atheism. To admit

the reality and irreducible nature of mental pheno-

mena—to admit that they cannot anyhow be analysed

into physical—is either to put a period to all inquiry

as to cause, or to open a broad way into Theism

;

and the less men believe in an Infinite Being, the

more thirsty usually is their curiosity about the sup-

posed genesis of our mental nature.

The result is, that the problem of all atheistic

philosophers has been, not to find the real ultimate

link between the different classes of natural force

and life, but to soften away as much as possible

the one into the other, so as to make the transition

imperceptible, and so introduce a thoroughly new
creative force as if it were but an expansion of that

beneath it. It is a mere self-deception of philosophy
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to accept the graduality of the stages by which life

ascends, from the gravitating force of inorganic matter

to the highest pinnacle of human reason, as any sort

of evidence that the universe was all implicitly in-

volved in its earliest stage. There can be no reason

in assuming, contrary to all evidence, that all forces

and all organisms, and all life and all reason, lie shut

up implicitly (i.e. without any manifestation or pos-

sible symptom of existence) in that which seems

possessed of no force and no organism, and no life

and no reason. If this assumption be not made,

then, as we know only of one great power totally

escaping sensible analysis and yet able to effect

sensible changes—the power of mind—the natural

assumption is, that the actual and sensible additions

to existence come out of that power. What is gained

by showing the gradualitij of the transition from one

creative process to another ? Because only a small

addition has been made to the living resources of the

world, is it any the more possible to identify it with

that which it is not ? Because the boundary between

vegetable and animal life is not very distinct, can

we any the more ignore the fact that some fresh

power has been given to the world when a loco-

motive capacity gradually creeps into it ? Because

the creeping is so gradual, is it any the more pos-

sible to identify it with no-creeping 1 Because the

automatic action in the infant very slowly opens into

consciousness, is consciousness at all the more capable

of identification with automatic action 1 Because

instinct and hal)it are the unconscious instruments

of adapting means to ends, and intelligence is the

conscious and voluntary adapter of means to ends,

shall we talk of the fjenniiial intelligence in the pro-

cesses of the bee ? As correctly, or more correctly
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(for the act may become semi-conscious and semi-

voluntary), might we talk of the intelligent cough

by which a man adapts the action of his lungs to

the removal of an obstruction in the windpipe.

This attempt to analyse away the positive ad-

ditions of creative power, by merely noting how
gradually they steal into the universe, appears to

show most strikingly how the absence of theistic

faith tends to expel reality from science, and to

make philosophy the universal solvent of fact, in-

stead of the spirit which investigates the order,

correspondence, and the ultimate connections of all

fact in the concrete and complex unity of the highest

life. Thus, by far the most able recent writer of

this school, Mr. Herbert Spencer, who, as I said in

my first essa}^, utterly disclaims Atheism, but yet

recognises no evidence that the inscrutable Cause of

the Universe is what the Theist means by a personal

God, looks for liis definition of " life " in a survey

of all the phenomena, vegetable, physiological, and
psychical, of which it is ordinarily predicated. He
defines it thus :

" Life is the continuous adjustment

of internal relations to external relations ; " or more
at length, but less simply :

" Life is the definite com-

bination of heterogeneous changes, both simultaneous

and successive, in corresj^ondetice witli e.rternal coexist-

ences and sequences.'^ Now, if Mr. Spencer only means
by this to indicate that which all forms of what is

ordinarily termed life have in common, Ave ought to

be grateful for this contribution to the analysis of a

most complex conception. But he slides in imme-

diately a very favourite axiom of the religious

know-nothing school, that all differences between

the phenomena of the lower and higher sciences are

differences of degree—differences in the stage of ex-
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pansion—not difterences of hind ; and so jn'oceeds to

deduce that the highest mental life has nothing more
in it than is indicated in this definition. He first

overlooks, ignores, rejects, the special characteristics

of personal life—which would be legitimate in form-

ing an abstract idea—and then, forgetting that it is

abstract, and that all the differentia of the highest

kind of life has been neglected, he clips down that

highest kind of life to the limits of his definition.

There is positively nothing in his conception of the

higher life to indicate a real difference of kind

between man and a vegetable. He must therefore,

of course, reject originating power—free-will in man.
He does so : and thus defends his position :

—

"Respecting this matter, I will only further say, that

free-will, did it exist, would be entirely at variance with

that beneficent necessity displayed in the progressive

evolution of the correspondence between the organism

and its environment. That gradual advance in the

moulding of inner relations to outer relations, which
has been delineated in the foregoing pages—that ever-

extending adaptation of the cohesions of psj'chical states

to the connections between the answering jDhenomena,

which we have seen to result from the accumulation of

experiences, would be arrested, did there exist anything

which otherwise determined their cohesions. As it is, we
see that the correspondence between the internal changes

and the external coexistences and sequences must become
more and more complete. The continuous adjustment of

the vital activities to the activities in the environment,

must become more accurate and exhaustive. The life

must become higher and the hajipiness greater—must do

so because the inner relations are determined by the outer

relations. But were the inner relations to any extent

determined by some other agency, the harmony at any

moment subsisting, and the advance to a higher harmony,
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would alike be interrupted to a proportionate extent
;

there would be an arrest of that grand progression which

is now bearing humanity onwards to perfection."

—which only means that Mr. Spencer thinks free-will

h priori unlikely, because it is not a self-adjusting

apparatus, but a self-adjusting spirit; because it is

not determined absolutely by the external world, but

determines itself after free intelligent judgment on

both worlds, internal and external. " The psychical

states," as Mr. Spencer denominates a man, " cannot

determine their own cohesions." I do not know a

more remarkable instance of the confusion between

the unity of the sciences and the identity of the

sciences, than is given by this development of volun-

tary life out of the idea of vegetable life. In the

vegetable, Mr. Spencer says, the self-preservative

correspondence between internal and external changes

is simple, limited to a narrow region of space, and

almost limited to the present moment in time. In

the animal, with the gradual growth of a nervous

system, the correspondence becomes much more full

—extends over a wider region in space (as when the

bee is driven far and wide for its honey), and reaches

over a longer time (as in the instincts which provide

against the future emergencies of seasonal change).

In the intellect of man it reaches its acme by the

ripening of forecasting instincts into a widely-ranging

consciousness. The " afferent " nerves bring reports

to the brain,—the common-hall through which, now,

almost all sensations pass, and where tliej^ establish

a mutual understanding, so as to have their reports

compared, connected, and enlarged. Here, too,

ensues the conflict as to which of the "afferent"

nerves shall get the command of the "efferent"

nerves which convey niotory impulses from the brain.
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This conflict is what we mean by voluntary choice.

The psychical states, which are too weak to win, and
are merely candidates for an " efferent " nerve, are

our passive memories, emotions, and the like. The
victorious candidates are our volitions. And this

is the rationale of our moral nature !— biology ex-

cluding from mental life all that does not suit the

scientific analogies in her own domain ! Have I not

some reason for saying that this is a confusion of the

sciences, not a unity of the sciences 1 Is it not clear

that this positive method puts into the higher science

as little more than it gets from the lower science as

it can possibly help ?—that it strives to varnish over

their distinctions, instead of to combine them ? How
could even the semi -intelligent life of the higher

animals be described merely as a cohesion of psychical

states, if the notion did not come up from the vege-

table world beneath ? The unity that was not in the

source cannot be in the result. A cohesion of

simultaneous and serial changes is all that is seen in

the vegetable, and therefore a cohesion of simultaneous

and serial changes is all that can be found in the man !

There is, however, as is generally supposed, a

much mightier stronghold of the non-theistic view

of the Universe in Mr. Darwin's recent biological

discoveries, than in the view of those who believe in

the ultimate identity of all sorts of forms, physical and
moral, and who explain away, as a mere change of

form, the gradual accession of power which is gained

at every step in the ascent from the force of gravity

to the force of will. Mr. Darwin has discovered that

very many of the more important modifications, and
especially the imp'ovements in animal and vegetable

organisation, are ultimately due to what looks at

first sight very much like a fortunate accident. At
VOL. I E
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least lie sh(Avs that of an indefinite number of

individual variations in the type, that one which

tends to give an advantage to the individual in the

struggle for life in any particular region of the

world, tends also to be perpetuated in that region
;

while any variation that tends to cause a disadvantage

to the individual in any particular region, tends also

to be extinguished in that region. The mode in

which this happens is very simple. A creature

with any variety of organisation useful to it, is in a

position to avoid danger or to procure food more
easily than its fellows which have not that variety

;

it is therefore likely to have a less difficult and

disturbed existence, and a more numerous family,

many of which will inherit the variety : on the other

hand, all creatures born with a variation of organisa-

tion that is unfavourable to their escape from beasts

of prey, or to their power of procuring the most

appropriate food, will tend to die off exceptionally

soon, or, if they live to breed, will breed descendants

inheriting the unfavourable variety, and therefore

in special danger of extinction. Hence Mr. Darwin

has apparently discovered a principle which accounts

for the selection of improved types,—improved, that

is, in reference to the evasion of danger or the com-

mand of the means of subsistence,— and for the

extinction of deteriorated types—deteriorated, that

is, in relation to the same conditions—without

assuming that there was any more special design in

the elaboration of the former than of the latter. It

is as if Paley's imaginary watch, which immediately

disposes the finder to believe that it Avas made by

design, were traced to a manufactory containing a

gi^eat variety of other instruments, varying through

all degrees of usefulness and uselessness ; the more
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useful, however, having been at once vahied and pre-

served and multiplied through the appreciation of

the external world, while the vast number of useless

ones had been neglected and allowed to go to decay.

If this Avere so, people would at once be apt to infer

that the useful articles had been originally no more de-

signed than the useless ones ; though, once produced,

they had been taken better care of, and multiplied

in much greater numbers. If it were discovered that

a certain poet had written nineteen or twenty sense-

less stanzas, and nine hundred or a thousand stanzas

of little meaning, for every stanza of pure poetry,

though the latter had all been carefully preserved

and published by a delighted world, while the former

had been at once forgotten, such a poet would
probably be supposed to have written his more
popular pieces by accident ; though, when written,

it was not accident which caused them to be valued

and sedulously preserved. And, in the same way,

Mr. Darwin's discovery that an improvement of

organisation is only a single one amongst many
changes which are not improvements, and many of

which may be changes for the worse, suggests to

many minds that there was no more design in the

improvement which is perpetuated simply because

it helps the animal to live, than in the variations for

the worse which were soon lost, simply because they

made it more difficult for the animal to live. In a

word, Mr. Darwin's discovery seems to bring back
the idea of luck into the modification of the forms of

vegetable and animal existence. The varieties which
succeed are those which happen to be in harmony
with the external needs of the creature ; those which
are extinguished are those which luqjpen to be out of

harmony with those needs. The old concej^tion of
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Natural Theology rested on the notion that design

anticipated all the wants of the different classes of

creatures, and gave them at once and exactly Avhat

was most suited to those wants. What is the

difference, it will be said, between trying a hundred

experiments in organisation which fail, to one that

succeeds, and playing at a game of chance where the

odds are a hundred to one against you ?

I will try to answer this. What Mr. Darwin has

discovered is, a general system or constitution for the

modifying of physical organisms ; and, as soon as

any general constitution is established in the place of

what looked like individual acts of adaptation or

design, the jurisdiction of the inquiry as to design

is clearly removed from the domain of the individual

organism to that of the general constitution under

which it is liable to be modified ; so that the true

matter to be inquired into obviously is, not " Is there

any more special design in the variation of type

which profits an animal than in the variation of type

which is disadvantageous to it ? " but rather, " Is the

system, as a Avhole, one which implies design or not?"

Now, in discussing this, I must note, first, that

struggle and competition for food—the preying of

one tribe of animals upon another—is not by any
means a new fact, but is one of the old puzzles of

natural theology ; but that which is a new fact, and

one of Mr. Darwin's discovery, is that this struggle is

the direct means of adjusting the organisms of the

vegetable and animal world more completely to the

conditions in which they live, i.e. of improving the

physical type of the various tribes of vegetables and

animals. So far, I think, Mr. Darwin's discovery

tends to diminish rather than to increase the old

difficulty of animal conflict, and of the preying of
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one order on another, since the effect of all this is to

introduce a greater perfection into organisation, and
a greater economy into the whole system ; the tribes

of plants and animals which are capable of economis-

ing their means most, gaining a great advantage over

those which are incapable of it, and so gradually

superseding them.

Sir Joseph Hooker has pointed out a very remark-

able illustration of this, in showing that the plants and
animals of the old world, which have, of course, had

a far more complete sifting by the process of natural

selection than those of recently discovered lands,

have acquired so great a superiority over the plants

and animals of New Zealand and South America,

that they almost always beat the latter directly they

are imported from home. Thus the English fly soon

supersedes entirely the disgusting and enormous

blue-bottle of New Zealand. The English rat drives

out the Maori rat. The little clover competes suc-

cessfully even with the pJiormium tenax, the sword-

flax, " a plant of the coarsest, hardest, and toughest

description, that forms huge matted j^atches of woody
rhizomes, which send up tufts of sw^ord-like leaves six

to ten feet high, and inconceivably strong in texture

and fibre." This is " the weak things of the world

confounding the mighty " over again, though in a

purely physical sense :—the explanation, no doubt,

being that in the old countries only those kinds of

vegetables and animals whose habits of life and

growth have become in the highest degree economi-

cal, survive ; and that these, when transplanted to

regions where natural selection has not yet formed

such habits of economy, drive everything before them,

—the grasses sucking away nourishment from the

great indigenous ferns and flax, the rats and flies
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exploring and appropriating, with habits of ancestral

economy and cunning, the storehouses of the native

rats and flies. Hence, surely, it is obvious that the

competitive system of nature, which, before Mr.

Darwin's discoveries, looked simply purposeless and
cruel, is now at last shown to evolve higher and
more economical types of organisation types—which
are more consistent with the wants of man, and less

likely to come into collision with him. This is the

removal of a difficulty, not the addition of one.

But, then, is not this self-acting arrangement for

weeding the universe of its inferior organisms capable

of being interpreted as a substitute for a sovereign

mind, as the explanation of what mimics the action

of a sovereign mind, rather than as the indication of

a real sovereign mind ? Does it not, like the nebular

theory of astronomy, seem, if once assumed to be in

action, to be as sufficient for the phenomena which
come out of it, as the theory of an intellectual and
conscious Creator ? That must, surely, depend
rather on its relative place and importance in the

universe, than on any examination of its particular

operation. You cannot adequately judge whether

geological causes might have produced the flint axes

and knives or not, till you can compare, on a wide

scale, what is actually produced by purely geological

causes, vnth. Avhat is actually produced by human
purpose. Now, I observe that the Darwinian theory

starts from the assumption of organic types compe-

tent to reproduce themselves, and needing external

food for their perpetuation, as its point of departure,

and does not profess to go back for its origin to what
I may call the ante-tentative and ante-competitive

era of the universe, when the store of forms was as

little variable as the store of forces. Moreover, it is
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obvious that the Darwmian theory is quite incapable

of explaining the specifically human phenomenon of

the rise of what may be called an anti-Darwinian con-

science, which restrains and subordinates the principle

of competition, inspiring pity for those poorer types

of nature which, on Darwinian principles, simply

stand in need of extinction, and exjjending the best

elements of human energy on the rescue of weakness
and the redemption of sin.

In other words, the selective power of the com-
petitive principle is limited to the functions of

physical life in the universe ; it cannot explain at all

how physical life, capable of reproducing itself, comes
into being from that which is not capable of repro-

ducing itself ; it can explain still less how, out of a

system sharpened and improved solely by competi-

tion, comes an order of beings who put strict limits

on competition, curb it in the higher parts of their

own nature, and recognise that he who will not
" break the bruised reed " is higher far than he who
labours to extinguish a low type of humanity, how-
ever unpromising for the purposes of future " selec-

tion," instead of to use and elevate it. Taken, then,

in its true place in the universe, the Darwinian
explanation of the laws of organic progress seems to

me to make for the theistic argument instead of

against it. The evidence that the world is weeded
of its lower organic types by the success of the

higher, is no explanation of the growth of life out of

that which is not living, and is no explanation of the

growth of love out of that which is not loving. I

think Mr. Darwin's discovery rather supports than

weakens the impression that all these subordinate

systems or constitutions in the universe are raised

one above the other by a Being who embraces in
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Himself the full scope of all. Certainly, in showing

that the bitter conflicts of animal (as of vegetable)

life lead to higher types and greater economy of

function, it somewhat dispels the darkness of a suffi-

ciently difficult problem. That which seemed to be

mere war, is now seen to be war that weeds the world

of what is worse adapted to its particular place in it,

for the sake of what is better adapted to that place.

And here seems the right point to note that neither

the scientific principle of what is called the " correla-

tion of forces" (that is, the equivalence of forces which

seem to be of very diff"erent kinds, like heat and

motion, or heat and nervous action, or nervous action

and thought), nor the Darwinian law of selection by
conflict for existence, seems to throw the smallest

glimpse of light on the origin of human free will,

and that sense of resj)onsibiHty of Avhich free will is

the absolute condition. As for the Darwinian law,

it is simply inconceivable (supposing you deny free

will to the lower types of organic beings, out of

which, in his conception, the higher species are gradu-

ally elaborated by natural selection) that an accidental

variation should introduce free will ; and, as we have

seen, Mr. Spencer asserts that if (by any possibility)

it could be so, it would be a change so destructive

of the harmony between " the vital activities " and

"the activities in the environment," that the indi-

viduals burdened with so fatal a quality would soon

succumb in the conflict for existence. It is incon-

ceivable that any law of transmission should introduce

an element of freedom which was entirely absent from

the universe before. All that is supposed to vary in

the qualities derived from ancestors, is the proportion

in which they are mingled, and, so to say, the mode
of application to the universe outside. But that a
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necessary being should give birth to a being with

any amount, however limited, of moral freedom, is

infinitely less conceivable than that parents of the

insect or fish type should give birth to a perfect

manmial. An accidental variation only means a

variation of which you cannot determine the direc-

tion ; but you can determine that the direction of

variation will not outrage all the laws of parentage.

But if the Darwinian principle wholly fails to

render such a fact as free will in the offspring of

absolutely determined natures even conceivable, so

equally does the supposed scientific principle that all

the higher forms of force are mere highly-refined and

complex equivalents of the lower forms. If all the

lower laws of force and life are absolutely fixed and

inviolable, then they cannot revoke their own consti-

tution when they issue out of the region of biology

into that of moral life. If it be the essence of all

things to follow fixed laws, if there is nothing but

unchangeable force moulding the universe by its

gradually concentrating strength, then the conscience

of man is a delusion, and his sense of responsibility

and freedom must be explained away. But if the

pressure of necessity is really removed just at the

very point where the sense of the awful importance

of our choice is most intensely realised,—if the iron

chain of events by which our course is guided is

unclasped, and we are permitted to go either to the

right hand or to the left, just when we are most dis-

tinctly conscious that a false step is an irretrievable

and infinite evil,—then we cannot be the offspring

of law, or mere embodiments of definite force. The
logic of Science is consistent, but it does not exj^lain

freedom. We know that we are morally free ; and

we know that a free person cannot be the issue of
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rigidly unfolded laws. It is impossible for necessity

to emancipate itself. Only if the observed necessity

has been the " must " of a divine free will, can that

"must" be withdrawn, and freedom restored wher-

ever the materials for self-determination have been

granted. The identity of all the sciences is assumed
only at the expense of the falsification of some, and
the total abrogation of one. The main facts of man's

moral nature—all those which assume personal re-

sponsibility, duty and sin, merit and demerit, praise

and blame, reward and retribution— all those on

which the great interests of mankind centre, all

which are the life of reverence and love—are swept

away into meaningless unreality by the absolute iden-

tification of moral science with the natural sciences

on the summit of which it stands. It is dangerous

enough to scientific reality to confuse intelligence

with instinct, and to describe memory as " a weak
form " of perception ; but it is the suicide of a

science to manufacture a theory of moral obligation

out of the materials of physical necessity—a theory

of vision for the blind.



/ IV

POPULAR PANTHEISM

Mr. Fox's conception of the Eeligious Ideas makes
faith not the controlling and regenerating power of

hnman life, but the natural completion and embel-

lishment of an otherwise maimed and fragmentary

existence. He presents us with a kind of popular

Pantheism, which adds the last beautifying touches,

as it w^ere, the intellectual finish, to the temporary

happiness of earthly existence. He assigns to man
his place in the universal order, pieces the human
mind into its proper niche in the great scenic display

of Creative power, and shows man's adaptation alike

for a God and a future. He discovers a religious

firmament so sublime and universal that it bends

equally over all aspects and developments of human
nature, and is the ornament of all. He armies for

God and immortality, and the final extinction of the

negation which we call evil, on principles derived

from a disposition to trust universal human hopes

and to complete the cycle of human progress. In

a word, the sense of harmony—the aesthetic faculty

—seems to require a religion for man, and, therefore,

such religion as will satisfy this sense of harmony

1 On the Religious Ideas. By William Johnson Fox, M.P.

London : Charles Fox, 1849.
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iiiiist be true. Such seems to be the geuenil drift

of My. Fox's Pantheism. Indeed, his book gives so

slight and rhetorical a statement of this aesthetic

phase of religion, that, were it not for the attraction

which this kind of artistic religion seems to have,

especially for those wlio make up for the absence of

a real faith by the poetic religiosity of their views of

the universe, it w^ould hardly perhaps be very useful

to point out what appear to be its chief deficiencies.

But its eclectic width of sentiment, its generous pro-

mise of harmonising a satisfying faith with all positive

religions on the one hand, and with all modern science

on the other, its really liberal tone to more positive

forms of faith, and its imposing dress of illustration,

are so representative of the school of easy-going

aesthetic religion, as to deserve to be regarded as a

distinct type.

Mr. Fox gives as the Eeligious Ideas which are

the constituents of all forms of faith, Eevelation,

God, Creation and Providence, Redemption, Human
Immortality, Duty, Heaven, and proceeds to discuss

the grounds on which he considers them not merely

subjective, but representative of realities beyond the

mind. This discussion is not an important part of

his book, and I may pass it by with the remark, that

did anything essential depend on this part of his

reasoning, he would have built upon very precarious

ground. A philosophy which puts the evidence of

religious faith on the same ground of certainty with

the presumption that the most natural of Shak-

speare's characters either do exist, have existed, or

will exist (p. 27), and makes mere '' congriiitij with

the laws of nature indicative of reality" (p. 26),

would not win any very general assent. It is, how-

ever, quite unnecessary to deal with these general
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remarks on the criteria of objective existence, because

in the succeeding chapters Mr. Fox begins all over

again with each of his religious ideas, when he con-

siders them sej^arately. After urging the usual difh-

culties against the possibility of any positive reve-

lation, that is not sanctioned by the mind of man,
Mr. Fox gives his own completely pantheistic idea of

revelation—pantheistic, I mean, in the sense that it

advisedly confuses the personalities of God and man
—thus :

—

"Wherever moral and spiritual truth suggests itself

to the mind, grows in that mind, passes from it to other

minds, there is revelation."—P. 45.

And asrain :

—

o

" There is a state of mind to which it comes—not pre-

ternaturally, there is no conjuration in the case, there is

no violation of law ; it comes in harmony with the great

laws of matter, mind, spirit. When a man has meditated

in solitude or discussed in society—if he has become
familiar with antique volumes, or has listened to living

teachers—whenever and wherever he has felt himself

most at one with the scheme of things in which he
exists ; when, his mind retiring from iDetty struggles and
petty enjoyments, or seeking relief from its weight of

sorrows, allowing the course of his thoughts to run freely,

he has perceived, amid the various confusion of things,

some moral truth as it were beaming from above, there

has been God's revelation ; and let him lay it to his heart

and cherish it."—P. 46.

Now, inspiration is in truth denied altogether

wherever it is reduced to a consequence of laws

that act independently of the strictly personal, i.e.

individual, relation subsisting between each human
soul and the mind of God. What God suggests by
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means of laws that are, to use a mathematical phrase,

no fimction of the individual, as e.g. the general laws

of formal thought, that clearly is not insjiiration.

The truest and highest view of our relation to God,

is to regard Him as a distinct person, having laws in

His o^\Ti nature, partially like those which He has

given us for our nature ; and then what He com-

municates to us by the general laws regulating the

constitution which He gave us, and which we have

modified, is in the ordinary course of His provi-

dence ; what He communicates in consequence of

prayers of our own,—imploring Him not to leave

us to the providential laws which regulate and

develop our present self-educated faculties, but to

take up a personal relation to us in our present state

as self-formed beings,—may be regarded as inspira-

tions. The sense I wish to convey will perhaps be

best illustrated by a comment on Mr. Fox's explana-

tion of his own meaning. He says :

—

" When the impulse came to Gibbon, in the ruins of

the Coliseum, amid mouldering walls and deepening

shadows—when it blended with his recollections of

grandeur passed away, and of its contrast with that other

strange form of grandeur which had taken its place—no

voice, indeed, from the clouds or from the earth said

audibly to him, ' Go and write the history of the Decline

and Fall of the Eoman Empire, in sentences as gorgeous

as the hues of that sunset by which it is typified ;
' but

the impulse came, came combinedly from without and

from within ; it was the sort of occurrence which, told in

Oriental phraseology, would be, ' The word of the Lord

came to such a one, and said, Go thou and do this great

work.'"—P. 58.

Now this example, chosen no doubt expressly on

account of the irreverent spirit pervading the great
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work alluded to, is admirably calculated to illustrate

the difference between natural suggestion and divine

inspiration. The impulse that came to Gibbon was
obviously the consequence of natural capacity, acted

on by the laws of association and memor}^, and
stimulated by ambition and a moral spirit that was
partly due to his own free acts, and I am certainly

not at all disposed to deny it a place in the general

plan of Providence ; still it was the result of the

personal attitude of Gibbon's own mind, excited by
the objects and sights around him. It Avas the effect

of general laws acting on the particular, partly self-

created, character of Gibbon's mind. On the other

hand, that would be inspiration which proceeded, not

from a regular development of the mind within,

affected by its own volitions and laws, but from the

spirit of God freely entering into it, whether as a

consequence of inward need or entreaty, or for any
other reasons such as might be sufficient to the divine

mind. The moral distinction between the two cases

would be this : Our faculties once given, are greatly

under our own control, and their action, when once

placed under the government of our wills, is no
longer entirely from above, but is affected by every

one of our own moral acts, so that their later sug-

gestions are no longer purely from God as at first

they might be, but are the complex results of God's
providence and of the nature He gave us, taken
together with our own free volitions. Here then a

term is introduced due to our own free causation,

and not of God at all. Inspirations, on the other

hand, must be communications given directly and
wholly from God, even though they be coloured, and,

so to say, reduced by the limitations of the finite

nature which receives them. The difference is some-
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what the same as that between the conduct that

would be suggested by a friend's past relation to us,

when received into our mind and modified there by
our own actions and history, and that suggested by
the living friend once more before us. Even in this

case there might be misunderstanding, owing to our

incapacity ; but the new impulse, the new shock, is

from without, and not from our own self. Gibbon's

impulse was thus not a direct communication, but

the result of his nature modified by the laws that

governed his life, and especially by his own voluntarj^

acts ; had it been a pure ins^nration, it might have

been somewhat similar yet very different, and would

have suggested to him to write a history that should

attempt to trace in a very different spirit the in-

fluences exerted over the world by the moral and

intellectual characteristics of the Eoman empire.

Mr. Fox, in refusing, both philosophically and prac-

tically, to make the distinction, appears to me to miss

the very essence of religion, at the outset of his work.

Besides, no theory of Religion could be complete

that failed to distinguish between mere poetic in-

spiration (a pre-eminence of original faculty), and

that universal inspiration of the Spirit which, so

long as it continues to visit us at all, comes direct

from God, without being any further discoloured than

the inadequacy of our minds to comprehend fully what
is communicated, requires. Mr. Fox banishes this

Holy Spirit entirely from human life by not admitting

any personal discourse of God with the mind. Before

leaving these remarks on the nature of inspiration, I

may just add, that if what I have laid down be true,

then the two kinds of God's intercourse with the

mind, by faculty, and by direct teaching, would

coalesce in any being absolutely perfect, since, when
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untainted by neglect and sin, every faculty would
remain the same channel of divine power that it was

at first, and God would be as purely represented in

the suggestions of a perfect nature educated in strict

obedience to divine law, as in any direct discourse :

in fact, the two would be identical.

Eevelation, Mr. Fox argues, supposes a revealer,

and from the very consciousness of communication to

the mind, of something entering it which was not

there before, we reach the conviction of a power, a

life, beyond the sphere of our consciousness, and yet

able to connect itself with us through those mys-

terious sources of being that we cannot penetrate.

The entrance of pain from unseen sources, of

blessing, of beauty, of right, of approval or dis-

approval, all this necessarily implies a life, nay, a

mind, which has access to the hidden springs of our

own : and this Being, once conceived of, is invested

Avith the highest functions and powers that are con-

sistent with the education and the wants of the

people or individuals who have lifted their thoughts

up to Him. Mr. Fox traces the conception of God
in the Jewish scriptures, through the stages of

Deliverer (when the release from the cruel bondage

of Egypt formed the summit of the people's con-

ceptions of beneficent power), of Legislator (when
the reduction of the barl)aric elements in the Israel-

itish society to a divine order seemed the most sacred

and difficult of tasks), and of a divine Defender in

battle (when the inroads of unjust and swollen

powers caused the preservation of national liberty to

be the greatest need and toil of the people). He
then notices the Christian i)hase of religion which

makes God a Father, and seems to regard it as but a

temporary phase of the religious life.

VOL. I F
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" And tlien came tlie phase of suj^plicatioii ; the re-

liance upon pity in the Divinity ; the plaintive, childlike

cry that called on God as * our Father ' ; then came those

thoughts of mercy, and patience, and kindness, forbear-

ance and all long-suffering, which the woes and miseries

of humanity have made but too enduring a form of the

theological concejDtion."—P. 72.

And this is giving way, he thinks, in our own
day, to a modification of faith which regards God
chiefly in his aspect of

—

..." universality, of a pervading power ; not only

of an impartial jDrovidence over all human beings, of all

countries and religions, but of an essence, a spirit, a soul

of the universe, incorporate with all and in all, which

manifests itself in every flower that blossoms, in every

star that shines, in every cloud that flits across the sky,

as well as in that everlasting arch which bends over all

and proclaims the Infinity coexisting with all these

seeming and transitory modifications."—P. 74.

That this so-called higher conception of God's

nature is strictly pantheistic, we learn from the next

chapter, Avhere, in commenting on the idea oi plurality,

which Mr. Fox thinks has never been excluded from

religion, he accounts for the want of sympathy

shown towards Christian Unitarianism, by its en-

deavour to conceive of God as an infinite j^erson,

distinct from Nature and humanity. He says :

—

" It was a step in the doctrine, though it might at first

seem in a backward direction, the ascription of CiJodhead

to Christ. 'God in Christ' was something towards God
in humanity, as God in humanity was a progress towards

God in universal nature. There alone we find the

infinity which satisfies the thought ; and departing from

those blended notions that our own habit of conceiving

of persons infuses into the mind, there w^e see one whose
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countenance towards ns is in all that is grand and lovely

—who is one with the majestic frame of tlie heavens and
the earth—one with the mighty movements of material

nature—one with intellectual and moral development in

humanity—who lives, breathes, thinks, feels, acts, in and
by all that is—all that is being one with Him, and He
all and in all. Such at least is the last effort which the

human mind seems to have made in the endeavour more
fully to develop this notion of infinity, which so early

and so strongly associates itself with the thought of

God."—P. 87.

Now in this account of the manner in which the

true notion of the great Eevealer dawns upon the

human mind, Mr. Fox seems to me, like all believers

in a pantheistic creed, to destroy what he has set up,

and get to so high a conception in the end as to in-

validate all the premises with which he started. It

is strange how the aesthetic faculty, craving the ex-

citement of absolute infinitude for its contemplation,

breaks loose from the restraints that the moral and
intellectual nature would put upon it, and leads to a

system as destitute of spiritual support as it is full of

latent contradictions. The original grounds of faith in

a divine cause and insinrer fail, the moment the per-

sonal faculties which discover Him are surrendered

in favour of the newly-found Spirit. Mr. Fox's own
arguments are, that fear, gratitude, admiration, and
love, arising on occasion of the events of outward or

inward life which have no other cause, all im]?hj cm

ohjed, a terrible power, a beneficent giver, a Being

beautiful and sublime, an object for affection ;—but

the newest and highest modification of our concep-

tion of this Being, according to Mr. Fox, is that of

a universal Essence, an all-pervading life that is as

much represented in the fear, the gratitude, the ad-
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miration, and the love, as in the object of these

emotions. True, it was this power which (in its

infinite aspect) startled the fear ; but then (in its

finite capacity) it directly felt it. And so the sup-

posed discovery turns into a mere childish game at

hide-and-seek, where the finder and the found are

identical, and yet each must be evidence for the real

existence of the other.

Now, all the real spiritual evidence for the exist-

ence of a divine object of our worship is upset at

once, the moment we cease to distinguish between

the worshipper and the worshipped. It is assuredly

as certain that God is an object of recognition for

our minds, as matter for our senses, and that too by
an exactly similar act of faith, equally irresistible

(when the appropriate faculties are awake) and equally

incapable of demonstration. But what would be

said were any philosopher to reason thus :
" I cer-

tainly perceive an external world as a reality beyond

me, and to that perception I accord my faith ; but a

truer modification of this concej^tion of the external

induces me to say, as a more complete description of

the fact, that this external existence beyond me was

itself the percipient agency which acted in me at the

time " ? I am totally unable to perceive any differ-

ence between nonsense such as this, and the religious

theory which relies on human faculties for reporting

the presence of a divine power, by them perceived,

and asserted in the very act of perception to be differ-

ent from ourselves,—jjroducing what we could not

produce, giving us what we could not take, feeling

differently from us, acting differently, thinking differ-

ently,—and which nevertheless presently turns round

and says, " This Being is not in fact distinct from us,

and we have found out, after all, that while we were
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searching for a fit object to adore and love, we were
only in want of a more perfect knowledge of our-

selves to show us, that it mattered not whether we
loved the beneficence or the gratitude the most, since

both are ultimately identical." The mystery of re-

ligion can never be solved by a process which identi-

fies the creature and the Creator, and it were better

to place no fiiith in our spiritual discernment at all,

than to credit the witness and yet deny his existence,

which is the condition of his credibility.

To my mind the assertion of the Pantheist, "I
believe in God," is a contradiction ; for when you

look for the subject of belief, it has vanished into

the object, and you have the facts of fear, gratitude,

etc., attesting the existence of their object, yet

denying the existence of their source,—unless any
one is willing to admit that source and object are

identical, so that all reciprocal functions in mind are

circular, and end where they begin ; the fear of the

creature flowing out into the power of the Creator, and

the power of the Creator renewing the fountains of

the creature's fear.

But I have said more than enough on this sub-

ject : no one is or can be a consistent Pantheist in

thought, and little would the system affect mankind
did it end in the mere logical absurdity in which it

begins. Unfortunately it is not so ; it has always

moral consequences, and the attempt to sink the per-

sonal distinction between man and God by resolving

the former into the latter, is always followed by the

loss of those personal relations of affection and con-

science between them which are the very life of

religion. When the universe is resolved into one

mighty Being, and histor}^ into His self-developed

life, and all human minds are but finite s^n'outs from
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the same infinite root, it is impossible that the same,

importance can be attached to the particular relations

of any single being to that great fountain of life with

which he is believed to be already necessarily at one,

as must belong to the hopes and fears of beings who
know themselves to be free to wander from their

Creator, and to be bound to Him, if at all, only by
ties which they themselves ma}^ break. This form

of faith necessarily dissolves the personal and volun-

tary ties between the creature and Creator, in

substituting a kind of physical tie which nothing (it

is believed) can dissolve. God is already at one with,

nay in essence identical with. His creatures ; He is

so by the ties of Being itself ; He himself lives in

them, their acts are His, their lives are His,—where
then is the room for the spiritual ties which can only

exist where there is a voluntary connection tftat

might be broken, for the gratitude that requites

a free and full obedience, for the love that works

willingly that it may win love again, for the prayer

that asks what it might not otherwise receive ? All

the highest portions of human life would be im-

possible, were the spiritual and voluntary relations

between person and person superseded by one vast

community of life, which, insuring unity in the whole,

beyond the power of dissolution, would destroy all

moral unison, and change the everlasting Father of

Christ into the all -pervading Essence of Spinoza.

No wonder that Mr. Fox considers the Christian

conception of God a form of the theological concep-

tion that has endured too long : for if the infinitude

of God is to be conceived of as absolute, and His

universality consists in His bearing the same relation

to all His creatures, like the physical laws which Mr.

Fox takes up as afi"ording us an analogy for His moral
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nature, then indeed the Christian conception of His

rule attributes to Him superstitious partialities and
dislikes.

In treating of divine attributes Mr. Fox is, of

course, obliged to give up the " holiness " of God, in

the common, and, as I conceive it, the true sense of

the word. He conceives that to represent Him as

of "purer eyes than to behold iniquity," and as

"angry with the wicked every day," is an arbitrary

and degrading superstition :

—

" Wiser he, to our perception, who perceives the rela-

tion and sub-ordination of evil to good—who apprehends

that the Deity meant virtue to be a progressive thing in

human nature, to be attained by trial and struggle ; and

the comparative and relative perfection of his being only

to be reached by strife within and without, from which

the spirit mounts stronger and yet stronger after every

conflict, until it basks in the brightness of the unclouded

rays of the perfectly Holy."—P. 84.

This is so obvious a consequence of the premises

Mr. Fox had already assumed, that I need not com-

ment upon it further than to suggest that the theory

which makes the subordination of evil to good (so

much insisted on by the necessarian scheme) the means

of making virtue either intelligible or desirable to

man, professes to explain much more than it can :

all that, at the most, it could account for would be

the introduction of temptation into the world, not of

sin. If needed as a background to set off the beauty

and glory of virtue, the possibUitu of sin would do as

well as its reality ; and if sin be not really a moral

consequence of liberty, but only a providential con-

trivance for enhancing the brilliance of virtue, the

same effect could be produced by retaining all the

moral phenomena of conflict and effort, only with
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the provision that they should all end in victory.

Nor let it be said that this would be a deception

which would be unworthy of the Divine Being, and
which would fail in its end, because finding that the

danger was always surmounted, it would at last be

disregarded. The moral struggle is always a decep-

tion, if it be true that we only deceive ourselves in

the belief that two or more possibilities are open to

us ; and it would be as easy to Providence to im-

plant in us the belief that it was only our own effort

which prevented us from falling, as it is now to con-

vince us that we have fallen by no necessity, but

only by a moral wilfulness of our oa\ti. One would

think that it might have been as easy to contrast

virtue with the clanger as with the reality of vice

;

let the traveller's road pass along the brink of an

awful chasm, at which his head turns giddy, and he

will need no fall to convince him how very wise it is

to keep his footing if he can : if the only object is

to make a didactic impression on his mind, and show
him the blessing of his position, this might surely be

as well effected by the terrors of anticipation ; and

it seems a useless cruelty to add the misery of actual

degradation.

The arrangement of Mr. Fox's book is almost as

defective as its reasoning. In speaking of God, and
drawing out the divine attributes, he argues from the

human principles within to the divine character which

they reveal. From our fear, he deduces our faith in

a Power; from our gratitude, in a Beneficence,

around us. It is clear, therefore, that he should

have considered the moral faculty in man, before

speaking of the holiness of God, to which it corre-

sponds. But this would not, in truth, have suited

his 2)urpose ; had he done so, he would have forced
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upon himself the very questions which his previous

assumption as to the all-pervading agency of God
had led him to pre-determine. And so he puts this

part of the discussion only at the very close, in time

to aid him in determining the destiny of man, but

too late to cast any light back upon the character of

God. I must just notice how essentially the truer

arrangement might have affected the conclusions

arrived at, had it been faithfully followed out. The
feelings thatwe have toivards another being do notteach

us to enter into that being's character
;
gratitude

does not explain to us the feeling of beneficence
;

nor admiration the essence of beauty ; nor fear the

hidden nature of power—they tell us that some
Object of these feelings is, not tvJiat he is ; what we
feel for him, not what he feels for us. We must be

in his position, dispensing good, creating beauty,

wielding power, before we begin to understand the

hidden life of Him who was the object of these

feelings of gratitude, admiration, and fear. Hence
we begin to know God, not in worship, but in action

;

not when we are filled with affections recijjrocal to

His, but when we feel the same turned upon other

beings beneath and around us ; and then it is that

the moral faculty begins to act, telling us His wishes

as to the regulation of our conduct, and so speaking

to us implicitly of the law which guides His own.

We know that He has been good to us, and when
we begin to labour for others we enter into the

knowledge of His goodness ; we know of His power
over us, and when we first wield that power over

others we begin to understand divine responsibility
;

we know His displeasure, and when we begin to

blame and punish, we learn something of the emotions

that accompany His discipline ; but we have no
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knowledge of His Jioliness till we have formed some
conception of the whole character which this de-

tailed experience of right and wrong tends to form
in us, and of the relative power of the various springs

of action resulting in us after we have either obeyed

or resisted these individual moral directions.

By limiting his view to the sentiments we feel

toicards God (which are partly the root of our faith

in His being, but explain nothing of His nature), and
omitting those that we do or might feel idth him,

Mr. Fox has missed the very point in the psychology

of religion which might have diverted him from his

religious theory. I mean the fact that there are

some sentiments which we feel with God, but

some that we feel without Him, and in opposition

to His, in the actions of our life. Here it is that

the separation between the divine being and our

own ought necessarily to come in : here it is that

we should at once recognise that He is not the

infinite person that gathers up all being in Himself;

here He appears not as a force, but as a voice ; not

compelling but appealing, wishing what we dislike,

disapproving what we wish : here is the eternal

protest against Pantheism, God not in man, but

against him, telling us of a life separated from ours

as far as the East is from the West ; identifying our

duty with His desire, when our own desire is different

from our duty, and so providing us with proof that

our being is not only distinct from His, but in very

many of its tendencies widely divergent. This case

of the moral faculty, where we feel that God exerts

no force over us, but has sentiments directly contrary

to our own, giving us His wish but saying nothing of

His will, laying aside His power, and speaking only of

right before our decision, yet distinctly telling of His
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pleasure or displeasure afterwards—this surely would
decide for ever that His being and ours are not really

one. By considering only our affections foicards God,
which afford no possible means of comparing our

natures with His, and deferring the consideration of

the moral faculty which exhibits His spirit in close

contact with and contrast to our own, till this very

meagre survey of the divine attributes was concluded,

so that the most complete and obvious means of

distinguishing between the human and divine person-

alities was neglected, Mr. Fox has avoided difficulties

that his form of religion can never solve or explain

away. He has formed his conceptions of Deity on the

analogies of physical science and the newest thought

of the age, and only where that fails him, and he can

get no account of the future destiny of individual

man, does he ask the human conscience to tell him
something of the future of humanity, though he omitted

to question it as a witness to the nature of God.

It will easily be understood what kind of a moral

sense Mr. Fox's system will alone admit : it is a mere
taste or tendency in man towards the more beautiful

course of conduct, which of course must take its place

amongst the other tendencies of his nature. God
being in all man's nature and actions. He is in this

too, and, it would seem, more essentially, more per-

manently, in this than in the others ; but still the

fatal vice of all-pervading power comes in, so that

even this becomes only one mode of the manifestation

of that power, and cannot therefore be considered as

the only true expositor of God's mind. Conscience

is not, according to Mr. Fox, an expostulation with

man, but an impulse in him, and its efficiency and
strength in God can of course be estimated only by
its results : so that the only means we could have of
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estimating the nature of the divine ruler would be to

strike a kind of average of the various impulses of

which He is the source, at the same time taking into

account the indications of increasing; force in this, the

highest impulse. The miserable vagueness in the

treatment of this primary revelation of God's nature,

the si^eed with which it is dismissed, and the suspicion

with which it is treated rather as a rendezvous for

impositions, than as our highest oracle of truth, is the

most melancholy indication in this book. It is a con-

sequence of this theory of the moral sense, that Mr.

Fox pushes aside all retributive punishment as a

superstition—he even calls it vindictive^ a term that

ought only to be applied to the anger excited by
personal feeling ; and as a natural consequence, the

attribute of justice is noAvhere given to God. Re-

pentance becomes, of course, a mere discontent with

an unsatisfactory and inharmonious position in

creation :

—

" Repentance is the opening of the heart to the mild

and benignant influences of nature— an impatience of

being any longer a discordant atom in that great system

of things—a longing to be entirely at one with the life

that is, and the life that is manifesting itself in progressive

development."

One might have thought that an atom sufficiently

humble when placed in such a position would rest

contented with the great work to which it was
instrumental, the development of more perfect har-

mony elsewhere, till it were swept along in the in-

creasing stream of progress. But in this way must
every system distort and caricature the moral nature

of man, which takes the analogies of material science

into the region of the spiritual life.

One sees clearly, indeed, in the chapter on Crea-
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tioii and Providence, that this is the side from which

Mr. Fox has approached the solution of the religious

problems of this book. The difficulties involved in

the conception of Creation being, however, totally

unreligious, so long, at least, as a divine power is not

changed into a mechanical force, I pass them by with

the remark that Mr. Fox, whilst ridiculing unmerci-

fully the theory which makes distinct volition the

creative power, has nothing better to substitute him-

self, but the dark phrases, " the infinite evolving the

finite,"—and " the one infinite, universal, and eternal,

the great Original," giving out "modifications and

manifestations."

But the theory of Providence is one which, unless

harmonised w^ith general moral and physical laws,

can assuredly stand no longer ; and yet it is one

which has exerted so profound an influence over

every Christian mind from the earliest Christian

ages to our own, that to part with it would be to

give up the very life of religion. Mr. Fox dismisses

the difficulty by giving up all particular providence,

—i.e. resigning Providence entirely,—in favour of

general laws, and stating his belief that the whole

series of objects and events are only complex results

of a number of different and general laws. There

are laws, he says, of the material, the mental, and

the moral world, and no one class ever interferes

with any other ; the material result is the consequence

of material laws, the moral of moral laws ; and

physical consequences are no more varied for moral

reasons, than moral consequences for the sake of

physical results. Now j^utting aside entirely at

present the question of miracles (which of course

would be assumed impossible by one who admitted

the truth of this assumption), I am quite willing to
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admit this rule ; as, for example, to use Mr. Fox's

illustrations, " The ship not seaworthy will founder,

whatever cargo it may bear of knowledge or bene-

volence;" "The careful will accumulate, though his

heart be as hard as the nether mill-stone." It is

quite certain that in the ordinary course of Provi-

dence, neither do the physical eftects ever fail to fol-

low their appropriate causes, nor do the moral effects

of a man's own moral actions ever fail in their moral

results on the mind. Yet to admit this is not to

banish Providence from the lives of individuals any

more than from the life of classes. One may even

admit that of which there is at present no jjroof,

that the^?'5^ moral as well as physical constitution

of every one, results as certainly from the moral and

physical constitutions of his ancestors, as physical

effects from their causes. Yet there is opening Avide

enough for the action of particular providential

agencies, without the necessity of assuming that in

the construction of the general laws of the universe,

God chose such as in His infinite wisdom He knew
should be the best suited to the moral wants of every

individual case.

Such an assumption would be impossiljle to j^rove,

and sometimes seems to be untrue, as instances of

strong seeming exception to the beneficial oj^eration

of these laws are constantly forcing themselves upon
us. The true assumption with respect to these

general laws, I am inclined to think, may be this,

—

that they have been so contrived as to be the best

possible for the diffusion and strengthening of good

in every individual case, did men always act with

God and on the side of right. The human intro-

duction of moral evil has introduced a confusion,

however, into their operation, so that they often tend
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to give force and difFusion to evil by the very means
originally intended to aid and cherish good. An
example of such a case miglit be taken from that

well-known law of association, that the most vividly

interesting thoughts gather closely round them all

the dress of objects and events in which they were

first clothed, so that the least of these last will recall

the former to the mind. In the minds of those who
regulate their thoughts by the highest law, never

allowing themselves to dwell passionately on any but

noble objects, this is a law of transmutation which
changes at a touch the dross of physical sensations

to the pure gold of the highest feeling. On the

other hand, where the rule of conscience becomes a

cipher in the heart, this law intended to transmit

agencies of good becomes powerful for evil. Other
cases might be adduced.

But this is not all : not only is there providence

in the general laws of God ; but there is philosophical

room also for its introduction into the destinies of

particular lives, as all Christians have always held.

Clearly we must look for that introduction at the

points where all the analogies of physical law fail,

—

in the free decisions of the human will. Here it is

that higher suggestions are so constantly felt to occur,

and to be so strangely beneficent in their results.

Here it is that a thought or feeling darting into the

mind, which, were it not for God's providence, would
have never entered it, changes the whole course of

duty and the whole destiny of life. From such

moments -of decision as these, go forth not only the

immediate volitions, but the issues of life and death,

and God, who knows the fates that await us, may
often save us from the operation even of physical

laws, not by suspending them, but by leading us from
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their sphere of action through the suggestion of an

act that the will is prompt to do, or of a thought

that detains us for a time from some eager pursuit.

And thus, though it may be ahva3\s true that no
providential interference shall come befiveen the care

of the miser and the accumulation of his gold, yet it

may, perhaps, intrude behind the sordid passion.

At least, if the passion of avarice be not wholly

rooted in him, but still be submitted sometimes to

the deliberation of conscience, it may happen that a

higher motive may for a time charm his heart into

an hour's carelessness, and so cause the loss of all

his hoarded gain : for the Providence who always

carries out our volitions to their consequences, yet

often interferes to prevent them, wherever that may
be possible without a compulsion that He will not

use. And so, too, though " the ship not seaworthy

will founder, whatever cargo it may bear of know-
ledge or benevolence," yet if God saw that such

benevolence ought not to perish. He might turn

aside its course by a suggestion of other duties in

the moral deliberations preceding the decision to sail.

There is one consequence of this view of Provi-

dence which is worthy of notice, and may, perhaps, be

thought in some measure a verification of it. It has

often been noticed that in very rude and very low
states of society, individuals seem cheap, and that no

visible Providence guides their lives at all. On the

other hand, the higher the mind, the more it seems

to glide into the region of providential control, and
not only to be filled inwardly with a finer spirit, but

guided outwardly through tlie ways where God's in-

fluence ^vill be greatest. Now the reason of this is

plain on the supposition that the inlet for Providen-

tial care is througli those moments of deliberation
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when a higher suggestion will avail. For in any
society where men have not yet reached the stage of

moral deliberation, this sphere is closed ; they are like

physical atoms borne about by forces which they

never stop to control or direct ; there is no space

left betAveen motion and action, desire and volition,

where a suggestion may be interposed that could

change their course. Animals who are blind slaves

of impulse, driven about by forces from within, have,

so to say, fewer valves in their moral constitution for

the entrance of divine guidance ; and evil men who
would not follow any thought but the fixed self-willed

purposes of their selfish hearts, shut the door on
Providence, and imprison their fate in a darkness

where comparatively little of this special guidance

can reach. On the other hand, the minds that are

alive to every word from God, give constant oppor-

tunity for His divine interference with a suggestion

that may alter the courses of their lives ; and like the

ships which turn when the steersman's hand but

touches the wheel, God can steer them through the

worst dangers by the faintest breath of feeling, or

the lightest touch of thought. Will not this reconcile

the universal faith in a Providence watching ever

over our lives, with the most strenuous doctrine of

immutable law, physical and moral, to any one, at

least, who holds the liberty of the human will ? I

have given some little' space to it, because Mr.

Fox's remarks on the modern scientific notions of

law, as exploding the old notions of Providence,

are not only likely to be generally impressive, but
lie at the very root of his system, and colour his

views throughout. For Mr. Fox obviously writes

in constant dread of being supposed to believe any-

thing superstitious, especially anything that could

VOL. I G
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come into collision with the discoveries of phj^sical

science.

What, then, I have attempted to show in this

essay is, that free will is the very centre of human
personality, and that as, without it, it is impossible to

distinguish between the agency ofman and the agency

of God, so it is equally impossible to distinguish

between human impulses and divine inspiration :

—

finally, that without free will, special divine

guidance and special Providence could mean no-

thing except either a miracle (a suspension of law),

or such an eternally pre-established harmony as

should have made universal law to fit absolutely every

particular case of human difficulty—a conception only

consistent with the denial of free will : whereas,

granting a limited free will to man, there is room for

Providential guidance in the life of every man who
is capable of guidance by spiritual influence. It

would be useless to follow Mr. Fox into the discussion

of his reasons for believing in immortality, or into his

conception of the Christian religion, with these vast

differences as to the very foundations of religion in

the rear. The only useful discussion that is possible

between those who differ so widely, is discussion of

the fundamental differences from which their other

differences emerge.
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As there is a substance, I believe, which not only

burns in water, but actually kindles at the very

touch of water, so there certainly are insatiable

doubts, which not only resist the power, but seem to

kindle at the very centre of Christian faith. There

is one question which I should have supposed set at

rest for ever in the mind of any man who believes

either in the revelations of conscience or those of

Scripture,—the question whether or not it is per-

mitted to man to knoiv, and grow in the knowledge of,

God. If that be not possible, I, for my part, should

have assumed that religion was a name for unwise,

because useless, yearnings in the heart of man ; and

that the revelation—whether natural or supernatural

—which professes to satisfy those yearnings, was
simply a delusion. Yet so closely twined are the

threads of human faith and scepticism, that probably

half the Christian world scarcely knows whether to

^ TFhat is Revelation ? A Series of Sermons on the Eiyii:)hany;

to lohich are added, " Letters to a Student of Theology on the

Bamj)ton Lectures of Mr. Mansel." By the Rev. F. D. Maurice,

M.A., Cambridge. Macmillan, 1859, Preface to the Third

Edition of Mr. Mansel's Bamjitoii Lectures on the Limits of

Religious Thought. London. Murray, 1857.
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think that the subject of revelation is God Himself,

or only some fragments of His purpose for man

;

while professed apologists for Christianity are often,

like Dean Mansel, far firmer believers in the irremov-

able veil which covers the face of God, than in the

faint gleams of light which manage to penetrate what
they hold to be its almost opaque texture.

And, as I have intimated, this doubt is not only

not extinguished by the Christian revelation, but

it seems in some cases even to feed on the very

essence of revelation. Dr. Mansel, for one, seems to

regard the Christian revelation almost as express

evidence that God is inscrutable to man, in that it

only provides for us a " finite " type of the infinite

mystery, and presents to us in Christ not, he thinks,

the truth of God, but the best approximation to that

truth—though possibly infinitely removed from it

—

of which " finite " minds are capable. In other

words, he believes in the veil even more intensely

than in the revelation : nay, he seems to think this

conviction of his—that the veil is inherent in the

essence of our human nature, and indissoluble even

by death itself, unless death can show us how to

evade the formal laws of human thought—likely to

enhance our reverence for the voices, so mj-steriously

" adapted " to finite intelligence, which float to us

from behind it. " In this impotence of Reason," he

says, "we are compelled to take refuge in faith, and

to believe that an Infinite Being exists, though we
know not how ; and that He is the same with that

Being who is made known in consciousness as our

Sustainer and our Lawgiver." And again, in the pre-

face to his third edition :

—

" It has been objected by reviewers of very opposite

schools, that to deny to man a knowledge of the infinite,
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is to make Revelation itself impossible, and to leave no

room for evidences on wliicli reason can be legitimately

employed. The objection wonld be pertinent, if I had
ever maintained that Revelation is, or can be, a direct

manifestation of the infinite nature of God. But I have

constantly asserted the very reverse. In Revelation, as

in Natural Religion, God is represented under finite con-

ceptions, adapted to finite minds ; and the evidences on

which the authority of Revelation rests are finite and
comprehensible also. It is true that in Revelation, no
less than in the exercise of our natural faculties, there is

indirectly indicated the existence of a higher truth which,

as it cannot be grasped by any effort of human thought,

cannot be made the vehicle of any valid philosophical

criticism. But the comprehension of this higher truth is

no more necessary either to a belief in the contents of

Revelation, or to a reasonable examination of its evidences,

than a couceiDtion of the infinite divisibility of matter is

necessary to the child before it can learn to walk."

Thus, revelation, as it is conceived by Dr. Mansel,

is a mere adaptation of Truth to human forms of

thought, whether it come through conscience or

through Scripture ; in both cases alike it is the

formation in our minds of a " representative idea," or

type, of God, not the direct presentation of the

Divine Life to our spirits, which he holds that w^e

could not receive and live. By conscience the vision

of a holy but finite Judge, Lawgiver, Father, is borne

in upon our hearts, namely, through the conscious-

ness of our dependence and of moral obligation ; by
Scripture the historical picture of a finite law, a

Providence adapted to finite minds, and lastly, a

finite but perfect Son, are presented to our eyes.

That is, certain messages have issued from the depths

of the infinite mystery, and have been mercifully

translated for us into the meagre forms of human
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thoiiglit : some of them are spontaneously welcomed
by human consciences ; others, attested as they

are by su^^erhuman marvels, and not inconsistent

with the revelations of the conscience, are ac-

cepted as convincing by human reason ; and both

alike help to teach us,—not what God is,—but

how we may think of Him with least risk of un-

speakable error.

By these necessarily indirect hints,—the truest of

which our nature is capable,—Dr. Mansel entreats us

to hold, and to guide our footsteps ; calling them
"regulative truths," by which he means the best

working hypotheses we are able to attain of the char-

acter and purposes of God. They are the only

palliatives of that darkness, to which the blinding

veil of a human nature inevitably dooms us. Revela-

tion, Ave are told, cannot unloose the "cramping"
laws of a limited consciousness ; it cannot help the

finite to apprehend the infinite ; but it can do some-

thing to guide us in our blindness, so that we may
not, in our ignorance, fall foul of the forces and laws

of that infinite world which we are unable to know

;

it can give us a " conception " of God, which is quite

true enough as a practical manual for human conduct.

But, to use Dr. Mansel's own words, " how far that

knowledge represents God as He is, we know not,

and have no need to know."

This theory of Dr. Mansel's called forth from Mr.

Maurice a reply, which was not merely an embodi-

ment of a completely opposite conviction, but the

insurrection of an outraged faith, the protest of

a powerful character against a doctrine which pro-

nounces that all the springs of its life have been

delusions, and which tries to pass ofi" human notions

of God in the place of God. The somewhat thin
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and triumphant logic of Dr. Mansel,— the evident

preference for analysing the notions of man rather

than returning to the study of the realities from
which those notions were derived,—the dogmatic
sentence passed on human Reason, condemning it to

be imprisoned, as long as it remains human, in " the

finite,''—and most of all, the gospel of God's inaccess-

ibility,—might in any case probably have drawn
from Mr. Maurice a strong protest ; but when all

these instruments were used avowedly in defence of

Christianity, and Christ was put forward, not as the

perfect revelation, but as the least inadequate symbol
of the divine nature, I do not wonder that the. tone

of Mr. Maurice's reply was, if always charitable,

often almost austere. Dr. Mansel had preached that

the sphere of Reason is the field of human things

;

Mr. Maurice holds that every fruitful study of

human things implies a real insiglit into things

divine. Dr. Mansel taught that the human mind
is " cramped by its own laws " ; and that divine

realities, therefore, so far as they can be the subject

of its thoughts at all, must be stunted, or, as the

phrase is, " accommodated " to the unfortunately

dwarfed dimensions of the recipient : Mr. Maurice

holds that the mind of man is " adapted " to lay a

gradual hold of the divine truth it is to apprehend,

and to grow into its immensity ; instead of the

divine truth being "adapted" to the little capacities

of the human mind. Dr. Mansel conceived that

Christianity tells us just enough to keep us right

with a God whom we cannot really know ; Mr.

Maurice, that the only way we can be so kept right

is by a direct and, in its highest form, conscious par-

ticipation in the very life of God.

On what, then, did Dr. Mansel profess to base his
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assumptions 1 Mainly on this, that if we really do

hold direct and conscious converse with God, we
should find the results of that convei'se, and of ap-

titude for it, inscribed on our mental constitution.

" A presentative revelation implies faculties in man
which can receive the presentation; and such faculties

will also furnish the conditions of constructing a

philosophical theory of the object presented." With
the first part of this sentence every one must agree

;

if God can be present, as I believe, to the human
nund, there must be faculties in us which enable

us to discern that presence. But the latter assertion,

that such faculties will also enable us to construct

"a philosophical theory of the object presented,"

seems to me a most amazing and gratuitous asser-

tion. A philosophical theory is possible when we
stand above our object, not when we stand beneath

it. The learner has faculties by which to learn
;

but if what he studies is inexhaustible, he will never

have a " philosophical theory " of it. Principles, no

doubt, he will reach ; certain truths to mark his

progress he will discover; he will know that he

understands better and better that which he can never

conijjrekend ; but a theory of the whole he can never

attain unless the whole be within the limited range

of his powers.

Hence I entirely deny Dr. Mansel's assumption,

that direct converse with God implies faculties for

constructing "a theory" of God. This was the

fundamental error of his work. He admits no

knowledge except that which is on a level with its

object. Nothing is easier than to prove that no

plummet of human Eeason can measure the depths

of the divine mind ; nothing falser than to suj^pose

that this incapacity shuts us out entirely from that
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mind, and proves it to be the painted veil of "repre-

sentative notions " of God, and not God Himself,

who has filled our spirits in the act of Avorship.

I hold, then, that this was Dr. IMansel's first, and

perhaps deepest, error. He saw that we have no
" theory " of God which is not presumptuous and

self-contradictory, and he argued therefrom that we
have no knowledge. Surely he might have learned

better from the simplest facts of human life. Have
we any " theory " of any human being that will bear

a moment's examination ? Yet is our communion
with our fellow-men limited to a consciousness of

our own notions of them ? Are not " fixed ideas " of

human things a sign of a proud and meagre intellect 1

Yet Dr.' Mansel practically denies all knowledge of

divine things, except knowledge through " fixed

ideas." He mistakes that which hides God from

us for that which reveals Him. "Notions," "fixed

ideas," of God, no doubt, and very poor ones too, we
have in abundance ; but instead of being the media

of our knowledge, they are more often the veil

Avhich every true moral experience has to tear aside.

When we turn to Him with heart and conscience, we
find half the crystallised and petrified ideas profess-

ing to represent His attributes, dissipated like mists

before the sun. To know is not to have a notion

which stands in the place of the true object, but to

be in direct communion with the true object. And
this is exactly most possible where theory, or com-

plete knowledge, is least possible. We know the
" abysmal deeps " of personality, but have no theory

of them. We know love and hatred, but have no

theory of them. We know God better than we
know ourselves, better than we know any other

human being, better than Ave know either love or
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hatred ; but have no theory of, simply because we
stand under, and not above, Hhn. We can recog-

nise and learn, but never comprehend. It is there-

fore idle to argue that knowing faculties imply the

means of ''constructing a philosophical theory,"

when every case in which living beings share their

life and experience with us adds to our knowledge
and to our grasp of principle ; whereas we can con-

struct adequate " theories " about only the most
abstract subjects.

But this point granted, Dr. Mansel took his next

stand in favour of a merely " notional " theology, on

the infinite nature of God. Admit, he said, that we
cannot adequately comprehend our relations with

finite realities, still such knowledge as we have of

them may be direct, because our knowing power
bears some definite proportion to the object known.

But knowledge of an infinite being should either

imply or generate,—so he reasoned,—infinite ideas

in your own intellect. Have you such ideas ? If

so, produce them. If not, admit at once that what
knowledge you have of such beings is not direct, not

first-hand at all, but at best only by representative

ideas—miniature copies of the reality on an infinitely

reduced scale. The object to be known is unlimited
;

the intellectual receptacle a very narrow cell. There

can be no room there for that which it professes to

hold ; if, therefore, anything which gives a real

notion of that object actually has managed to

squeeze in, it can only be a minute image, a faint

symbol, an " adaptation " to the poverty of human
nature. Only a finite fraction of the infinite Reality

could be apprehended by a finite intelligence at best

;

and that, of course, would give fiir less conception of

the whole than a representative idea, reduced propor-
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tionately in all its parts to suit " the apprehensive

powers of the recipient."

Such was, as far as I understand it, the nature of

Dr. Mansel's objection. "In whatever affection," he

said, " we become conscious of our relation with the

Supreme Being, we can discern tJmt consciousness only

by reflecting on it under its proper notion." Dr. Mansel

did reflect on it, through many lectures, under several
'' notions," which he at least conceived to be
" proper " ; and finding them all what he terms

finite, he ended by telling us that the human mind
can only apprehend a finite type of God, and yet is

compelled to believe that God is infinite : whence he

argues that we can have no direct knowledge of God
at all, but can only study a limited symbol of Him,

which He Himself has mercifully introduced into

our minds, and reproduced in an objective and more

perfect form in the incarnation of Christ. And if,

still dissatisfied, any one suggests to Dr. Mansel that

knowledge of God, like knowledge of human things,

may be partial, but yet direct, and progressive,—in

short, a real and growing union of our mind with

His,—he replies :

—

"The supposition refutes itself: to have a partial

knowledge of an object is to know a part of it, but not

the whole. But the part of the infinite which is supposed

to be- known, must be itself either infinite or finite. If

it is infinite, it presents the same difiiculties as before ; if

it is finite, the point in question is conceded, and our

consciousness is allowed to be limited to finite objects.

But in truth it is obvious, on a moment's reflection, that

neither the Absolute nor the Infinite can be represented

in the form of a Whole composed of parts. Not the

Absolute, for the existence of the Whole is dependent on

the existence of its parts; not the Infinite, for if any
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part is Infinite, it cannot be distinguislied from the

Whole ; and if each part is finite, no numljer of such

parts can constitute the infinite."

Now what does all this prove ? This, and this

only: that if we take the words "Absolute" and
"Infinite" to mean that He to whom they are

applicable chokes u^j the universe, mental and physi-

cal, and prevents the existence of every one else, then

it is nonsense and clear contradiction for any one else,

who is conscious of his own existence, to use these

words of God at all. Surely, this might have been

said without so much circumlocution. And what
would Dr. Mansel thereby gain 1 Simply, as far as

I can see, that he had established the certain non-

existence of any Being in this sense " absolute " or

"infinite." Dr. Mansel denied this, and said, "No,
I have only proved that a philosojjhj of the Absolute

and Infinite is impossible to man." But if asked.

Why not to God also, and to all rational beings who
do not believe in any philosophy of self-contradictions

and chimeras % he would immediately turn upon me
and say, "Because, after all, you must admit that

there is an 'Absolute' and an 'Infinite,' and that

these terms ought to apply to God. It is our in-

competence to conceive, that involves us in all these

self-contradictions. If you are going to deny the

existence of the ' Absolute ' and ' Infinite,' j^ou will

get into as much trouble in another direction as if

you admit and try to reason upon them. Suppose

there is no Infinite and Absolute, and then we must
assume the universe to be made up of finites, and to

be itself finite. Which is the more inexplicable

alternative of the two ?

"

Now, such reasoning seems to me a mere playing

fast and loose with words. Dr. Mansel first wanted
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the words " Infinite " and " Absolute " to exclude all

limitation or order of all sorts. Everything like

essential laws of mind or character,—every mental

or moral condition or constitution, self-imposed or

otherwise, under which the Divine mind could act,— he called a limitation, and excluded from the

meaning of the words. When he had proved, what
is exceedingly easy to prove on such an hypothesis,

that we can only speak of the Infinite in self-contra-

dictions, he added, " Well, then, here is an end of

the Absolute and Infinite. Clearly we are unable to

grasp this ; but the only alternative is the ' relative

'

and 'finite,' an alternative still more inexplicable."

And here by "finite," remember, he means, not that

which acts under given conditions,—under the limit-

ations, say, of a Perfect Nature, infinitely rich in

creative power, though of ordered Creative Power,

issuing from the depths of an Eternal Holiness and
Eternal Eeason, but limited in every direction ; con-

ditioned everywhere, not by the life-giving order of

Character, but by the helplessness of external bonds.

I have no hesitation in saying that between unlimited

Infinitude, understood in that sense in which Dr.

Mansel thinks that less imbecile mental constitutions

than ours would find no contradiction in it, and the

absolutely cramped and fettered Finitude, understood

in the sense in which there is no realm of unlimited

development and free creation at all—between these

extremes, I say, the whole universe of mind, from the

Divine to the human, is necessarily comprehended.

The one alternative, which Dr. Mansel did not

deign to admit into his religious dilemma even hypo-

thetically—that of unlimited energy, conditioned by
definite laws, moral and spiritual—is that which the

revelation of conscience and the revelation of history
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alike offer to us as the actual staudard of perfection.

The sense in which the " Absolute " and " Infinite
"

are really self- contradictory terms, is the sense in

which we try to make them proof against every

limitation ; and they are so in that case for the very

simple reason, that the absence of all positive charac-

teristics is, as Dr. Mansel himself admitted, not only

as great, but really a far greater limitation than

the presence of those characteristics would be. A
vacuum is certainly not limited, like a human being,

by any specific mode of life ; but it must be said to

be still more limited by the absence of all modes of

life whatever. On the other hand, the sense in

which the conscience and reason of man eagerly

assert the reality of an " Infinite " and " Absolute "

Being, is not in the least the sense in which they are

self-contradictory terms. We are forced to believe

in a being whose moral and intellectual constitution

is, not vaguer and less orderly, but infinitely dis-

tincter and more rich in definite qualities and char-

acteristics than our own : but whose free Creative

energies, as determined by those characteristics, are

infinitely greater also. The mental constitution which

impresses Order on the operation of Power is not, we
are taught alike by conscience and inspiration, a true

limitation on life, in the sense of a fetter; but is rather

in itself a proper fountain of fresh life, and an enhance-

ment of Power which would otherwise neutralise itself.

Our incapacity to conceive the "Infinite" and "Ab-
solute," in the sense in which they repudiate all con-

ditions, turns out to be a positive qualification for

conceiving them as names of God. We want them

as describing attributes in which we can trust, and

we can only trust in the attributes of a perfectly

holy, and therefore, in some sense, defined Nature.
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We may be fully satisfied, then, as the lesson of

all experience, that the real fulness and perfection

of character ^vhich we vainly strive to express by the

word " infinite " is not gained by the absence, but by
the expansion and deepening, of those defined moral

qualities which Dr. Mansel wants to persuade us to

consider mere limitations of nature. When, for in-

stance, he applies the word "infinite," in its physical

sense, to the divine personality, and asks if it does

not exclude all other beings, because any other really

free will must impose a limit on the operation of the

divine will,—I ask if there w^ould not be far deeper

limitation in the denial to God of the possibility of

that divine love which can exercise itself only on

free wills. That only can be considered a real limita-

tion which chokes the springs of spiritual life ; and
all self-imposed- limitation on absolute jDower which

is the condition of a real exercise of the spiritual or

higher springs of life, is the reverse of real limitation.

This is the lesson of every human responsibility.

Is not every new duty, social or moral, a limitation

of some kind—an obligation to others which at least

in some direction appears to impose a limit on us,

and yet which enlarges the whole scope of our

nature 1 And is it not equally clear that a divine

solitude would be more limited by the necessity of

solitude, than by the freedom of the beings who are

learning to share the divine life 1

Dr. Mansel would say that all this is playing into

his hands. He desired to persuade us that all direct

knowledge of God is impossible, because we cannot

tell what is limitation and what is not; in other

words, we can form no adequate " conception " of

fulness or perfection of life. What seems to us

limitation, may be, not limitation, but a mode of
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divine power ; Avhat we reverently think of as

belonging to God because it is included in our

notion of power, may not really belong to Him, but

be, in fact, a human limitation. Assuredly this is

so. I have already admitted that if adequate or

exhaustive notions, not of God only, but of any living

being, were needful to us for direct knowledge, we
should have no direct knowledge of life at all. But

I have been protesting against Dr. Mansel's theory,

not for saying that we have no adequate conception

of God, but for saying that we cannot be conscious

of His presence with us, conscious of the life we do

receive from Him, conscious of what He really is,

conscious in the same, indeed, even in a far higher,

sense than that in which we are conscious of what

human beings are. We cannot tell whether this or

that would be a limitation on the -divine essence;

but we can tell whether love and righteousness and

power flow from Him into us. Does this give us no

bioivledge of God ] Does this give us no communion

with Him] "No," said Dr. Mansel ; "for 'love,'

and 'righteousness,' and 'power,' can be received

into your minds only in finite parcels, which give no

approximation to a knowledge of their infinite fount-

ain." Here, again, we come upon that delusive and

positive use of the word " infinite " which, in spite

of Dr. Mansel's protest that "infinite" has only a

negative meaning, run through his whole book. He
says we do not know what "infinite" means, and,

therefore, cannot know that the "finite" is like the

"infinite." We know God's love, and are obliged

to believe that it is immeasurably deeper than we
can know ; and Dr. Mansel would persuade us that

this last faith may change the whole meaning of the

first, that the very depth and truth which we assert
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ourselves unable to gauge, ought to be a source of

doubt whether we know the reality at all. A life

comes into a man, the depths of which he cannot

sound ; and his very conviction that he has not the

capacity to comprehend its fulness, is to empty it of

all defined meaning

!

Surely Dr. Mansel must see that "infinite" is a

mere hollow word when used in this way. The
conviction we express by that word is simply that

what we know to be restraints on our own highest

and fullest life do not exist in God ; but this con-

viction, instead of leading us to fear that righteous-

ness and love change their nature in Him because

He is " infinite," fills us with certainty that they do

not. In short, righteousness and love are qualities

which, if we are competent to know them really

in any single act, we know to be the same in

all acts; and all that we mean by calling them
infinite is, that we have more and more to learn

about them for ever, which will not change and

weaken, but confirm and deepen, the truth gained in

every previous act of our knowledge. Dr. Hansel's

notion, that because our knowing cajmcity is limited

and God inexhaustible, we can never know directly

more than such a fraction of His nature as would

be rather a mockery than a personal revelation,

is a mere physical metaphor. Our capacity for

knowing may be limited either so that partial know-

ledge is delusive (as of one corner of a triangle if

taken for the whole) ; or so only that it is true in

kind, and extends to the whole, but is utterly in-

adequate in depth. The latter is, of course, true of

all direct knowledge of a j^ersonalitj/ which we know
to be one and indivisible. What we do not know
is, then, mainly, the immeasurable range and inex-

VOL. I H
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haustible depth of that which in a single act we do

know. Or if there be other characteristics as yet

wholly unknown, we know them to be in harmony
with, because belonging to, the same personality

as those we do know.

In brief, I may sum up my differences with Dr.

Mansel on this head by saying, that if " infinite " is

to mean the exclusion of all definiteness of nature

and character,—then we do know, and he himself

admits, that infinitude has no application to God, if

only because it Avould itself be a far greater limita-

tion than that which it excluded ; that if, on the

other hand, it be admitted to be consistent with a

defined character, and to mean rather " perfection,"

—then that though we certainly have no abstract

idea of what this is, we yet have positive faculties

for conscious recognition of such a Perfect Being

when manifested to our conscience and reason, and

an inextinguishable faith in His perfection even as

unmanifested. Finally, if it be maintained that

what we can thus recognise is as nothing when
compared with what is beyond our vision, we may
admit it, j^rovided only that what we do know is

direct knowledge, and knowledge of God, not of a

part of God ; and that it carries with it not merely

a hope, but a certaintf/, that the inexhaustible depths

still unrevealed will only deepen and extend, instead

of falsifying, that knowledge at which we have

arrived.

I have dwelt somewhat long on what seems to me
a most transparent sophism, because it is on it that

Dr. Mansel relies for his assertion that our know-

ledge of God cannot be direct ; that Revelation

cannot reveal Him, but only a finite type of Him,

more or less different from the reality—how differ-
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ent no one can dare to say. Such a position destroys

all interest in the revelation when it comes. If it

be only a working hypothesis, to keep us, while

confined in the human, from blindly and uncon-

sciously dashing ourselves against the laws of the

divine; if it merely says, "Take this chart, which
necessarily alters the infinite infinitely to make it

finite ; but nevertheless, if you steer by it, it will

save you as much from the rocks as if it were true,"

—I do not believe that any of us would care much
for Eevelation at all. We should say, " Show us fresh

realities, and whether they be finite or infinite, we
will attend ; but as for these magical clues, which
only promise to keep us straight, without showing us

how or why, we would rather be wrecked against

one really discovered rock, we would rather founder

in the attempt to sound our own ' dim and perilous

wa}^,' than be constantly obeying directions which
are mere accommodations to our ignorance, and
which will leave us, even if we obey them strictly,

and reach the end of our voyage in safety, as ignor-

ant of the real world around us as when we began
it." Yet Dr. Mansel's great plea for Eevelation, as

he understands it, is, that it provides us with regula-

tive though not with sjjeeulative truth,—that it gives

us wise advice, the wisdom of which we can test by
experience ; though furnishing nothing but guesses at

the true grounds of that advice.

Now if any one is disposed to admire the apparent
modesty of this conclusion, and to acquiesce in it as

the true humility of mature wisdom, he will do well

to study in Mr. Maurice's profound volume the

evidence that every living movement of human
thought, religious or othcnvise, cries out against it.

All regulative truth,—all truth, that is, which has a
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deep influence on human action, all truth in which

men trust,—is founded in the discovery of ultimate

causes, not of empirical rules. The distrust of empi-

rical rules in science, in art, in morals, in theology,

is all of the same root. It may be safest to act on

probabilities where there is no certainty ; to act by
empirical rule where the principle of the rule is

undiscovered ; to follow a plausible authority where

there is no satisfying truth ; and by such rules, no

doubt, in the absence of all temptation to disregard them,

men are occasionally guided when they cannot reach

any basis of fact. But, as ]\Ir. Maurice ver}' power-

fully insists, there is no single region of life in

which these " regulative " and approximate generali-

ties exercise any transforming influence on the mind.

The smallest probability will outweigh the greatest if

it fall in with our wishes ; the empirical rule suddenly

appears specially inapplicable to the exceptional case

in which it becomes inconvenient. The plausible

authority is disputable where its recommendations

are irritating or painful.

It is quite different where we have reached a fresh

certainty, a new cause, a new force, a new and self-

sustaining truth, a new fountain of actual life.

Actual things and persons we cannot ignore ; we
may struggle with or defy them, but we cannot

forget to take them into account. For the lottery-

prize we will pay far more than it is worth, the

number of blanks scarcely afl'ecting the imagination

;

the danger of detection often fails to check the bondfide

impulse to crime ; a single certain sufl'ering independ-

ent of success or failure,—the anguish of conscience,

which success rather intensifies,—will outweigh it all.

Exactly in proportion to the exclusion of hypothetical

and the presence of known and tested elements is
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the really "regulative" influence exerted on the

human will. Believe with Dr. Mansel that Eevela-

tion gives us only a more or less true notion of

God, and it will cease to kindle us at all. Recog-

nise in it with Mr. Maurice the direct manifestation

of God to the conscience, and the life thus mani-

fested will haunt us into war, if it do not fill us

with its peace.

If faith give no certainty, it is not " regulative

"

in Dr. Mansel's sense ; if it does not satisfy the

reason, it cannot overawe the will. Dr. Mansel

appears to regard the phrase "satisfying to the

reason " as applying to that sort of knowledge which

can answer every query of human curiosity. He
tells us that the influence of mind on matter is a

regulative truth, of which we cannot give the least

account,—and not, therefore, satisfying to the reason.

In this sense, clearly, no living influence in the

universe is satisfying to the reason ; for we cannot

reason anything into life. But this is a totally

different sense from that in which he invites us to

surrender our desire for a reasonable knowledge of

God, as distinguished from a regulative message from

Him. Reason in the highest sense does not pursue

its questions beyond the point of discriminating be-

tween a real and permanent cause or substance, and

a dependent consequence or a variable phenomenon.

It asks " why " only till it has reached something

which can justify its own existence, and there it

stops. True reason is satisfied when it has traced

the stream of effect up to a living origin, and dis-

criminated the nature of that origin.

It is' not the impulse of Reason, but, as Mr.

.

Maurice has finely said, the disease of Rationalism,

which continues to make us restless questioners in
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the presence of those living objects which ought to

fill and satisfy the reason,—inducing us to ask for a

reason deeper than Beauty before we can admire,

for a reason deeper than Truth before we can be-

liev^e, for a reason deeper than Holiness before we
can love, trust, and obey. But no true reason is, or

ought to be, satisfied with an echo, a type, a symbol,

of something higher which it cannot reach. If it

find transitory beauty in the type, it turns by its

own law to gaze on the Eternal beauty beneath ; if

it find broken music in the echo, it yearns after the

perfect harmony which roused the echo. Reason
might be defined to be that which leads us to dis-

tinguish the sign from the thing signified,—which

leads us back from the rule to the principle, from

the principle to the purpose, from the purpose to the

living character in which it originated,—which, in

short, will not be satisfied with any image, but cries

after the original.

If this be Reason, then to satisfy Reason is to

find out truly regulative truth : for what is it which,

in the passion and fever of life, truly transforms and

chastens human purposes 1 Surely nothing but the

knowledge of realities,—sensible realities more than

spiritual abstractions,—spiritual realities most of all

;

even mere things painful or delightful far more than

any abstract ideas ; men far more than things ; men
present more than men absent ; but men absent more
than the dream of an absent God, because we have

lost our faith in God altogether when we have lost

our faith in His direct presence with us. I need

scarcely take more than one exami)lc of what Dr.

Mansel calls regulative moral truth. It will be quite

sufficient to test the utterly hollow and unregulative

character of the gosjjel which alone he can deliver to
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his disciples. He tells us that our human morality,

like our human ol)jects of faith, is an adaptation to

our condition ; though it may resemble, with never-

theless inconceivable differences, the divine morality

from which it has been epitomised for us. What is

his illustration ? One so extraordinary, that it is

difficult to believe he was not trying to prove that

such reduced and " adapted " rules and types can

have m) regulative influence on the human will. He
is arguing that there is not, and cannot be, " a per-

fect identity," or even " exact resemblances " between

the morality of God and man,—that actions may be
" compatible with the boundless goodness of God
which are incompatible with the little goodness of

which man may be conscious in himself." The case

he takes is the duty of human forgiveness. It is

the duty of man, he says, to forgive unconditionally

a repented sin. People who argue that God cannot

be less good than man, assume that God must do

likewise. The fallacy lies, he maintains, in forgetting

that the finite form of human duty essentially alters

the moral standard in the mind of God. This he

proves as follows :

—

" It is obvious, indeed, on a moment's reflection, that

the duty of man to forgive the trespasses of his neighbour

rests precisely upon those features of human nature which

cannot by any analogy be regarded as representing an

image of God. Man is not the author of the moral law
;

he is not, as man, the moral governor of his fellows

;

he has no authority, merely as man, to punish moral

transgressions as such. It is not as sin, hut as injury, that

vice is a transgression against man ; it is not that his holi-

ness is outraged, hut that his rights or his interests are

impaired. The duty of forgiveness is imposed as a check,

not upon the justice, but upon the selfishness of man ; it
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is not designed to extinguisli liis indignation against vice,

but to restrain liis tendency to exaggerate his own per-

sonal injuries. The reasoner who maintains 'it is a duty

in man to forgive sins, therefore it must be morally

fitting for God to forgive them also,' overlooks the fact that

this duty is binding on man on account of the iveahiess and

ignorance and sinfulness of his nature: that he is bound
to forgive as one who himself needs forgiveness ; as one

whose weakness renders him liable to suffering ; as one

Avhose self-love is ever ready to arouse his passions and

pervert his judgment."

I scarcely ever met with a passage in any thought-

ful w^riter which seemed to contain deeper and more
disastrous misreadings of moral, to say nothing of

Christian, truth, than this. To me the profound

and fatal falsehood lies exactly in that which con-

stituted its value to Dr. Mansel— the assumption

that man's dut}^ to forgive is not grounded in his

likeness, but in his unlikeness, to God. But it is not

to this point I wish to call attention, but to the worth

of such a truth as regards its power to regulate human
conduct. If there be anywhere a duty hard of

performance, it is the duty of human forgiveness.

If there be one which the ordinary nature of man
spurns as humiliating, and almost as a wrong to his

whole mind, it is that duty. Ground it in the very

nature of God, in the holy living will which, ever

close to us, ever able to crush, is ever receiving fresh

injury, and yet, even in inflicting the supernatural

anguish of divine judgment, is ever offering anew
both the invitation and the power to repent,—and

you open the spirit to a reality which cannot but

awe and may melt it, in the hour of trial. But

ground it with Dr. Mansel on the old, worn out, lax

sort of charity which is indulgent to others because
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it is weak itself, and it will be the least regulative,

I suspect, of regulative duties. Mr. Maurice's ex-

posure of the hollowness of this foundation is too

fine to omit :

—

" ' The duty of forgiveness is binding upon man on

account of the weakness and ignorance and sinfulness of

his nature.' But what if the weakness, ignorance, and

sinfulness of my nature dispose me not to forgive ? What
if one principal sign of this weakness, ignorance, sinful-

ness of my nature is, that I am unforgiving ? What if

the more weak, ignorant, and sinful my nature is, the

more impossible forgiveness becomes to me, the more
disj)Osed I am to resent every injury, and to take the

most violent means for avenging . it ? It is my duty to

forgive, because I am ' one whose self-will is ever ready

to arouse his passions and pervert his judgment.' To
arouse my passions, to what ? To anything so much as

to acts of revenge ? To pervert my judgment, how ? In

any Avay so much as by making me think that I am right

and other men wrong, and that I may vindicate my right

against their wrong ? And this is the basis of the duty

of forgiveness ! The temjjer which inclines me at every

moment to trample upon that duty, to do what it forbids !

The obvious conclusion, then, has some obvious difficulties.

Obvious indeed ! They meet us at every step of our

way ; they are the difficulties in our moral progress.

Forgiveness is 'to be a check on the selfishness of man.'

Where does he get the check ? From his selfishness. It

is the old, miserable, hopeless circle. I am to persuade

myself by certain arguments not to do the thing which I

am inclined to do. But the inclination remains as strong

as ever : bursts down all the mud fortifications that are

l^uilt to confine it ; or else remains within the heart, a

worm destroying it, a fire consuming it. Whence,
whence is this forgiveness from the heart to come, which

I cry for ? Is it impossible ? Am I to check my selfish-

ness by certain rules about the propriety of abstaining
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from acts of unforgiving ferocity ? God have mercy upon
those who have only such rules, in a siege or a shipwreck,

when social bonds are dissolved, when they are left to

themselves ! All men have declared that forgiveness,

real forgiveness, is not impossible. And we have felt that

it is not impossible, because it dwells somewhere in beings

above man, and is shown by them, and comes down as the

highest gift from them upon man. . . . And wlienever

the idea of Forgiveness has been severed from this root,

—

whenever the strong conviction that we are warring

against the nature of God and assuming the nature of

the Devil by an unforgiving temper has given place to a

sentimental feeling that we are all sinners, and should be

tolerant of each other,—then has come that weakness and
effeminacy over Christian society, that dread of punishing,

that unwillingness to exercise the severe functions of the

Ruler and the King, which has driven the wise back

upon older and sterner lessons, has made them think the

vigour of the Jew in putting down abominations, the

self-assertions of the Greek in behalf of freedom, were

manlier than the endurance and compassion of the

Christians. "Wliich I should think too, if, referring the

endurance and compassion to a divine standard, I did not

find in that- standard a justification of all which was brave

and noble in the Jewish protest against evil, in the Greek

protest against tyranny. Submission or Compassion,

turned into mere qualities which we are to exalt and

boast of as characteristic of our religion, become little

else than the negations of Courage and Justice. Contem-

plated as the reflections of that Eternal Goodness and

Truth which were manifested in Christ, as energies pro-

ceeding from him and called forth by his Spirit,

—

submission to personal slights and injuries, the com-

passion for every one who is out of the way,—become
instruments in the vindication of Justice and Right, and

of that Love in the fires of which all selfishness is to be

consumed."
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I have done my Ijest to ex2:»lain why I utterly dis-

avow Dr. Mansel's interpretation of Revelation, as a
message intended to regulate human jiractice without
unfolding the reahties of the divine mind. It is a
less easy task, but not less the proper task of those
who are gravely sensible of the emptiness of such an
interpretation, to give some exposition to the deeper
meaning which the fact of Revelation assumes to their

own minds. I hold that it is an unveiling of the
very character and life of the eternal God ; and an
unveiling, of course, to a nature which is capable of
beholding Him. It is not, in my belief, an over-
clouding of divine light to suit it for the dimness
of human vision, but a purification of human vision
from the weakness and disease which render it liable

to be dazzled and blinded by the divine light. It is,

in short, the history of the awakening, purifying,
and answering, of the yearnings of the human spirit,

for a direct knowledge of Him. It proceeds from
God, and not from man. The cloud which is on the
human heart and reason can only be gradually dis-

persed l)y the divine love ; no restless straining of

turbid human aspiration can wring from the silent

skies that knowledge which yet every human being
is formed to attain.

Coming from God, this method, this " education of

the human race," as Lessing truly termed Revelation,
has been unfolded with the unfolding capacity of the
creatures He was educating to know Him. Its signi-

ficance cannot be confined to any special series of his-

torical facts ; but it is clear that the Divine govern-
ment of the Jewish race was meant to bring out,

and did bring out, more distinctly the personality of

God, while the history of other races brings out
more clearly the divine capacities of man. Hence
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the co-operation of different nations was requisite for

the efficiency of the revelation. Centuries were re-

quired for the complete evolution even of that special

Jewish history that was selected to testify to the

righteous will and defined spiritual character of the

Creator. Centuries on centuries will be required to

discipline fully the human faculties that are to grow
into the faith thus prepared for them. The blind-

ness of the greatest men, of the highest races, of

Avide continents, cannot shake one's faith that this

pur2:)ose will be fulfilled ; for the term of an earthly

life is adequate at best only for an immortal life's

conscious commencement, and only under special

conditions even for that ; nor are there wanting

indications that both in the case of men and nations

the longest training, and the dreariest periods of

abeyance of spiritual life, are often preparations for

its fullest growth. By tedious discipline, by slow

Providence, by inspirations addressed to the seeking

intellect of the philosopher, to the yearning imagina-

tion of the poet, to the ardent piety of the prophet,

to the common reason and conscience of all men,

and by the fulfilment of all wisdom in the Son
of God's life on earth, has the Divine Spirit sought

to drive away the mists that dim our human vision.

Alike through its wants and powers has human
nature been taught to know God. Its every power
has been haunted by a want till the power was
referred to its divine source ; its very wants have

l)ecome j^owers when they have turned to their

divine object. If this, then, and nothing short of

this, be Kevelation, a living and direct unfolding of

that divine mind in which, whether we recognise it

or not, we "live and move, and have our being,"

—

an eternal growth in our knowledge of the eternal
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Life,—one ought not to rest satisfied with showing

that Dr. Hansel's reasons for dis^mting the possi-

bility of such a wonderful truth are unsound,—one

ought also to show by what criteria we judge that

this is the actual fact, the great reality, on which all

our love of truth and knowledge rests.

The first stage in any revelation must be, one

would suppose, the dawning knowledge that there is

a veil "on the heart" of man, and that there is a life

unmanifested behind it. In Dr. Hansel's, as in my
view, this is a knowledge which can be gained by
man ; but he makes it the final triumph of human
faith and philosophy to recognise and acqtdesce in it

;

while I hold it to be the very first lesson of the per-

sonal conscience, the very first purpose of that exter-

nal discipline which was intended to engrave the

Divine personality on Jewish history, to teach that

though such a cloud will ever threaten the mind and
conscience, it can he disjjersed.

What, indeed, is the first lesson of the human
conscience, the first truth impressed upon the Jewish

nation, but this, that a presence besets man behind

and before, which he cannot evade, and which is ever

giving new meanings to his thoughts, new directions

to his aims, new depth to his hopes, new terror to his

sins 1 Where, then, if this haunting presence be so

overpowering, if it follow us as it followed the deep-

est minds among the Jewish people, till it seem

almost intolerable,—where is the darkness and the

veil which Eevelation implies ? Just in the fact that

this presence does seem intolerable ; that it is so far

apart from that of man, that, like a dividing sword,

it makes his spirit start ; that he seeks to escape, and

is, in fact, really able to resist it ; that he can so

easily case-harden his spirit against the supernatural
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pain ; that instead of opening his mind to receive this

painfully tasking life that is not his own, he can so

easily, for a time at least, set uj) in its place an idol

carved out of his own nature, or something even

more passive than his own nature, and therefore not

likely to disturb his dream of rest.

This, I take it, is the first stage or . act of revela-

tion, whether in the individual conscience, or in

that special history which is intended to reveal the

conflicts between the heart of a nation and the God
who rides it. It is the discovery of a presence too

pure, too great, too piercing, for the natural life

of man,—the effort of the mind, on one pretence or

another, to be allowed to stay on its own level and
disregard this presence,—the knowledge that this

must end in sinking below its own level,—the actual

trial and experience that it is so,—the reiterated pain

and awe of a new intrusion of the supernatural light,

—the reiterated effort to " adapt " that light to

human forms and likings,—the reiterated idolatry

which all such adaptations impl}^, Avhether physical,

as in the Jewish times, or intellectual, as in our own,

—and the reiterated shame of fresh degradation.

If this be,—as, I believe, the human conscience testi-

fies,—whether as embodied in the typical history of

the Jews, or in the individual mind, the first stage

in that discovery which we call Eevelation, what be-

comes of Dr. Hansel's theory that Revelation is the

"adaptation " of the "infinite " to the "finite," of the

perfect to the imperfect, of the absolute morality to

the poor capacities of a sinful being ? If so, why
this craving of the nature to be let alone,— this

starting as at the touch of a flame too vivid for it,

—

this comfort in circumscribing, or fancying that Ave

can circumscribe, the living God in some human
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image or form of thought, and worshii^ping that by
way of evading the reality 1 Does the human spirit

ever quail thus before a mere notion ? If God Him-
self is inaccessible to our knowledge, should not we
find it extremely easy to adapt ourselves to any
abstract or ideal conception of Him 1 It is the

living touch of righteousness, even though human
only, that makes us shrink ; not the idea of right-

eousness, which, as all theologies testify, is found

pliant enough. But if it be a righteous life and will,

not merely the idea or idol of a righteous life and
will, that stirs human nature thus deeply, and finds

us, as it found the Jews, afraid to welcome it, awe-

struck at the chasm which divides us from it, fearful

to surrender ourselves to its guidance, ready to adapt

it in any way to us, unready to adapt ourselves to

it,—if, I say, we know it to be a living will that thus

checks, urges, and besets us. Dr. Mansel's theory as

to the narrow limits of human knowledge would
scarcel}^ induce him to deny that it is God Himself

;

for there is nothing in his theory which is not almost

as much contradicted by amj living spiritual converse

between the human spirit and a spirit of perfect holi-

ness as by direct converse with God.

This first stage of revelation, which I have called

the Jewish, may be said to discriminate the divine

personality of God more sharply from His own works
and creatures than is possible or true in any subse-

quent and maturer stage of His unfolding purpose.

It is, in fact, the first stage in the divine " education
"

of the individual conscience, as well as of the lunnan

race ; and is so vividly reflected in the national his-

tory of Israel, only because that is the only history

in which the appeals of God to the corporate con-

science of a whole nation are recorded as fully as the
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actual national deeds in which those appeals were

complied ^vith or defied. In the history of other

nations the divine will for the nation has been at

once far less vividly interpreted, and, even when
adequately interpreted, far less carefully recorded

;

it has been allowed to gleam forth only fitfully

through the often uneducated consciences of national

heroes ; while in the case of the Jews, we find a suc-

cession of great men, whose spirits were more or less

filled with the divine light, in order that the world

might see in at least one national chronicle some con-

tinuous record of the better purposes of God for the

nation, as well as of the actual history by which

those purposes were partially frustrated or fulfilled.

This, I believe, is the only peculiarity of Jewish

history, that a race of prophets was permitted to pro-

claim,—with varying truth of insight, no doubt, but

still with far clearer and more continuous vision of

the divine purpose than any other nation has wit-

nessed,—what God would have had the people be

and not be. To the nation itself this was not always

a gain
;
probably that which was evil in it would not

have grown into so stiff and hard a subsistence but

for the power inherent in divine light to divide the

evil from the good (for the vision of a purpose too

holy for the life of a people issues in greater guilt as

well as greater goodness) ; but for the world at large

no doubt it has been and is an immeasurable blessing,

—strictly speaking, a revelation,—to see written out,

parallel with the national life of a single people, the

life to which God, speaking through the purest con-

sciences of each age of their history, had called them.

But the phase of revelation which we see in Jewish

history is simply, on the scale of national life, what

the first discovery of God by the individual con-
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science is in individual life. In both cases there is

a contrast presented between God and Man, between

God and Nature, sharper than belongs to any other

stage of His unfolding purposes. The separate per-

sonality of God is engraved on Jewish history with

an emphasis which indicates that to the Jew there

seemed scarce any common life between God and

man,—any bridge between the supernatural will and

the easy flow of Nature. And is it not thus en-

graven on the individual conscience when first men
become aware that the natural veins and currents of

their characters tend to a thousand different ends,

whither the Spirit of God forbids them to go,—or

whither if they do go, it haunts them with stings of

supernatural anguish till they turn again ? Is it not

simply the discovery that the actual bent of our

whole inward constitution is not divine,—the de-

spair of seeing how it is ever to become so,—which

makes us, like the Jew, separate the divine Spirit so

sharply from God's living works and creatures, that

for a time we doubt whether the nature within us

can be used by God at all—whether, much rather,

its forces must not be wholly cancelled, before the

will can be set free ?

But this sharp contrast between the personality of

God and the nature of man, and in lesser degree of

the external universe, is not and cannot be final.

And if the Jewish history witnesses that the Will of

God is the starting-point of a new order, that the

forces of human nature must be brought into sub-

jection to that, if they can be used by God at all,

—

then the history of a hundred other nations, more
especially of the Greeks, and in later centuries of the

Teutonic races, does testify with equal explicitness

that natural life is essentially divine, and requires

VOL. I I
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at most remoulding by the Eternal Spirit,— a

remoulding which is so far from cancelling, that it

brings out the true nature in all its freshness,—in

order to become the fitting organ of a supernatural

righteousness. In other words, so long as man
takes his stand on the level of his own motives

and aflfections, and shrinks from the transforming

influence of the Spirit of God, these motives and
affections are the veil which needs taking away ; but

if he will permit himself to be raised above that

level, and will open his heart freely to the super-

natural influence at which he trembles, then it will

not be against the voice, but hy the voice of his own
spiritualised motives and affections, that God Him-
self speaks. The veil itself becomes transparent

;

the glass that was dark, illumined.

Accordingly the revelation to conscience, which is

more or less Jewish, and sets all the fibres of the

natural life quivering like an aspen-leaf in the wind,

is necessarily partial and temporary. Even in the

highest of the prophetic strains there is perhaps an

undervaluing of Nature, and of human nature in its

natural manifestations,— a disposition to anticij^ate

something like a revolution rather than a regenera-

tion in its constitution, to represent direct praise of

God as better and more worthy than the indirect

praise implied in a perfect natural development.

Could God's self -revelation have been stayed at

that point, I doubt whether Gentile nations,— the

Greek, for instance,— could ever have embraced it.

Deep sensibility to the divine beauty of all human
faculty and life was so deeply wrought into the

very heart of Greece, that the Greek recoiled at

the Hebrew vision of a God before whose presence

human faculty seemed to pale away like starlight in
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the dawn. Nor could the Hebrew faith itself have
lived on permanently in that phase. Already,

before the Jewish era came to a close, the danger of

idolatry with which Jewish faith was first threatened,

—the danger that God would be confounded with

His works,—had been exchanged for the danger that

He would not be recognised as living at all in His

works. There is an exactly parallel movement in

the history of the revelation of God to the individual

conscience. AVhen first

" Those high instincts before which our mortal nature

Doth tremble like a guilty thing surprised
"

come upon us, we feel that man is nothing, and God
everything; but soon human nature reasserts its

dominion ; and if there be no full reconciliation be-

tween the two, either the " high instincts " become
ossified into dogma, and the " mortal nature " runs a

fouler course in their presence than it would in their

absence, or they fade away again altogether.

There is a natural and legitimate revolt in man
against any supernaturalism which does not do full

justice to Nature ; and the oj^posite risk of a deifica-

tion of Nature, such as Greece and the Gentile

nations were prone to, produces perhaps less fearful,

certainly less unlovely results than the error which

divorces Nature from God, and by disclaiming in the

name of piety any trace in Him of the life of the

world, strips that world bare of all trace of God.

Judaism taught us that Nature must always be inter-

preted by our knowledge of God, not God by our

knowledge of Nature ; but it was only the perver-

sion of Judaism which completely dissolved the tie

between the two. The Greek shuddered, and with

reason, at the sacrilege of ignoring the breath of
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divine life in the harmony of the world ; but it was

but a perversion of Hellenism when the Pantheist

sought to identify the two,—to multij^ly his delight

in natural organisms until their influences fell into

a kind of musical harmony in his mind, which he

called the Divine Whole. Both of these opposite

tendencies are equally perversions. And both alike

witness to the expectation in the human mind of

some revelation of the true tie between the life of

God and the life of His creatures,— the yearning

to know, not only what God is in His essential

character, but what seed of His own life He has

given to us, and what power it is by which that

seed may be guarded through its germination from

the extinction or corruption wdth which it is threat-

ened. Accept with the Greek the capacity for a

divine order in man and the universe ; accept with

the Jew the reality of the " Lord's Controversy
"

with man ; and how are the two to be reconciled ?

how is the supernatural righteousness to avail itself

of the perverted growths of human capacity ? how is

the " Lord's Controversy " to be set at rest 1

This was a question which the Jewish revelation

never solved for the questioner,—except so far as

it taught him that God could concjuer the most

rebellious nature. But even then he recognised the

supernatural will as triumphing over the poverty of

human and natural life, rather than as revealing

itself actually through and in the divine springs of

that life. The " Controversy " was solved for him
rather by the power of God over Nature than b}^ the

power of God in Nature. But what was it that the

Gentile nations craved 1 Some new conviction that

the Supernatural was not at war with the constitu-

tion of Nature, but the eternal source of it ; that the
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gradual growth, the seasonal bloom, the germinating

loveliness of the natural and visible universe, culmi-

nating in the wonderful life of man, is itself not a

veil but a revelation, a harmony of voices addressing

us from the Divine life, and claiming our allegiance

to One higher than themselves. They too saw,

what the Jew had been taught, that in fact this was
not really so, that there was a jar, a discord some-

where ; but if they saw far less clearly whence came
the power which could command the discord to cease,

they saw far more clearly that, if it could cease, the

true Nature would be restored and not conquered,

vindicated and not extinguished, strengthened and
not exhaled.

The human condition of this revelation, as of all

other revelation, is born with the human mind. The
supernatural and righteous will, who besets and
confronts on every side the unruly impulses of our

lower self, is revealed to the conscience, and without

the conscience could not be revealed at all. But
besides this, there is another experience of man's

which renders him capable of another revelation.

Quite ajmrt from the conscience and the sense of

guilt and of the law,—quite apart from the living

will, who looks into our hearts and searches out their

evil,— there is, I suppose, in every man a more
natural and genial experience of .the spontaneous

growth and unfolding, or it may be only the effort to

unfold, of the true nature as it ought to grow,

—

a gentle spontaneous resistance to the shapes into

which our faults and imperfections force or try to

force it,—the effort of the true man within us to

grow into his right and perfect state in spite of the

resistance of frailty, incapacity, and sin. What I am
now speaking of is not an experience merely of the
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moral life, but of the whole nature. Does not every

man feel that there are unused capacities of all kinds

within him, gently pressing for their natural develop-

ment ?—that a living tendency urges us to grow, not

merely in moral but in physical and intellectual con-

stitution, towards the individual type for which we
were made 1—that the various frictions of evil, moral

or merely circumstantial, which prevent this, distort

the true divine growth, and leave us less than we
might have been ? It was this experience which the

religion of Greece has preserved so vividly,—the

faith that, beneath the deformity of real life, there is

a formative plastic power that is ever urging us

towards our truest life ; beneath ungainliness, a

growth, or effort to grow, of something more har-

monious ; beneath ignorance, a growth, or effort to

grow, of the true understanding; beneath impurity

and evil, the growth, or effort to groAv, of the true

moral beauty.

It was, I believe, to this experience in every man's

mind, an experience which cannot be called moral so

much as the true instinct of life—that the unveiling

of God in Christ appealed, and which fitted the

Christian revelation to include the Greek as well as

the Jew. There at last was the harmony of the

supernatural and the natural,—the divine effort at

harmonious grow^th which seemed to be in every

man, unfolding from the germ to the full fruit with-

out the canker or the blight, and yet at the same

time revealing to all of us exactly wdiat the super-

natural vision reveals to the conscience, the absolute

wdll to^vards right, the divine anger against sin, the

infinite chasm between evil and good, the power and

holiness of God. What was this life, in which the

unity of God and man was at length vindicated ?
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Did it not utter in clear accents the awful will

which had spoken within the Jew 1 Did it not

image in living colours the perfect Nature which had
stirred so gently and breathed so deep a sense of

divinity into the finer folds of Grecian life ? Was it

not at once the answer to that craving for a true vision

of the moral nature of God wliich had haunted the

Hebrew conscience, and the answer to that cravins; for

a true vision of the undistorted life of man which had
haunted the Grecian imagination? True, it was a

vision of the Father only as He is seen in the Son
of Man, of the filial and submissive will, not of the

original and underived will ; but as it is the per-

fection of the filial will to rest in the Avill of the

Father, the spiritual image is perfect, though the

personal life is distinct.

And this was, in fact, exactly what answered the

yearning of the Greek for an explanation of that

living germ of divine life within him. Was it not a

perfect nature, filial like his own—the very nature

into which he was capable of growing—that had thus

been pushing against the weight of deformity, stirring

the sources of natural perfection, and warning him
that his mind was growing in wrong directions, and
not blossoming into the beauty for which it was de-

signed ? He was ready to recognise as the divine

Word, which had grown into perfect humanity in

Christ, the very same higher nature which had been

ill him but not of him ; which had filled his mind
with those faint longings after something that he

might have been and was not ; which was still

stirring within him whenever a new blight, or a

new failure, or a new sin, threatened to divert him
still further from the destiny to which he knew he

was capable of attaining. The secret Will of God
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was, according to the longing of the Jews, first fully

manifest in Christ ; the secret hopes of man were,

according to the " desire of all nations," in Ilim first

fulfilled.

If Christ, then, was to the Jew mainly the revela-

tion of the absolute will as reflected in the perfect

filial will ; to the Greek mainly the revelation of

that perfect human nature which had been so long

stirring within him, we might expect to find acts in

which Christ especially revealed the living ruler of

the Universe, and acts in which Christ espe-

cially revealed the inward influences which were

to restore order to the human heart ; — acts

in Avhich He manifested the Father, and acts in

which He unsealed the eternal fountains of purity in

human life. Mr. Maurice, in answering Dr. Mansel's

assertion that the Absolute is beyond human vision,

called attention especially to the former class. He
intimated that in the miracles and the parables, for

instance, we have revelations of the spiritual source

of the physical world. There had been ever in man
an awe at the mighty powers of the physical uni-

verse, and the apparent recklessness with which

these powers acted. The Jew, who loved to see

in God the source of all power, still hardly dared

to refer these crushing forces to the same national

Providence which had guarded and governed his

race with a personal care so express. The Greek
thought them in their awful undeviating order far

more sublime than he could have done had he held

them to be exercises of a mere supreme will. But
yet he would willingly have connected them with

an order, spiritual as well as physical, such as he

recognised in the destinies of men. Christ, by mani-

festing the power which controlled and upheld them.
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and yet manifesting it with a healing and life-giving

purpose, answered both these cravings. "These
powers," His miracles said, " which seem so physical,

so arbitrary, sometimes so destructive,—which some-

times appear to be wielded by an evil spirit,—are all

in the hands of one who would heal men's miseries,

restore their life, moral and ph3^sical, j^urify them from

disease, and hush the storm into a calm : if it ever

seem otherwise, be sure that the seeming destruction

has a life-giving purpose, the physical disease a deejyev

healing influence ; that the tempest is a bringer of

serener peace, the blindness a preparation for diviner

light. The order of the universe has a spiritual root

;

the purjDOse of love which changes, is also the purpose

of love which directs it. He who can bind and loose

the forces of nature, has thus revealed the eternal

purposes in which they originate."

So again, Mr. Maurice, in a sermon of great beauty,

claimed for the parables that they were intended to

reveal the spiritual significance which had been from
the first embodied in the physical processes of the

universe,—that the analogy between the light of the

body and the light of the spirit, the sowing and
reaping of the external and of the spiritual world, and
the other analogies in what we usually call Christ's

" figurative " language, are not really metaphorical,

but exhibit the perfect insight of the divine mind of

the Son into the creative purposes of the Father. If

it be true that the creator of our spirits is the creator

of our bodies also, we might even expect that He who
revealed the true life of the one, would know and
exhibit its close natural affinities with the life of the

other. Is not the physical universe as a whole meant
to be for man the vesture of the spiritual universe ?

Is not all the truest language, therefore, necessarily
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what we call figurative ; and only false when the

spiritual is interpreted by the physical, instead of the

physical by the spiritual 1

" But if there is this correspondence between the organs

of the spirit and the organs of sense, if experience assures

there is, does not that explain to us the meaning and j)ower

of the parables ? May not all sensible things by a necessity

of their nature, be testifying to us of that which is nearest

to us, of that which it most concerns us to know, of the

mj^steries of our own life, and of God's relation to us ?

]May it not be impossible for us to escape from these

witnesses ? They may become insignificant to us from our

very familiarity with them ; nay, we may utterly forget

that there is any wonder in them. The transformation of

the seed into the full corn in the ear may appear to us the

dullest of all phenomena, not worthy to be noted or thought

of. The difference in the returns from different soils, or

from the same soils under different cultivation,— the

difference in the cpiality of the produce, and the relations

which it bears to the quality of the seeds,—may be inter-

esting to us from the effect such varieties have upon the

market, from the more or less money we derive from the

sale, not the least as facts in nature, facts for meditation.

The relation between a hmdowner or farmer and those

who work for him, between a shepherd and his sheep, all

in like manner may be tried by the same pecuniary

standard ; apart from that, they may suggest nothing to

us. Thus the iniiverse becomes actually ' as is a hmd-

scape to a dead man's eye '
; the business in which we are

ourselves engaged, a routine which must be got througli

in some way or another, that we may have leisure to eat,

drink, and sleep. Can any language describe this state so

accurately and vividly as that of our Lord in the text 1

Seeing we see, and do not perceive ; hearing we hear, and

do not understand."

This revelation, however, through Christ,—by His
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life, by His miracles, by His parables, by His resur-

rection and ascension,—of the supreme will, would

not have fulfilled as it did the " desire of all nations,"

had it not also revealed that living power in man by

which human nature is wrought into His likeness.

To know God has been, in all ages, but an awful

knowledge, until the formative influence which is

able to communicate to us His nature is revealed

also.

And accordingly, Christ no sooner disappears from

the earth than all the Christian writings begin to

dwell far more on the new strength He had revealed

within them than on His outward life. The interior

growth of divine nature thus revealed might be

called new, because now first it was recognised as a

divine power, as a power inspiring trust, as a life that

would grow by its own might within men if only

they did not smother it and were content to restrain

their own lower self from any voluntary inroads of

evil. This power had been there, no doubt, in all

men and all times; the germinating life of an inward

spirit of involuntary good had never been a stranger

to man ; it had always pushed with gentle pressure

against the limits of narrow minds and narrow

hearts and of positive evil,—not, indeed, with the

keen and piercing thrusts of divine judgment, but

with the spontaneous movement of better life striv-

ing to cast off the scales of long-worn habit. But

now this power was not only felt, but its origin was

revealed. It was that same divinely human nature

Avhich had been embodied in the earthly Christ, that

was stirrinsf in the hearts of all men. It was He,

whose life had been so strange and brief a miracle of

beauty, to whom they might trust to mould afresh

the twisted shapes of human imperfection, to push
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forward the growth of the good seed and the eradi-

cation of the tares between them. The same life

which had shed its healing influence over the sick

and the sinful in Galilee and Judea, was but the

human form of that which fostered the true nature

beneath the falsehoods of all actual life, and worked
within the disciples as they preached their risen

Lord. It was not they, but " Christ that worked in

them." Here was the true explanation of the unity

of the human race, the common life which was the

source of all that was deep and good ; as separating

influences grew out of all that was profoundly evil.

Men were all members of Christ ; His nature was in

them all, drawing out the beauty and chastening the

deformity, breathing the breath of universal charit}-,

and kindling the flame of inextinguishable hope.

This was a power to trust in, the image of the

Father's will, because breathing the very spirit of

that will ; and fuller of hope than any vision of a holy

kin": commanding; an alle2;iance which men could not

bend their stiff hearts to pay, or conquering their

moral freedom without acting on the secret springs

of their humanity. They had known this power in

themselves before ; but they had not read it aright,

because they had not estimated aright its source and

the certainty and universality of its operation. Thej^

had not before known it as directly manifested in

Him who opened the eyes of the blind, and cleansed

the leper, and stilled the storm ; who forgave sins,

and wrestled with temptation ; and finally passed

through the grave, and trouble deeper than the

grave, without being "holden" of it, because His

will was freely surrendered to His Father's.

Here, then, was a revelation not simply of the

Absolute nature of God, but of the formative power
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of Christ that is at work to cancel distorted growths,

and even mere natural deficiency in every human
heart. But it was to do more than this,—it was to

take away sin itself from those who could bring

themselves to trust their hearts freely to His in-

fluence ;—to reveal to them, in short, the great divine

law that, as through the unity of human nature "if

one member suffers, all the meml^ers suffer with it,"

so through the same unity a new life may spread into

even the weakest and corruptest member. It was to

declare it as the highest privilege of this great central

human life to purify others, when once their will

begins to turn towards Him, by entering into the

very heart of their evil and reaching the very core of

their inward misery ; so that while new life returns

to them^ the shadow of pain inseparable from the per-

fect knowledge of human guilt falls back on the spirit

of the great Purifier. This was the revelation of the

true nature in man ; a nature that not only, as the

Gentile nations felt, asserted the primitive truth and

goodness properly belonging to every human creature,

but that is capable of restoring that truth and good-

ness, cancelling the sinful habit, melting the rigid

heart, emancipating the sullen temper, by the mere
exertion of its spontaneous fascination over any spirit

which once surrenders to its control.

And this, accordingly, is the great subject of

Christian writers after once Christ had left the earth.

It was to them a new discovery that the restorative

power in every heart was not the power of their own
wills, Avhich they knew to be limited at most to a

rejection of evil acts, but the very same power which

had grown up into a perfect humanity in Christ, and

only required an act of continuous trust to claim them

for its own. To trust in such a power was not hard.
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To stifle the active rebellion of their own wills was
possible ; but to purge the turbid fountain of their

human life, had that also been required of them,

as both Jew and Gentile had often fancied, was mere
impossibility. To kmnv who it was who was working

in them, was to multiply infinitely the regenerating

power of his life.

Such, then, I hold to be the essence of the divine

self-revelation of God. Into the question of its

exact relation to the historical narrative in the Bible

I cannot now enter. I feel little doubt that true

criticism shows a large admixture of untrust^vorthy

elements in the narrative of the Old, and some also

in that of the New Testament ; and that when this

is admitted, the emancipation of the intellect from

what seems a purely literary superstition as to the

infallibility of the Bible narratives, Avill probably bring

far more gain to the spiritual freedom of man, and
do more to direct attention to the spiritual evidences

of truth, than any belief in verbal inspiration could

educe. Bibliolatry has been, and is likely long to be, 1

the bane of Protestant Christianity. Spiritual reali-'

ties would indeed be recognised as spiritual realities

by few, had they had no perfect manifestation in the

actual works and Providence of God,—had not the

desire of the heart been embodied in the desire of

the eyes. But that no minute history was needful

of the earthly life of Him who can interpret His own
meaning, and who came that He might draw the A^eil

from eternal power and truth, and not to fascinate

men's eyes and hearts to one single illuminated point

of space and time,—is sufficiently proved by the

absence of all records of His life which can be called

minute, or which do not rely on the faithfulness of

memory even for their outlines. Human vanity,
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eager to guarantee its own immortality, carries labori-

ously about all the paraphernalia for setting down
every word and action before its transient life is

spent. He who is solving the hardest problems of

ages, speaking to the depths of the human spirit in

generations on generations yet unborn, and uttering

"the things which have been kept secret from the

foundation of the world," can afford to dispense with

the minute history of His life, when He has power

to turn every human conscience into a new witness

of His truth, and every heart into a new evangelist

of His glory.



/
VI

CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES, TOPULAR AND CRITICAL

It has often struck me, and I suppose must have

struck most other persons of late years, that granting

that the Christian history is true, it woukl not in the

least necessarily follow that ordinary men and women
have the means of knowing it to be true. Nothing

can be more certain to anyone who has looked at all

carefully into the evidence of the great trial regard-

ing the Tichborne Estates, than that the Claimant to

those estates is not Sir Roger Tichborne, and nothing

can be much more certain than that he is Arthur

Orton ; but, as is well known, there are hundreds of

thousands of people in this country who, from a

curious mixture of plausible but inadequate with

thoroughly bad reasons, were quite convinced that a

great wrong was done by the verdict given in that

case, and that the man who was convicted of perjury

was really the missing heir to the estates. Hence a

great many people have said, and have said with

great plausibility, that the Tichborne case ought to

teach us how little true evidences weigh in moulding

the belief of the people at large. The majority of

the human race, even in the countries which have

liad much popular teaching, attach, it is observed, a

quite fictitious importance to one or two kinds of
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evidence of no great value, and yet no importance at

all to a whole host of other kinds which it is far more
completely beyond the reach of either conscious or

unconscious deception to invent or modify. Now is

the evidence of the far more distant, the far more
important, and the far stranger events in which the

Christian revelation is embodied, so much simpler in

kind, founded on so much clearer testimony, and

testimony so much less complicated with all sorts of

difficult considerations, than the evidence which proves

Arthur Orton's fraud, that it can really be brought

home to the minds of those who are quite incompetent

to sift properly the evidence of the great Tichborne

trials ? And again, even if it can be shown that the

historical problem eighteen centuries old is a simpler

one, and more within the grasp of the popular mind,

than the great disputed identity question of our own
days, is it so much simpler that the results of refined

investigations of learned men only affect the question

as slightly confirming the instincts of popular faith 1

These surely are questions of the highest importance.

We cannot afford to ignore them, or to leave our

minds in a haze about them. Not only are the

witnesses of the present day with us to be cross-

examined, but, as regards the Tichborne case at least,

we have had them elaborately cross-examined, and

we are able to ask those who complain that the most

important part of the evidence was suppressed, why
it was so suppressed—why the Claimant did not

bring forward at the right time evidence which he

now asserts to be essential to his case. With re-

gard to the events which are declared to have

occurred eighteen hundred years ago, this is of course

not possible. We cannot cross-examine the witnesses

to them at all. Where they appear to disagree, as

K
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they often do, we cannot make out by direct investi-

gation the source of the disagreement. Nor can we
by any means assume that all who had anything

material to say on either side have given their

evidence. Yet the historical character of the events

we have to consider is infinitely more important to

the human race, and is, to most minds, on a superficial

view, decidedly more surprising and less probable,

than that of the events to which either party in the

late trial asked us to give our credence. If a great

number of the people judged wrong with such

elaborate help as the Courts of Law gave them in the

latter case, how can we expect them to judge right,

without any such assistance, in relation to the mar-

vellous story of Christ's life and resurrection in the

former case ? I do not think we can answer these

questions by saying that the evidence of spiritual

things is spiritual, or by any juggle of that kind. If

ever there were a plain matter of asserted physical

fact, which, whatever its connection with the spiritual

world, is not in any sense purely spiritual, it is the

asserted fact of our Lord's resurrection from the

dead. If any one could prove the charge that we
believe it on evidence on which we should refuse to

accept any other fact not aff'ecting our spiritual hopes

at all, he would, I think, make out his case that our

Christian faith rests on no secure grounds. Evidence

which is not good enough to prove ordinary events,

can hardly be offered in good faith in proof of extra-

ordinary events. I propose to take the resurrec-

tion as the keystone of what I may call the physical

miracles of our Lord's life, for I imagine that no one

who accepts that as fact would hesitate to accept a

great many other miracles along with it ; and no one

who rejects that, would accept any other miracle of
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the same kind as having anything like the same
amount of evidence.

However, I do not think that any reasonable man
would reject any fact less than miraculous, which
came to us on the same sort of evidence as our

Lord's resurrection. The whole incredulity which
has been felt in relation to this statement arises, I

imagine, entirely from its supernatural and miraculous

character. There is no question of fraud at all, no
necessity for disentangling a mass of careftdly woven
statements such as confused the popular understand-

ing in the Tichborne case. Every sensible man
admits at once that the Christian Church believed

simply and entirely in Christ's resurrection, and that

the only real doubt in the matter is whether that

belief was a credulous and ill-founded or a reasonable

and well-founded belief. But as it is quite certain

that the notion of satisfying modern demands as

to evidence had not so much as occurred to the

Apostles, who apparently thought it enough to

declare that they were all witnesses of their Lord's

life, death, and resurrection, without stating in what
sense they were witnesses, it is by no means easy to

get behind the belief which they professed, to the

facts on which it was grounded in the minds of the

Apostles themselves. Yet a short statement of how
the matter really stands will prove, I think, that,

were the fact not supernatural, the various incon-

sistencies in the evidence adduced of it, would not

weigh a jot "with any reasonable mind against accept-

ing it. I quite admit that a very different kind of

evidence is needed as to a fact which is super-

natural ; and that the mere external evidence as

we have it, without weighty confirmation from

important evidence of other kinds, would be very
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insufficient to v/arrant our belief in so stupendous

a marvel.

I will briefly sum up, then, the state of the ex-

ternal evidence, without concealing or exaggerating

anything. Within from eleven to thirteen, or at the

most fourteen, j^ears from the Crucifixion—within a

less time, that is, than that w^hich separates us (in

1876) from the dispute with America as to the

capture of the Trent, and much less than that which

separates us from the relief of Cawmpore and the

fall of Delhi—St. Paul found the belief in the resur-

rection of our Lord firmly established among the

Apostles at Jerusalem, so that he was afterwards able

to tell the Corinthians that Christ was buried, and

rose again the third day, that He was seen by Peter,

then by the twelve (the eleven I suppose he meant),

then by about five hundred brethren at once, of

whom the greater part were then living, but some
were dead ; then by James, then by all the Apostles,

and last of all by himself (in vision). That the resur-

* rection was not only believed, but believed as only

those things are believed on their faith in which

people re-cast their whole lives, no one with w^hom

controversy is worth while in the least disputes. If

we may trust the account given us by the author of

the Acts, of St. Peter's speech in the interval between
Christ's final departure and the day of Pentecost, it

was held essential in filling up the place of Judas, to

choose one who had " companied " with the Apostles
" all the time that the Lord Jesus went in and out

amongst us, beginning from the baptism of John unto

that same day when he was taken up from us," and
the especial object of the new choice was that he

should be "a witness Avith us of his resurrection."

And again, in the speech on the day of Pentecost,
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the same Apostle is made to say, "This Jesus hath

God raised up, ickereof tve all are witnesses.^' In the

hardly disputed First Epistle of Peter, we have less

explicit but still confirmatory evidence to the same
effect, in the words, " Blessed be the God and Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ, who, according to his

abundant mercy, hath begotten us again (dvayevvrja-as)

unto a lively hope, by the resurrection of Jes^is Christ

from the dead "—that is, no doubt, " who has restored

us from the state of temporary despair in which we
were after his death, to a renewed hope by the resur-

rection of Jesus Christ from the dead." Amid the

discrepancies which I freely admit in the gospel

accounts of the resurrection, it is notable that St.

Paul's statement agrees with that in the third gospel

in stating that St. Peter was the first Apostle who
was a witness of the resurrection, and that all the

accounts agree that Jesus was seen by all the eleven

Apostles together, though the gospel called St.

Matthew's only mentions such a meeting in Galilee,

while the concluding passage of St. Mark, which has

no good MS. authority, seems to agree with St.

Luke, St. John, the Acts, and apparently St. Paul,

in placing the earliest and most important meeting

with the eleven Apostles in Jerusalem. It must be

frankly admitted, however, that while the gospel

of St. Mark, as contained in the best MSS., ends

with the statement that the sepulchre was found

empty, and with a prophecy of a meeting to take

place in Galilee, none of the extant accounts

agree closely either with each other or with St.

Paul's later summary of the facts. The first gospel

speaks of no appearance, except to the women, in

the neighbourhood of the sepulchre, and of but

one meeting with the Apostles " in a mountain in
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Galilee," and adds, " AVhen they saw Him, they wor-

shipped Him : hut some doubted,^' which reminds us of

the story of Thomas's doubts given in the fourth

gospel alone, the scene of which, however, is there

expressly described as being in Jerusalem. The
account in the third gospel is virtually identical

with that in the less well -authenticated conclusion

of St. Mark, recording the appearance to two
disciples in their walk to Emmaus, and then to

the eleven as they sat at meat, but agreeing with

the fourth Gospel in making the first appearance

of the risen Christ that seen by Mary Magda-
lene. The fourth gospel differs from all the

other accounts in describing the first appearance

to the assembled Apostles as taking place to ten

of them only, Thomas being absent, while only the

second, a week later, included all the eleven, and

in describing a meeting with seven disciples on the

shores of the Lake of Galilee at some later time not

defined. Of the appearance to James recorded by
St; Paul, we have no other account at all, nor of the

appearance to above five hundred brethren at once.

I should add that the command to the Apostles

recorded in the third gospel, to stay in Jerusalem

till after Pentecost was past, makes the prediction in

the first and second gospels that the first meeting

was to take place in Galilee, and the assertion in the

first that it actually did so, still less obviously in

harmony with the other narratives.

I think every candid person will admit that

this condition of the merely external evidence is

not of the kind which any one would wish for the

purpose of establishing by direct testimony a very

marvellous and unprecedented event. But I think

every candid person will also admit that it is just the
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sort of evidence we might expect, if there had been

no attempt to take records at the time,— a good

number of accounts (narrated by different persons)

of different appearances in different places, a certain

amount of local prepossession in favour of Galilee as

the appropriate place for Christ's renewed intercourse

with His disciples, and a complete conviction that

Christ, after His resurrection, had been seen so often

and by so many persons that there was no real

dispute about the matter. As I have said before,

the only point on which all accounts agree is, that

certainly all the eleven, and if the Acts can be relied

on, all the twelve (including Matthias), had been

witnesses of the resurrection. Indeed, the earliest

tradition shows that it was considered essential for

an Apostle to have been a witness of the event.

Now, would such evidence as this, with all its dis-

crepancies, be rejected for a moment as to any fact

not supernatural ? I do not think it would. If the

same evidence, with the same class of discrepancies

in it, were adduced, for instance, as proof that a man
for many years blind recovered his sight on the touch

of Christ—an event not necessarily miraculous, but

capable of explanation in various other ways—I do

not suppose any one would question it, even though

one account laid the scene in Galilee, and others in

Jerusalem, and none of them agreed very minutely

together. So long as it was clear that eleven or

twelve men were declared to have been selected as

witnesses of such an event ; that they all of them
continued to lead a new kind of life expressly

founded on this experience ; that they had all known
the man while he was still blind as well as after his

cure ; that a great many other witnesses were alleged

to have been witnesses of the cure ; and that this
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well-accepted belief in a large and closely organised

iDody, of which the original eleven or twelve were

the nucleus, prevailed widely within from eleven to

fourteen years of the event itself, and that the

organisation had its asserted origin in that event—

I

do not imagine any historian of sense would hesitate

to accept the fact, though he would regret that it

was no longer possible to recover the details. In

fact, with an event not supernatural, it would be

evidently far the simplest and most natural explana-

tion of the testimony, to assume that the fact

happened, though under circumstances rendered very

doubtful by the discrepancies in the narratives. It

is very easy to account for differences in the mode
of describing a fact not recorded at the time ; it is

not very easy to account for the universal belief,

very clearly attested, in any society, that eleven or

twelve named persons, with a good m^ny other

unnamed persons, were witnesses of a very remark-

able fact, and made that fact the foundation of their

* whole subsequent career, on any principle nearly so

simple as that it really took place.

However, it is quite true that it is one thing to

accept a particular explanation, even of a merely

unusual occurrence, as the easiest, and another dif-

ferent thing to helieve it in the sense of that unshaken

and heartfelt adhesion which we give to the founda-

tion of our whole moral aims. It is quite true that

you could not even find a man guilty in a Court of

law on such evidence only as a historian might yet

quite rightly accept as adequate to the i^robable and

even plausi)3le explanation of the facts with which he

had to deal. And I do not think we can in any

sense be said to believe a fact, as a Christian who
builds his whole life upon it ought to believe in the
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resurrection of Christ, if we do not think it certain

enough to satisfy more than the requisitions of a

Court of law. Moreover, I quite admit that we
ought to look for very much more evidence of a fact

evidently out of the ordinary course of nature, than

for one which, -though unusual, might easily have

been consistent with the ordinary course of nature.

Ai'e there then any important indirect confirmations

of this evidence which ought to alter the effect pro-

duced upon us by its external discrepancies ?

First, there is one point of more importance, I

think, than sceptics are usually wiUing to assign to

it : I mean the certainty that, according to every

account we have, according to the universal tradi-

tion, the assertion of the resurrection was at first

received with disbelief and doubt,—such is the

express statement of each one of the three gospels,

and also that of the more doubtful conclusion of the

second gospel,—which disbelief and doubt were cer-

tainly turned within a few days into a sort of con-

fidence and even of enthusiastic assurance very much
exceeding, as far as we can judge, anything which had
existed among the Apostles in the lifetime of their

Master. Now I quite admit that beliefs w^hicli have
a great deal that is legendary in them do grow up in

the course of years, as the hearts of those who have
been laid hold of by a profound affection recover

gradually from the first bewilderment and soreness

of loss, rally from their dejection, and begin to blend

with a certain indistinctness in their memory of the

past, dreams and hopes and fancies which that past

has produced. But there was no time at all for this

kind of idealising process in the case before us. It is

as certain as anything can be that though all was
dismay and confusion on the morrow of the crucifixion,
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yet within two months of the death of Christ, the

Church in Jerusalem was increasing at a rate at which

we have no reason to suppose the number of Christ's

disciples ever increased during His lifetime. It is

certain too that within at least a still smaller number
of weeks the Apostles proceeded in the most business-

like manner to fill up the gap caused by the treachery

and death of Judas, with the avowed purpose of

organising the Church for its new life and victories.

There seems to me the greatest possible difficulty in

attributing so great and so sudden a change as this to

the sort of illusion which a blending of regret and hope

and aspiration and superstition produces. Xothing

can be clearer than that up to the last moment
the Messianic hopes of the Apostles had been of a

very earthly kind. "Lord, wilt thou at this time

restore again the kingdom to Israel 1
" is the first

question attributed to the Apostles after the resur-

rection in the book of the Acts of the Apostles ; and

whatever may be said of its authority as testimony

to a miracle, it is surely good evidence as to what the

early Church hoped, since it must have been written

after many of those hopes had been disappointed if

not extinguished, and therefore at a time when the

whole tendency would have been to picture the

expectations of the Apostles as more in keeping with

history than they really were. Now, with such

hopes suddenly blasted by the disappearance of the

one person in whom they centred, does it seem pos-

sible that they would as suddenly have revived

without some great substantial and even physiccd

stimulus, if I may so express it, to the hopes of the

Apostles ? If the person of our Lord was admitted

by all of them to have reappeared amongst them, no

doubt these hopes would have so revived. But with-
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out that stimulus, is it conceivable that energetic

forward-looking counsels would have begun to prevail

within a week or two of the great blow 1 If it had

depended on what the women affirmed, or what an

individual disciple here and there had fancied that he

had seen, or on the assertion of two of them walking

into the country that a stranger had joined them who
disappeared suddenly and unaccountably, and whom
in the moment of disappearance they recognised as

their lost Master, would it not have seemed to them

all " as idle tales " ? would not there have been, as

we are told there was, some Thomas to say, " Except

I shall see in His hands the print of the nails, and

put my finger into the print of the nails, and thrust

my hand into His side, I will not believe" ? It seems

incredible that if the Apostles had no common and

united evidence of Christ's resurrection, the new
work should have begun with such active confidence,

and without affording us any trace of a considerable

intermediate period in which a legend would at least

have time to grow up. Yet as a matter of fact there

is no trace to be found of a period of uneasiness such

as a disputed assertion which various of the Apostles

were anxious to verify would cause, except the

account of the doubt of Thomas, and of its complete

satisfaction within a week of the resurrection. Now
with the Apostles' evidently vivid desire and expecta-

tion of the erection of a physical sovereignty by their

Master, and the sudden crushing of that hope, I can-

not really believe that anything short of seeing and

conversing with Him, and receiving His commands to

act as they did, could have filled up so soon and so

promptly the void caused by His death. If Mary
Magdalene thought she had seen Him, and one or

two others thought they had seen Him, and all these
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visions were mere caprices of a fervent and loving

imagination, what should we expect as the result 1

Why, that there would have been great excitement

and much hope, and no agreement as to what ought

to be done ; that everything would have waited for

fuller knowledge and explicit communications from

the vanished Messiah ; and that, when no such fuller

knowledge and clearer communications came, the

fraternal organisation would gradually have dissolved

and been succeeded no doubt by a beautiful legend,

but by no clear and unanimous and confident action.

Only compare the wonder and doubt and dismay

when, Christ being still with them. He merely talked

of a disgraceful death, with the energy, elasticity, and

confidence displayed after it had really happened.

For my part I cannot doubt that the best explanation

is what it is alleged to have been, that Christ himself

returned to His Apostles after His death, and that it

was His directing mind, exercising vastly more in-

fluence than before in consequence of the evidence

that He had overcome death, which gave them the

new and powerful impulse.

This seems to me a perfectly sober view, so far, of

the evidence bearing on Christ's resurrection. But

in discussing it I have hitherto purposely omitted one

element which is, I think, one of great significance,

the repeated prophecy of that event which the gospels

record. I think that the most rationalistic critics are

disposed to insist on these prophecies as quite genuine.

Indeed, they would find it much less easy to account

for the profound subsequent belief, and yet deny the

fact, loithoid the prophec}' than with it. They hold

that the prophecy accounts for the expectation, and

that the expectation threw the minds of the Apostles

into that condition in which imagination passed into
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belief. For those who accept the resurrection, the

prophecy clearly increases the significance without

increasing in any degree the difficulties which surround

the record of the event, while for those who reject

it, the real existence of the prophecy would remove
some of the difficulties in explaining the growth of

the belief. Certainly the prophecy is deeply em-
bedded in every one of the evangelical narratives, in

a manner that renders it hardly possible to give those

narratives any credit for good faith at all—which few
will deny them—without admitting that the attesta-

tion of the whole body of disciples attributed this

often reiterated, and at least in the first instance

earnestly deprecated, prophecy, to our Lord's lips.

There is no language of our Lord's the occasion of

which is described with more vivid minuteness than

that used by Him in repeating this prophecy, with

especial solemnity, on the beginning of his last

journey to Jerusalem :

—

" And they were in the way going up to Jerusalem

;

and Jesus went before them : and they were amazed ; and

as they followed, they were afraid. And he took again

the twelve, and began to tell them what things should

happen unto him. Saying, Behold, we go up to Jerusalem
;

and the Son of Man shall be delivered unto the chief

priests, and unto the scribes ; and they shall condemn him
to death, and shall deliver him to the Gentiles : And they

shall mock him, and shall scourge liim, and shall spit upon
him, and shall kill him : and the third day he shall rise

again."

Evidently there was something unusual, and to the

Apostles boding, in the gestures and mien of Christ

in setting out thus on his last journey, which fixed

the incident in their memories and embodied it in

their tradition. The same tradition stated that on
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Peter's first confession of his belief in Christ as the

Son of the living God, this communication was first

made, and that Peter then earnestly protested p.gainst

it, and was immediately rebuked with a sharpness

which must have humiliated him. But on this later

occasion none of the disciples ventured to protest,

though the third evangelist declares that they were

still completely unable to understand and believe the

saying. Now, if we are to admit, as I think ration-

alists and supernaturalists will alike admit, that such

a prophecy there was, how, if at all, does it bear on

the evidence of the fact itself 1

To my mind it has a very important bearing on it.

Nothing seems to me to have had more real influ-

ence on the popular belief in Christianity than the

prophecies of our Lord, and nothing to have re-

ceived less attention of late years. And the more
stress we lay on the incompleteness and unfinished

character of the gospels—the more frankl}" Ave admit

that, so far as the best MS. authority goes, the second

gospel has no ending at all, the first a very abrupt

and hurried one, not at all in keeping with the later

tradition, and both the third and fourth most frag-

mentary accounts of the evidence of the resurrection

—the less can it be maintained that the gospels

were afterwards so retouched as to make the pro-

phecies accord with the subsequent faith of the

Church. I do not think that anything could be

weightier testimony to the early preparation and
complete freedom from dogmatic purpose of the first

and second gospels, than the absence from them even

of those details as to the resurrection which had be-

come already for the Church of St. Paul's time the

very alphabet of the Christian faith. Now, both

these gospels contain minute prophecies like that of
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Peter's three denials of his knowledge of our Lord,

prophecies most unlikely to have been interpolated

later when Peter was the heart and hope of the

Apostolic body, and when, even though his denial

might well have been frankly recorded, it would have

been impossible for the imagination of the Church

to emphasise it by inventing for itself a story of his

ardent professions of loyalty and Christ's prevision

of his lapse. Nor can any one maintain that either

the first or the second gospel contains an anti-Petrine

bias. On the contrary, the second is usually attri-

buted to Peter's own impulse, while the first records

at least one instance of Peter's pre-eminent ardour

and faith which is given by no other evangelist.

This is only a minute matter, and if it stood alone

might of course well be attributed to coincidence

;

but it is of importance so far as it goes, because it is

a prophecy which can hardly by any possibility have

been imagined after it had been fulfilled, and which

evidently impressed itself deeply on the mind of the

early Church.

However, it does not stand alone. I do not lay

great stress on the mere prophecy of coming death,

deeply as it is ingrained in the gospel narrative, be-

cause I know that it will be said that a very moderate

insight into the power against which Christ was

measuring Himself, would serve to fill our Lord's

mind with a belief in a violent death, and that, when
it was fulfilled, it would be very natural for His dis-

ciples quite unconsciously to give His anticipations of

that death more detail and speciality than they really

had. But consider only what is involved in the in-

stitution of the sacrament of the Last Supper. There

again we have not only the unanimous agreement of

the three first gospels, but the explicit evidence of
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St. Paul that on the night on which Christ was
betrayed

—

" He took bread, and when he had given thanks, he

brake, and said, Take, eat : this is my body, which is

broken for you : this do in remembrance of me. After

the same manner also he took the cup, when he had
supped, saying, This cup is the new testament in my
blood : this do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in remembrance
of me."

Here, then, was a rite instituted formally and
solemnly as a memorial of His death by our Lord, at

a time when, though it was the eve of His death, no
one with merely human knowledge could have even

conjectured with confidence that His death was at

hand. The Jews themselves had no power to put to

death. Christ had been guilty of nothing likely to

stir up the jealousy of the Romans. The clear and
steady vision of death which led our Lord to treat

the bread He broke as His body, and the wine He
was pouring out as His blood given for the world,

seems to me as clear a case of supernatural know-
ledge as history could produce of natural knowledge.

And the supernatural vision extends not only to the

event anticipated, but to the strange power of the

rite thus solemnly instituted. Not only does His

death at once follow, as He predicts, but the bread

and wine become in some sense or other His body
and blood to future centuries—

-

" Both Faith and Art have given

To that one hour a life of endless rest.

And still whoe'er would taste the food of Heaven
May to that table come a welcome guest."

The rite thus instituted is in fact the most durable

of monuments of a lucid prevision of the future

—
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both of the individual event and of its spiritual influ-

ences—and one which assumes a knowledge far beyond
that of men.

I say nothing of the prophecy of Judas's treachery,

or in this connection of that of the universal publica-

tion of the deed of the woman who anointed Jesus

with an alabaster box of ointment, though both were

fulfilled, because it is easy to conceive that the first

prophecy may have been more or less defined by the

unconscious modification of tradition after the event,

while the latter may well have caused its o\^ti fulfil-

ment. But what is it reasonable to say about the

prophecies of the destruction of Jerusalem 1 I con-

ceive that, certainly as regards the first and second

gospels, in which the traditions of the resurrection

are so singularly " conspicuous by their absence,"

—

at least if the concluding verses of St. Mark be of

later origin,—it is almost impossible to suppose that

these gospels assumed their present form after the

armies of Titus had destroyed Jerusalem. As we
have seen, St. Paul found a singularly clear tradition

of the appearance of Christ after His death in the

Church within at most fourteen years of that death,

and from twenty-seven to thirty years before Jeru-

salem was besieged. Is it credible that gospels not

written at that time should have contained no account

of Christ's appearances in Jerusalem, such as St. Paul

and the third and fourth gospels refer to 1 Is it

credible that if they were subsequently so moulded

as to include specific references to the destruction of

Jerusalem in accordance with the facts, they should

not have received the same kind of moulding to place

them in harmony with the current traditions on the

much more important point of the resurrection?

Yet while the first gospel huddles up the whole

L
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account of Christ's appearances after His death into

two or three sentences concerning a meeting between

Him and His disciples on a "mountain in Galilee,"

the best MSS. of the second end with the story of

the empty se^^ulchre. When we compare the chapter

in the second gospel beginning with, " And as he

went out of the temple, one of his disciples saith unto

him, Master, see what manner of stones and build-

ings are here '? And Jesus answering, said unto him,

Seest thou these great buildings ? There shall not be

left one stone upon another which shall not be thrown

down," with the corresponding chapter in the first

gospel, there seems to me to be no alternative between

admitting that both must have been completed long

before the j^ear 70 A.D., and making the impossible

supposition that the transcriber of a later tradition,

though unconsciously moulding the words of our Lord

to suit the known event, would yet have left the

most im^Dortant of all the elements of the Christian

story in complete, or almost complete, oblivion.

But there is another consideration which seems to

me to render it clear that the prophecy of the

destruction of Jerusalem, at least as it is given in

the first two gospels, borrows nothing from the

actual event ; and that is the evident confusion in

the mind of those who set it down, between that

event and a last judgment. Of course it is quite

open to the sceptic to say that this confusion was
conveyed by our Lord's own language. But then

that only vindicates still more positively the pro-

phecy of the destruction of Jerusalem from the impu-

tation of being recast after the event. For my own
part, I believe the confident and mistaken anticipa-

tion of the early Church, that the end of the world

was at hand, to have been the source of this con-
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fusion, and that there is discernible in these pro-

phecies of our Lord's a very clear though misunder-

stood teaching that the kingdom of heaven was not

to come " with observation," but gradually, and by a

silent revolution in the heart of man. Still no one

can deny the confusion in our actual narratives be-

tween two quite distinct classes of prophecies, one
insisting on the early destruction of Jerusalem, and
the trials that would await those who were in Judaea

at that time, to which class alone I believe the pre-

diction that " that generation would not pass away
till all things were fulfilled," applied, and another

referring to the final spiritual judgment through
which all men and all earthly institutions must pass.

Now, what I want to press is the extraordinary im-

probability, not to say impossibility, that such a

confusion should have been allowed to remain in

this narrative, if it had taken its final shape after

the destruction of Jerusalem and the suppression of

Jewish revolt, when the Churches were saying

within themselves, in the language of the second

Epistle ascribed in our version of the New Testa-

ment to Peter, "AVhere is the promise of his coming?
for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue

as they were from the beginning of the creation." I

think this consideration, no less than the absence of

the current traditions as to the resurrection, proves

that the prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem
was not only given, but recorded in the shape which
it now takes in our first two gospels, before the

event to which it referred.

The cases I have now adduced are cases of explicit

prophecies of individual events. But the truth is

that, quite apart from individual events, the whole
substance of our Lord's life was as full of compressed
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prophecy as spring water is of compressed air. I

think it is hardly possible to lay too much stress on

the ample and even redundant testimony which

meets us in all parts of the gospel to the early and

deliberately announced intention of Christ to found

an enduring kingdom on materials which were not

only not of the stuff of which earthly governments

are made, but the moulder of which did not contem-

plate, indeed steadily refused to contemplate, con-

c^uering within any assigned period the help of

earthly governments for His purpose, or making any

alliance of that kind an essential condition of the

kingdom which He proclaimed. The Jewish polity

was a spiritual polity, but it rested on an organisa-

tion which wielded all the recognised powers of the

State. Christ rejected the idea of availing Himself

of these means, and declared His purpose to use

means so unpromising that, in the human sense, they

were hardly means to such an end at all. I never

hear without the thrill of a new surprise that calm,

strange, and unique prophecy, addressed at the very

outset of His short career to a dozen peasants, "Fear
not, little flock, it is your Father's good pleasure to

give you the kingdom," when I remember that a

kingdom has really been given to them, though not

a kingdom of this world. Nor is this a case of what
has often happened—trust in the eventual ascendancy

over man of great ideas. It is a case of the selection

of special instruments, and of building up a human
organisation explicitly designed for work of a most

laborious and difficult kind. " Follow me," Christ

sa3^s to one or two couples of fishermen, as they cast

their nets into the waters, and mended them on the

shores of the Lake of Galilee, " and I will make you

fishers of men." And they luere made fishers of
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men, and obviously made so solely by Him who
thus chose them from a calling apparently so little

qualified to fit them for the hopeless task. It is

remarkable enough that by far the greatest of the

apostles—he in whom even human insight might have

discerned the elements of marvellous force and moral

influence—was not chosen for his work during

Christ's earthly life. The "little flock" to whom
our Lord announces so early and so peremptorily

that they are "not to fear," because it is their

" Father's good pleasure to give them the kingdom,"

are such a "little flock" as no one before ever pro-

posed to make the founders of a new world. In-

deed, Christ asserts repeatedly that they are chosen

because they are not "wise and prudent," because

they are "babes," and no doubt because on that

very account they are not likely to aim at the con-

struction of an ambitious polity ; because they have

no sort of influence which would give them authority,

even in the little world of Judsea. They are

anxiously warned against any kind of striving to

acquire earthly dignity. Wealth is even forbidden

them. They are promised " the kingdom " in the

same breath in which they are told to sell what they

have, and provide for themselves bags which wax
not old, " a treasure in the heavens which faileth

not," in order that " where their treasure is, there

may their hearts be also."

Moreover, while the apostles are forbidden all

the ordinary means of binding together a great

earthly organisation, they are told that they are to

be for a long time few and scattered, sowers of

division, preachers to people who could not or would

not understand. I do not refer to this as in any

sense a further indication of prophetic insight, but
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only as showing how well our Lord understood the

conditions of the work which He was imposing on

those few and ignorant peasants with the most

absolute promises of success. " The harvest truly is

plenteous, but the labourers are few." The kingdom
is not to be a popular one, in that time at least.

Yet the chosen apostles themselves misunderstand

and misinterpret their Master. Peter, after being

told that his confession is the rock on which the

Church should be built, is spoken of as a tempter

and an offence to his Master, as one who savours

not of the things which are of God, but of those

which are of men. John is twice rebuked, once for

his revengeful spirit, once for his short-sighted

ambition. Judas's treachery is predicted, as I have

already noticed. All the twelve are warned that

they will fail at the hour of Christ's trial, and

that warning, like the more individual prediction

addressed to Peter, is certainly most unlikely to

have been conceived after the event. In a word,

from beginning to end of the gospels we have evi-

dence which no one could have managed to forge,

that Christ deliberately chose materials of which

it would have been impossible for any one to build

a great organisation, unless he could otherwise pro-

vide, and continue to provide, the power by which

that organisation was to stand. Who can hear the

words, " I thank thee, Father, Lord of heaven and

earth, that thou hast hid these things from the wise

and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes,"

without being impressed with the divine confidence

of the purpose which selected what we should have

thought the least promising of all materials for the

most majestic and enduring of works, and proved

their fitness by the history of the ages ? The
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popular belief in Christianity has, I think, much
more to do with the vivid impression made by these

reiterated and emphatic prophecies, ingrained into

the very essence of the gospel, that a kingdom
should be built up out of elements thus humanly
hopeless—and of Christ's clear knowledge that they

were in every human sense hopeless—than \Wth any
learned evidences. And for my part, I hold the

grounds of this impression to be worth more, even

though, or perhaps I ought to say, because, they are

thus open to the gauging of popular feeling, than all

the learned evidences put together. Would it not be

something incredible that a mere man should profess

his intention to establish a spiritual kingdom which
shall endure for ever, by the help of a dozen ignorant

men, who are warned explicitly that they will not

even keep him with them for more than a year or

two, who habitually misunderstand his words and
mistake his spirit, even while he remains with them,

and who are assured that they are destined almost

involuntarily to drink of his cup and be baptized

with his baptism, in spite of misreading the sort of

destiny which that implies, and the kind of glory to

which it leads—and then that his mere prophetic

guess should be so far fulfilled as the history of

Christianity has fulfilled Christ's prediction at this

day ? Is there not here a vision of what would be

to man an impossible future, on the partial realisa-

tion of which the popular mind is far better able to

pass a trustworthy judgment, than is even the most
judicial mind to pass judgment on the intricate

details of biographic or historic evidence ? Take
the language as to the likeness of the kingdom of

heaven to a grain of seed, "which indeed is the least

of all seeds, but when it is grown, it is the greatest
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among the herbs, so that the birds of the au* come
and lodge in the branches tliereof." Could that well

have been invented at any time before our gospels

were in existence as a true picture of the growth of the

Church ? And yet how distinct is its appreciation

at once of the minuteness of the germ Christ was

planting and of the vastness of its destined growth !

Now, surely the popular impression of these facts

as implying that our Lord's knowledge had its roots

planted in the very well-springs of the world's his-

tory, is, to say the least, as fully justified by reason,

as any inference, however judicial, from the careful

survey of minute historic evidences possibly could

be. The materials of this building are not only

intrinsically frail, but it is the Builder himself who
selects them because they are so, and who yet calmly

announces that the building shall outlast the heavens.

His own death is to be the signal of defection and
despair to His followers, yet it is to be the firm

foundation of the eternal structure ; and, as matter

of fact, no sooner is His visible hand withdrawn than

the living stones run from all quarters of the earth

and pile themselves into the Temple of the ages.

Is there no real solidity in the conviction of divine

power which these evidences produce 1 It seems to

me that, looked at thus, Christ's life was full of the

minutest, and what to mere men would be the most
improbable, prophecy—the prophecy that He was Him-
self to abandon, within a year or two, so far as any

visible help was concerned, the work He had come into

the world to do, to hand it over to a number of poor

men who were fitted by nothing but attachment to

Himself, and not all of them by that, for the strange

enterprise in which He had embarked them, and yet

that, through disappointment and persecution and trial
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and blood, their enterprise should be fed and watered

till it attained its gradually matured and mighty end.

The minuter and more individual prophecies which I

first cited are of importance only as showing that

it was not merely trust in the operation of moral

influences on the human heart which constituted

Christ's prophetic power; that He saw individual

details as well as general results. But in relation to

the improbability of the forecast and to the calm

certainty of the vision, they seem to me insignificant

as compared with the larger prophecies on which I

am now dwelling. No doubt it may be, in some

sense, said of these that they fulfilled themselves,

but not in any sense which detracts in the least from

their supernatural character. They could not have

fulfilled themselves without containing a true com-

putation of the spiritual force at work in the world

to fulfil them, which is as far beyond the reach of

insight or human foresight, as to compass a resur-

rection is beyond the limits of human power.

I must notice one more instance of what is, I

think, as strictly supernatural foresight as any I have

yet given. That Christ should have understood the

personal relation in which His immediate disciples

would stand to Him was perhaps a mere instance of

discernment such as, no doubt, many great men have

shown. But that He should deliberately have de-

manded the same kind of attitude towards Himself

from all future disciples, as He certainly did, and

have gained what He asked in the very act, does

seem to me one of the clearest marks of supernatural

knowledge of the human heart which could be given.

Nothing could be more hazardous than this emphasis

laid by any human being—especially one who from

the very first preaches lowliness of heart, and pre-
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diets the shortness of His life and the ic^nominious

violence of His end—on Himself as the source of an

enduring power, and the corner-stone of a divine

kingdom. The necessity of loving Him, the perpetual

fame of her who anointed Him for His burial, the

grief that will be rightly felt for Him when He leaves

the earth, the identification of men's duty to each

other, even to " the least of these, my brethren,"

with their duty to Him,—all these are assumptions

which run through the whole gospel quite as strik-

ingly as does the clear knowledge of the frailty of

the human materials Christ has chosen, and of the

supernatural character of the power by which He in-

tended to vivify those means. Though His kingdom
is to be the kingdom of which a little child is the

true type, the kingdom in which it is the " meek

"

who are blessed, in which it is the " poor in spirit

"

who are to be the rulers, yet in this He is only say-

ing in other words that He is to be the life of it,

since it is because He is " meek and lowly in heart

"

that those who come to Him shall find rest for their

souls. Whether you choose to say that it is in spite

of this humility or because of this humility, yet in

either case Christ proclaims Himself as the true object

of love, and the permanent centre of power through-

out the kingdom He proclaims. He not only de-

clares that His departure will be the first legitimate

cause of mourning to His followers—" Can the

children of the bride-chamber mourn as long as the

bridegroom is with them 1 but the days will come
when the bridegroom shall be taken from them, and
then shall they fast"—but even to all others the love

of Him is to predominate over all other love. "He
that loveth father or mother more than me is not

worthy of me, and he that loveth son or daughter
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more than me is not worthy of me." Exclusion

from His presence is everywhere treated as that

outer darkness where there are weeping and gnashing

of teeth. His vision of the spiritual future of untrue

men is of men crying to Him, " Lord, Lord !
" and

entreating Him to recognise them, to whom He
will be compelled to reply, " I never knew you :

depart from me, ye that work iniquity." He justifies

with warmth all honour paid to Him personally

;

" The poor ye have always with you, but me ye have

not always ; " " Verily I say unto you, wherever this

gospel shall be preached in the whole world, there

shall also this, which this woman hath done, be told

for a memorial of her." Is not that most hazardous

policy for any one not endowed with supernatural

knowledge ? Consider only what usually comes of

self-assertion much less astounding than this in a

human being, and yet what actually came of it in our

Lord's case. The greatest of the world's teachers

make light of themselves. Socrates treats his own
death as of no moment. The Jewish prophets never

think of treating their own careers as of any signifi-

cance apart from the message they deliver. And as

a rule in the world, when a man magnifies himself

with gentleness and simplicity, we smile; we may
find him lovable, but there is always a little laughter

mingled with our love. When he does it arrogantly

or imperiously, we are revolted. In either case, the

first generation which does not personally know him
puts aside his pretensions as irrelevant, if not even

fatal, to his greatness. But how was it with Christ ?

The first great follower who had never known him in

the flesh, St. Paul, takes up this very note as the

key-note of the new world. To him, " to live is

Christ, to die is sfain." His heart is "hid with
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Christ in God." His cry is, " Not I, but Christ that

worketh in me." He makes his whole religious

philosophy turn on the teaching of our Lord, that

He is the Vine, and His disciples the branches. In

the land of the olive St. Paul adapts the image to the

husbandry of the olive. Again, Christ is the Head,

and men the members. And what is true of St.

Paul is true of all those in whom the Christian faith

has shown its highest genius in subsequent ages.

These sayings of Christ as to being Himself the centre

of human affections and the light of human lives,

instead of repelling men, interpret their own highest

experience, and seem but the voice of an interior

truth and the assurance of an imperishable joy.

And what is to be said of the value of such verifi-

cations of Christ's foresight ? If one comes and
shows us certain poor instruments with which we all

admit that we could have done nothing and could do

nothing, and he tells us, ' I will do much with them,

and ever more and more, and infinitely more after I

have disappeared from the earth than during the

year or two in which I remain here ; and though the

secret of my power is humility and self-abnegation,

the only sap of that humility is love for me, and the

essence of that self-abnegation is life in me ;
' and if

the pledge given is actually redeemed, and redeemed,

apparently, at all events by the very means he had

pointed out,—if the work he began goes on with

infinitely more power after his death than before it,

and the whole inspiration of that work turns out to

be the personal relation to him which he had pro-

claimed,—is it irrational for us to draw the inference

that the best account to be given of what is happen-

ing is that which he gave who told us that it should

happen—that is, in this case, that it all springs from
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that hidden life in God which Christ led before He
came here, while He was here, and after He was seen

here no more ? At least, if this be not a rational

explanation, is there one more rational? Can we
not admit that he who foretells a most improbable

event is more likely to be informed of the secret

principles determining that event, than those who
disbelieve and discredit his language 1 And if He
cannot tell us what these principles are, how are we
to trust to those who, if they had been living when
He was here, would have ridiculed His anticipations

as false, and condemned His arrogance as impious 1

It cannot be doubted that the sceptics of to-day

would for the most part have been much more
sceptics when all that Christ promised was still

in the future, and far the greatest and divinest

of His works—the work of realising what He had
foretold—was as yet hardly begun. Is it, then, a

popular blunder to repudiate the hypothesis of those

who must on their own principles have discounte-

nanced Christ's anticipations, if they had lived then,

even more superciliously than they now explain

away the issue ? May we not say that the principles

on which it would have been folly to believe what
has actually happened, can hardly be so sound as

those plain popular principles intelligible to all the

world, however little gifted with judicial faculties, on
which it would have been from the first impossible

7Lot to believe it 1

As far as I know the only set-off against these

considerations is one to which I have already

referred—the evidence that Christ really raised in

the minds of His disciples that expectation of the

very close approach of a universal judgment, of a

supernatural close to the existing order of things,
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which almost all the Christians of the first generation

—certainly St. Paul himself— clearly shared. I

quite admit that in dealing with the signs of super-

natural vision and knowledge we are not at liberty

to ignore any single indication of error ; and no one

can doubt that if our Lord taught His disciples that

the end of all things was at hand, we must at once

attribute to Him a strange mixture of foresight and

blindness which it may be impossible for us to recon-

cile, but which we ought to have the candour to

acknowledge. But I find it impossible to study the

passages which are supposed to prove that Christ did

teach this approaching " end of all things " to His

disciples without the inference that He distinguished

clearly between two very different visions which they

confounded—the vision of the end of the Jewish

national life and polity, and that of the spiritual

judgment of men according to their works. For

instance, the most definite statement of the nearness

of what is supposed by many to be a final judgment

is in the differently related prophecy which the first

gospel gives thus :

—

" For what shall it profit a man, if he gain the whole

world, and lose his own life ? or what shall a man give

in exchange for his life ? For the Son of man will come
in the glory of his Father with his angels ; and then he

will give to every one according to his works. Verily I

say unto you, There be some standing here, who shall not

taste of death, till they see the Son of man coming in his

kingdom."

In the second gospel the parallel passage says,

" There he some standing here who shall not taste of

death till they see the kingdom of God come in

power (eV Svvdfxet) ;
" and in the third it simply runs,
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" till they see the kingdom of God." But in all

these passages it is certainly implied that those of

whom He spoke should " taste of death " later,

though not before the event of which He spoke, and

what was promised was that they should have such

a pledge of the power of God in their lifetime as

should satisfy them that the kingdom of God was

really manifested on earth. I suppose the connection

with the previous words, which in varied form occur

in all three gospels, to be this : that he who in the

poorness of his ambition should work for what was not

worth working for, and lose his own true life in doing

so, would find out his mistake in the day of spiritual

judgment ; and then, as if to answer the doubt

whether such a day of true judgment should ever

come, Christ went on to say that the kingdom of

God, whose approach He was teaching, would, in the

lifetime of those standing there, be sufficiently mani-

fested to make His divine power clear to them. But
this would be in their lifetime, not at the close of it.

That the prophecy of the destruction of Jerusalem is

greatly confused with the vision of the spiritual

judgment of all things in our narratives, is clear

enough ; and it is remarkable that two quite distinct

statements as to time are jumbled up together in the

oddest confusion, " Verily I say unto you, this genera-

tion shall not pass till all these things be fulfilled;"

" But of that day and that hour knoweth no man,

no, not the angels of heaven, but my Father only."

It is impossible that two such statements could have

been made in the closest juxtaposition without a

clear distinction between the previsions to which

they referred ; and it seems to me evident that

though the tradition did not preserve that distinction

clear, it did preserve the clearest possible traces of it.
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The gathering of the armies and of the Eoman eagles,

the slaughter, the famine, the destruction of the city,

and the flight into the country—all this is to take

place within that generation ; and this was what Christ

taught to be the end of the old covenant and the begin-

ning of the new, and what He described as the kingdom
of God coming with power. But the final judgment
with which the disciples certainly confused it, was,

apparently almost within the same breath, declared

to be absolutely indeterminate and reserved by God
amongst the eternal secrets. I do not see how any
one can suppose that the two entirely different and
almost antithetical forms of speech can refer to the

same event, as though the indeterminateness only

ranged over a few years, and that what must happen

before the generation then living had passed away,

was yet hidden, as to its particular year and month,

from all foresight except that of God alone. There

would be an incredible flatness in saying, "This

must all happen within the lifetime of men now
living, but the exact moment of it is a secret so

deep and mysterious that God has revealed it to no

created intelligence Avhatever," which is quite foreign

to the spirit of our Lord's solemn discourse, even in

the perplexed account of it given b}^ the evangelists.

It is open to no reasonable doubt that He spoke of

two events—one explicitly defined, which should be

known to be approaching whenever the Roman armies

gathered round Jerusalem ; the other a spiritual

event of far higher im2)ortance, but of which the Son

of Man himself could not designate how near or how
far off it might be

;
yet the first was to be a pledge

of the second, and, as it were, the sign to those

whom He addressed of that great harvest for which

all things were ripening.
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That this was Christ's teaching is shown, I think,

by all the many parables which indicate the slow

and natural growth of the kingdom of God—the

parables of the seed germinating into the blade, and

the blade into the ear ; of the tares and the wheat,

which were to grow together till the harvest ; of the

leaven of meal, which was slowly to leaven the whole

lump ; of the seed, which was the smallest of all

seeds, but was to grow into the greatest of all trees,

so that all the birds of the air should come and

lodo;e in the branches of it. And even in the midst

of the prophecies which led the disciples to expect

so near a close to the secular order of the world, the

warning is often repeated that " the end is not yet " ;

that the Gospel must first be preached to all the

nations of the earth ; that the time should come

when they shall desire to see " one of the days of the

Son of man, and shall not see it," and the exhorta-

tion to possess their souls in patience is enforced.

On the whole, the study of the passages which are

supposed to show that Christ really predicted a

speedy destruction of the earth, and earthly order

of things, seem, while accounting for the error of

the early Church on the subject, only to show that

the Messianic ideas of the Jews were too deeply

rooted to admit of their taking in the sharp distinc-

tion, of which there are so many marks in our Lord's

language, between the close of the Jewish dispensa-

tion with the destruction of the Temple, and that

spiritual judgment of all earthly lives and works, to

which no date and no scene could be assigned.

Now let me go back to the resurrection, and con-

sider how far this evidence as to the habitual

prophetic vision of which Christ's life seems to have

been so full, should affect our view of the evidence

M
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external and internal bearing upon it ; and of course

secondarily of the other alleged miracles which pre-

ceded and followed it, most of which will certainly

and rightly be accepted if the resurrection is accepted,

and doubted or denied if the resurrection be doubted

or denied. Of course one inference is clear enough.

If, as I think is indisputable, Christ distinctly pre-

dicted non- miraculous facts, both national and in-

dividual— the destruction of Jerusalem, Peter's

threefold denial, his own death, the success of the

apparently hopeless enterprise of the Apostles

—

which actually occurred, and some of them in the

exact way in which they occurred, there is very

much more reason to believe in the fulfilment of His

prediction of the miraculous fact of His resurrection,

than there would be without this evidence of His

wonderful foreknowledge. In relation to the ful-

filment of such prophecies, we stand in a very

different position from the Apostles; we see the

vastly larger fulfilment of some which to them were

but anticipations. On the other hand they knew,

what we can only infer from their own lan-

guage and demeanour, whether their belief in our

Lord's resurrection was firmly based on repeated and

indisputable converse with Him, or was a doubtful

mixture of ecstasies and dreams. But thus much is

unquestionable, that prophecies even of non-miracu-

lous events, duly fulfilled, should remove a great deal

of the a ])riori incredulity with which we regard the

same person's prophecies of a supernatural event.

Whatever specific insight into the future means, it

means something strange enough and to us unintel-

ligible enough, to render us cautious how we dis-

sociate it from power over the future. No reasonable

man would hesitate to ascribe far more importance
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to the prediction of a resurrection from the dead,

coming from one who had clearly predicted very
unlikely events which had happened, than he would
to the same prediction from any other person's lips.

I hold then that there is far more reason to believe

in the reality of the resurrection than there other-

wise would be, on the ground that it was certainly

prophesied at the same time when His death was
prophesied, by one several of whose other pro-

phecies, and those of a most remarkable kind, were
fulfilled.

And, further, I think there is this additional

weight to be given to the testimony of the Apostles,

and especially to that of St. Peter, on this head.

They had before them at the time a measure of what
was meant by the fulfilment of our Lord's prediction.

St. Peter, as we have seen, is referred to by St. Paul,

and by the third Gospel, as the first Apostle who
saw Christ after His resurrection ; he is stated in the

Acts to have himself asserted that all the Apostles

were witnesses of that event, and in his own first

Epistle he declares that he owed to that event his

new birth into hope; but St. Peter, if the whole
storj?- of the Christian Church be not pure and
gratuitous legend, had but just recovered from the

remorse into which his own fulfilment of the distinctly

predicted threefold denial of our Lord had plunged
him. What a real fulfilment of prophecy meant,
must then have been most vividly present to him.

Can we suppose that with that keen personal ex-

perience in his mind, he would have confounded a

fancy, a hope, a dreamy vision, with the distinct ful-

filment of Christ's prophecy that He should rise again ^

And all the Apostles had the same realising sort

of experience to a less extent. They all knew that
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our Lord had predicted His shameful death, and that

the prediction had filled them with dismay and

bewilderment. They all knew, unless a most

gratuitous tradition was afterwards invented by the

Church to its own discredit, that He had predicted

their all forsaking Him on the night of His arrest, and

that the prediction had been fulfilled. "Would they

not all then have demanded, in any fulfilment of the

prophecy of the resurrection which they would have

accepted as a fulfilment, at least as much clearness of

outline as they had already experienced in relation

to that of His death, and of their own desertion of

Him 1 This will seem a petty consideration only to

those who forget how much depends on the reality

of mind of a witness to a remarkable event. It is

as bearing upon that reality of mind that I attach so

much importance to the steadily forward-looking,

business-like attitude of the Apostles within a week
or two of the crucifixion; and by giving them a

measure of what the fulfilment of prophecy ought to

' be, if they were to rely upon it at all, I think their

recent experience must have guarded them against

accepting the hearsay of a vision, in the place of

clear and tangible facts.

But after all, when we have exhausted all the

more learned and all the more refined considerations

bearing on the problem, I think it really comes to

this—that the reasons which ought to determine our

helief, as distinguished from a suspense of judgment,

are really and truly popular reasons to which almost

every mind is open. The consideration of the historic

evidence leaves the problem indeterminate. What de-

termines it is the evidence that there was in Christ a

large and intimate spiritual knowledge of the springs

of power and life, of His command of which His
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distinct foreknowledge of future agencies and events,

as manifested in the individual instances I have dis-

cussed, is but one, though to our intellects perhaps

the most striking, illustration. This seems to me to

be one of the rare cases in which the final considera-

tions, the considerations on w^hich belief or suspense of

judgment should really turn, even in the most learned,

are essentially popular, the apprehension of them de-

pending even more on sensitive hearts and consciences

than on cultivated minds. And indeed, if true and

reasonable faith be impossible to the people at large, it

is pretty evident from the history of all faiths that it

is quite as impossible, not to say even more impos-

sible, to the learned too. The foundations of faith do

not exist at all if they be not in the truest sense

within the reach of the people. That is why it

seems to me useful to show that the principal ap-

proaches by which religious truth reaches the mind,

are approaches, I will not say as direct, but as much
more numerous than those of nineteen centuries ago,

as the craving multitudes of our own day are more
numerous and in even deeper need of spiritual help,

than the multitudes who looked for a new redemption

in Galilee, Judaea, and Rome.
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THE HISTORICAL PROBLEMS OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL ^

For many years back there have appeared, from

time to . time, one-sided and negative historical criti-

cisms on Christian and Jemsh records which have far

exceeded in practical interest and power, books of

what seem to me much sounder judgment. These

criticisms have recognised the fact that history must
lead to a conviction much deeper than history itself

can give, if it would have a religious significance,

» They usually deny that history does do this, it is

true ; but they echo the genuine feeling of men
about historical criticism, in making the assertion.

They say boldly :
' Historical criticism has an

intense interest, if it is only one stage in the

education of men's spirits into truths lying far

beneath it : but better clear it away altogether

than mistake the title-deeds for the title,—the hold

on the mere medium of revelation for the hold on

^ Kritische Untersuclmngen iihcr die Tcanonischen Evangdien,

ihr Verlidltniss zu einander, ihren Charakter und Ursprung.

Yon Dr. Ferdinand Christian Baur. Tiibingen, 1847. Beit-

rage zur Evangelien-hritik. Yon Dr. Fried. Bleek. Berlin,

1846. The Gospel of St. John. By Frederick Denison Maurice,

M.A. Note I. On Baur's Theory of the Gospels. Macmillan,

1857.
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the reality revealed. If you find that an imperfect

history and literature is the introduction to a living

and perfect trust— that as you pierce beneath the

surface you get hold of far clearer and deeper

certainties than the mere authority of the history

or literature could bring with it—then historical

criticism has a living significance, and we will follow

it with you that it may lead us to something better

than itself. But if you find that the thing revealed

can only stand by the mere external force of its

historical credentials, then you have got hold of no
religion, but a mere piece of antiquarianism ; and we
will show you how baseless your confidence is.' And
I believe that such destructive criticism has done a

great and most needful work. Why, indeed, is the

sacred literature so complex in character, and the

sacred history so entirely on a level in authority with

all other ancient history, unless for this very purpose,

to prevent us from holding religious faith by the

wrong, i.e. the external, side,—to teach us to hold

our trust in God by the same tenure as our trust in

man, that of living and growing personal impression;

beginning, it may be, in outward historical evidence,

but quite unable to hold and extend its influence on

that evidence alone ?

To my mind, the genuine and candid portion (for

no doubt there is much both ungenuine and uncandid)

of the destructive criticism of the last half-century

has far more tendency to open the real issues of

religious questions, and indirectly, therefore, even to

quicken faith, than the " apologetic " criticism by
which it has frequently been met. The former has,

at least, often delineated a real crisis in the history

of individual lives—the first conflict between the

groping intellect and the yearning heart—the fixed
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resolve to find something deeper tlian historical

records on which to rest—the unshrinking scrutiny

into the uneasy corners of intellectual profession

;

while the latter has been emphatically " apologetic
"

— seldom courageous enough to face the inward

crisis at all—dealing with its enemies in detail

—

wounding one, disabling another, slightly hampering

a third—making the most of each separate triumph,

but seldom daring to confront with its whole force

the whole force of the foe— seldom asking itself:

'Are these "reasons" that I assign, the roots of my
own faith 1 Have I any deep inexhaustible springs

of conviction, which no " difficulties " could choke up 1

And if so, would not the clearest and sincerest proof

of the depth of those springs be attained by admit-

ting eagerly and heartily the whole force of all

opposite considerations, and convincing myself how
powerless they are to undermine inward trust 1

'

As a rule, the most depressing and disheartening of

all religious literature is the apologetic literature.

'If I wished to doubt the possibility of a revelation, I

should take a course of reading in defence of it.

The works of professional assailants are often, in-

deed, of exactly the same description ; but I know
no books so valuable to probe the sources and show
the real depth and realities of the Christian revela-

tion as the books of profound -minded, honest, re-

luctant sceptics, if only, instead of being scared by
them, we would allow them to sink quietly into the

mind, and be there fairly tested as " working hypo-

theses," by voluntary judgments, thought, and reading.

No doubt, at first, such works often produce a strong

and painful, and purely negative impression— an

impression partly due to their strength, partly to

their weakness ; but, if they are true, the pain is
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wholesome pain ; and if not, the quiet and un-

shrinking study of them draws out latent truths

and new aspects of truth, such as sadly few
"apologies" bring to light. All delineations of

real and eager mental conflict, of minds in honest

transition, open out fresh realities to the mind ; and
if tranquilly laid to heart, for every new difficulty

there is generally found more than one new spring

of faith.

A very remarkable instance of this effect of genuine,

even when most negative, criticism, is to be found in

the influence which Bretschneider's and Baur's as-

saults on the Fourth Gospel are likely to produce

on the present condition of Christian faith. Baur's

book shows remarkably how a genuine historical

investigation, conducted on broad and courageous

principles, will lead us beyond itself, and suggest

issues of a deeper and more instructive class. Every
learned English theological critic of the present day
is acquainted with Baur's able researches, and
occasionally mentions points in them in order to

refute them ; but only one has ventured to face, in

its original strength, the general tenor of Baur's

argument, and he was precluded by the nature of

his work from giving it more than a general con-

sideration. I propose to condense the combination

of converging evidences by which Baur demonstrates,

to his own satisfaction, the historical incredibility of

St. John's Gospel ; and to use the aspects of the

subject, that will be thus brought out, as a guide in

estimating the most plausible views of it. Theologians

certainly miss more instruction by their timidity and
negligent appreciation of hostile arguments, than by
any diligence and enthusiasm of advocacy they can

contrive to make up for.
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Baur maintains, and I may safely say proves,

that the unity of the Fourth Gospel is a theological

unity ; that the whole of the narrative is threaded

together, by the single intention to unfold the

relation of the Father to the Son or Divine "Word,

as the divine relation through a living participation

in which all men may be set free. But it is not

the theology of the fourth gospel which I intend to

consider in the present essay : it is the bearing of

that theology on the narrative of the Evangelist to

which I must, for the present, limit myself. Baur's

view is briefly this. The theology it contains is the

theology of the second century. The Christian

Gnosis or unfolding of the relation between the

Father and the Son or Word, in the fourth gospel,

presupposes the coarser Gnosis of the Syrian and
Alexandrian schools ; and is set out, partly at least,

in answer to them. The great superiority it has is

mainly in this—that, while the false Gnostics re-

presented the Light and Darkness as contending in

an external and semi-physical conflict, the Christian

^vriter limits the arena to the soul of man. But not

the less, as Baur holds, does he fall into the Gnostic

error of subordinating the moral freedom of man to

the overruling metaphysical necessity he delineates.

Only those who are virtually God's already, " come
to the light, that their deeds may be made manifest

that they are wrought in God :

" while all whom the

Father has not "drawn " to the Son, seem to remain

helpless organs of the Darkness; and "hate the

Light, neither come to the Light, lest their deeds

should be reproved."

To the delineation of the conflict between the
" Word made flesh," and the power of darkness or

unbelief in the Jews, and their leaders the Pharisees,
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the whole narrative of the fourth gospel is, according

to Baur, subordinated—and not merely subordinated,

but completely accommodated— sometimes by the

skilful use of traditional material, sometimes by the

invention of symbolic miracles, everywhere by the

free composition of appropriate discourse^ It is to

bring out more markedly the metaphysical opposi-

tion between the Divine Light and the Darkness of

Jewish unbelief, that the scene is so often shifted

from Galilee—almost uniformly the scene of Christ's

ministry, up to the last crisis, in the other three

gospels—to Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, where

that unbelief was at once most intense and most

culpable. It is to deepen the dark colouring of this

unbelief, that most of the new facts, and new aspects

of fact, are drawn up by the Evangelist. It is be-

cause it does not bear directly on this strife between

the self-manifested Light and human Darkness, that

so much of the traditional history is left unused.

But there was one other theological controversy in

the second century, besides the Gnostic controversies

as to the divine emanations issuing from the God-

head—the Paschal controversy. The Jewish pass-

over had, by its connection with the crucifixion of

Christ, acquired in the minds of Christians an asso-

ciation with spiritual deliverance from the power of

sin and death, which almost absorbed its old associa-

tion with the deliverance from political degradation

and the Egyptian bondage. The paschal lamb was a

sign of that mighty hand of God, which had been

put forth to rescue the Jews from the rapidly

multiplying sins of slaves; and now, at the same

season, they celebrated another sacrifice, a sign of a

still mightier power, put forth to rescue them from

the growing slavery of sin. The deliverance was
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greater ; for, in the former case, their sins had been

in some measure a result of their degraded political

condition j in the latter, their degraded condition

was the simple result of their sins. Hence the

Jewish passover early obtained a Christian interpre-

tation ; and even St. Paul exclaims, " Christ our

passover was sacrificed for us."

The superstitious mind of the second century

came gradually, says Baur, to wish to verify this

broad and true insight by the minutest correspond-

ences in times and observances ; and thus it became
of importance to prove that Christ was slain exactly

on the day and at the hour when the paschal lamb
was slain, so fulfilling and exhausting the meaning of

the Jewish rite. The three first gospels, however,

represent Him as eating the paschal lamb with His

disciples, at the usual Jewish season, on the evening

before His death. It became necessary, therefore,

for an evangelist, who, in Baur's view, certainly

belonged to the Alexandrian school, to defend the

doctrine of that school, by altering the date of the

crucifixion by a day, and so bringing every thing

into accordance with that view of the Jewish pass-

over which regarded it as a typical anticipation of

the Christian Easter.

It was with constant reference, then, to these two
leading theological controversies of the second cen-

tury—the Gnostic and the Paschal controversy

—

that Baur conceives that the primitive gospel was
intentionally and consciously remodelled by the

fourth Evangelist. But, before I give in detail the

evidence by which he defends his view, I must clear

away two intermediate hypotheses, which might be,

and have been, put forward in regard to this gospel.

The differences between the facts of the fourth
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gospel and the others, and the preponderance in it

of the theological element, may be explained on four

distinct suppositions :

—

1. That the theology, brooding in the minds of

successive generations, has gradually modified, where
it has not actually produced^ the facts : the mythic

theory.

2. That though the facts are, probably, less reliable

than those of the other gospels, because they are

preserved by a less primitive stream of tradition,

their peculiar character may yet be explained on the

assumption that they were preserved by the Hellen-

istic Christian tradition, as distinguished from the

Hebrew Christian,— each selecting, and perhaps

exaggerating, those aspects of Christ's ministry

which were most suitable to its own cast of thought

:

this may be called the theory of Hellenistic tradi-

tion.

3. That the facts are consciously dressed up, and

modified to meet the thoughts and wants of the

Alexandrian Christianity in the second century

:

Baur's theory.

4. That the facts were selected for special illustra-

tion of certain religious truths ; but are more reliable

and closer to such events as this gospel touches at

all, than even those of the other gospels, being more
certainly the recollections of a personal disciple of

Christ.

Now, the first assumption may be very quickly

disposed of. Baur's own answer to it is quite suffi-

cient ; and Baur does not put anything like the

whole strength of the case. He maintains, justly,

I think, that there is no single portion of Scripture

where there is so complete an absence of any indica-

tion of the Gjradual condensation of belief into fact as
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in the fourth gospel. Distinct theological purpose is

not only everywhere present, but everywhere con-

scious ; and the boundary between it and the facts

narrated is remarkably sharp and clear. Narrative

and theological principles are both there, no doubt,

and both in organic connection ; but they are as

separable as the principles and purposes of the hero

of any modern biography are from the practical steps

by which he illustrates them. For example, the gift

of sight to the man born blind is clearly meant by
the Evangelist to be taken in close connection with

Christ's words :
" I am the light of the world," and

with His rebuke to the Pharisees :
" For judgment

am I come into this world, that those who see not

may see, and those who see may be made blind
;

"

nor can it well be doubted that both the miracle and
the sayings are strictly an illustration of the Evan-

gelist's own prologue, where he speaks of the Light

as shining in Darkness,—of the Darkness as com-

prehending it not, while "as many as received" it

therewith received power, like the man whose eyes

were opened simultaneously to the physical and

spiritual personality of Christ, to become "sons of

God." There can be little doubt that in such

instances as these discourses of Christ, the narrative

of His actions and the introductory theology of the

Evangelist are intended to form an organic whole

;

but clearly one in which there is a conscious dis-

crimination of the different elements of fact and

doctrine. The procedure of Christ, the debate in

the Sanhedrim, the examination of the blind man's

parents,—none of these things have either a symbolic

or a mythic character : they are at least put forth

as straightforward incident : nor is there any single

circumstance treated as narrative in the whole gospel.
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which has any appearance of being intended to bear

an allegorical or merely symbolic interpretation, nor

anything like an imaginative representation of a

popular faith.

Even Baur has not noted the whole strength of

this case. The temptation, the transfiguration, the

supernatural birth, are none of them to be found in

this gospel. The darkness which brooded over the

earth when the Son of God expired,—the sudden

rending of the veil of the Temple,— the visible

ascension of the Saviour from the earth,—all of them
events which necessarily have symbolic aspects, and

are therefore especially liable to symbolic modes of

interpretation,— are wanting in the fourth gospel.

In fact, though the miracles of this gospel may
possibly bear classification on a theological principle,

in regard, namely, to the particular aspect of the

Divine AYord that each may illustrate,—as the re-

storer of health and strength to the physically and

morally paralysed,—as the " Bread of Life " to the

common labourer in the fulness of his strength,—as

the " Light of the World " both to the seeing and

the blind,—as the " Eesurrection and the Life " to

the dead ;—yet in the account of the miracles them-

selves there is no disappearance of those small

physical details and incidental facts which seem to

distract the mind from the ideal element. On the

contrary, the only great miracle which the fourth

gospel and the other three have in common,—the

multiplication of the loaves (w^hich in this gospel, we
must recollect, immediately precedes the discourse

on "I am the Bread of Life"),—is related in a way
even less ideal than in the synoptic narrative. A
narrative which was merely the imaginative embodi-

ment of the discourse, would certainly not have
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specialised the loaves as "barley loaves." Yet this

is peculiar to this gospel's account. And not only

here, but everywhere, the fact and the engrafted

teaching are kept sedulously apart. There are few

matters of fact in the other gospels which it is so

impossible to analyse hypothetically into purely ideal

elements as those of the fourth ; simply because the

ideal and the real side both exist here in their fullest

strength, so that there is no pretence for saying that

either of the two gave birth to the other.

The second or traditional hypothesis, which

regards the gospel as the result of a less primitive

but bond fide tradition of the Hellenistic Christians,

is hardly more tenable. In the first place, if a

genuine tradition, its germ or historical nucleus must
have been the personal testimony of one of Christ's

apostles, who can have been no other than St. John.

The gospel introduces us to the most private inter-

course held by Christ "with His disciples ; it contains

in the last chapters the reported testimony of one

specially connected with Peter (as we find John to

be in the opening of the Acts of the Apostles) ; and

it has domestic elements of Christ's history recorded

by no other Evangelist. In short, if it be a genuine

tradition at all, it can only have originated in the

reports of one of the three apostles everywhere

spoken of in the synoptic gospels as the special

friends and followers of Christ,—Peter, James, and

John. Peter is excluded by the narrative itself.

James was early put to death by Herod ; nor has

any tradition ever connected the gospel with his

name. Moreover, as has often been remarked, on

the assumption either that this gospel is wi'itten in

simplicity, or otherwise, the habitual absence in it of

the description of John the forerunner of Christ as
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" the Baptist "—a descriiDtion universal in the other

three gospels— rather points (unconsciously or

fraudulently, as the case may be) to a writer who,

being himself the other John to be distinguished,

could not possibly have got into the habit of thus

distinguishing John the Baptist from the well-known

disciple of the same name.

But be this as it may, the last chapters of the

fourth gospel certainly profess to record much of the

personal testimony of our Lord's most intimate

friend among the twelve apostles ; and Baur freely

admits that they intentionally indicate John. But
when we add to this certainty, which bears, no

doubt, only on a portion of the gospel,—a portion

which may therefore have been the mere germ or

nucleus of the rest,—the unanimous inference of all

great critics,—Baur being the single exception,

—

from the mere styles of the gospel and the first

epistle of John, that these, as wholes, are the com-

positions of one and the same author; and find,

moreover, at the very outset of the epistle an asser-

tion of the author's direct personal intercourse with

Christ exactly similar both in tone and substance to

an assertion in one of the later chapters of the gospel,^

1 In the gospel, chap. xix. ver. 35, we read, " And he that

hath seen it hath borne witness, and his witness is true : and

he knoweth that he saith true, that ye may beheve." And
again, chap. xx. ver. 31, " But these are written, that ye

may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ; and that

believing ye might have life in his name." In the epistle, the

words are, "And the life was manifested, and we have seen, and

bear witness, and declare unto you that eternal life, that was

wdth the Father, and was manifested to us : that which we have

seen and heai'd declare we unto you, that ye also may have

fellowship with us : and our fellowship is with the Father, and

with his Son Jesus Christ."

N
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—it is almost impossible to avoid the conclusion that

the fourth gospel was not merely originated, but

written as a whole, by one who professed to be a

personal—and most intimate personal—follower of

Christ.

But is it not possible to conceive the elements of

the narrative properly traditional, in case the implied

authorship by an apostle is a mistake or a fraud 1 I

think not. Taking the broadest view of the con-

tents of the gospel, I can find nothing less in it than

a traditional character, if by tradition we are to

understand that which has passed from mind to

mind, and gradually taken the proportions and
colouring in which it most powerfully affects the

imagination either of a people or of a school. This

traditional hypothesis, we must remember, is an

attempt to account for the fresh aspects of Christ's

character, and the new—nay, to some extent incon-

sistent— story of His career, which this gospel,

when compared with the three synoptic narratives,

brings out. There is, it is remarked, a haze of

mystic glory brooding over the character and pur-

poses of Christ in the last narrative, which clears

away in the three first, showing the delicate and

majestic outline of a distinct human personality.

Again, the miraculous power, which in St. Matthew,

St. Mark, and St. Luke is mainly the organ of a

Divine compassion for human misery and pain, is in

this gospel— primarily, at least— the revealing

medium of a mighty sj^iritual presence, and intended

more as a solemn parting in the clouds of Providence,

to enable man to gaze up into the light of Divine

mystery, than as a grateful temporary shower of

blessing to a parched and blighted earth. And
further, the religious love which in the synoptic
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gospels confines itself to the children of the kingdom,

in this embraces at the very outset a village of the

alien Samaria, and solemnly anticipates at the close

not only the coming welcome of the Greeks, but

the assembling of all men at the foot of the cross.

And all these differences, together with that sub-

ordinate difference as to the ordinary theatre of

Christ's ministry which was needful to give the

requisite solemnity of antithesis to the narrow

notions of the Jewish teachers, it is proposed to

explain by the colouring influence of a Hellenistic

stream of tradition, which strove to see in Christ

its own dream of supersensual brightness and self-

revealing power.

Now it is quite a different question whether or

not this gospel contains a refracted and unfaithful

image of the ministry of Christ, and whether or not

that unfaithfulness looks like the unconscious modifi-

cation of tradition. For many reasons it is desirable

to keep the discussion of these questions as far as

possible distinct, and it is the latter which I am just

now discussing. The fourth gospel is much too

remarkably peculiar and individual in its whole

tenor to be the result of tradition. It is not simply

that the selected thoughts and discourses of Christ

are so entirely of one cast and tone, but the narra-

tives themselves are all taken from the same point of

view,—that of showing how the Son came into the

world, not in His own name but His Father's,

how the world would not receive Him, and how yet

as many as received Him were, in proportion to the

simplicity and fulness of their trust, justified by the

issue. Now tradition does not take up single truths,

or single aspects of truth, and illustrate them

throughout a series of facts. If it takes hold of
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character, it sketches the same character from a

number of different points of view, till the essence is

engraved upon ^your mind by the variety of aspects

in which you have seen it. If, on the other hand,

it takes hold of narrative, as narrative, it brings out

in clear colours the popular emotions,—the fear, the

hope, the anguish, the triumph,— on which the

interest of the story turns. Thus Elijah's character

is brought out with marvellous clearness and sub-

limity by the traditions of his people, in its various

attitudes towards God and man,—towards the king

and the widow, in the hour of awestruck inspira-

tion, and in the hour of blank despair. But all these

scenes are threaded together in the imagination of

the people simply by the distinct personality they

express, not by the illustration of any single aspect

of Divine truth. And in the pastoral traditions of

the Jews,—the narratives of Jacob and Esau,—of

Joseph and his brethren,—of the Shunamite woman
whose son was restored to her by Elisha, we find,

on the other hand, the vivid colouring of popular

sympathy with the broad human emotions of parental

love and anxiety, of brethren's jealous}^, of aAve at

the loneliness of Nature, and of trust in God.

In short, the effect of tradition is to reduce the

human narrative to its effective elements,—to pare

away the small discrepancies and unrealities of a

great character, which only mar the spectacle of it

as a whole,—to omit those portions of a narrative

which have no special fascination for the simple and
universal feeling of the human heart. No doubt,

in the case of an intellectual people like the Hellen-

istic Jews the tendency might be something different

—namely, to reduce the memory of facts to their

ideal essence,— their intellectual significance as
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thoughts. But of this too there is no trace in the

fourth gosj^el. The facts remain presented not as

distinct ideal wholes, but as accumulated illustrations

of a single truth. It is not the varying and charac-

teristic essence of each individual act and sign which
the fourth Evangelist brings out, but a single perma-

nent theological meaning, which he traces through

all of them : and this, too, is so remarkably the case,

that if we stripped the narratives peculiar to this

gospel of all the details recorded with special refer-

ence to this permanent theological design, we should

leave little for the share of "tradition" except the

naked assertion that such or such an event had once

happened during the ministry of Christ.

The only new details, indeed, which are not of

this kind—namely, illustrative of theological signifi-

cance—are details of personal and private affections,

such as Christ's last recommendation of His mother
to His disciple, the request of Peter at the Last

Supper, " Lord, not my feet only, but also my hands

and my head," the grief of Mary Magdalene at find-

ing the body of Christ removed from the sepulchre,

the imputation of treachery to Judas in relation to

his anxiety at the waste of the ointment, the de-

meanour of Martha and Mary after their brother's

death, and at the feast in Bethany, and the little

by-play at the marriage feast of Cana in Galilee. In-

deed, where the narrative of the fourth gospel seems

confused at all, it is from the absence^ even where
you most expect them, of those broad general effects

which tradition always preserves. It is almost

impossible that the story of the marriage at Cana,

for example, should in its present form have been

preserved by either a Jewish or a Hellenistic tradi-

tion; there is none of that broad feehng of the
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sacredness of family life which would have endeared

it to the Jew, and no clear ideal element which

might have fixed it in the memory" of the Greek.

It does not catch the tone of sacredness and joy with

which the popular imagination—especially amongst

the Jews—always invests the threshold of family

life ; it does not even mention the wonder of the

rustic guests at the greatness of the miracle. And
it has puzzled rationalistic criticism ever since by

the absence of any clear suggestion for an allegoric

interpretation, such as might have suited the Greek

taste for symbol. Yet it glances at the private

background of the scene, indicating the familiar

terms on which the mother of Jesus stood in the

household, both by the interest she feels for the hos-

pitable treatment of the guests and by her freedom

in addressing the servants ; it asserts emphatically,

in the little dialogue between Jesus and His mother

as to His " time being not yet come," a truth which

is repeated again and again throughout this gospel,

that there was a higher law for Christ's actions than

could be derived from mere external circumstance

—

the law of a being whose guiding impulses Avere from

within and from above ; and it draws careful atten-

tion to the circumstances proving the greatness and

the reality of the miracle—the magnitude of the

water-pots, and the attestation by the governor of the

feast. And lastly, it tells the effect of the sign ;

—

that His disciples " saw his glory, and believed on

him." Now this may be theological invention for a

jmrpose ; or it may be personal recollection or hear-

say, modified by a special aim in recording ; but it

surely is not proper tradition. There is a dispropor-

tion in the parts of the narrative, a want of icholeness

and distinctness, whether imaginative or rational, in
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the effect, which is extremely unlike the filtering

and colouring results of a slow straining through the

minds of men.

I doubt especially if any tradition— properly so

called— concentrates the attention on iwints of evi-

dence. These are, indeed, always prominent in the

first narration of marvellous events, and in the imme-
diate rehearsal of them ; but while the links of proof

gradually fall out of the popular mind, and are

absorbed into the ultimate effect which they were
meant to accredit, the imaginative or intellectual

influence which the event was calculated to put

forth is developed and brought out into clearer

outline. Thus, among all the proper Hebrew tradi-

tions, there is none in which any special stress is laid

on the points which a lawyer would value as estab-

lishing the truth of his case. And indeed this is

one remarkable point in which most of the miracles

peculiar to the fourth gospel differ from those in the

other three, which approach more closely to tradi-

tions. The nobleman whose son is healed by Christ

in Cana, goes down to Capernaum (John iv. 52, 53),

and finds that the child had beoun to recover at the

exact hour at which Christ said to him, " Thy son

liveth." In the accounts of the miracle on the man
born blind, and of the resurrection of Lazarus, there

is very much of the same character,— a predomi-

nance, namely, of that view of the narrative in which

its testimony to the higher nature of Christ, and its

adaptation to awaken belief in the beholders, are the

two points regarded.

The concluding assertion of the Evangelist, "These
are written that ye may believe that Jesus is the Christ,

the Son of God," is verified through every narrative

he gives. Everywhere attention is fixed on the
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indications of a nature obeying higher and more
mysterious laws than the common nature of man

;

everywhere attention is fixed on the indications that

Christ's divine acts were real, and not fictitious.

In the account of the miracle on the man born blind,

this is remarkably the case. The narrative is intro-

duced with an emphasis on the former point, in the

recorded saying of Christ, that " neither did this man
sin, nor his parents, but that the works of God
should be made manifest in him. I must work the

works of him that sent me while it is day. . . .

As long as I am in the world, I am the light of the

world." And then, throughout the narrative, the

emphasis is laid on all the points which bring out

the evidence of the fact most irresistibly, and which

make the unbelief of the Pharisees seem most obsti-

nate and culpable. But what we may call the

general graphic eff'ect, the sjMcfacle of the divine act,

is scarcely painted at all : the surprise of the neigh-

bours, the emotion of his parents, the dawning of a

new sense on the man himself, are not touched at

all, or only touched in relation to the non-result

produced on the minds of the obstinate Pharisees :

"We know that God spake unto Moses, but as for

this man we know not whence he is." We are not

told, as St. Mark tells us in a similar case, that the

blind man's sight came gradually, that he first saw
" men as trees walking." We are not told even of

the man's own joy. These are the sides of a miracle

that take hold of the popular imagination. But we
ai'e told of the blind man's immediate inference that

Jesus was a prophet, and how, in spite of all evi-

dence, the Pharisees remained blind though saying
" we see," and cast out of the synagogue—as a penalty

for his faith—the man whom Christ had restored to
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sight. Every winding of the story that bears on

its strength of reality as against sceptics, and on the

certain inference it yields with regard to the nature

of Christ, is anxiously followed out; but no others.

And as a whole, it is a living representation of the

petty dcubtings of Pharisaic pride and disbelief, but

certainly not the ijopdar vision of a mighty act of

power.

The same remark may be made on the account

given us of the resurrection of Lazarus. It begins

as before with Christ's teaching :
" This sickness is

not unto death, but for the glory of God, that the

Son of God might be glorified thereby." It then

tells us that Christ, after hearing of the illness of

Lazarus, stayed two days without moving. And
later on He tells His disciples :

" I am glad for your

sakes that I was not there, to the intent ye may
believe." Here, as elsewhere, the Evangelist not

only takes pains to bring out the glory of God in the

belief of the disciples as the end of the miracle, but

lays stress on the circumstances that show the law

of Christ's nature to be mysterious and given from

above, and not determined by the small occasional

motives which make sport with human wills. He
does not go on the first news ; but when, afterwards,

the disciples object to Him the great danger of going

into Judea again, Christ intimates that there can be

no danger in doing anything where there is clear

light from heaven. As all men can walk safely

during the twelve hours of the day, so could He go

safely whenever His mind was clearly illuminated

from above, as to the duty before Him. His light

of life was not, like other men's, reflected back from

the mere visible circumstances of His earthly lot, but

shone directly on the earthly lot from the heaven in
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which His spirit dwelt. Then, if we omit the personal

traits of Thomas's courageous affection and the sister's

grief and trust, the principal stress of the narrative

falls on the great words to Martha, " I am the

resurrection and the life ;
" and on the thanksgiving

to which He gives utterance, "for the sake of the

bystanders," that the Father had heard Him. This

precedes the act of power itself ; and the Evangelist

clearly means to draw attention to this, as bringing

out Christ's conscious unity with God more strikingly

than if it had been ofl'ered afterwards.^ Even the

words, " Loose him and let him go," strikingly as

they close the scene, are the natural ending rather to

a mind riveted intensely on the manifestations of

Christ's personal glory, than to one painting the

startling awfulness of the event itself. It is the

calmness of Christ's majest}?", not the awe of the

grave giving up its dead, which these words express.

And as the evidences of His miracles, and the

higher law of His heavenly nature, are the points on

which the Evangelist always fixes attention in regard

to Christ,—so the sinceriUj of other persons' belief,

and the depth to which their belief in Him went, are

the points on which He always fixes attention in

regard to other men. They are all classified or

measured by the kind and amount of their belief

The Galileans are marked as believing only because

they had seen the signs He did at the feast ; His

mother believes, but not implicitly enough to forego

^ A parallel incident in the other gospels is the healing of the

man Avhose sins have been first forgiven by Clirist, when He
asks, " Whether is it easier to say, Thy sins be forgiven thee,

or, Arise and walk ? But that ye may know that the Son of

man hath power on earth to forgive sins (He saith to the sick

of the palsy), Arise, take up thy bed and walk."
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prompting Him ; the nobleman at Capernaum cannot

at first leave to Christ the mode of His divine help,

but prescribes to Him " to come down" ere his child

die, yet afterwards believes with his whole house-

hold ; Nicodemus can assent to the convincing power
of outward marvels, but cannot believe in the free-

dom of the spirit ; Nathaniel, and afterwards the

Samaritans, believe on Him on the testimony of

their own inward experience to His divine power

;

the Pharisees reject Him, because their own nature

and deeds are evil ; the Jews of Capernaum are

staggered by the first " hard saying,"—with whom
Peter is contrasted, asking, " Lord, to whom shall we
go 1 Thou hast the words of eternal life. And we
have believed and know that thou art the Christ, the

Son of the living God ;"^ the brethren of Jesus taunt-

ingly saj^ to Him, "If thou be the Christ, manifest

thyself to the world. For even his brethren did not

believe on him;" Thomas,—bold and enthusiastic,

Avho would follow Christ into danger that "he may
die with him"—who yet tells his Master, "We
know not whither thou goest, and how can we
know the way?" and who after the resurrection will

not believe except he see the " print of the nails,"

—

is finally classified by Christ in regard to the nature

of his faith, in the words, " Thomas, because thou

hast seen, thou hast believed ; blessed are they who

^ I adopt here and generally a translation of this gospel by

five clergymen after the authorised version (London, J. AV.

Parker, 1857) : a translation which is, however, by no means

adequately corrected. For example, it is a very great mistake

to continue to translate cqfxeLa "miracles." I do not think that

the word necessarily implies the miraculous element ; I am
sure that it always implies much more. And clearly the ver-

sion ought to have been made from the purest text.
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have not seen, and yet have believed
;

" and in

briefer hints, the Apostles at the Last Supper, Peter

and the " other disciple " who " saw and believed
"

in the empty sepulchre, and, in a word, all the

actors, from the beginning to the end of the Evan-

gelist's narrative, are described, compared, and de-

lineated by their various symptoms of belief or

unbelief.

All this continuity of purpose is not, it will be

observed, limited to the mere doctrinal application

of the narrative, but is impressed on all the details

of fact selected for narration. It cannot have arisen

in traditional materials. Tradition might bring out

or impress an ideal unity, but could not thread

together narratives marked throughout by the men-

tion of small circumstantial evidences, of frequent

indications of the supersensual law of Christ's nature,

and of the special kinds and degrees of belief which

that nature met with in man. This implies unity of

desig)i or purpose^ not the vague ideal unity which

tradition delio;hts in. And when we observe also

the fact noticed above, that the only incidents which

are in any way beside the express aims of the narra-

tive, are incidents of intimate j^ersonal relations with

Christ, the evidence of individuality in the narrative

is still more striking.

Nor does the hypothesis of a Hellenistic tradition

seem to me at all to suit the intellectual tone of this

gospel. Xo doubt there is a religious universalism

in it which is scarcely rivalled elsewhere in the New
Testament; but it is not an intellectual and Greek

universalism founded on the universality of human
nature and moral law, but a divine and theological

universalism, taking its point of departure from the

personal self-revelation of God. The fourth gospel
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is essentially a universalised Judaism. The Greeks
are mentioned far more slightly than the Sama-
ritans, and the Samaritans with far less theological

favour than the Jews. " Ye worship that which ye
know not," says Christ to the Samaritan woman

;

" we worship that which we know, because salvation

is of the Jews." The emotion which the Evangelist

tells us was displayed by our Lord when He heard
of the desire of the Greeks to see Him, has no
special relation to them as Greeks, but to the " much
fruit " His death should bear in " drawing all men "

unto Him. As has often been observed, the desire

of the Evangelist to show the minute fulfilment of

Jewish prophecies (which are frequently quoted by
the ^vriter directly from the Hebrew version, and not

from the Greek) is uniform and anxious.

But besides these subordinate indications, the

theology is essentially Hebrew in character—too

Hebrew by far even for the Alexandrian school of

Judaism. If there is one point more than another

that distinguishes the strictly natural element in

Hebrew religion from the natural element in the

Greek, it is its Oriental disposition to subordinate

entirely human ideas of right to the fiat of an
unquestioned omnipotence. The Jewish revelation

struggles, sometimes successfully, sometimes almost

vainly, with this disposition in the minds of the

national kings and teachers and prophets. God was
trying to teach them that He did not ask for worship

because He was all-powerful, but because He was
all-holy. The Jews constantly forgot the latter in

remembering the former, and were ever gravitating

towards a kind of worship in which the arbitrary

appointments were superstitiously and pharisaically

observed, while the moral order which those appoint-
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merits represented was utterly effaced from the mind
of the people. No Oriental people, least of all the

Jews, had any difficulty in prostrating themselves

before the personal majesty of God ; but they had

difficulty in learning, what even Isaiah's inspiration

strove, with very unequal success, to make manifest,

that the divine commands were nothing but the

practical expression of God's living and personal

holiness, and were worthless in letter unless their

spirit also were drunk in. The Jews could hardly

realise that the human virtues constituted both the

truest obedience and truest sacrifice. They were

ever straying into the conception that God was to be

propitiated as an irresponsible king. They were in

danger of losing morality in self -obeisance. God
was over them, not in them. The human atom was

too small to be of value before the throne of Deity.

This was the evil tendency with which the self-

revealing Spirit of God struggles throughout the

history of the Jewish nation.

AVith the Greeks it was very different. Whatever
was noble in their religion was an assertion of the

divine element in man. They humanised all things,

and truly felt that thought, love, human purity, and
righteousness, were the divinest realities in life.

To them, no Will could supersede right. The
highest being was rather " the essential good " than

a holy Will. They lost the personality of man in

losing the personality of God. Spiritual obedience

disappeared in the reverence for a mere natural good-

ness of disposition ; but at the point where their

religion was highest and truest, it consisted in the

assertion that right and good are eternal and immut-

able, liable to no personal control at all,—not even

to a god's,—but necessarily secure of the allegiance
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of all godlike natures. The Jew said, "As the

heavens are higher than the earth, so are thy ways
higher than our ways, and thy thoughts than our

thoughts " ; while the Greeks were most effectively

appealed to in the exhortation "to seek the Lord,

if haply they might feel after him, and find him,

though he be not far from every one of us : for in

him we live, and move, and have our being ; as

certain also of your own poets have said, For we
are also his offspring."

Now, with reference to this cardinal distinction

between the starting-point of the Hebrew and Greek
religions— a distinction unquestionably most real

and striking—let me ask to which side of religious

character does the fourth gospel most remarkably

lean 1 Does it start from God or from man ?

Does it assume, like Plato, the human ground
of immutable moral distinctions, and argue to the

divine holiness ; or does it try to unfold the nature

of God as the key to the highest life of man ? No
one can hesitate for a moment in replying, that the

latter is the aim of the whole gospel. It is in order

to indicate in the mind of Christ a "way higher

than our ways," a mode of thought " higher than our

thoughts," that almost every detail concerning Him
is inserted. It is in order to show that men's holi-

ness is almost inseparably connected with their belief;

that some deep belief in a power above, though close

to them, is absolutely essential to holiness, that

almost every detail of human character is inserted.

It is that men may " believe and have life through
Christ's name," that the w^hole gosj^el is composed.

Again, what I may call the weaker side of the

gospel, as compared with the other gospels, in its

delineation of Christ, is a certain exclusive sense of
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His personal majesty and mystery, Avhich overshadows

the human and moral features of His character. There

is the indistinctness of an almost feminine view of

His life, which brings out more clearly than any other

gospel, at once the mystery and the tenderness of

His acts, as well as the devoted affection of His

personal followers ; but which omits much that was
needful to develop the stronger and more definite

characteristics of His ministry. It dwells almost ex-

clusively on Christ's personal title to authority as the

Son of God, and on the personal relations between

the Father and the Son,—not trying to delineate,

except indeed as regards the infinite depth of love and

patience in Him, how the character of the Son con-

trasted, in general traits and results, "vvith that of

the men amongst whom He lived and taught. The
morality of the gospel is based upon the personal

relations in which Christ stands to the spiritual

world. I do not mean, of course, that it falls into

.the old Hebrew disposition to regard righteousness

as merely subordinate to the will of God, instead of

as constituting the essence of His nature, but that it

does not delineate or describe what this righteousness

practically was, except on the side of love. It neglects

the picture of Christ's character as a whole, in order

to insist on His union with God, on the overflowing

love in which that union consisted, and in which

again it issued towards the lower world. The insight

into special virtues and sins, the warnings against

special temptations, the parables illustrative of the

details of the Christian character, find no place here :

the whole gospel is occupied in declaring the spiritual

relation between men and Christ, as branches of one

vine, or the sheep of one shepherd, and the eternal

union between Christ and God. Need one ask, for
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a moment, whether this is characteristic of a Greek
or Hebrew authorship ?

Once more, I cannot even think it like the produc-

tion of Alexandrian Judaism. For though theological,

the ^mter of this gospel is far less metaphysical than

St. Paul, and a fortiori than Philo. Metaphysicians

analyse the relations of thoughts, as even St. Paul
does at times ; but here there are no relations of

thoughts which are not relations between persons,

and that of the very simplest kind. "The Father

worketh hitherto, and I work."—" The Father beareth

witness of me."—" I am come in my Father's name,
and ye receive me not ; if another shall come in his

own name, him ye will receive."—"As my Father
hath loved me, so have I loved you ; abide ye in my
love." Such, and such only, are the metaphysics of

the gospel. Indeed, it betrays no intellectual interest

in ideas or definition as such, apart from personal

influences. No one who has read Mr. Jowett's essay

on Philo and St. Paul will disagree with me when I

say that, far apart as are St. Paul's Epistles from the

manner and matter of Philo, the style of this gospel,

notwithstanding the Logos doctrine it contains, is

much farther. ''If, from time to time," says Mr.

Jowett, speaking of the first Alexandrian school of

Christian fathers, " they are found making extrava-

gant suppositions to support a favourite theory, play-

ing with words, numbers, or colours ; reading the

Old Testament backwards, that they may absolutely

identify it with the New,—we may compare them
first with Philo ; . . . they occasionally allegorise

numbers ; he, it may be said, never misses the oppor-

tunity. They, in a very few instances, supersede the

historical meaning ; he can scarcely be said to allow

the historical meaning to stand at all."
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Nothing can be more totally different than this

from the manner and thought of our Evangelist.

Neither allegory nor metaphysics appear in his

theology. Even ethical ideas are absorbed into per-

sonal influences. To me there seems to be something

not merely Oriental, but, as I have said, almost

feminine in the exclusive importance attached to the

personal origin and derivation of divine or evil in-

fluences, as distinguished from the character of that

influence considered purely in itself. Christ's saying,

that " the tree is known by its fruits," does not seem

to take strong hold of the Evangelist. His method
seems to me to be the method of one who cared more
to know that he drew his spiritual life from the

individual Master he had loved, than he even cared

to know exactly what the character of that spiritual

life in itself was ; and who, as a natural consequence,

loved to call to memory all Christ's assertions of His

own like dependence on the Father, even more than

.to delineate in what sort of general character that

dependence issued. This manner seems better adapted

to the parting hours than to any other part of Christ's

ministry, because then the consciousness of the per-

sonal relation between Christ and His disciples natur-

ally assumes more depth and pathos. Indeed, if, as

some philosophers say, "the sense of dependence" were

the only essence of religion—a definition which almost

entirely excludes the Greek type of religion—then

the fourth gospel would be at once more essentially

religious and less Hellenistic than any other book of

the New Testament.

Having thus cleared away, at least to my own
satisfaction, the mythic and traditional hypothesis of

the fourth gospel, and given my reasons for thinking

its religious universalism of strictly Hebrew, not
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Gentile origin, I come to the theory of Baur, which
represents the peculiar historical elements of this

gospel as consciously -invented fiction, prepared in

the interests of special theological purposes. I be-

lieve this to be a much more plausible and, intellect-

ually speaking, tenable critical hypothesis than either

of those with which I have been dealing. In other

words, if assumed as a base of explanation, there is

more that it would seem to account for, and less that

is absolutely unintelligible on that supposition, than
there would be on either of the former suppositions.

I am trying, it must be remembered, to look at the

facts peculiar to this gospel purely critically, and to

understand with what origin of the gospel they seem
most consistent ; and I will venture to say that, apart

from all previous hypotheses, the most repulsive theory

of all, which regards them as purposely modified or

invented by theological design, is far more plausible

than any, except the view which regards them as

more directly attested by personal experience than

those with which they most seem to clash in the

three synoptic gospels. Baur is a theorist, and has

the German passion for a complete "view." He
pushes his supposed discovery into some absurd ex-

tremes ; but, taking his book as a whole, notwith-

standing the shock it may give on a first perusal, or

rather, perhaps, very much in consequence of this

shock, it has done more to promote the true under-

standing of the gospel—nay, is written, on the whole,

with more eager desire truly to understand it, what-

ever it might cost—than most of those shy and timid

apologies which seem to owe to mere theological

caution what I hold to be their truer and certainly

far more orthodox explanation. I will try and do

justice to Baur's view.
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Baur supposes, then, that the writer of the fourth

gospel had access to the other three, and probably,

also, to the Acts of the Apostles. His object was to

delineate Christ as the impersonated Logos, or Word
of God, and to represent Him as expecting from the

first to be glorified through suffering and death, simply

because the darkness of human evil, being in deadly

contest with Him from the beginning, could not be

persuaded to recognise the true Light on any easier

terms than those of seeing how undiminished was the

glory with which it had passed through apparent

annihilation. Hence, Christ was not only the Divine

Word, He was also the Paschal Lamb offered to

celebrate the deliverance of His people from spiritual

bondage ; and thus it became important to record

His death as occurring contemporaneously with its

sacrifice. The gospel begins, says Baur, with a radi-

cally different assumption from that of the other

Evangelists. AVith them the personal subject of the

biography first came into existence at the birth of

Christ ; according to this gospel its subject had not

merely existed eternally, but even eternally as the

Light of man, and only its distinctive personal self-

manifestation in a human form was to be treated of

in the gospel of Jesus Christ. Hence the super-

natural birth is not only not mentioned, but would
be out of place. It would be impossible to conceive

of the Eternal Word in growth or progress ; therefore

the Evangelist passes at once and abruptly from the

Word or Son in the bosom of the Father to Jesus

Christ's maturity and public ministry.

Again, in the other gospels, the baptism by John
the Baptist is the consecrating act which officially

inaugurates His Messiahship—without which He
could not have " fulfilled all righteousness," i.e, have
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been completely qualified for His public office. But
in this gospel He Ccannot become anything which He
is not already; it is only ^''manifestation to Israel"

which is in question ; consequently the act of baptism

is intentionally omitted,^ and instead of it His fore-

runner, John, merely relates the vision by which
God has satisfied His mind that Jesus is the Word
or the Divine Son. Christ is thus introduced by the

solemn testimony of His forerunner to the people of

Israel as the promised Messiah. That the Jews may
have no excuse for rejecting the explicit testimony

of John, the Evangelist expands the vague words of

Luke (iii. 15), "All men mused in their hearts

whether he (John) were the Christ or not," into a

formal embassy of " Priests and Levites " from the

sacerdotal authorities at Jerusalem, to whom John
expressly disavows all claim to be the Messiah, and
announces his merely preparatory functions as a
" voice crying in the wilderness " (John i. 1 9). By
a testimony as formal— " Behold the Lamb of God "

—Jesus is introduced by John to the two first of His

disciples, Andrew and one other, by whom again He
is made acquainted with Simon, when Christ's divine

insight into character is at once proved by giving

^ This is certainly false criticism. The baptism by John is

assumed. The Baptist, according to this gospel, says, " That

he should he made manifest to Israel, therefore am I come, bajjtiz-

ing with water.'" ^^ He that sent me to baptize with icater, the

same said unto me, Upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit de-

scending," etc. It is perfectly clear that the Evangelist describes

John as implying that it was in the official act of baptizing with

water that that gi-eater Baptist, who should baptize with the

Holy Spirit, should be manifested to him. That the vision of

the dove Avas subjective, both St. Matthew and St. JMark's

account would seem to imply. In their narrative, it seems to

be subjective to Christ ; in this, subjective to the Baptist.
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him the surname of Cephas, or Peter. This name,

Baur assumes, is not conferred, according to St.

Matthew's account, till the date of the confession

of Peter (xvi. 1 8) ; but, clearly, Christ's answer there

implies that Peter is already so called, and that Christ

is merely laying a new and special emphasis on the

appropriateness of the name.^ A greater exercise of

insight into Nathanael's nature secures Him at once

the full belief of Nathanael.

From miraculous insight He passes to miraculous

power, and " manifests His glory " by the sign at

Cana in Galilee, and " His disciples believe in Him."
This Baur takes in its close and obviously-intentional

connection with John's baptism by water. He thinks

the miraculous change of water into wine was meant
to attest the wonderful transition from the weak
human ministry of John, which could not give new
strength, but only wash away old stains, to the " new
wine" of the Spirit, which poured fresh and divine

Life into the heart. Wine, like fire, is the symbol of

the Holy Spirit. Shortly afterwards (iii. 29) the

Baj^tist calls Christ the Bridegroom, and himself only

the friend of the Bridegroom. Surely, then, this

wedding feast,—at which, as we see (ii. 9, 10), the

bridegroom himself ought to provide the w^ine,— is

meant to symbolise the mystic Messianic w^edding

feast, at which the Messiah entertains His guests

with the overflow of His divine gifts ? Here Baur
cannot quite make up his mind between the literal

and symbolic interpretation, but regards the fact as

certainly an invented one, whichever be taken. He

^ '' Kayd) 5e aol Xiyo), 8tl av ei Uirpos." "And I say to thee

that thou art Peter"—the "art "being emphatic; otherwise

it woukl run 6tl av Uerpos. Just so a Roman Catholic might

have said to Pio Nono, "Thou art indeed Pius."
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thinks the wine may be an allusion also to the sacra-

mental ^vine.

The manifestation of Christ to His personal dis-

ciples being thus completed, His contest with the
greater darkness of the outer world is to begin. He
goes to Jerusalem, the great scene of that conflict;

and as it would not do to let Him at any time seem
to tolerate, from want of desire or power to remove
them, abuses in the Temple, against which, in His
later ministry, He so indignantly protests, the Evan-
gelist narrates at once the cleansing of the Temple,
which the other gospels also narrate on the occasion
of Christ's public visit to Jerusalem, but not till the
close of His career in their account ; His first visit

being also, so far as their account gives any explicit

statement on the subject, the last and only visit of
His ministerial life. The other Evangelists directly

assert that Christ's official career began when John
was cast into prison. The fourth Evangelist gives
Him a preliminary career both in Galilee and at
Jerusalem before that event. In fact, he contrasts
graphically the waxing and the waning light, by
bringing Jesus and the Baptist into a kind of com-
petition in baptizing in Judea (iii. 22), at a time
when the former was only beginning to be great, and
the latter had not yet ceased to be so ; but only in
order to make the Baptist prophesy his own decrease,
and the increasing power of the Messiah.

Nicodemus is then sketched as a type of that kind
of belief which, resting only on marvel, was closest

to absolute unbelief. On bringing Christ back to
Galilee, the Evangelist takes occasion to show that
even the capacity to draw conviction from the most
marvellous of all Christ's works necessarily involves
some deeper belief in Him personally as the Word of
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God. This he does by the example of the Capernaum
nobleman, whose sick son Jesus heals from a distance

by a spoken word. The nobleman believes the word,

and so proves that a tentative belief which precedes

the test of the miracle,

—

i.e. a preliminary Avilling-

ness to trust Christ's personal character,— is the

condition of the fullest subsequent conviction by
means of miracle. Baur sees in this tale a clearly-

intentional modification of the centurion's servant's ^

cure in the other Evangelists. In both cases the

ready belief on the 7nere ivord of Christ is the point of

the story ; onl}^ there is this difference : in the fourth

gospel the nobleman is anxious that Jesus should
" come down," and is rather reproached for insisting

on it as want of faith. In the others he himself begs

Christ not to trouble Himself, as he is sure that a

word from a distance will do as well, and receives

the warm eulogy of Christ for his great faith. This

change, Baur thinks, accords with the theology of

John, which usually elevates Christ's nature so in-

finitely above the capacity of others to understand,

that it would not allow an ordinary man to anticipate

the greatness of His signs, but would prefer to make
them proceed, unsuggested, from Christ alone.

^

The next recorded miracle is that of the man at

the pool of Bethesda, illustrating the doctrine that

" the Son hath life in himself." It is the only one

selected of the ordinary kind of miracles of healing

so common in the other gospels, and seems taken,

says Baur, from Mark (ii. 9-11) (with which the

1 The word being TraTs in Matthew, and dovXos in Lnke, Baur

thinks John has taken his vios from the former ; but the scheme

of a person returning to the house and finding the cure ah'eady

effected during his absence, from the latter.

- Tliis latter remark is, I believe, Strauss's, not Baur's.
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language, in one or two sentences, verbally agrees),

only it is transferred to Jerusalem, and magnified in

kind by the mention of the man's thirty-eight years'

paralysis, in order to render it more appropriate as

the subject of the discourse on the Son of God as the

Life of man. Then comes the only great miracle

which this gospel has clearly in common with the

others,—the foundation of the discourse on the

"Bread of Life." It differs, however, thus, that

Christ is represented here as putting forth the miracle

as the beginning of, and in conscious preparation for.

His teaching to the multitude ; while in the other

gospels it finishes a day of protracted teaching, and

is a mere measure of compassion for a fasting crowd,

"Jesus then lifting up his eyes, and seeing that a

great multitude cometh to him, saith unto Philip,

Whence are we to buy bread, that these may eat ?

But this he said proving him ; for he himself knew
what he was about to do." This, Baur argues, is

clearly a theological transformation of the miracle

from an act of divine compassion into one of conscious

didactic purpose. Reluctant to send them away
fasting, after long fatigue, He feeds them by miracle

in the one case ; anxious to manifest forth His glory

in such a way that it may illustrate His discourse.

He begins'^ by a physical and needless sign in the

other. The miracles of this gospel all have their

^ The supposed ditference is by no means candidly stated,

nor is it what Baur assumes. The Evangelist (John vi. 2) states

first that "a great multitude followed Him, because they saw

the miracles which He did on them that were sick "
; then, that

Jesus withdraws to a mountain ; and, lastly, that the multitude

still follow Him, and He puts the above-mentioned question to

Philip. The day's work, by implication, i^'^'cccdcd the with-

drawal to the mountain.
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first i:>urpose in manifesting the glory of God,—only

their secondary aim in blessing men. Then comes
the single miracle on the blind,—a type of its class,

and greater (inasmuch as the man had been " horn
"

blind) than in the other gospels,—but in the mode
of healing borrowed from Mark's account of the heal-

ing of the deaf-and-dumb man (Mark vii. 33 ; com-
pare John ix. 6). It is meant to be the practical

commentary on "I am the light of the world."

And finally, when the Evangelist wants to bring

the Pharisaic hatred felt for Christ to a crisis, having

exhausted most of his resources already in those

frequent contests with Pharisees in which the " ston-

ing " was only delayed because Christ's " hour was
not yet come," he substitutes for the irritation created

according to the synoptic gospels by Christ's first

appearance and bold teaching in Jerusalem, the ex-

citement caused by the resurrection of Lazarus, which
they do not mention. Of the mode in which this

miracle was. invented Baur gives a very ingenious

account. Luke's gospel, he thinks, suggested the

elements of the narrative, and this in two distinct

divisions. First, Luke mentions " a certain village
"

where dwelt a woman named Martha and her sister

Mary (Luke x. 38) ; and the characters of the sisters,

the one practical and restless, the other quiet and
contemplative, are suggested. Again, Luke (xvi. 19-

31) gives the parable of the rich man, in which Christ

teaches that those who do not already rightly use

Moses and the Prophets, would not be likely to

repent though one rose from the dead ; and the man
whom it is there proposed to send as a messenger

from the dead is called Lazarus. This suggested to

the fourth Evangelist to conclude his narrative of the

strife with the Pharisees, by showing that such a one
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did actually rise from the dead, and that the Pharisees

were not the less obdurate. He introduces Lazarus,

therefore, as the brother of Martha and Mary,

—

declares the " certain village " to have been Bethany,

in order that he may afterwards reintroduce Mary
at the supper in Bethany as pouring the spikenard

over her Master's feet in gratitude for His miracle,

and makes Christ claim to be " the resurrection and
the life "

; ending His series of great miracles by this

the greatest of all.

The resurrection of Lazarus answers the purpose,

in this gospel, of thoroughly frightening the Sanhe-

drim, and accounting for that final measure of hostil-

ity which needs no new motive in the three synoptic

gospels, since Christ's severe tone of preaching was,

according to them, now new at Jerusalem, and quite

cause enough for a criminal prosecution. In the

fourth gospel this motive had been long exhausted

;

a new one was wanting. But Baur maintains that

if the resurrection of Lazarus had really had this

great importance in its bearing on the last crisis, it

could never have dropped out of the synoptic narra-

tive. Again, the supper at Bethany, in the house of

" Simon the leper," at which " a woman " comes to

anoint Christ, is seized hold of by the fourth Evan-

gelist as affording a final motive to Judas's treachery.

He introduces Lazarus to the supper, tells us that

"Martha served," and that Mary is "the woman"
who (mentioned mthout name in Matthew and

Mark) brought the precious ointment. He, and he

alone, also tells us that it was Judas whom Christ

checked for his suggestion that the ointment should

have been sold for the poor ; and he alone speaks of

the bad motive in Judas which caused that sugges-

tion. Again, the triumphal entry is quite differently
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conceived by this Evangelist. It begins only from

Bethany, where Christ was then staying. In the

other gospels, He was only passing Bethany in going

from Jericho straiofht to Jerusalem. The crowds

which accompany Him, in the three first gospels, are

a Galilean band of friends going up to the pass-

over in the same caravan. In the fourth gospel,

the procession comes out from Jerusalem to meet
Him, because they had heard of the resurrection of

Lazarus.^

Then there is the great difference as to the time

of the last supper, the fourth gospel explaining that

it was not the passover supj^er, but took place on

the evening before the passover ; the others assum-

ing that it was an ordinary passover. Moreover,

when Jesus leaves the room with His disciples.

He is, in this gospel, tranquilly comforting and

strengthening them, not in any anguish for Himself.^

The conflict in Gethsemane is passed over entirely

by this Evangelist ; and when Judas comes with the

priests and guard, instead of his active aid being

needed to betray Christ " by a kiss," Christ is not

passive, but voluntarily comes forth to give Himself

^ Again, tlie difference is not what is stated. Even in the

synoptic gospels, Jesus is not coining direct from Galilee with

the Galilean caravan, but from a residence beyond Jordan, by-

way of Jericho (a town not on the Galilean road). In the fourth

gospel, He had also just been staying in the Wilderness of

Judea, which is in the same direction. Also, it is not the

Jerusalem crowd which, according to this gospel, goes out from

Jerusalem to welcome Him, but " much people that had come

to the feast,"—probably, therefore, Galilean friends.

2 Yet Luke alone records the words of calm pity addressed

by Christ to the women who follow Him when He is bearing

His cross,
'

' Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for me, but weep

for yourselves, and for your children."
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up, and strikes so much awe into His enemies that

they "go backwards and fall to the ground." Here
again we see, says Baur, the theological modifications

made to enhance the dignity of Christ. The scene

of quiet expostulation with Pilate is peculiar to this

gospel ; and Pilate's reluctance to deliver Him to

death is delineated much more anxiously than by the

others, in order to enhance the guilt of the Jews.-^

And at His death, the narrator, Baur thinks, lays the

greatest stress on the fact, peculiar to this gospel,

that while the soldiers broke the legs of the two
malefactors crucified with Christ, they only pierced

the side of Christ, in fulfilment of the prophecy, " a

bone of |him shall not be broken,"— a sentence

which Baur takes to be a quotation from Exodus
(xii. 46) in reference to the paschal lamb, thus prov-

ing the writer's anxiety to identify Christ with the

paschal lamb, and suggesting a motive why he took

care to put back the day of the crucifixion to that

(14th Nisan) on which the paschal lamb ought to be

killed, from the great day of the feast (15th Nisan),

on which, according to the three synoptic writers,

Christ really died. Finally, taking from the Acts of

the Apostles the hint of Peter's intimacy with John,

the Evangelist exalts into a j)osition of something

like equality with Peter " the other disciple " (who is

clearly intended for John), by introducing the new
facts, that he went along with Peter into the palace

of Caiaphas ; that he was the only disciple of Christ

who stood beneath the cross ; that he there received

in trust from his dying Master the care of His

mother ; and that, running with Peter to the empty
sepulchre on the morning of the resurrection, he even

^ Yet Matthew alone records the saying, " His blood be upon

us, and upon our children."
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outran him, and, though Peter was eventually the

first to enter, was the first to believe.

Such is, in brief, Baur's account of this gospel.

He adds an argument, of much ingenuity and ap-

parent weight, directed against the special authorship

of the Apostle John. Of course it goes further than

to subvert that special authorship. The whole care-

fully prepared internal evidence, as well as tradition,

points so clearly to John, that, if the authorship be

not his, it very much increases the probability that

the work was altogether a pious fraud by a later

hand. Baur's argument is briefly this : It was long

the Apostle John's practice to celebrate the day of

the Jewish Passover (14th Nisan), as the anniversary

of the Lord's last supper ; this is inferred from the

most explicit testimony of the Ephesian Church, which

specially cited his authority as their apology for adher-

ing to the day of the Jewish festival, at a time when
the Church of the West enjoined on them to cele-

brate the last supper of Christ on the Thursday
night preceding the movable feast of Easter Sun-

day. Now the fourth gospel was certainly the great

authority of the Western Church in opposing the

doctrine of the Asia-Minor Christians—the Quarto-

decimans as they were called—that the last supper

of Christ had taken place on the evening of the pass-

over feast—that is, on the 14th Nisan. How is it

possible, then, that the Apostle John should have

been the author of a gospel which was the main
authority against his own traditional practice 1

Again, the earliest attestation we have for the

authorship of any New Testament book is that for

the authorship of the Apocalypse by the Apostle

John. Various critics now, however, hold that the

books are too completely different in style to be the
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production of one author ; and everything, Baur
thinks, should induce us to choose the Apocalypse

as the work of the Apostle. It is more narrowly

Jewish, which agrees with John's association with

Cephas and James, in Paul's account to the Galatians

of the quarrel about circumcision. It is more vehe-

ment, which agrees with the title given by Christ to

James and John, of " Sons of thunder " ; and with

the question addressed to Christ, whether they should

call down fire from heaven on the Samaritan village

which did not receive Him ; and, again, with the cir-

cumstance told by John to his Master :
" We found

one casting out demons in thy name, and we forbade

him" (Mark ix. 38); and, lastly, with the tradition

of John's fleeing out of the bath in which the heretic

Cerinthus was bathing, lest it should fall and destroy

the enemy of the truth. Moreover, the contents

show that the Apocalypse was written by one fami-

liar with the churches of Ephesus and its neighbour-

hood, to which universal tradition assigned the last

years of John. If, then, the Apocalypse and the

Gospel cannot be the work of one mind, Baur has

no doubt that the Apocalypse is the genuine work of

the Apostle, and the Gospel a spurious history of

later date. These considerations, together with the

general improbability that three, in some measure,

distinct gospels should all be in error on such cardi-

nal points as the principal theatre of Christ's ministry,

the day of His crucifixion, the proximate cause of

His arrest and condemnation, make out assuredly a

strong jprimd facie case for Baur's view.

Nevertheless, after a long and careful examination,

I feel confident that Baur is wrong ; and that, as

regards such facts as it registers at all, the fourth

gospel is better and more personal testimony than
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the collected and often fragmentary narratives of the

other gospels, which seem to me to bear distinct

marks of being different recensions of a purely Gali-

lean tradition ; excejit, indeed, that Luke embodies

in his narrative additions from a Judean source. It

is impossible to disagree with Baur about the indi-

vidual theological purpose of the fourth gospel. It

is to be read clearly in every chapter. It is even

probable that John, looking back on the events of

Christ's ministry from a new stage of conviction, dis-

cerned, often too exclusively, in his Master's miracles

the purpose of " manifesting forth the divine glory,"

as distinguished from the human and temporary pur-

pose of conferring blessing on private lives. The
transient human pain relieved, the transient human
joy produced, had passed away from the earth for

ever. The only purpose of the miracles that still

remained was the revelation they had given of the

nature of God ; and it was natural that the disciple

should merge the immediate and temporary aspect of

the signs in that which was now the permanent root

of all his religious convictions. That Christ's dis-

courses had real elements, similar, both in subject and

manner, to those which the fourth Evangelist alone

has preserved, there are distinct enough traces, even

in the other gospels ;^ but, being little suited to the

character of a popular tradition, they seem to have

been specifically retained only—and probably also

(looking to the style of St. John's first epistle) to

have been rendered more diff'use and special in manner
—in the report of the fourth Evangelist.

1 Matt. xi. 25-27, aud xv. 13 ; Luke x. 22 ; and compare

also the remarkable parallel in Mr. Maurice's eighth note to his

Gosjjcl of St. John, between the style and teaching of the Ser-

mon on the Mount and that in the eighth chapter of St. John.
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I will speak first of Baiir's last arguments, those

which refer to the special authorship by the Apostle.

It is possible, though I am not at all convinced of it,

that, notwithstanding some essential harmonies in

substance between the Apocalypse and the gospel,

they are too remarkably distinct in general character

to be the writings of the same man. It seems cer-

tain, however, that there were, at the end of the first

century, two Johns resident in Ephesus, both of them
immediate disciples of Christ—one of them His

Apostle ; and Bleek has shown several reasons, to

which some others may be added, why we should not

ascribe the Apocalypse to the Apostle,^ Papias, the

bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia, in the beginning of

the second century, quoted by Eusebius (iii. 39), tells

us he did not attend much to mere books, but " if any
one came who had been a personal follower of the

elders (Trpea-ISvrepot), I questioned them about the

words of the elders (Trpecr/SvTepoi) ; what Andrew or

Peter had said, or what Philip, or Thomas, or James,

or what John or Matthew, or any other of the discij^les

{ixaOrjTa)) of the Lord ; and what Aristion and John

the elder (Trpear/Svrepos), the disciples of the Lord, say ?

for I did not suppose that the accounts of books

would be of so much use to me as that which came
from a living and still existing voice"; on which
Eusebius remarks, that there are still said to be

sho^vn in Ephesus two tombs, each the tomb of a

John who had been a disciple of Christ ; and that

Papias often speaks of having been a personal hearer

of the second John (not the Apostle). Now the

^ See pp. 182-200 of Professor Bleek's able work, noted above.

He seems to me nearly the only opponent of Baur I have met
with worthy, both from his candour and his ability, to cope

with him.
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writer of the Apocalypse, we must notice, lays great

stress on the privileges of the Apostles, as such, saying

:

" Thou hast tried them which say they are apostles

and are not, and found them liars " (Rev. ii. 2 ; see

also xxi. 14) ; and yet does not anywhere give any

indication of claiming for himself such a title (i. 2,

4, 9 j xxii. 8).

Again, there are many indications, both in the

Acts of the Apostles and in the gospels, and also

even in St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, that John
the Apostle was a man who took no leading, though

he took a remarkable part among the disciples of

Christ. He accompanies Peter in the Acts, but

leaves all the acting and speaking to him. John's

name only is mentioned, while the special influence,

both of Peter and James, is alluded to by St. Paul

in his Galatian letter. The tradition that he "leaned

on the breast of Christ " at the last supper, which is

separately and early attested (before the fourth gospel

seems to have been in universal use), in the letter of

Polycrates, bis'top of Ephesus (quoted by Eusebius,

V. 24), leads to the same conception of his character

;

and the tradition of his latest addresses, in extreme

old age, to his Ej^hesian flock, as consisting merely

of the exhortation, " Little children, love one another,"

entirely agrees with the tone of the gospel and epistle.

But one so full of imaginative power, and apparently

so strongly inclined to exercise a stern pastoral

authority, as the author of the Apocalypse seems to

be in his letters to the Seven Churches, would surely,

if really one of the twelve Apostles of Christ, have

taken a much more active position in the early Church

than seems to have been his. Especially in the con-

troversy of which St. Paul speaks in Galatians (ii. 9),

it is not very easy to imagine that the author of the
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Apocalypse, if it had been he who is there referred

to, would not have had something sharp and individ-

ual of his own to say to one who did not object to

eat " things sacrificed to idols " (compare Eev. ii. 20).

There are then, possibly, two Johns round whom
tradition has clustered its characteristic rumours :

one, he who followed Peter's lead in practical

matters—passive, affectionate, severe only where his

jealous affection for his Master w\as excited—

a

reader of the Jewish Scriptures—in short, a theo-

logian, qualities which would agree well with the

tradition of him, as "he who lay on the bosom of

the Lord, who became a priest (os iyevy'iOr] lepevs),

who bore a plate on his forehead, a confessor and
teacher "

;
^ and which would agree completely with

the whole tone and character of this gospel—full as

it is of knowledge of the Old Testament, and of

applications of that knowledge to Christ : and
another John, not contemplative, but passionately

imaginative ; in temperament like an old prophet,

and a vehement Jew ; an authoritative pastor, rather

than a theological thinker, Avho stamped all the rich

colours of his mind on the book of Eevelations.

Now, James the Apostle, John's brother, who, if one
may judge by Herod's singling him out as the first

martyr, had certainly taken a more fiery and pro-

minent part in the early Church than John, may well

have gained for both the brothers the title of Boa-
nerges ; nor can I suppose, from the fourth gospel,

that the author of it would at all have been one to

ohjed to summoning fire from heaven in his Master's

cause, had his brother proposed it (Luke ix. 54).

His wish to forbid one teaching in Christ's name,

1 The letter of Polycrates, bishoi^ of Ephesus, above referred

to (Eusebius, v. 24).
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"because he followeth not us" (Mark ix. 38), is

completely in keeping with the gospel, which, though

not fiery, betrays extreme jealousy for his Master's

honour ; as, for example, in the severity of its tone

concerning Judas (xii. 6), and elsewhere. The diffi-

culty of supposing the gospel and the Apocalypse

the productions of the same mind, is the difference of

intellectual character therein displayed,—the one,

full of deep and colourless thought ; the other, of a

vehement temperament and highly-coloured imagina-

tion ; the latter qualities being those wdiich would

have most certainly given the author prominence

amongst the Apostles, had he belonged to their

number. It might be not unreasonably maintained

that it would be hard to imagine such a man a quiet

follower of Peter.

No one who knows the state of the external

testimony to the authorship of the Apocalypse and

gospel will hold that it adds much, in any way, to

the elucidation of the question. Neither of them

receives any explicit testimony till the time of Justin

Martyr, about the middle of the second century, when
the two Johns, having been both disciples of Christ, prob-

ably enough would be already confused. With in another

ten years both books are explicitly acknowledged.

The second argument of Baur's against the apos-

tolic authorship of the gospel is still more plausible.

There can be no doubt that the Apostle had handed

down to his Christian successors in Ephesus the

practice of celebrating with a feast the evening of

the Jewish passover on the 14th Nisan, the evening

on which, according to the synoptic gospels, Christ

ate His last passover ; but according to the fourth

gospel, was buried. There can be no doubt but that

sooner or later this Jewish festival took a purely
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Christian character, and included a celebration of

the Eucharist. But it seems to be a double mistake

to suppose that this was an anniversary celebration

of Christ's last supper with His Apostles. In the

first place, before the destruction of Jerusalem, the

Apostles, including St. Paul, held themselves bound
to celebrate the ordinary Jewish passover,^ and this

would have been the origin of the practice of having

a feast on the evening of the 14th Nisan. St. Paul's

account of the celebrations of the Lord's Supper in

these early times implies that it was not an annual

anniversary at all, but a rite that was often repeated,

that might be observed at any time. The idea of an

annual celebration of this memorial service had not

entered into the mind of the Church. "When ye

come together therefore into one place," says St.

Paul, "this is not to eat the Lord's supper." "For
as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye

do shew forth the Lord's death till he come " (1

Cor. xi. 20, 26).

In the next place, even when the Easter dispute

broke out, about A.D. 160, the question was as to

when the passion fast should cease, and the redemp-

tion feast begin. It was the practice to fast during

the time of our Lord's sufferings, but the Western

Church continued this practice up to Easter morning,

the Church of Asia Minor only up to the evening of

the 1 4th Nisan. The authority adduced for keeping

1 4th Nisan is, that Philip, John, and other immediate

disciples, "all kept the 14th day of the passover {i.e.

14th Msan) according to the Gospel, transgressing in

^ Acts xviii. 21 ; xx. 6. Even St. Paul regarded it as

sacred, and Christ expressed a feeling that must have been

strong in His Apostles, when He said,
'

' With desire I have

desired to eat this passover with you before 1 suffer."
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nothing, but following strictly the rule of faith."

Again, " Neither was Anicetus [Bishop of Eome] able

to persuade Polycarp [Bishop of Smyrna] not to ob-

serve it [14th Nisan], since he had always observed

it along with John, the Lord's disciple, and the other

Apostles with whom he lived ; nor was Polycarp able

to persuade Anicetus to observe it," the whole dis-

pute turning on whether the 14th Nisan should be
" kept " or not, the " keeping " it implying, as Pro-

fessor Milligan has, I think, entirely demonstrated

{Contemporary Review^ vol. vi., article on the " Easter

Controversies"), a strict fast on the day itself, followed

by an eucharistic feast in the evening. The fast was

probably held in commemoration of the death of Christ,

the feast in commemoration of the finished redemption,

which the Asiatics (no doubt, partly from their feeling

for the old Jewish festival of redemption) celebrated on

the same evening as the Jewish passover,. alleging that

the redemption was then finished by the offering of the

great sacrifice. This explanation of the observation of

the 1 4th Nisan, so far from being inconsistent with the

narrative of the fourth gospel, strikingly confirms it.

The great question still remains. On the assump-

tion that St. John is the author of the fourth gospel,

can we explain its great deviations from the tradi-

tions of the other three ? Have we any grounds for

regarding its narrative details as more historical than

those of the Galilean gospels, or are Baur's grounds

for suspecting fraud legitimate 1 There are two

main points on which the last gospel is at issue with

the others— the day of the crucifixion, and the

length of Christ's ministry ; the latter involving the

question of his frequent attendance on the feasts at

Jerusalem. Can we explain these difi'erences best

on the fictitious or historical hypothesis with regard
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to the last and most independent account 1 These

will be two testing points, by which, if we could

clearly decide upon them, we might fairly estimate

the accuracy of the gospel as a whole.

1. As to the day of the crucifixion, the discrepancy

no doubt exists. The more I see of attempts to re-

concile the account of the fourth gospel with that of

the other evangelists, the more uncandid and futile

they appear. But Baur assumes, as I have said, that

he can not only detect the falsehood, but the ground

of the falsehood in the last account. It had become,

he says, an object to represent Christ as the " Chris-

tian passover,"— according to St. Paul's expression
" Christ our passover was sacrificed for us." To
carry out the analogy, it began to be asserted [not,

however, as far as anybody knows, before 160 A.D.,

when the fourth gospel was certainly in circulation]

that the paschal feast which Christ is described as

eating in the three first gospels, was merely an an-

ticipatory rite, while He Himself was sacrificed at the

time of the sacrifice of the paschal lamb. A fourth

gospel, therefore, was wanted in order distinctly to

declare this, and to show that the real feast took

place after, not before, the slaying of the new pass-

over lamb. To this end the later chapters were

modified. The secret purpose is marked, according

to Baur, clearly enough in chap. xix. 36, where the

Apostle, so solemnly testifying to the piercing of

Christ's side, adds, "These things were done that

the Scripture should be fulfilled :
' A bone of him

shall not be broken ' ; and again, another Scripture

saith, ' They shall look on him whom they pierced'"

;

—the reference being, as Baur maintains, to Exodus

xii. 46, or Numbers ix. 12, where it is said of the

paschal lamb, "Neither shall ye break a bone thereof."
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I believe the answer I can give to this ingenious

criticism is complete. The chapter on the cruci-

fixion has several references to minute fulfilments of

prophecy from the books of Psalms and Prophets

—

those Psalms, namely, which describe suff'ering and

disgrace. From Psalm xxii. 18, the passage is

quoted, "They parted my raiment among them, and

for my vesture they did cast lots "
; from Psalm Ixix.

21, the words of Christ on the cross, "I thirst," are

expressly cited. From Zechariah xii. 10, a passage

is taken in immediate connection with the one in

dispute, "They shall look on him whom they

pierced." None of these passages has any reference

at all to the paschal rite ; all of them but the last

seem to be quoted as anticipations of the pain and

shame to which Christ was exposed, while the last

refers to the remorse which the Jews must suff"er.^

Now, in Psalm xxxiv. 19, 20, occurs the passage,

" Many are the afilictions of the righteous : but the

Lord delivered him out of them all. He keepeth all

his bones : not one of them is broken^ Taken in such

close connection with the passage from Zechariah,

which cannot refer to the paschal lamb, and which

does refer to a people's repentance after ingratitude to

a righteous shepherd, it seems incredible that the

verse in question should be intended as a reference

to the chapter in Exodus, rather than to Psalm

xxxiv., which is also speaking of the suff'erings of the

righteous, and God's providence over him.- But if

^ Zecbariali xii. 10—"They shall look ou me Avhom they

have pierced, and tliey shall mourn for him, as one mourneth

for his only son, and shall be in bitterness for him, as one is in

bitterness for his firstborn."

'^ Here are the three passages Avhich may have been quoted,

compared with the quotation itself:—
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this be so, the whole of Baur's motive for the theo-

logical reconstruction of the narrative fails ; since the

Evangelist could not have omitted even to hint to

his readers the analogy for the sake of which he is

supposed to have modified and falsified the tradi-

tional facts.

But though Baur's theory of the theological

ground of the misrepresentation is broken down, can

it be shown that the narrative itself is not misre-

presentation— contradicting, as it does, the concur-

rent testimony of three other gospels ? One can

only deal with historical probabilities, but these seem

to be very strong indeed. We must remember that

the fourth gospel is the only one that can, in its

present form, pretend to come from the hand of a

single writer. Whatever the extremely curious phe-

nomena of the constant verbal agreements, and yet

frequently wide divergencies, in the three first gos-

pels may indicate, they at least indicate common
sources for some elements of the narrative, and dis-

tinct sources for others. Hence we cannot take the

truth or falsehood of one historical portion as sup-

porting or invalidating the history of another portion,

at least not to the extent that is certainly justifiable

in a homogeneous work. Now the only fragment

John xix. 36. IVa ij ypacpr] irXrjpwdrj' dcrrovv ov awTpt^rjaeTai

avTov.

Psalm xxxiv. 20. (pvXdaaeL iravra ra offTa avruiv, ^v e| avrdv

ov avvTpL^rj(xeTar (no reference to the paschal lamb).

Exodus xii. 46. Kal oarovv ov avvrpiipere dir'
""i

_ „

, ^
I

References
avTov. I

Numbers ix. 12. Kal octtovv ov crwrpixI/ovaLu f
, , , ^ imschal lamb.
air avTov. j '-

Looking at the mere form of the quotation, it seems to me
perfectly obvious that the reference is to the Psalm, and not to

Exodus or Numbers.
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which asserts or impHes that the last supper of

Christ was the ordinary passover meal, is one of

about three or four verses in length. It is found,

with variations, in all the three synoptic gospels, and
states that, " on the first day of unleavened bread,

when the passover must be killed," Christ directed

two of His disciples to go into the city and ask a

specified person there for the use of his room, that

He might eat the passover there on the same even-

ing with the twelve. Nothing else throughout the

narrative either of the last supper or of the crucifix-

ion, even tends to the supposition that Christ was
crucified on the great day of the feast : but a good
deal else that we find in the synoptic account itself,

does tend to throw much doubt on that supposition.

More than this, even in the three verses mentioned

as the only authority for this belief, St. Matthew's
version has one element which seems to point to

Christ's having anticijmted the ordinary passover-

time ; for He is made to say, " Go into the city to

such a man, and say unto him, The Master saith, 3Iy

time is at hand; I will keej^ the passover at thy

house with my disciples "
; as if He were assigning

the short time now left Him as a reason for some
unexpected arrangement.

Now, remembering that after the account of the

meal once begins, there is no allusion to its passover

character, except St. Luke's report of Christ's open-

ing words :
" With desire I have desired to eat this

jDassover with you before I suffer ; for I say unto

you, I shall eat no more thereof till it be fulfilled in

the kingdom of God,"—words which, taken alone,

admit an equally satisfactory, or even better, interpre-

tation, if we "suppose the meal to have been in antici-

pation of the regular passover : and remembering,
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also, that when St. Paul recalls Christ's institution of

the memorial service to the minds of the Corinthians,

he does not describe it as instituted on the evening

of the passover feast, but " on the night on which
He was betrayed," it becomes worth while to look

carefully at the subsequent and previous narrative, to

see whether or not it confirms or invalidates the few
verses mentioned above, as the only authority for the

statement that the meal was the Jewish passover.

Nothing seems more probable than that the separate

elements of each of the synoptic gospels must have

existed some time in separation before they were con-

solidated by any single mind into a whole. The short

passage as to the appointment with the owner of the
" upper chamber " is just such a separate element,

not closely connected either with the foregoing or

subsequent narrative. Though incorporated into all

three gospels, its authority can scarcely be much
greater than if it stood only in one. And, no doubt,

any indication in the original tradition that the house

to which the Apostles were sent was the place where
Christ had intended to eat the passover, had not His

fate been too near,—and such an indication we find

in Matthew's version of the message,—would easily

pass into the explicit error which the passage now, I

believe, contains.

There is another slight confirmation of this sugges-

tion. In the account of the priestly council, in which
it is determined to put Christ to death, the priests

say :
" Not on the feast-day, lest there be an uproar

of the people " (Matt. xxvi. 5 ; Mark xiv. 2). Now
had this report come to our Lord's ears. He would of

course have understood that they would try to appre-

hend Him before the feast-day, and would therefore

naturally send a message to hasten the last supper
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which He had so much wished to celebrate with His

disciples, on the ground that His "time was at hand."

But if the account as it at present stands were cor-

rect, the priests would have changed their prudent

determinations without apparent ground, and waited

till the last day for the crucifixion of Christ. There

are, however, other stronger indications that the re-

mainder of the narrative in the synoptic gospels

really assumes the order of things we find explicitly

given in this gospel. It is scarcely credible that the

very evening and night on which was celebrated the

great religious ceremonial of the year, and on which

by the strict law the celebrants might not leave the

house, should have been chosen by the priests for

arresting, examining, and condemning Christ. More-

over, the 15th Nisan had all the character of a

Sabbath ;^ and as, even according to the synoptic

gospels, every care is taken to observe the Sabbath,

it cannot be imagined that the Jewish laws had
fallen so much into disuse as to render it no longer

a necessity to observe in like manner the still more
sacred great day of the passover. Yet not only does

the trial, the whole transaction with Pilate, the cruci-

fixion, and the release to the people of a prisoner

(which last was an annual privilege, and would take

place on a given day, not being an exceptional affair),

occur, according to our present reading of the synoptic

gospels, on this great day of the feast, but, by both

St. Mark and St. Luke's account, "fine linen" is

" bought," and " spices and ointments " are prepared

on the evening of this same day ; although the women
are obliged b}^ the approach of the Sabl3ath to wait

to use them till after it is past, in order that they

may " rest according to the commandment."

^ Exod. xii. 16, Lev. xxiii. 7, Xum. xxviii. 18, cited by Bleek. ,
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Again, all the three Evangelists call the day of

crucifixion a mere "preparation-day" and "the day
before the Sabbath"; which is inconceivable if the

original accounts regarded it as the great day of the

feast, the 15th Nisan (Matt, xxvii. 62 ; Luke xxiii.

54; Mark xv. 42). The loth Nisan was entitled,

like a Sabbath, to its own day of preparation ; and to

speak of it thus, as the mere preparation-day for an
ordinary Sabbath, would be quite unprecedented.

It is sometimes said that the Jewish nation was in a

very irregular state, and that the old ceremonial laws

may not have been at that time obeyed. Besides

that this is quite conjectural, the gospels themselves

give strong evidence that on sabbatical points the

ceremonial law was over- strictly obeyed; and a

decree of Augustus, which conceded that the Jews
should not be required " to give security on the

Sabbath, or on the preparation-day before the Sab-

bath, later than the ninth hour,"^ shows that even
the Komans respected this institution, and had no
inclination to force on the Jews any breach of their

sabbatical law. When, now, we consider that the

notes of time in the fourth gospel not merely agree,

but agree in a minute and apparently undesigned
way,2 with this supposition,—and agree far better

with everything in the synoptic accounts except the

three or four verses I have spoken of, than their own
subsequent statements can be made to agree with

1 Joseph. Ant. xvi. 6, 2, cited by Bleek, who states that in

the edict the " Sabbath " is taken in the larger sense to include

all "sabbatical feast-days."

2 As, for example, in the statement that the disciples sup-

posed Judas had gone out to buy something "against the

feast"; and again in the explanation that "that Sabbath-day
was a high day," which it would be if the 15th Nisan coincided

with an ordinary Sabbath.
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that same passage,—the evidence seems to me irre-

sistible that the account of the fourth gospel is the

accurate one. I may add, that most of the Jewish

authorities not only maintain that the proceedings

against Christ coidd not take place on the great day

of the passover feast, but that an old Jewish tradition

specifies the 14th (not the 15th) Nisan as the actual

day of Christ's crucifixion.^

2. The other great historical discrepancy between

the fourth and three first Evangelists has relation

to the frequent presence of Christ, during His minis-

try, in Jerusalem. It cannot be denied that the three

first gospels have, as we now read them, no direct

assertions that Christ ever visited Jerusalem during

His public ministry till immediately before His death,

nor hat they contain some passages which are rightly

held, in their present position, to point the other

way. Of these, by far the strongest is one of two

verses which occurs only in St. Matthew, and which

links together the account of the triumphal entry

into Jerusalem with the account of the expulsion of

the money-changers from the Temple. It is this

:

" And when he was come into Jerusalem, all the

city was moved, saying. Who is this ? And the

multitude said, This is Jesus, the p'oj^het of Nazareth

of Galilee. And Jesus went into the Temple of God,

and cast out all them that sold and bought in the

Temple," etc. If this be in its right place, Jesus

was evidently quite unknown to Jerusalem and its

people. The passage therefore directly suggests the

question, whether or not the last Evangelist is correct

in his date for the purification of the Temple, which

he places at the very commencement of Christ's public

ministry, while all the other Evangelists place it at

1 See tr. Sanliedr. fol. 43, i. cited by Bleek, p. 148.
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its very close. These two verses prefixed in St.

Matthew, and which I believe really belong to the
passage, speak strongly to my mind for the date
given by the fourth Evangelist. For even supposing
that Christ were now, at the close of a lengthened
ministry in Galilee, entering Jerusalem for the first

time during His public career,—a view against which
I shall presently give what I believe to be strong
reasons,—it is not likely that He would have been
so completely unknown to the people as this graphic
record of popular curiosity would seem to imply.

The emphatic description of Him, as "Jesus the pro-

phet of Nazareth of Galilee," would have been far less

applicable after He had, according to St. Matthew's
own account, long left Nazareth for Capernaum
as His Galilean centre of operations, and for some
time back left Galilee altogether, to work in the
" parts beyond Jordan," whence He had come to

Jerusalem, than it would have been at a time when
the rumour was fresh, that something " good had come
out of Nazareth," at a time when His only reputation

was derived from the testimony given to Him by the

Baptist, and the influence He had gained among Gali-

lean disciples at Nazareth, Cana, and Capernaum.
But there is yet stronger ground than this. It

seems to me clear that the cleansing of the Temple
belongs naturally to the time when Christ was fresh

from His association with John the Baptist. No one
can read the discourse of the Baptist in St. Matthew
without feeling that his teaching was a renewal of the

prophetic Judaism ; that it was against exactly such
abuses as these in the Temple, that the Baptist's

spirit would have burned. And doubtless his greater

disciple, whose baptism was with fire, would know
that He should appeal best to the noblest elements
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of His nation's mind by beginning with such a reform

as John himself might have initiated,—by claiming

for the visible Tem^^le the sacredness and purity

which the Baptist would have claimed, and so leading

the best among the Jews to feel more earnestly that no
" Temple made with hands " could limit that worship

of a Father which its impurity and desecration could

nevertheless easily obstruct. The jmrification of the

Temple was a " baptism with water " perhaps, but

just such a one as would best teach the deeper mean-

ing of a baptism with fire ; and Christ ever avails

Himself of a sympathy with what is noble but incom-

plete, to lay the foundation of a higher perfection.

It is very remarkable that placing this purification of

the Temple where they do, all the synoptic gospels

should yet bring the " baptism of John " into the

closest connection with, and obvious reference to, this

great act. Immediately after it, we read in all the

synoptic gospels,—and this is the more remarkable

because in the fourth gospel, where it would come

in far more appropriately, the answer of Christ is

omitted,—"And when he was come into the Temple,

the chief priests and the elders of the people came unto

him as he was teaching, and said. By what authority

doest thou these things ? and who gave thee this

authority ? And Jesus answered and said, I also will

ask you one thing, which if ye tell me, I in like wise

will tell you by what authority I do these things.

The baptism of John, whence was it 1 from heaven, or

of men 1 And they reasoned with themselves, say-

ing, If we shall say, From heaven ; He will say unto

us, Why did ye not then believe him ? But if we
shall say. Of men ; we fear the ]ieople ; for all hold

John as a p'oi^het} And they answered Jesus, We
^ The wording even seems rather more natural if used when
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cannot tell. And he said unto them, Neither tell I

you by what authority I do these things."

Now, no one, I should think, can read this with-

out the strongest impression that John's prophetic

influence was then fresh on the mind both of Christ

and the people. The Pharisees would hardly have

feared the peoijle when John was no longer living, and
when his great poj^ular influence, almost as a con-

sequence, had passed away along with the hope that

his mission would issue in any great deliverance.

Still less would Christ's first appeal have at that time

been to John's authority. He had at the end of His

career the right to claim "a greater witness than that

of John " ; nor could John's testimony to Christ

justly have had much weight, if an interval long

enough to verify that testimony by His own career

had elapsed since it was given. It was known, too,

that John himself had subsequently wavered as to the

divine mission of the greater prophet whom he had
announced ; so that we may well feel clear that this

appeal would have been in place, and would have

had the efTect which it obviously produced on the

Pharisees, only if made soon after the baptism of

Christ. To my mind this almost demonstrates the

falseness of the position into which the purification

of the Temple has got in the synoptic gospels. More-

over, it is pretty clear that at the time of Christ's

last passover, the proper population of Jerusalem, as

distinguished from the country people " who came to

the feast," was anything but favourable to Him. His

depreciation of the Pharisees, His religious univer-

John is still alive, though in prison, and deterred from his

public ministry, for it is "for all men hold" {not "held")

"John as a prophet," irdvT^s yap 'ixov<Ti' rbv 'Itadwriv cDs

•TrpO(f)'f)T7}V.

Q
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salism, His compassion for the "publicans and sin-

ners," had undermined His influence with that

ostentatiously religious party which was generally in

immediate command of the mob. They cried out

eagerly for Barabbas when Pilate was most anxious

to release Christ ; and at this period, therefore, I do

not believe that they would have supported Him in

any attempt at cleansing the Temple. When, as a

disciple of John, He was a distinctly Jewish reformer,

they supported Him w4th enthusiasm ; but when He
became the antagonist of all Jewish selfishness and

ritual bigotry, they cried out, " Crucify Him ! crucify

Him !

"

Nor do I think that at a time when Christ saw

clearly how much deeper than any improprieties in

the Temple service the canker had grown into the

national life, this would have seemed to Him a

reform important enough to attempt. His "hour

was come." His spirit was nerved for the suffering

before Him. He saw that the hope of the world lay,

as much as it lay in anything human, in the little

band of personal disciples, not in the services of the

Temple ; and I believe He was much more anxious

then to sow an ineffaceable trust in the mind of His

Apostles than He could be to brush away the upper-

most stratum of Pharisaic rottenness. The mood in

which He wept over Jerusalem as past recovery, was

not the mood in which He would have driven sellers

of oxen and sheep out of the Gentiles' court. And
when one remembers—if I may assume for a moment
the genuineness of the gospel on which I am writing

—how deeply the relation between the "baptism of

water" and the "baptism of the spirit" enters into

that conversation with Nicodemus which immediately

follows this purification of the Temple, in the nar-
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rative of this evangelist : and how again the relation

between the " Temples made with hands " on Mounts
Zion and Gerizim, and the universal spiritual Temple,
enters into that conversation on the " water of life

"

with the Samaritan woman, which follows next, I

cannot doubt that the religious problem as to the
grounds of spiritual purification suggested by the

Baptist's ministry, was predominant in Christ's mind
at this first period of His career, and that to that

period we owe the event misplaced in the synoptic

gospels.

In the fourth gospel also, it will be remembered,
" the Jews " come to Christ after the purification,

and ask Him, "What sign showest Thou unto us,

seeing that Thou doest these things 1
" and Christ

answers, " Destroy this Temple, and in three days I

will raise it up "
: a remark apparently misinterpreted

into a symbolic prophecy of His resurrection by the

evangelist who looked back on it after that event,

but the actual utterance of which is strictly confirmed

by the evidence of the false witnesses at the trial of

Christ, in St. Mark's Gospel :
—" There arose certain,

and bare false witness against him, saying : We
heard him say, I will destroy this Temple made
with hands, and within three days I will build

another made without hands : but neither so did

their witness agree together" (Mark xiv. 57)—words
of the more weight as agreeing with the fourth

evangelist's report, but not with his interpretation;

and confirmed also by the accusation brought against

Stephen (Acts vi. 13)—"This man ceaseth not to

speak blasphemous words against this holy place and
the law ; for we have heard him say, that this Jesus

of Nazareth shall destroy this place, and shall change
the customs which Moses delivered us." The real
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bearing of Christ's answer seems to me to have been,

that One who would shortly enable them to dispense

with the Temple altogether—One who, as He says, in

St. Matthew's gospel, is "greater than the Temple"
—could alone give the spiritual authority to purify

it. But it is worth notice, that unless this remark

had occurred at a considerable interval before the

last scene of His life, there could not very well have

been that hesitation and contradiction about the

evidence of the "false witnesses," and the extreme

difficulty in procuring it, which both St. ]\Iatthew's

and St. Mark's accounts of the trial of Christ dis-

tinctly attest.

But if in two remarkable points—the date of the

crucifixion and that of the purification of the Temple

—the strongest probability exists that the fourth

gospel has corrected the accounts of the others, we
may feel no little confidence that in it we are on

historic ground. Let us look at the other passages

by which the purely or mainly Galilean view of the

ministry of Christ seems most strongly supported,

and see whether or not they are reconcilable with

this last narrative. That the synoptic gospels quite

ignore the Jerusalem ministry up to the last pass-

over is obvious. The question is—Does their positive

information concerning Christ's career in any way
tend to exclude it 1 The principal passages are the

following: (Matt. xvi. 21) ^^ From that time forth

began Jesus to show unto his discij^les, how that he

must go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many things of

the elders and chief priests," etc., as if this were a

thoroughly new line of action. Again, the terror

displayed by the disciples at the absolute resolve of

Jesus to go up to Jerusalem is thus described by St.

Mark (x. 32): "And they were in the way going
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up to Jerusalem, and Jesus went before them, and

they were amazed, and as they followed they were

afraid";—while St. Luke (ix. 51) tells us, "And it

came to pass when the time was come that he should

be received up, he steadfastly set his face to go to Jeru-

salem." Now, no doubt, these passages in their

present form seem to imply unconsciousness on the

part of the last compilers of the gospel-histories that

Christ had exercised any public ministry in Jeru-

salem. But when we come to ask the reason of the

great fear of the Apostles on the one side, and the

steadfast, compressed purpose manifested by their

Master on the other, it becomes much more intelli-

gible if we suppose, as we find it stated in the fourth

gospel, that for a long interval before this time
" Jesus walked in Galilee ; for he would not walk

in Judea, because the Jews sought to kill him'' (John

vii. 1). In fact, the fourth evangelist really presents

just such a struggle in his Master's mind on His last

departure from Galilee, as the other three, only

giving also sufficient reasons for it, which the others

do not. We find His brethren, who " did not believe

on him," urging Him to depart and go into Judea,

alleging that " no man doeth anything in secret, and

he himself seeketh to be known openly : if thou

doest these things, manifest thyself to the world " ;

—

and we find Christ declining at first, on the ground

that His ''hour was not yet full come," and that it

would be certain destruction to Him, as the world

" hated " Him ; and then at last finally resolving to

go, not in the public caravan, but privately : all

which remarkably agrees with the state of mind in-

dicated in St. Luke's gospel—" When the time was

come that he should be received up, he steadfastly

set his face to go to Jerusalem" ; and with the passage
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in St. Mark's in relation to the terror of His discij^les

at His fixed resolve. True, this journey is not, as it

is apparently, and only apparently, in the other three

gospels, the immediate antecedent of His death, being

at least six months earlier, and directed to the feast

of Tabernacles which preceded the last passover ; but

it is His last farewell to Galilee.

Now all the evangelists agree in making Him
devote a certain undefined portion of His latest

ministry to the districts beyond Jordan : the only

difference being that, while one evangelist directs his

Master's course first to Jerusalem, and then twice

takes Him away thence to the district beyond Jordan

during the winter, the other narratives confusedly

represent Him as at first going straight to Jerusalem,

but without any explanation whether He really at

that time went there or not, next speak of Him as in

Perea beyond Jordan, and then once more represent

Him as going up forebodingly to His death. Thus
St. Luke, immediately after the passage I have

quoted, speaks of a Samaritan village rejecting Christ,

"because his face was set as though he would go to

Jerusalem." Then in the following chapter we have

the account of Martha and Mary, and the parable of

the good Samaritan plundered between Jericho and

Jerusalem ; all which points to a ministry in the

neighbourhood of the city. Then comes a long

period of ministry in perfectly undefined localities,

but all with more or less reference to strifes with

the Pharisees, in the middle of which occurs that

remarkable indication of a ministry of some duration

in Jerusalem—" Jerusalem, Jerusalem, which

killest the prophets, and stonest them which are

sent unto thee, liow often would I have gathered

together thy children, as a hen doth gather her brood
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under her wings, and ye would not ! Behold your
house is left unto you desolate ; and verily I say unto
you, ye shall not see me [again] ^ until the time come
when ye shall say, Blessed is he that cometh in the
name of the Lord." Then come a series of parables

{e.g. that of the Pharisee and the publican in the
Temple), which appear far more adapted to those

familiar with Jerusalem, and more suited for the
large and general questions of Jewish theology, than
for the quieter atmosphere of a purely country
audience ; and then at last we learn again (xviii. 31),

"Behold we go up to Jerusalem," on which occasion

they pass through Jericho, which would be the

natural road from "beyond Jordan," but not from
Galilee.

St. Matthew's and St. Mark's accounts are simpler,

but lead to the same result. Already, in the 19th
chapter of St. Matthew and the 10th of St. Mark,
Jesus leaves Galilee for ever, after telling His dis-

ciples of His fixed resolve to "go up to Jerusalem,"
and face the sufferings He there expected. In neither

case, however, does He seem actually to go at this

time to Jerusalem, but unto the " coasts of Judea be-

yond Jordan." While there, His ministry is scarcely

related at all, two chapters being devoted to it in St.

Matthew without any specification of localities, and
one in St. Mark ; and then again we find Him going
up full of fresh foreboding to Jerusalem by way of

Jericho. It is after His triumphal entry at this time
that St. Matthew places the address to Jerusalem on
its frequent rejection of His efforts to save it. In
all these accounts there is not only room, but the

distinct demand for an interval passed in Judea and

1 aw dpri occurs here in St. Matthew's version of the same
passage.
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the parts beyond Jordan, between the first setting of

Christ's face towards J erusalem and the Last. In St.

Luke's account the inference is almost inevitable,

that He did visit Jerusalem on the first occasion, and

returned to it from Judea on the last. In all

accounts, the fourth included, He leaves Galilee for

the last time, and leaves it statedly for Jerusalem,

with a sad foreboding of His fate, at least some time

before His death, as the admitted ministry beyond

Jordan of course necessarily implies. The extreme

vagueness and absence of all localisation from this

period of the ministry in all the synoptic gospels

shows that they had little definite information about

Christ's movements,— Luke's suggesting, however,

strongly that the intimacy with Martha and Mary,

the neighbourhood of Jericho, and constant conflicts

with the Pharisees on great questions, fall into this

period of His career.

This is exactly the view that the fourth gospel

confirms. It takes Christ first—after much hesita-

tion—to Jerusalem to the feast of Tabernacles, after

which occurs the restoration to sight of the man born

blind, and a conflict with the Pharisees on their

betrayal of their trust as religious shepherds of the

people. Again, in the winter at the feast of Dedica-

tion, Christ is in Jerusalem,—no account being given

of the interval. Then He goes away beyond Jordan,

where John at first baptized. Thence He returns to

raise Lazarus from the dead at the peril of His life.

Then He again retires for a time to a town called

Ephraim " near to the wilderness," until He finally

comes up before the passover, and enters Jerusalem

by way of Bethany, in the so - called triumphal

procession. That these are the facts compressed

into the very vague synoptic narrative of the interval
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between His first painful departure from Galilee for

Jerusalem, and His last entrance thither, there is

some incidental evidence in St. Luke's gospel, and

no kind of disproof in the others. ^ The other

passages usually regarded as proving the complete

freshness of Christ to Jerusalem on His last visit, are

of very trifling weight. They are those which seem
to show that Jesus and His disciples looked at the

Temple buildings with the admiration of complete

strangers. (Mark xi. 11, xiii. 1 ; Luke xxi. 5 ; Matt,

xxiv. 1.) When we remember that the Temple was
then building, not built (it was not completed till

A.D. 64), it seems likely enough that at each new
visit there might be room for fresh remark.

I have, I think, now shown some reason for

affirming the last gospel's account, both of the first

passover and of the last, as the correct one—and also

for identifying the final (and private) departure of

Christ from Galilee to the feast of Tabernacles (John

vii. 10) with the first "setting of his face towards

Jerusalem," which we find in all the synoptic narra-

tives,^—after which comes a vague period (perfectly

indistinct in all the first three gospels, and only

marked by a few single great events in the last),

which extends to the last passover. The only visit

^ It is scarcely worth notice, perhaps, that the question and

discussions with the Pharisees on adultery occur in all three

synoptic gospels at the beginning of this interval that inter-

venes after His Galilean ministry, while the disputed passage in

the last gospel on Christ's treatment of a woman taken in

adultery occurs just in the same place.

2 In the fourth gospel, as in the synoptic gospels, this takes

place almost immediately after Peter's confession, '

' We have

believed and know that thou art the Christ, the ' Son of the

livinsf God."
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to Jerusalem which cannot be connected in any way
with the synoptic account, is the short one (John v.)

in which Christ heals the man beside the pool of

Bethesda.

I may end this discussion; already far too long, of

the historical truth of the fourth gospel by briefly

summing up my results, and a few minuter evidences

not yet mentioned that the gospel is no pious fraud

of a later age. I think I have shown ground for

assuming that the synoptic narratives are collections

—no doubt arranged on a imnciple^ but still collec-

tions— of the traditional events in Christ's life,

derived, almost exclusively in Matthew and Mark,
principally in Luke, from Galilean sources ; while

the fourth gospel is at least the work of one single

mind. The oldest evidence concerning St. Matthew's

gospel—that of Papias—speaks of it expressly as a

collection of Christ's discourses (Aoyia). And I cannot

but think that many of the narrative illustrations

introduced are of far less authority and of later

collection. It has some narrative passages of a

distinctly apocryphal character, while its discourses

have every evidence of perfect genuineness. Especi-

ally all the portions of St. Matthew which refer to

events out of Galilee (the earliest and latest) have far

less internal evidence than the others. Its account

of the resurrection is more confused than that of any

gospel ; and its account of the birth of Christ also.

St. ]\[ark's gospel only professes to begin with the

Galilean ministry, and perhaps breaks off just at the

resurrection, the rest, if not by a later hand, being

of much inferior manuscript authority. In it, too,

the non-Galilean part—the account of the crucifixion,

especially—seems less trustworthy and more tradi-

tional than any other portion. St. ^Mark's gospel is
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a collection of Gjililc;ui records—the most faithful of

any, I think, in registering^ the (iulilcan events, but

careless al)()ut discoun^es.^ St. Luko's gospel is less

Galilean, but still principally so; probably embody-
ing, also, much of tlie information to which St. Paul
had access. His account of the resurrection ap-

proaches closely to that of the last gospel. The
fourth evangelist's history of the crucifixion and the

resurrection stands, I believe, on much higher his-

torical ground than any of the others. It entirely

omits the rending of the veil of the Temple, and the

darkness over the whole earth ; and it gives us an
exposition of Pilate's conversation with Christ, which
is quite an essential link in the understanding of the

narrative.

As I have tried to prove, this evangelist has set

right for us two great errors as to time, into which a

traditional fragment in the other gospels would have
led us. He writes with a definite selective purpose,

—which does not, however, I believe, distort the

historical accuracy of those facts which we have any

^ Notwitlistanding all tlie German criticism, I cannot but

think St. Mark is—as to Galilean events—the most rclial)lc and
original of the three synoptic gospels. His occasional con-

fusions as to Christ's words—as, e.g. liis evident interchange of

the occasion of v. 37, c. ix. with that of v. 15, c. x.— only
prove that he could not have copied from cither St. Mattlicw

or St. Luke. The abrupt beginning and close, the non-occur-

rence of the technical word apostle, so common a little later in

St. Luke and St. Paul, a word which, in this sense, also never

occurs in the fourth gospel, but which does, by the way,

frecpiently in the ApocaIy})se,—and a great many other small

notes of anti(|uity and simplicity, pointed out by the Kev.

John Kenrick in his Biblical Essays (Longman n, 1863)— con-

vince me that in the Galilean portion St. Mark is on historic

ground.
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means of testing. His materials approach, often

very nearly, the sjjecial materials of St. Luke, as in

his account of the sisters of Bethany, and the inti-

mate relation between Peter and John ; but he adds

many of which not even the germs can be found in

any other gospel ; and he sometimes agrees remark-

ably with St. Mark. In the mention of the "two
hundred pennyworth of bread" at the feeding of

the multitude,— and of the supposed value of the

ointment at the supper in Bethany,—we have small

points of agreement very curious in writers so dis-

tinct. But his own new minor details—all of those

details implying personal intimacy with his Master

—

are those which inspire me with the most trust,

—

the demeanour of Martha and Mary at the tomb of

Lazarus, the characteristic declaration of Peter, when
Christ came to wash his feet,—the answer to John
at the last supper, which seems to direct his attention

to Judas, and yet is not heard by any of the others,

since they simply wonder at Christ's saying, " AVhat

thou doest, do quickly,"— the distress of Mary
Magdalene in the garden of the sepulchre,—Christ's

dying recommendation of His mother to the care of

His disciple,—and the character of Thomas, sketched

nowhere else, and here only incidentally touched,

—

all are details that recommend themselves. When,
in addition, we find a narrative wholly free from the

mythical elements which had crept into the other

gospels, and yet full of the sujjernatural elements,

simply and naturally described ; and discourses

which, the more closely they are studied, exhibit

—

not without a real modification from the Apostle's

own difFuseness and repetition of style—a type of

religious teaching that appears more and more
essentially similar to the greater discourses in St.
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Matthew's gospel,

—

I believe that no one who could

accept the theological teaching here recorded as

divine, will reject the history as spurious. On that

the real credibility of St. John's gospel depends, and

is no doubt intended to depend.

NOTE TO ESSAY VII

The discussion as to the real length of our Lord's

public ministry, i.e. as to the dates of His bajitism and

death, has received a good deal of light from Dr. A. W.
Zumpt's learned treatise on the year of Christ's birth

(Das Gehurtsjahr Christi, von Dr. A. W. Zumpt. Leipsic :

Teubner), and from Mr. Samuel Sharpe's investigations,

the results of which he communicated some years ago in

a letter to the Athenccum newspaper. Both these learned

men, whose general attitude towards the historical credi-

bility of the supernatural elements of the New Testament

is entirely different,— Dr. Zumpt being a conservative

and Mr. Sharpe a rationalistic critic,—have alike come to

the conclusion that the crucifixion took ^^lace in the year

29 A.D. (the year of the consulship of the tAvo Gemini),

to which tradition assigns it ; and this seems, indeed,

now to be a sufficiently well-fixed point. Mr. Sharpe

mentions that Origen, in his answer to Celsus, states that

the destruction of the Temple of Jerusalem by Titus took

place ivithin forty-two years of the crucifixion. The
Temple was destroyed in September, A.D. 70, which gives

April, A.D. 29, for the date of the crucifixion, and con-

firms the other statement that it was in the year of the

consulship of the two Gemini. The only difficulty is

that this year, a.d. 29, would be, according to ordinary

reckoning, the fifteenth of Tiberius, which is the date

given by St. Luke for the baptism of Christ and for the

heginnimj, instead of the end, of His ministry. Mr.
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Sharpe and Professor Zumpt resolve this difficulty quite

differently, but both iu a way which would give a longer

ministry to our Lord than the synoptic gospels appear to

give. Mr. Sharpe relies on the oriental mode of counting

the civil year. Tiberius succeeded Augustus on the 19tli

August, A.D. 14. On "the New Year's Day"—the 29th

August— though Tiberius had been reigning only ten

days, the oriental calculation would have made the second

year of Tiberius begin ; consequently on the 29th August,

A.D. 27 (though Tiberius had then been Emperor only

thirteen years and ten days), the fifteenth year of Tiberius,

according to the oriental mode of calculating, would

begin ; and soon after this, Mr. Sharpe places the

baptism of our Lord, i.e. probably in September, a.d. 27.

His further ministry would then last till April, a.d. 29,

or a little more than a year and a half, covering one

passover beside the passover of His death. Dr. Zumpt,

on the other hand, believes that St. Luke reckoned the

reign of Tiberius from the first elevation of Tiberius to

imperial authority over the provinces ; that is, from the

association of Tiberius with Augustus in authority as co-

regent of the provinces, and Imperator of the troops,

—

the proper reckoning for Syria, as Dr. Zumpt shows by
very elaborate, and, as it seems to me, weighty historical

evidence. He assigns this association of Tiberius with

Augustus as co-regent of the provinces to the end of the

year a.d. 11, which gives the year 26 a.d. for John the

Baptist's first public appearance. As Christ's baptism and

public ministry follows certainly in a few months, perhaps

in a few weeks (we do not know precisely how soon), this

gives between two and three full years at least for His

public ministry, while Mr. Sharpe's reckoning gives only

between one and two. Dr. Zumpt also shows that the re-

mark which the Jews are reported by the fourth evangelist

as having made in answer to our Lord's assertion, " Destroy

this Temple, and in three days I will raise it up " (John ii.

19), " Forty and six years was this Temple in building, and
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wilt thou rear it up in tliree days ? " would put the date

of this conversation before the Easter of either 27 a.d.,

or 28 A.D., i.e. either two years or one before His cruci-

fixion (Zumpt's Gehurtsjahr Christi, p. 252) ; the latter

of which dates Mr. Sharpe would also accept as the

date of a j)assover occurring during Christ's public

ministry, and before the passover of the crucifixion.

This is in itself a strong confirmation of the date given

by the fourth evangelist to the cleansing of the Temple,

and of his assertion that Christ taught publicly at Jeru-

salem before the year of His crucifixion. No reckoning

will give the 46th year of the building of Herod's

Temple to the date 29 a.d., which may be now taken

pretty certainly as the date of the crucifixion.

Finally, Mr. Sharpe, who, as I said, is not at all pre-

disposed to favour the fourth gospel, being one of the

most learned critics of the rationalistic school, has satis-

fied himself by the help of Professor Adams, the Cam-
bridge professor of astronomy, who has calculated the

date of the first new moon after the Spring Equinox of

A.D. 29, that in the year a.d. 29 the passover day

occurred on a Saturday (Saturday, 1 6th April), concurring

with the Sabbath day, and making that day, as our

evangelists says, " a high day "
; and that, therefore, our

Lord could not by any possibility have eaten the legal or

Jewish passover with His disciples, — being, indeed,

already dead before it was eaten. This curious concur-

rence of quite independent historical evidence to lengthen

the time of Christ's public ministry, so as to include

certainly either one or two passovers besides that of His
crucifixion,—to confirm, in some degree the fact of His
presence at Jerusalem at one of them,—and to sustain

the statement of the fourth evangelist in relation to the

last supper,—seems to me to add very great weight to

the historical character of this gospel. It is incredible

that such a correction should have been made by a

forger hij accident, and still more incredible that such a
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one should then have detected the blunder ^yhich the

early evangelists had made.

I must add, what I have hardly dwelt upon enough

in the text, that I cannot conceive a gospel originating in

the middle of the second century, either dwelling so much
and so incidentally, as this gosj)el does, on the traits of

private and personal character exhibited by the various

apostles and disciples— especially by Peter, Thomas,

Mary, Martha, and Mary Magdalene—or exhibiting so

little trace of the ecclesiastical developments of Church

authority during that period. As I have pointed out,

this gospel, and that of St. Mark, agree in never using

the word "apostle" in any technical sense, but adhering

to the old phraseology of " the twelve." That hints as

to personal character should have been developed, and so

finely developed,—nay, that one personal character, that

of the ardent but doubting Thomas, should have been

invented and yet so leniently treated by an evangelist

whose whole object was to prove the theological value of

faith, 1—and that the conceptions of ecelesiastical author-

ity should not have been developed in a spurious gospel

of the latter half of the second century—is to me quite

incredible.

^ See on this point a striking criticism by the Rev. Stanley

Leathes in his "Witness of St. John to Christ," the Boyle

Lectures for 1870, p. 125. (Rivingtons.)
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VIII

THE INCARNATION AND PRINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE

The secret panic which besets the faith of England

may be fairly described as hanging almost entirely on

the following doubt :
—"Is it possible to do full jus-

tice to the relative and wavering human element in

religious history without throwing an impenetrable

veil over the absolute and divine 1 Is there any fixed

limit to the encroachments of human uncertainty on

divine certainties ? Can a man who honestly admits

and fairly realises the fluctuating character of the

evidence of men, whether historical or spiritual, still

enjoy without the slightest violence to his own in-

tellectual sincerity any profound rest in the assur-

ances of an Eternal voice ? " Were there not a grow-

ing fear that these questions may be answered in the

negative—that all Revelation proceeding from God
will gradually be sublimated into the abstract idealities

of man—recent criticisms would have had no power to

awaken the strife they have actually brought forth.

This is the real fear at the bottom of our uneasiness

:

—Theology, it is thought, the divine foundation of

hope and rest for man, is in danger of being absorbed

into a department of morbid pyschology—into the

mere higher aspirations of the homo desiderioriim as

he analyses sadly what he luishes to believe. Not,

R
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indeed, that any very large number of sincere men doubt
as yet the existence of God, but that there is more
and more disposition to speak of Him, as Dr. Mansel
described Him, as the unknown and residual cause of

a great number of undefined phenomena. Notice the

great preference felt in the religious school of scep-

ticism for the word and thought " Inspiration," as

compared with the word and thought " Eevelation."

It is admitted that there are conceptions and feelings

—sometimes vague and shadowy—sometimes lumi-

nous and painfully intense—which do not take their

rise in our own finite natures, but indicate what is

above and beyond us. " We can speak with con-

fidence," it is said, "of human phenomena ; we can be

sure that some of our thoughts come from a higher and

a better than ourselves—from ' what we deem is Lord
of All '—but we would rather keep to the word which

denotes only the vague influence breathed into the

human spirit—the word which uses as its symbol
' the wind that bloweth as it listeth '—and abandon

the word which forces upon us the other and absolute

side of the same fact. We are sure that the flying

lights and shadows which pass over our conscience

come from some mysterious light beyond, but we do

not know Avhether they be the result of direct or re-

flected rays, and we are warned by all the course of

religious history that we must be content with these

gleams of transient illumination as they are, without

dogmatising as to the divine source from which they

issue. The whole tendency of human thought and

knowledge has been more and more to dissipate the

fixity, and cloud with transient elements the extra-

human origin—whatever it be—of the Divine oracles.

Science and history have alike shown the inextricable

fusion of human error and passion with higher
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thoughts ; and hence a word like Kevelation, which
professes to lift our eyes from these strangely mixed
phenomena of earth to the very processes of the

Eternal mind, and to the very acts of the Eternal will,

seems now to us almost an irony invented by some
keen thinker in the bitterest anguish of speculative

imbecility."

If this train of thought represents the state of

mind of the idealising school of religious doubters,

the dogmatic confutations which are put forth in reply

seem to me to be vitiated by the very same funda-

mental error—perhaps even in a more malignant form.

Every step in the history of dogmatic orthodoxy has

been an effort to fortify some reliable human base

for a divine infallibility—to slide in a false bottom
into the abyss of Eternal Truth—to justify the ex-

change of the arduous duty of discriminating what
God has told us of Himself, for some such (apparently)

easier duty as discriminating what a given Church or

a given book states that He has told us, which may be

important enough on a secondary point, as showing
the drift of the earliest historical traditions, but can

never be relied upon for the ultimate foundation of

faith. Both doubters and dogmatists take man, and
not God—the finite and not the Infinite—as the fixed

centre of Truth, and it is obvious that such an as-

sumption is one intellectual germ of Atheism. It

seems sometimes strangely difiicult to realise the

significance of the truism that the Truth lies, and
must lie, deeper than human certainty—that certainty

rests upon Truth, not Truth upon certainty. Our

grasp of the Truth can never be worth much ; it is

the grasp of the Truth upon us that men are willing

to die for. And, therefore, the media by which
Truth lays its hold upon our minds can never be
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exhaustively analysed, because the analyst is himself

smaller and feebler in every way than the power
which holds him in its grasp. One living mind
touches another at a thousand points, and no one can

do more than indicate a few of them,—but this in-

capacity to understand does not weaken the power

of the practical hold.

Hence it seems to me that both the sceptic and

dogmatic schools of thought alike assume erroneously,

that the true method of procedure is this
—

' Granting

man and nature, to prove God and the supernatural

'

—a Sisyphus task which I am sure must for ever fail.

The sooner we clearly apprehend that the higher

proves itself to the lower, that the lower can only

accept and welcome without measuring or numbering

the resources by which that impression is made, the

sooner we shall understand that we must neither ex-

pect to find human belief adequate to the eternal

object of belief, nor human intellect adequate to ex-

hausting the springs and sources of human belief.

The best analogy to follow in considering Eevela-

tion (though even that is but a feeble one), is the sort

of command which a parent has over the avenues to

a child's convictions. Encompassing him, as he does,

almost on every side, he can reach his inmost faith by

a multitude of approaches, of many of which the

child is himself unconscious. Many of the impressions

made may be inadequate—some of them, owing to the

deficiency of the child's education or faculty, may be

refracted into positive falsehood— while all the

avenues to his mind are imperfect and liable to error.

Yet we do not doubt for a moment that the parent

can impress eff'ectually, though imperfectly, his

character and will through these avenues upon the

mind of the child ; and we are sure that the reality
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SO conveyed iswider and deeper than the method of con-

veying it, while again the only rationale which the child

could give of his own impressions would comprehend
scarcely any true picture at all of the depth of those

impressions. I infer, therefore, that in all revelations

proceeding from a higher to a lower mind, there is an

intrinsic necessity that the reality revealed must be

wider and more comprehensive than the modes of re-

vealing, while the modes of the revelation again are

far wider and more comprehensive than the evidence

which we can assign for accepting the revelation.

There are three distinct levels in all impressions

made from above on a lower nature :—First, the

higher reality itself spreading out far beyond the

channels of approach to the lower ; next, these latter

extending far beyond the range of the reasons which

the learner can consciously discriminate and assign

for his conviction ; lastly, those reasons themselves.

God must be infinitely greater than the sources of

our faith; these again must be indefinitely wider

than the evidence which we give for it.

I suppose that most people must be conscious of

states of mind in which they are unable to believe

what yet they know to be far deeper and truer than

their believing power. 'It is too great for me—

I

cannot grasp it,' we say, 'and yet I know the de-

ficiency is in me, not in the reality ; and one reason

that I believe it, is, because I am conscious that it is

too great for my belief. I know that any divine

truth must task and often seem to mock human
belief ; when I can best believe it, my mind is at its

highest, but it escapes me again, not from any

shadowyness in it, but from the contraction of my
own spiritual and moral faculty.' This is the state of

mind only adequately expressed by the words, " Lord,
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I believe; help thou mine unbelief." Such unbelief

is, in a sense, even the evidence of truth, arising as it

does, not from any collision between the Truth and the

highest convictions of our minds, but merely from

transcending them—from giving us the feeling of

being lost in the attempt to embrace it. The belief

in God himself is of this nature. Often it seems

unreal, because it overpowers us. We apply to Him
the diminutive scale of thoughts and affections by
wdiich we measure our finite world, and the contrast

strikes us with a shadow of surj^rise and awe. We
forget that though He can prove Himself to us,

He does so only by virtue of His discipline and
purification of those inadequate thoughts and feel-

ings by which w^e can never hope to prove Him to

ourselves.

AVhen, then, we say that all belief ought to be

upon evidence, we only mean, or ought only to mean,

that there should be real powers and influences, and

reasons constraining our belief and worthy to con-

strain it ; we do not or ought not to mean that all

which legitimately affects our o^\ai convictions can be

so translated into language as to have at second hand
the same influence over others which it had, at first

hand, over ourselves. This is less and less true in

proportion as the object of belief is raised above us.

Probably the widest and highest part of the influ-

ences wdiich oblige men to trust in a personal God
has never been expressed in human speech at all,

though many not inadequate efforts have been made
to indicate the directions whence these influences

come. I have denied the possibility of snij proof of

an eternal reality from the human side, though not

of course of that human certainty which results from

the proof of it from the divine side—that is, which
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results from its divine manifestation to us. But
though I should regard the possibility of giving any

adequate human proof of any truth as a sufficient and

incontrovertible test that the truth proved was only

of finite and human dimensions, there must be, of

course, large portions of the real influence exerted

over the mind by any Eevelation v^^hich comes within

the range of the intellect, and can be detained for

analysis and examination. The direction of a few

converging rays can be defined, though many of them,

and perhaps the very ones which give out the most

divine heat, may be invisible to the human under-

standing.

In the present essay I will try to indicate in this

manner the direction of some of the influences which

compel me to accept the Incarnation as the central

truth of the Christian Eevelation, after having rejected

it first through the force of education, and subse-

quently from conviction during many years of anxious

thought and study. If I can in any way succeed in

doing for the Incarnation what has been so often

done for the primary truth of Theism—in indicating,

that is, some few reasons why it should take a

strong hold of the human conscience and intellect

with no more aid for the external authority of either

Church or Bible than the great confirmation of their

teaching to be found in the rise of an historical

tradition which grafts itself on the conscience and

recasts human nature—I shall have done all I

wish. It seems to me that no theologians have

done more to undermine the power of Revelation

than those who have tried to force theology on

men's minds by mere external authority, which has,

I believe, no more capacity to influence man, without

evoking in him some answering response from his
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own deepest nature, than a ray of light has to affect

the ear, or a sound to hnpress the retina.

A masterly writer, the Rev. Dr. Martineau, has

put very forcibly the great difficulty which occurs to

every thoughtful mind in discussing the truth of the

Incarnation :

—

" The truth is, this [Mr. Maurice's] school has never

succeeded in settling accounts between the Eternal Divine

facts, sj^iritually revealed by the ever-living witness, and

the historical phenomena of the past, which, however con-

nected with religion, are cognisable only through human
testimony. In the joy of having found the former, even

Mr. Maurice forgets the different tenure of the latter,

involves them in the same , feeling and treatment as if

they too w^ere entities apprehensible to-day indej)endently

of yesterday, and free from the contingencies of probable

evidence. . . . The personal life of God in the w^orld, of

which his sense is so deep, seems to guarantee for him the

particular Divine acts and manifestations enumerated in

the Scriptures, and in the formularies of the Church ; and

his one standing appeal to us is, ' Believe in Him who is

signified, and you will believe the signs ; ' yet it is plain

that no prior apprehension of God would enable us to

divine, before they came, the forms in which His agency

would express itself ; or after they have come and been

reported, to separate the threads of reality from those of

fiction in a narrative of mixed issue. For knowledge of

the Divine events, taken one by one, we are not less

dependent on human attestation than for the biograj)hy

of an emperor or an apostle, and it is vain to treat them
as if they were deducibles from the primary sj^iritual

truth, and were to stand or fall with it."
^

Nothing can be better put. And it is needless to

say that if we had no vestige of the Incarnation in

^ National review, No. XXVI, for October 1861. Article,

" Tracts for Priests and People," pp. 430, 431.
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history we should have no reason for believing it,

though the want which it answers in the human
heart would remain. But the question is not as to

whether it is right to accept historical facts without

historical evidence, but how far the belief in facts

for which there is historical evidence is legitimately .

shaken or strengthened by the tenacity with which

they fasten on the conscience,—by their power of

" revealing the thoughts of many hearts," in all races

and all times. Some writers, like Strauss, for example,

,

maintain that this power which some facts have of

embodying human hopes and aspirations ought to

render us incredulous of them as facts. Myths, he

says, are human expectations crystallised into the

form of history ; we ought, therefore, to believe much
more easily what answers to no human hope than

what does, for the hope may easily generate a ficti-

tious echo of itself. Another school of writers main-

tains that historical beliefs should hang on historical

evidence, and on nothing else ; that the splendour of

the divine halo should be carefully shut out from the

gospel before we decide on its authenticity; that we
should search into it as we search into the authenticity

of Livy or Tacitus. To this school, apparently, the

writer whom I have quoted belongs.

Now, it seems to me that in both schools there is

a great want of distinctness of thought as to what
historical evidence really means. We say that a

witness who has no previous prepossessions at all on

any subject is the best witness to a fact,—because lie

judges simply by observation and by nothing else.

We should trust more implicitl}^ a supernatural story

from a plain strong-minded practical man, given to

no nervous impressions, than from a morbid nature like

Cowper's or from a superstitious person full of ignorant
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fears and wonders. The best testimony we can get

for simple physical facts of any kind is, so to say,

accidental testimony,— the testimony of men who
have no theory, and no wish to have a theory. But
what is a true and important criterion of the value

of testimony in reference to simple physical facts

that come within the range of eye, ear, and touch,

can never be legitimately generalised into a criterion

of the general evidence of a complex, spiritual, moral,

and physical event. Were we as a rule to mistrust

the testimony of persons to all events which could

be proved to have been expected, feared, or hoped
for by them beforehand, we should, in fact, often

doubt events because they were probable. We judge

of historical truth by two tests—by mere testimony,

which is usually more safe if the event be (to the

witness) entirely unexpected, and also by all evidence

we may possess as to the causes previously at work,

the knowledge of which necessarily tends to inspire

expectation in all who have access to them, while

those causes themselves tend to fulfil the expectations

so insj^ired. And, of course, the very existence of

an antecedent presumption will sometimes tend to

weaken the mere scientifie value of human testimony,

while it incalculably strengthens our evidence for the

fact testified. An astronomer Avho has calculated a

new perturbation in the planetary motions may be a

worse witness, in case of imperfect observation, as to

the fact, than a casual observer, who is quite unaware
that any such phenomenon is expected. But still

the knowledge which leads him to expect (even

doubtfully) such a phenomenon, is rightly regarded

as weighing far more in favour of the event than the

partial invalidation of the personal testimony weighs

in the other scale. The best witness of simple
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physical facts is the witness without expectation;
but the whole evidence for expected facts is usually
far stronger than the evidence for abrupt and insu-

lated phenomena.

And this distinction has nowhere greater force

than where the facts in question have their springs
in personal character. Here we rightly prefer, and
prefer almost indefinitely, the " evidence " of intimate
friends to the " testimony " of strangers, and for the
simple reason that so large an element in all human
actions is other than physical—requires more than
eye, ear, and touch to perceive it—that no one who
has not gained some familiarity with the character,

can see its actions with any clear apprehension of
their drift at all. Just as no one would trust an
unscientific man's evidence on a chemical phenome-
non, because he does not know lohat to observe, does
not see where the pinch of the case lies, so no one
compares for a moment, in most cases, the value of a
friend's and a stranger's insight into a man's actions,

unless where something is at stake Avhich is likely to

prejudice a friend's vision. In such cases previous
knowledge of moral causes is far more important to
the whole evidence than it is injurious to the im-
partiality of the testimony. Could the point to be
observed in a chemical analysis be sharply and dis-

tinctly isolated, we would rather take the testimony
of a man who had no idea what to expect than of a
man who was eagerly looking for it ; but it cannot

;

and therefore we say that the evidence of a chemist
is worth ten times as much as the evidence of a non-
chemist. And so also with regard to character : the
very knowledge which helps us to criticise rightly,

to some extent no doubt affects the independence of
the testimony, since the expectation may infuse some
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influence of its own into the intellect
;
yet even so,

that knowledge gives far more weight to the whole

evidence than it takes from the weight of the

physical testimony.

Now, to apply these considerations to God's reve-

lation of Himself. No doubt the religious yearnings,

the mysterious hopes, the premonitory prophecies

which precede such a revelation, to some extent

shake the mere sense-testimony of those who come
within their influence. The " vision and the faculty

divine " will, to some extent, perhaps, colour the

testimony of witnesses. On the other hand, it seems

to me simply unmeaning to say that the historical

evidence in any large sense can be weighed without

assigning the greatest importance to these prophetic

visions and hopes. It is surely untrue, then, that for

the divine facts of history we are " not less dependent

on human attestation than for the biography of an

emperor or an apostle." We are absolutely dependent

on some human attestation for any historical fact

;

but I maintain that, beyond a certain limit, our belief

in any such fact legitimately requires less external

evidence in proportion as the previous knowledge or

insight, leading us to anticipate it, is large or small.

This is so, in some degree, even with regard to the

biography of an emperor or apostle. If a newspaper

tells us that a person of whom we have never heard

has just attempted a European monarch's life, Ave

accept it as a mere newspaper rumour, and nothing

more ; but if it tells us that one whose fanatical

political character and associations we intimately

know, and whose vindictive vows we have recently

heard, has done so, we attach far more importance to

the intelligence. Its evidence is better, though it is

certainly also true that the very causes which give us
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reason to believe it may have induced somebody else

to invent or accept and circulate the rumour. We
see a not improbable origin for the false testimony,

if it be false testimony ; but, for all that, we hold

much more firmly than we otherwise should that the

character in question has manifested itself in this

way. We have seen the causes at work which might
have led to this effect, and though they might also

have led to a false anticijDation of this effect, we
rightly hold the evidence to be much stronger than

if we knew nothing of the matter.

But if this be true even of the evidence for ordin-

ary human biography, it is surely true that the

historical facts of Revelation, which satisfy our high-

est religious yearnings, depend in an infinitely greater

degree for their true evidence on completely corre-

sponding to and further extending that knowledge
of God which He has put into man in the shape

of such yearnings. Of course, as I have already

admitted, no one could believe in an historical re-

velation without a considerable mass of human testi-

mony, because that testimony is as essential for the

how, where, and when, of the Divine fulfilment of

human hopes, as it is for the record of facts which
faith had never presaged at all. But, given a certain

substantial amount of such testimon}^, and I conceive

that every man will, and must, be influenced in ac-

cepting or rejecting it by his own personal insight,

or want of insight, into the divine causes which
might have produced such a revelation, and into the

human wants which called for them. The principles

by which we weigh the evidence of a historical re-

velation are not coincident with those by which we
weigh the evidence for the biography of " an emperor
or apostle," though, of course, they contain many
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common elements. My knowledge of what I may-

call the a priori probabilities, the moral presumptions

of a human life lying beyond the range of my own
experience, is entirely derived from the testimony of

others. When I gain a, strong and distinct impres-

sion of the individual character of the emperor or

apostle, or any one brought into relation with them,

I have, of course, a certain standard by which to

judge doubtful evidence concerning their lives, but

for such strong and distinct impressions themselves I

am wholly dependent on the testimony of others.

This is not so with regard to divine causes. The
certainty with which we apprehend God's righteous-

ness and love is the highest certainty of which the

human conscience is capable ; and hence, in judging

of the truth of an historical revelation, much less in

proportion depends on mere sifting of testimony, far

more on the problem whether the facts accurately

fit the Divine causes which we know to be in exist-

ence, and the human yearnings which we know to

be of God's inspiration, than can ever depend on

what is called " internal evidence " in ordinary his-

tory or biography. In the latter case, the standard

of " internal evidence " is primarily derived from the

external. In the case of Divine revelation, it is the

first truth of our life, the deepest fountain of our

being.

Hence, to satisfy me of the truth of the Incarna-

tion, there must be two distinct and coincident forces

exerted on my mind. I must be historically satisfied

that a Christ existed ; that He claimed to be in some

unique sense the Son of God and Lord of man ; that

He claimed the power to forgive sin, to search the

heart, and to impose the yoke and the burden which

set man free from all other yokes and burdens ; I
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must be satisfied that others confirmed then, and
through the history of the world have ever since

confirmed, the assertion of this inward relation of

Christ to their hearts ;—of this I must be sure as

matter of history. And, secondly, before I can credit

the inferences to which this would lead me, or

rather decide between those inferences and the in-

credulity to which so many minds in all ages have
been forced, I must be satisfied, as matter of the

deepest inward conviction, that those hopes, and
wants, and prophetic forecasts, which stirred the

nations of antiquity before Christ came, and which
have stirred still more deeply the nations of the

modern world since the cross was set up on Mount
Calvary, are not only adequately satisfied, but puri-

fied and strengthened by Christ's Incarnation, and
are not adequately satisfied without it. As soon as

men are convinced of both these series of facts,

—

historically, that the claim of the eternal Sonship

was made by Christ, and accepted as a new life by
the mass of His followers in all ages,—spiritually,

that the admission of that claim, and this alone,

answers the cry of the ages and of our own con-

sciences for divine light and help, the two coalesce

into an historical faith, which is something far more
than assent to historical testimony—namely, assent

to testimony concerning facts whose roots of causa-

tion we discern running deep into the very constitu-

tion of man and the character of God.

I will speak last of the historical testimony, for I

know that in most men's minds in the i^resent day,

it is not here that the true difiiculty really lies. The
real stress of the doubt felt is twofold. First, there

is a strong impression which I long shared, that no
fresh human power, no new insight into the divine
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world is given by faith in the Incarnation, \Yhich

would not be equally given by an unfolding of the

same kind of Christian morality and Avorship with-

out the burden of that stupendous mystery which

staggers the human intellect. Secondly, ^ positive

metaphysical contradiction is supposed to be involved

in the assertion that an infant, a child, a growing

youth, a Jew, one limited in knowledge, subject to

temptation, sensible of national prejudices, liable to

sickness, overpowered by death, could in any sense

be personally identified with the eternal and un-

created Son of God. Now, to me it seems that it

would be, and ought to be, fatal, at least to all

human faith in the Incarnation, if not to the fact

itself, could it be shown as the first of these objec-

tions assumes, that the net moral and spiritual fruits

of the Christian revelation can be reaped in full

without accepting it. That this is not true seems

attested by the clinging ' of the popular heart of

Christendom throughout all the centuries to the

confession that "for us men and for our salvation

the Son of God came down from heaven, and was

made man, and died upon the cross for us " ; but

falsehood so often mingles with truth in the popular

mind, that it is not easy to accept as decisive the

blind instinct even of ages on such a point. No
man ever is really convinced by the mere spectacle

of strong faith in others ; all that such a spectacle

can do is to fascinate our minds till we can enter

into its meaning for ourselves. I will try and show

then, first, what I think is given by the Incarnation,

which would not, and could not, be given by the

fullest manifestation of Christian morality and piety,

—were that possible without it.

1 . We are told by it something of God's absolute
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and essential nature, something which does not

merely describe what He is to us, but what He is in

himself. If Christ is the Eternal Son of God, God
is indeed and in essence a Father ; the social nature,

the spring of love, is of the very essence of the Eter-

nal being ; the communication of His life, the recip-

rocation of His affection, dates from beyond time

—

belongs, in other words, to the very being of God.

Now, some persons think that such a certainty, even

when attained, has very little to do with human life.

' What does it matter,' they say, ' what the absolute

nature of God is, if we know what He is to us ;—how
can it concern us to know what He was before our

race existed, if we know what He is to all His crea-

tures now 1
' These questions seem plausible, but I

believe they point to a very deep error. I can an-

swer for myself that the Unitarian conviction that

God is

—

as God and in His eternal essence—a single,

solitary personality, influenced my imagination and

the whole colour of my faith most profoundly. Such

a conviction, thoroughly realised, renders it impos-

sible to identify any of the social attributes with His

real essence—renders it difficult not to regard power

as the true root of all other divine life. If we are

to believe that the Father was from all time, we must

believe that He was as a Father—that is, that love

was actual in Him as well as potential, that the com-

munication of life and thought and fulness of joy

was of the inmost nature of God, and never began to

be, if God never began to be.

For my own part, I am sure that our belief,

whatever it may be, about the " absolute " nature of

God, influences far more than any one supposes our

practical thoughts about the actual relation of God
to us. Unitarians eagerly deny—I once eagerly de-

S
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nied—that God is to them a solitary omnii^otence.

Nor is He. But I am sm^e that the conception of a

single eternal personality as originating, and infinitely

antecedent to, all acts of love or spiritual communion
with any other, affects vitally the temper of their

faith. The throne of heaven is to them a lonely one.

The solitude of the eternities weighs upon their ima-

ginations. Social are necessarily postponed to in-

dividual attributes ; for they date from a later origin

—from creation—while power and thought are eter-

nal. Necessarily, therefore, God, though spoken of

and worshipped as a Father to us, is conceived prim-

arily as imagining and creating ; secondarily only,

as loving and inspiring. But any Being whose
thoughts and resolves are conceived as in any sense

deeper and more personal than His affections, is

necessarily regarded rather as benignant and com-

passionate, than as affording the type of that deepest

kind of love which is co-ordinate with life—in short,

rather as a beneficence whose love springs out of

power and reason, than as One whose power and
reason are grounded in love. I am sure that this

notion of God as the Absolute Cause, does tincture

deeply even the highest form of Unitarian faith, and

I cannot see how it could be otherwise. If our

prayers are addressed to One whose eternity we
habitually image as unshared, we necessarily for the

time merge the Father in the Omniscient and Omni-
potent genius of the universe. If, on the other hand,

we pray to One who has revealed His own eternity

through the Eternal Son— if, in the spirit of the

liturgies. Catholic and Protestant, we alternate our

prayers to the eternal originating love, and to that

filial love in which it has been eternally mirrored,

turning from the " Father of heaven " to the " Son,
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Eedeemer of the world," and back again to Him in

whom that Son for ever rests—then we keep a God
essentially social before our hearts and minds, and fill

our imagination with no solitary grandeur.

It will be said that even if revelation does mani-
fest to us any of the secrets of the divine eternities,

they can influence us only so far as they have relation

to us, and that to know what God is to man, is to

know all that can aff'ect our spiritual life. This is

true, and yet it is, I believe, essential to know some-

thing of what God is, out of relation to man, in order

to realise fully what He is in relation to man. Even
in human relations we are never fully satisfied with

our knowledge of any character, however intimately

related with ours, until we know what it is and
seems in other relations also. It is not that we dis-

trust others, but that we distrust ourselves. " Sub-

jectivity," as it is called, clouds the eyes ; we want
to know how far our own individual deficiencies,

and sins, and impulses, colour our vision. And,
therefore, we weigh other experience as anxiously

as our own. And just as we seek in this way to

escape from the limitations of our own individuality

in human aff'ections, we yearn for some similar escape

from the limitations of man's moral experience in

divine aff'ections. No masculine mind, at all events,

will ever be really content with what is called " spirit-

ual experience." Special knowledge is never fully

trusted unless it stands on a firm basis of general

knowledge. For example, national convictions known
to be such, though we may give way to them, never

really take possession of a man as a faith, until he
finds them in full accordance with, and adding some-

thing fresh to, human convictions. To know God
as He is to us, we feel that we must know something
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of what He is in Himself and without relation to us.

Then we feel upon a rock : otherwise we cannot tell

what we ought or ought not to allow for the refracting

medium of human error and sin. And I believe,

further, that the craving to know Him out of relation

to us, is a sign of the maturity of the knowledge

which arises from His relation to us. Just as it

never occurs to a child to think of what its parents

are to the outer world, until the filial relation has

reached a certain ripeness, when this further question

seems to be the essential groundwork for a new and

fuller filial knowledge,—so in religion, inspiration is

first, revelation last ; the former leading up to the

latter.

It is objected, however, to this view, that such a

yearning is a yearning for the impossible. " All

human knowledge must be human—that is, subjective,

relative—not exhaustive, absolute." No doubt ; but

there is a wide distinction between the mere subject-

ivity of our knowing power, to which we attach no

profound sense of insecurity, and the subjectivity of

the field of immediate personal emotions, to which

we do. I do not mean by this to distinguish be-

tween the intellect and the rest of man's nature ; for

in all knowledge of jmrsons the intellect alone is but

the smallest part of the knowing power, and is fully

as liable to error as any other. I mean to distinguish

the disinterested knowing power from the interested

—the reliance which we place in our own apprehen-

sions when they are in no way agitated by egoistic

considerations, from the hesitation with which we
regard their assertions when they are. It is surely

essentially healthy, and even a test of health, to mea-

sure the human by the divine, and not the divine by

the human
;
just as a dislike and distrust of all the
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modern revivalist teaching is a token of health.

And so, I think, to desire a solid foundation-rock out-

side humanity on which to build up human religion

is a symptom of health. It is simply the disposition

to trust more implicitly that which God says of Him-
self, when it does not directly and primarily affect

our own personal life or self-love, but only reveals

Him as He is, than when it affects us primarily and

directly, and reveals Him only secondarily and in-

directly. We can trust better our own moral experi-

ence when we have exercised it first on learning what
God is, for we feel that we have a more open and

calmer mind for apprehending His revelation of Him-
self than for learning the '^regulative truths " con-

cerning our own duty. Of course, " doing His will
"

comes before " knowing " of amj doctrine ; but know-

ing Him comes before knowing and understanding

ourselves.

I believe, then, that the revelation of God through

an Eternal Son would realise to us, if it can be ade-

quately believed, that the relation of God to us is only

the manifestation of His life in itself, as it was or

would be without us— "before all worlds," as the

theologians say ; that " before all worlds " He was

essentially the Father, essentially Love, essentially

something infinitely more than Knowledge or Power,

essentially communicating and receiving a living affec-

tion, essentially all that the heart can desire. This

is not, then, relative truth for us only, but the truth

as it is in itself, the reality of Infinite Being. It is

first proclaimed to us, indeed, to save us from sin,

strengthen us in frailty, and lift us above ourselves
;

but it could not do this as it does, did we not know
that God was, and His love was, and His Fatherly

Life was, apart from man, and that it is a reality
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infinitely deeper and vaster than the existence of

His human children.

And it seems to me that to know God to be in

His own essential nature a Father, not merely a

Father to us, is a very great stej) towards exalting

the whole tone of our actual life. We are apt to

take the word " Father " as metaphorical in its appli-

cation to God— a metaphor derived from human
parentage. But such a faith teaches us that the

most sacred human relations, which we feel to be far

deeper than any individual and solitary human
attributes, are but faint shadows of realities eternally

existing in the divine mind. It is customary in many
philosophical schools to regard the " absoluteness

"

of God, the absence of all relation in Him, as a part

of His divine jmvilege. To me such a conception

appears essentially atheistic, if really thought out,

though, of course, practically consistent with the most
genuine and fervent piety. Judaism never did think

it out without hovering on the very margin of the

discovery which Christ made to us. That discovery

was, as it seems to me, in one aspect of it—that

aspect in which it could be made only through an

Eternal Son of God—this :
—

' Never try to think of

Me,' it seems to say, ' as a mere Sovereign Will

;

never try to conceive My Infinitude as exclusive of

all divine life, except My own : My infinitude is not

exclusive but spiritual, and includes the fulness of

all spiritual life, eternal love. Think of Me as always

communicating life, and love, and power—as always

receiving love. Never pronounce the word "God"
without recognising that diversity of reciprocal life

which is the hi^'hest life— the reconciliation of life

overflowing and returning, which cannot be without a

perfect union of distinct personalities."
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2. The Incarnation, if believable, seems to me to

throw a strong light on the seeming contradictions of

human nature—contradictions which are only brought
out into sharper relief by a fuller knowledge of the

Creator. The more we acknowledge the greatness

of God, the more are we perplexed by contending
thoughts as to the nature of man. The knowledge
we have gained either humiliates and crushes us, or

produces an artificial elation. We either crouch
with the highest of purely Jewish minds, or become
urbanely self-content with the Pelagian -Unitarian

thinkers. We either cry, " Woe is me ! for I am
undone, because I am a man of unclean lips, and
dwell amongst a people of unclean lips ; for mine
eyes have seen the king, the Lord of hosts ! " or we
congratulate ourselves that we are, by inherent right,

children of God, "born good," as Lord Palmerston
said, and have no profound need, therefore, of purifi-

cation at all. The humiliation alone, and the exalta-

tion alone, are alike false to the facts within us and
destructive of the true springs of human hope. The
" coal from the altar " which purified Isaiah's lips was
a special deliverance from the abject humiliation of

Oriental self-abasement—a kind of deliverance Vv^hich

is not universal enough for mankind; and, on the

other hand, the persuasion that we ourselves are, in

our own right, children of God, is a graver delusion

in the other direction. What we want is some uni-

versal fountain of divine life within us which shall

yet not blind us in any way to the truth that we
ourselves are not by our own right children of

God, but only become so through One who is.

We need a reconciliation of the fact of the un-

healthy egoism of our own individualities, with
the equally certain fact of a divine Light struggling
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with that egoism, and claiming us as true children

of God
The Incarnation alone helps us adequately to under-

stand ourselves ; it reconciles the language of servile

humiliation with the lanpjuasje of ric;htful children.

Both are true. The unclean slave and the free child of

heaven are both within us. The Incarnation shows us

the true child of God—the filial will which never lost

its majesty, which never tasted the impurity of human
sin—and so still further abases us ; but then it shows

Him as the incarnate revelation of that Eternal Son

and Word, whose filial light and life can stream into

and take possession of us^ with power to make us

like Himself. The Incarnation alone seems to me
adequately to reconcile the contradictory facts of a

double nature in man— the separate individuality

which has no health of its own, and turns every prin-

ciple to evil directly it begins to revolve on its own
axis— and the divine nature which lends it a true

place and true subordination in the kingdom of God.
" We are not," said Athanasius, " hy nature sons of

God, but the Son in us makes us so ; also God is not

hij nature our Father, but He is the Father of the

Word, dwelling in us ; for in Him and through Him
we cry, ' Abba, Father.' " It is obvious that Atha-

nasius uses the word " nature " here in a much nar-

rower sense than Bishop Butler. In the largest

sense it is our true " nature " to live in and through

the Eternal Word. But what Athanasius meant

—

namely, that not by virtue of anything in our own
strict personality or individuality, only by virtue of

the divine life engrafted upon that personality or

individuality, do we become sons of God—seems to

me the very truth w^hich St. John reveals:—"He
came unto his own, and his own received him not ;
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but as many as received him, to them gave he power
to become sons of God." This teaching, and this

alone, seems to vindicate the divine nature in us

without leading us into the delusion that it is of us.

Two objections, however, will be made to this

statement. It will be said that the same faith, in all

its essence, may be held without the Incarnation
;

and secondly, that even if the eternal nature of the

Son be granted as the source of human life and
light, the difficulty is only pushed further back, and

an intrinsic health and life ascribed to the subordi-

nate person of the Son, which can only belong to the

Father Himself. I have thought long on both these

objections, and will give what seems to me the truest

answer to them. So long as we believe that we our-

selves are, by the very essence of our own individu-

ality, and not through the purifying and overshadow-

ing nature of the Eternal Son, children of God, we
cannot but explain away and try to ignore the true

struggle and weakness in us. We refer that weak-

ness and that conflict to our " finite " nature, to our

childish shortsightedness, to our " temptations "—to

anything but the truth—which is, not that we are

weak, not that we are childish, not that we are short-

sighted and tempted, but that we have not in us, and
can only gain through another, that ivill to be children

of God which would overcome temptation and frailty.

But, then, it is said, 'Admit this—why cannot we
look to the Father directly to give us this will ?

'

Thousands, nay, millions do thus look, and not in

vain. But I do not think that, as a matter of fact,

the faith in an Eternal Father can either be ade-

quately realised, as I have before said, without the

faith in an Eternal Son, or that, even if it could, it

would fully answer the conscious wants of our hearts.
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We need the inspiration and present help of a per-

fect filial will. AYe cannot conceive the Father as

sharing in that dependent attitude of spirit, which is

our principal spiritual want. It is a Father's perfec-

tion to originate—a Son's to receive. We crave

sympathy and aid in this recejjtive life. We need the

will to be good as sons, and to this the vivid faith

in the help of a true Son is, I think, essential. Such
a revelation alone makes hnmility divine, rather than

human ; eternal, instead of temporary and finite
;

such a revelation alone refers the origin of self-sacri-

fice to heaven rather than earth. And to make
humility and self-sacrifice of essentially human birth

is false to our own moral experience. AYe feel, we
hioic, that those highest human virtues, humility and
self-sacrifice, are not original and indigenous in man,

but are grafted on him from above. This faith, that

from the life of the Son of God is derived all the

health and true perfection of humanity, is the one

teaching which robs Stoicism, Asceticism, Unitarian,

and Pelagian good works of their unhealthy element

of pride, by teaching us that, in some real sense,

every pure feeling in man, everj^thing really noble,

even self-sacrifice itself, comes from above; that God's

virtue is the root of all man's virtue ; that even

the humility of the child of God is lent us by Him
who lived eternally in the Father's life before He
took upon Himself our human life.

It may be thought that this is, in some sense, a

transcendental and unreal philosophy. On the con-

trary, I believe it to be the popular root of the faith

in the Incarnation in almost all ages. Certainly it

was the root of that faith in St. Paul, the greatest of

all Christian thinkers and teachers. For him, as

much as for St. John, the faith that Christ was the
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vine, and men the branches,—that it was from His

divine life that the health and unity of the social

system proceeded,—was a central truth. It pervaded

all he wrote. The Epistle to the Romans turns solely

on this point. " Not I, but Christ that liveth in me,"

was the solution of all his difficulties concerning

human good works. His want had been the assur-

ance of some power close to his heart, not his own,

by which the law could be fulfilled. He found this

assurance when Christ was revealed " in him," and
it solved for him the great problem of social reno-

vation. Christ, the head, sent a new pulse of life

through all the members, which gave a due subor-

dination to each, and yet held together the social

body in a single coherent whole. The law had been

a hard taskmaster to St. Paul—even the divine life

of the Father and Creator had not been sufficient for

him—till this divine fountain of sympathy, brother-

hood, humility, and self-sacrifice had been also

revealed. This was the power and mystery of the

Cross. Now, no longer, need every good act of man's

be tainted by a sort of evil self-gratulation on thus

fulfilling his duties as a child of God. The Son was
revealed as the fountain of humility and the source

of all true sympathy, as aiding our prayers, fascinat-

ing our cold neutral wills with the fervour of His

filial nature, rendering it possible for us to love and
hope and pray Avith full knowledge of the true source

of human strength in Him whose love and hope and
faith is eternal and eternally in contact with our own
hearts.

But, then, I have heard it said, This faith, if we
hold it, only pushes the difficulty further back. If

the Eternal Son of God could be intrinsically good,

though originating a new type of goodness—the filial
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and dependent—which He could not share even with

the Father, why could not men in their finite sphere

originate, at first hand, all the virtues of filial beings

simply through their direct communion with the

Father ? I am sure I cannot answer this question

;

but is it not a question of fact ? Why we are what
we are, no one knows. But is there in us—in our

individual selves or personalities—any essential will

to good, any essentially filial free will 1 Surely

we know that it is not so. That we have no essential

will to evil, I believe. But the truest self-knowledge

teaches us that our highest individual power consists

in distinguishing between the Spirit of God and the

spirit of self-will ; and our only goodness, not in will-

ing what is good for ourselves and out of our own
love of good, but in surrendering the reins to One
whose true love of good, and will to good, we can

discern. If this be true, what have we to do with

its mystery 1 That we might all have been, in free

spiritual will, perfect children of God, like Christ, is

conceivable certainly, but that we are so is false.

We know that our highest nature is to be taken up
into another's nature, instead of clinging to our own
centre. The law of life for the grafts is not the

law of life for the tree. Is not this enough for us 1

We see that the law of Christ's nature was a higher

one—that in Him filial goodness is original—while

we have only the power of gaining it by a voluntary

submission to His life. The metaphysical difficulty,

if there be one, may, perhaps, only be pushed further

back ; but then, as a matter of fact, we find it is

solved hy being relegated. He was a true Son of God,

and we are not. We can only become so by admitting

Him into our hearts ; He needed nothing ; eternal de-

pendence on the Father was the law of His free will.
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3. And this brings me to the supposed meta-

physical contradiction in the fact of Incarnation,

which I used to think fatal. That difficulty was, that

an infinite being could not become finite, or take up a

human nature into his own, except as a mere simulated

appearance. To me, it would be far more painful to

believe in the unreaHty of Christ's finite nature and

human condition, than to give up Christianity alto-

gether j in fact, it would involve giving up Christ to

believe it for a moment. But this metaphysical con-

tradiction, which once seemed so formidable, does not

now exist for me at all. That the Son of God, even

though eternal, co-eternal with the Father, may take

into His own a finite and derived nature, seems un-

deniable. When we note how little the powers which,

we ourselves possess, and which seem to belong to us,

are identified with our personality—how by a stroke

of paralysis, for example, a man of genius appears to

be stripped of all his richest qualities of mind and re-

duced to a poor solitary ego—or, perhaps, how he lives

in two worlds, in one of which he is a feeble, helpless,

isolated will, and in the other a man of genius still

—

when we note this, it seems to me to be simply the

most presumptuous of all presumptuous assumptions to

deny that the Son of God might have really entered

into a finite being, a Jew of Jewish thoughts and
prepossessions, liable to all the intellectual errors

which distinguished the world in which He lived. If

there is an indestructible moral individuality which

constitutes self^ which is the same when wielding the

largest powers, and when it sits alone at the dark

centre—which may even live under a double set of

conditions at the same time—I can see no meta-

physical contradiction in an Incarnation.

Indeed, the phenomena of growth are surely not
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less wonderful than those of limitation. If individual

powers can be bestowed, and in some sense closely

united with our individuality, they can be withdrawn.

If infinite power and knowledge can be given by the

Father to the Son, they can be limited in any finite

nature in which the Son expresses His own spirit as

God wills. I am sure that Jesus of Nazareth was
a Jew, a human being, ignorant of many things, only

at times penetrated by the full light of His infinite

nature—One who could understand all human tempt-

ations, who looked forward to pain and death with

human shrinking, and who saw the shortcomings of

His disciples' love with human anguish. What
eternal reality, then, was it that was personally

identified with that life ? The life of a perfect Son,

still resting in that of the Father, and ordering the

human passions and desires with the sole purpose of

doino; the divine will. The essential difference, the

only essential difierence between the life of Jesus of

Nazareth and of any human being, seems to me to be

that His free will was always fastened, so to speak, on

that of God, so that, though He felt temptation, the

predominant j;«ss^c*/i of His will prevented the slightest

trembling in the balance, while the free will of all

other men is intrinsically indifferent, and needs a

divine countervailing force to aid it in escaping from

the solicitations of human temptation. And Christ,

in revealing this perfectly filial nature, revealed it as

the power in the protecting shadow of which, and by
sympathy with which, we might also escape the

sin which He understood, but never experienced. It

was not as an exmiple, but as the very source of

the divine light which was to stream into us, that His

life was revealed. What the Incarnate AVord was in

Him, that it would have the power to make us, if we
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would but yield ourselves up absolutely to its guidance.

In point of limitations, temptations, frailties. His

human life was no better than ours. The human
will alone was better, intrinsically better, because it

reflected the perfect filial life, and that life would
engraft itself on ours, and sway us, if we would but

surrender the reins.

I have now, in a certain very inadequate way

—

consciously inadequate to the strength of my own
conviction—explained why the Incarnation, if it he a

fact, would to my mind be a new power, a new fount-

ain of life and hope to man ; and I have said all that

seems to me necessary to remove the only plausible a

priori impossibility that ever got a strong grasp of my
mind. But now, on what testimony can a rational

mind justify its belief in so stupendous a fact, of

which, even if true, the evidence would seem to be so

far removed from the reach of human criticism ?

In the first place, it seems to be impossible for any

one who accepts the historical records of Christ's life

as in any degree genuine, to doubt that Christ asserted

for Himself a spiritual and eternal Sonship, which was
the true and universal ground of all men's filial re-

lations to God. I held the existence of this claim to

be indisputable long before I held that claim to be

justified, and I believe that all the more critical

schools of Unitarians, both in Germany and this

country, grant it—at all events, so far as they admit

the fourth gospel to contain an authentic account of

Christ's own words. Of course, it is quite a tenable

position to admit the fact and deny the inference that

what a mind so high and simple held concerning its

own relation to God need be accepted by other men.

But at present I only wish to discuss the fact of

Christ's OAvn expressed belief. And as St. John's
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Gospel—though to my own conviction the completest

exposition of the truth of the Incarnation—is doubted

by many sincere critics who accept the first three as

genuine, I could scarcely rest ni}^ faith on it, did it

not seem to me that the other three, though certainly

not compiled by, nor originating Avith, men who had
thought out and realised the meaning of the revelation,

are full of the same truth—full of it, that is, just in

that shape in which it would be recorded by witnesses

who had not yet found their way to its true signi-

ficance.

AVhat, for instance, can be better identified with

the personal preaching of Christ than the whole series

of parables speaking of the prophets as imperfect

messengers from God to man, whose teaching had
failed to reveal Him adequately, so that at last He
sent His " own Son " to claim for Him His kingdom ?

Is it not clear that in all these a distinction in kind

between the prophet and the Christ is meant to be

imprinted on the heart 1 He, the last of the series,

is not a servant of God, but " the heir." Again, it is

recorded by all the synoptical gospels that Christ asks

Peter whom men suppose Him to be. Peter replies

that some say He is John the Baptist, some Elias,

some one of the prophets. " But whom say ye that

I am 1 " " Peter saith unto him, Thou art the Christ"—" the Son of the living God," adds St. Matthew.
And the same Evangelist records the reply of Jesus :

—

"Blessed art thou, Simon, Son of Jonas, for flesh and
blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my Father

which is in heaven." Can any assertion be stronger,

that between God and Christ there was this mysterious,

special, and hidden relation which eye could not see,

which spirit could not discern, unless God himself

had breathed it into the conscience of the disciple ?
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To say that the sph'it of such a passage does not

wholly refute the notion that Christ's own conception

of Himself was the modern Unitarian model-man
conception, seems to me a violence to all true criticism.

But it is not on one or two passages that I could rest

such a belief. What is the spirit of all the three first

narratives ? It is this :—they describe and attempt to

delineate a man who spoke, with an authority of his

own, of the secrets of God's spirit. At times He for-

gives sins, and treats the healing of bodily diseases as

a mere pledge of that deeper power to restore health

to the spirit. At times He speaks of His own lowli-

ness ; but though always with a humility of a Son
towards God, it is in the attitude of a King towards

men. " He that loveth father or mother more than

me is not worthy of me, and he that loveth son or

daughter more than me is not worthy of me " ; what
an assertion for any man, however good, to make !

—

an assertion only the more inconsistent and incredible,

the better he might be : an assertion, in short, which

could only be made by one conscious that His spirit

was in direct organic communion with the spirits of

those to whom He spoke—such communion that love

to Him and love to God were inseparable emotions.

The language St. John puts into Christ's mouth,
" I in them and thou in me," seems only a clearer

enunciation of the whole spirit of the first three

gospels, which implies as direct a spiritual communion
between Christ and men as existed between the Father

and the Son. For example, take the words, " He that

receiveth you receiveth me, and he that receiveth me
receiveth him that sent me." This is not the

language of a servant of God, but of one who shares

His eternal attributes. The mere prophet speaks

simply in the name of Him whose message He delivers,

T
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and docs not regard his own personality as any-

necessary link in the chain.

The truth is, that the pervading and deepest

characteristic of Christ's language concerning himself

is the humility not of conscious unworthiness (like St.

Paul's), but of conscious submission, of filial perfection.

And to me, the most touching and satisfying words
that have ever been uttered by human lips, are those

which no mere man could ever have uttered without

jarring every chord in the human conscience :

—

" Woe unto thee, Chorazin ! woe unto thee, Beth-

saida ! for if the mighty works which were done in

you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would
have repented long ago in sackcloth and ashes. But
I say unto you, It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and
Sidon at the day of judgment than for you. And thou,

Capernaum, which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be

brought down to hell : for if the mighty works which

were done in thee had been done in Sodom, it would
have remained until this day. But I say unto you,

That it shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom
in the day of judgment than for thee. At that time

Jesus answered and said, I thank thee, Father,

Lord of heaven and earth, because thou hast hid these

things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed

them unto babes : even so, Father, for so it seemed

good in thy sight. All things are delivered unto

me of my Father ; and no man knoweth the Son but

the Father; neither knoweth any man the Father,

save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will re-

veal him. Come unto me, all ye that labour and are

heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke

upon you, and learn of me, for I am meek and lowly

in heart, and ye shall find rest unto your souls : for

my yoke is easy and my burden is light." Can there
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be, even in the gospel of St. John, a more unqualified

assertion that it is the Son of God who spiritually

reveals to all men their Father, and so enables all to

become true sons of God; or that Christ Himself
knew Himself to be that divine Son and universal

light of man 1

Again

—

"But he answered and said, An evil and adulter-

ous generation seeketh after a sign, and there shall

no sign be given to it, save that of the prophet Jonah.^
The men of Nineveh shall rise in judgment with this

generation, and shall condemn it; because they
repented at the preaching of Jonah, and behold a
greater than Jonah is here. The queen of the south
shall rise up in judgment with this generation, and
shall condemn it, for she came from the uttermost
parts of the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon

;

and behold a greater than Solomon is here."

In short, I cannot open a page of the gospels
without finding in Christ a complete absence of that
self-reproach which we identify with humility, but
which only belongs to it among imperfect and sinful

men, and yet the fullest presence of that filial

humility which recognised dependence on the Father
as the true law and spirit of life, which lived in the

1 I leave out the verse in wliicli the very far-fetched parallel

between Jonah's supposed adventure in the fish's belly and our
Lord's three days' burial in the earth is interpolated, not only
because St. Luke omits it and gives the natural significance to

the passage, but because it destroys the whole force of our Lord's
meaning, and is evidently a blunder of some Jewish scholiast.

The whole drift of the passage is, that the spiritual sign is

enough, and that the craving for a physical sign is bad. Jonah
was a sign to the Ninevites, because he touched them with a
sense of their evil ; and so, too, our Lord claimed to be a sign

to that generation.
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^vill of another, and yet concurred freely in that ^vill.

Now, this combination seems to me, and is, I believe,

unique in history. Wherever Ave find deep humility

amongst men it is accompanied by self-distrust and

self-accusations, as in the case of St. Paul. Wherever

we find tranquil self-reliance it is ^/?iaccompanied by
the dependent and filial spirit ; it is found, if at all,

in some Goethe, standing with serene brow above the

clouds of human sorrow and weakness :

—

"He took the sufieriiig human race.

He read each wound, each weakness clear :

He struck his finger on the place

And said ' Thou ailest here and here.'

He looked on Europe's dying hour

Of fitful dreams and feverish power,

And said ' The end is everywhere.

Art still has truth, take refuge there.'

And he was happy—if to know
Causes of things, and far below

His feet to see the lurid flow

Of trouble, and insane distress

And headlong fate, be happiness."

Such is the attitude of the most complete human
self-adequacy; but it is not the attitude of Christ,

who proclaims to us everywhere, " I am come in my
Father's name, and ye receive me not ; if another

shall come in his own name, him ye will receive."

And it seems to me that this unique coml^ination

of child-like lowliness with perfect kingliness and
serenity of conscience extorts a witness to it from

human nature which is equally unique. We say to

our hearts, ' This is not an independent will, but a filial

will ; and yet this is not an imperfect sinful man,

but one who shares the eternal life of the Father
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whom he reveals.' The ultimate distinction between

Christ's human nature and our own lay not, it seems

to me, in any exemption from human ignorance,

sensitiveness, temptation, but in the ultimate divinity

expressed in His free will, which moulded itself

according to the Father's will without a moment's

trembling in the balance. Of the perfect concord,

perfect submissiveness, perfect dependence of this

will. He Himself was aware, and this gave Him His

tone of authority towards men. But God's purpose

was often concealed from Him on earth ; He could

discern only the general outline of His destiny, and

this only with the fitful uncertainty of that prophetic

prescience which estimates perfectly the evil and the

good, and yet can hardly bring itself to believe in

any even temporary triumph of evil. "If it be pos-

sible, let this cup pass from me ; nevertheless, not as

I will, but as thou wilt," is surely the highest ex-

pression of a perfect filial will full of humility, but

wholly untouched by humiliation.

But it will be said, that, granting that Christ was

convinced of this ultimate divinity of His own
nature,—admitting that His disciples believed par-

tially and fitfully at first, more profoundly and
spiritually afterwards, in the same truth,—how can

we accept such a stupendous assertion, on the evi-

dence of beings whom Ave admit not only not to be

infallible, but to be touched with all the natural

limitations of their social condition, their nation, and

their era ? Must we not necessarily connect such

confidence in their testimony with some doctrine of

infallibility such as has turned the religion of whole

countries into superstition, and built up the inflated

theory of an infallible Church or an infallible Bible ?

How can you take one of their beliefs, and reject
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another—accept the one which admits of no historical

verification, and reject that which has been historic-

ally tested and disproved—hold to their Christology,

and smile at their crude notions of "meeting the

Lord in the air "
? Is there no substantial reason for

lea\dng such a faith as that in the Incarnation, to be

held by men who combine with it a superstitious

treatment of apostolic authority, or the letter of

Scripture 1

I hold not ; and I think, moreover, that the faith

in the Incarnation, in its largest sense, is inconsistent

with this superstitious treatment of the human
authority of apostles, or the literal text of the Bible.

To me it seems certain, that St. Paul and St. John
alone, among the apostles whose writings are recorded,

had gained anything like a conscious grasp of this

truth. The authors of the first three gospels, though

they mention facts which point to it, as the rays

from behind a cloud point to the hidden position of

the sun, had apparently never grasped the magnitude

of the truth that they were helping to reveal. Even
St. Paul apprehended it, I think, only in relation to

the conscious life of faith. He held, doubtless, that

the Son of God had been the centre of Jewish unity

and nationality throughout the history of the Jewish

nation; that the fathers of the nation who passed

through the Red Sea " did all eat the same spiritual

meat, and did all drink the same spiritual drink ; for

they drank of that spiritual rock which followed

them, and that rock was Christ." He held, too, that

Christ was equally the centre and root of the social

unity of the Christian Church—that His life was in

all its members, and the real bond of its organisation;

but I can see no trace that He had yet learned to

extend the same truth to the whole world of heathen
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humanity—that He had grasped the fulness of St.

John's teaching, that " He is the Hght which ligliteth

every man that comefh into the world."

To me the Incarnation seems to be revealed in
exactly a similar way, and through similar channels
of various degrees of authenticity, as the existence of
God itself. All Christians hold that God manifested
Himself through a variety of avenues to the mind of
man—that at length He set apart one nation to
witness more especially to His personal unity and
righteousness— that through its means, without
neglecting the manifold approaches to the conscience
of the heathen world, the great truth gradually
struggled into the field of human vision, and con-
vinced the world of its reality, without ever shutting
itself up in the form of a logical demonstration. The
existence of God lay at the root of so many natural
facts, that it gained access to the mind just as the
personal existency of other men or the laws of nature
gain access to the mind. In the same way, and in
that way only, I hold that the Incarnation has
proved itself—Christ's own behef in the divinity and
eternity of His own personality occupying exactly
the same position in relation to this truth, that the
behef of God's "peculiar people" in the govern-
ment and providence of God occupied in relation
to Theism. The Jews' conviction that their destiny
was guided by God, and Christ's expressed convic-
tion in the divine eternity of His own life, were great
powers to aid behef in other men; but without
echoes in our own experience they would and could
not be decisive. And the gradual dawning of this

faith on the imperfect and often contracted minds of
Christ's followers produced, no doubt, as many false

lights and colours, suffused their experience with as
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much special erroi% as the behef in the special rela-

tion of God to their nation produced on the minds of

the Israelites.

Every great and infinite truth dawning upon
minds but half-prepared to receive it must create a

certain degree of excitement, which will collect a

fringe of broken colours round the central glory.

That this was actually the case with the disciples of

Christ, as well as with the Jews, I do not doubt.

Their millennial expectations seem to me a clear

instance of it. But so far from supposing that this

invalidates the great reality itself, I think it would
be as wise to say, that the fanaticism into which the

Jewish people frequently fell, in identifying them-

selves as " the people of God," disproves the fact that

they were separated by God for a special pur-

pose.

But history touches this truth, not merely in

relation to Christ's own life, or that of his immediate
followers : it records a long series of connected facts

which preceded, and a long series of connected facts

which succeeded, this. Does the one seem to antici-

pate and to culminate fairly in the mere sending of

a new and great prophet ? Does the other seem to

derive its vital influence over the ages from the mere
enunciations of a great departed prophet 1 Or does

the harmonious development of the world's history

seem to require at this point some great focus of the

world's life, some actual union of God and man—an
Incarnation ? There is no doubt that, at this point,

the history of an Oriental j^eople, whose great work
it was to learn and to teach the personal government
of a righteous God, blends with the history of the

Gentile nations, with the fountains of Greek art and
philosophy, with the system of lloman equity, with
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the whole civilisation of the AVest ; and all that it

thus takes up into itself becomes coloured by a revolu-

tionised form of the old Oriental faith. But may not

the great crisis be accounted for by this very fact

—

the confluence of different streams of national life

—

without assuming any divine act greater than the

sending of a new and more Catholic-minded prophet 1

I think not ; for I think the Jewish history cul-

minated before the influence of Greece or Rome
rushed in ; and that the Christian history began, in

germ and essence, before the confluence alluded to,

though it was materially modified thereby. To me
it seems that both the Jewish history is truncated

and the Christian history maimed, if you disbelieve

in a real Incarnation at the point where the two

coalesce. The one would be a gradual ascent without

a summit, a chain of purposes without a consumma-
tion—the other a wide and permanent stream with a

shallow and temporary source, a new life for man
without a new source of inspiration. I will try and

exjjlain my meaning further.

The Jewish faith in a supreme supernatural Will,

by whose fiat every event of nature and every duty

of man was determined, had clearly, I think, an

overpowering and overwhelming effect on the

national character, as this Will grew into distincter

outline. Righteous it was, but its righteousness was

of a kind impossible and almost terrible to man ; the

Law was brilliant light, but it cast a heavy shadow

;

the prophets said, almost in despair, "Why should

ye be stricken any more 1 Ye will revolt more and

more. The whole head is sick, and the whole heart

faint." It was felt that a link was wanted between

the absolute, supreme, original Will, in whom all the

universe rests, and the actual child-like life of human
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duty. The people of Israel, as I have said before,

crouched beneath the brightness of God's presence.

Their propliets felt more and more that it was not

merely as a righteous king that God could reveal

Himself so as best to purify and win back the nation
;

there must be, they began to learn, between the

Father and human nature, some Beinsj who could

stoop as low as the latter, yet perfect as the former,

whose kingliness would not consist in mere righteous

power, but in righteous humility, who rules man as

man learns to rule himself, by perfect obedience and
homage to another. Hence the series of prophecies

which are said to be fulfilled in Christ, which in the

truest sense are so fulfilled, but which in the prophet's

mind were often applied to more obvious and visible

rulers. There was a yearning for a spiritual king,

whose title to rule should be lowliness and sympathy,

who should be greatest of all, because "servant of

all." The prophets discerned such a rule over the

human spirit as real, though the ruler himself was
still Ijehind the veil. Besides the Father, they began

to speak of One who should be as "a shadow of a

great rock in a weary land," of whom it might be

said, "In all their afilictions he was afflicted, and

the angel of his presence saved them ; in his love

and in his pity he redeemed them ; and he bare

them and carried them all the days of old" ; of One
who should suffer with us, and so rule us ; who should

be " wounded for our transgressions, bruised for our

iniquities," and by whose stripes we should be healed.

Through all the later prophets this vision of a divine

king, not original and absolute, not king in his own
right, but by right of his humility, obedience, love

for One above himself, is as a softening thread which

subdues the awfulness of the old faith, and strives
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to bridge the chasm between the human world and

the immutable Jehovah.

The Babylonian conception of a hierarchy of

angels tended, no doubt, to deepen this vein of

thought, and to bridge the chasm of that solitary

Omnipotence in which the old Jewish creed had en-

throned God. But it was a moral more than an in-

tellectual insight which revolted from this stern type

of monotheism. The Jewish imagination was over-

whelmed by the weight of unrelieved absolute power.

It asked for a Messiah, not so much to restore the

nation's destiny as to fill up this fearful chasm

between the created and finite life of man and the

awful will of God. There w^as a growing hope that

some king would appear who would not only vindi-

cate the truth of the ancient promises, but supply

the missing link between the creature who cannot

rule, and the Creator who cannot obey. Such a

yearning, such a shrinking from solitary Omnipotence,

seems to me to run through the prophecies of Isaiah,

and the meditations of Job, Avith a vividness that no

adequate critic can ignore. And how the yearning

for a Messiah, and for a union of divine and human
attributes in that Messiah, grew between the return

from captivity and the birth of Christ, we find, I

think, extraordinary proofs in the growth of the

Alexandrine Judaism, represented by Philo, and the

strong leading of the higher minds among the Jews,

such as St. Paul's, towards the spirit of its teaching.

It is clear, I think, that no new prophet, however

great, could have satisfied this yearning, could have

supplied the natural summit to this Jewish history,

or the natural consummation of the chain of divine

purposes which that history has embodied.

Again, looking from the chain of events which
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prepared the way for the Christian revelation to the

chain of events which followed it, it seems still more
difficult to believe that the latter could have derived

their explanation from the oracles of a great prophet.

Contrast the history of the Christian Church with

that of Mahometanism. That Mahomet was a great

and genuine teacher with a mission of his own, I

heartily believe. His influence has engraved itself

on the hearts of millions who have never felt the

fascination of the Christian faith. But history shows

in many ways that there is no growth in the faith,

no power of adapting itself to the new ages ; and in

Europe, at least, though probably not in Africa, its

old life is exhausted. Mahomet as he ims rules

Mahometans as they are. His word was petrified in

Mecca, and can assimilate no new truth. It is a

faith not only founded on, but imprisoned in, a rock.

But the history of the Christian Church is a history

of constant growth in spite of resistance, and I

believe that the upward force of that growth has

ever been the communion with a living Christ.

Mere Theism, no doubt, has in it some expansive

force, as the history of the Jews shows ; but the

immutability of the eternal attributes on which it

rests, throws too awful a shadow over human life,

and requires a filial mediator in order to adapt them
to the changing colours of human affections. A
growing and social religion must, I feel sure, blend

indissolubly the human with the divine. It was
because Judaism was struggling upwards to this

that it did not become stereotyped and crystallised

like Mahometanism.
And every great era in the Christian Church has

been marked by a new insight into the bond between

the divine and human attributes of Christ j the
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Father has been more or less vividly worshipped
just in proportion as the life of the Son in humanity
has been realised. To read the history of the

Christian Church without the belief that Christ has

been in vital and organic relation with it, seems to

me to read it under the impression that a profound
illusion can, for centuries, exercise more power for

good than the truth. The gospel, if it merely did

for Christ, as Unitarians hold, what the Koran and
personal traditions did for Mahomet, would have been
an iron system of oracles, instead of a picture giving

distinctness to, and interpreted by, a living inspira-

tion ; and the sooner it had been laid aside, except

as a mere auxiliary to the living voice of God, the

better. Surely all the expansive power of Christi-

anity, all that adapts it to the j)urpose of the ages,

has been directly due to the faith in a "light that

lighteth every man which cometh into the world,"

and in the incarnation of that light in the human
life of Jesus of Nazareth. Without this belief in

the inward light, the reverence paid to the external

life is a mere idolatry ; without the belief in this

external incarnation, the inward light is too apt to

nourish human conceit and pantheistic dreams. And
I cannot understand the history of the Christian

Church at all, if all the fervent trust which has been
stirred by faith in the actual inspirations of a nature

at once eternal and human, has been lavished on a

dream.

It may be said that the importance assigned in

this essay to the correspondence between a revelation

and an inward want, is fatal to all doctrines of his-

torical evidence—that if our belief in facts is in any
degree to vary with our wish to believe in them,
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history ceases to be a science, and becomes more or

less mythic. But I think the objection is very

easily answered to all who do believe in God. That

reality, it is clear, is not exactly matter of historical

evidence, though history and personal experience

generate our faith in it. And once accepted, the

evidence as to any of His outward actions must con-

sist of two portions— its correspondence with the

faith He puts into our hearts, and the external

testimonj^ I could hold no fact of historical revela-

tion without external testimony. Without Christ's

assertion of His relation to the Father,—without the

evidence of St. Paul and all the disciples, then and

since, to His relation with their own spirits,—in short,

without the light which this faith throws on the

history, both of the Jews and the Christian Church,

—

I could not venture to build anything on the inward

want for an incarnation. But with these external facts

of history before me, I feel that I have far more

right to build, and to build confidently, on that want

which God puts into the heart, than I should have to

think any evidence I receive of a friend's actions con-

firmed by corres2)ondence with what I had known of

his character.

Indeed, much of the argument which is directed

against the possibility of evidence for the Incarnation

appears to me to go a good deal deeper, and to be

applicable directly to disprove the possibility of

evidence for the existence of God. For instance,

the same masterly writer whom I before quoted, the

Eev. Dr. Martineau, says in another essay, " Such a

fact as the Incarnation—namely, that a seeming man,

born, suffering, dying, was really Infinite God, in-

capable of birth, suffering, death— could never be

assured to us but by those who are admitted behind
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the scene of the finite world. Mere witnesses, few
or many, are useless here ; they can tell us only

what they have seen and heard ; and this is a thing

neither visible nor audible, and traceable by no
characteristic and exclusive signs. Unless, therefore,

those who affirm it can make good a claim to know
what, humanly, is unknoAvable, the doctrine must be
left to its place among the historical developments of

religious faith," i.e. as I suppose Dr. Martineau means,

among the developments of religious fancy. Now sub-

stitute the following, and I do not see how whatever
cogency this reasoning may have is diminished :

—

" Such a fact as the personal existence of an Infinite

God, incapable of change and passion, yet infinite in

love, and divine provision for every temptation and
suffering of finite creatures, could never be assured

to us but by those who are admitted behind the

scene of the finite world. Mere witnesses, few or

many, are useless here ; they can tell us only

what they have seen and heard ; and this is a thing

neither visible nor audible, and traceable by no
characteristic and exclusive signs. Unless, therefore,

those Avho affirm it can make good a claim to know
what, humanly, is unknowable, the doctrine must be

left to its place among the historical developments of

the reverential sentiment." Yet Dr. Martineau would
probably make very short work with this argument.

Of course, no one supposes that the mere spectators

of Christ's life, simply as such, can give any testimony

as to His divine nature. Our Lord Himself expressly

denied the possibility of such external testimony.

When Peter made his confession, " Thou art the

Christ, the Son of the living God," He replied,

"Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee,

but my Father which is in heaven." St. Paul speaks.
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ill precisely the same terms, of God having revealed

His Son in him ; nor can I understand how any revela-

tion at all of divine personality is possible, if it is

not equally possible for the Father and the Son.

That all revelation implies "admission behind the

scene of the finite world," is, I should think, more of

a truism than a truth. There is, certainly, no more
intrinsic difficulty in God's communicating to the

spirits of men, " This is my beloved Son, hear ye

him," than in His communicating, " I am that I am."

And to my mind the former communication is the

natural complement of the latter. Historical evi-

dence seems to me to have nearly the same relation

to the development of Theism as to the development

of Christianity ; and as the fact that Judaism shows

a wonderful development in its teaching as to the

character of God, is no subversion, but rather a

confirmation of its divine claims, so the fact that

Christianity shows a wonderful development in its

teaching as to the nature of Christ, seems to me no

subversion, but rather a confirmation of its divine

claims.

And now, to come to an end, let me ask myself,

and answer the question as truly as I can, Whether
this great, this stupendous fact of the Incarnation is

honestly believahle by any ordinary man of modern
times, who has not been educated into it, but edu-

cated to distrust it, who has no leaning to the

" orthodox " creed as such, but has very generally

preferred to associate with heretics, who is c[uite

alive to the force of the scientific and literary scep-

ticisms of his day, who has no antiquarian tastes, no

predilection for the venerable past, who does not

regard this truth as part of a great system dogmatic

or ecclesiastical, but merely for itself—who is, in a
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word, simply anxious to take hold, if so lie may, of

any divine hand stretched out to help him through

the excitements and the languor, the joy, the sorrow,

the storm and sunshine, of this unintelligible life?

From my heart I answer Yes—believable and more
than believable in any mood in which we can rise

above ourselves to that supernatural Spirit which

orders the " unruly wills and affections of sinful

men"

—

more than believable, I say, because it so

vivifies and supplements that fundamental faith in

God as to realise what were otherwise abstract, and,

without dissolving the mystery, to clothe eternal

love with breathing life. God Himself is not be-

lievable while we wander helplessly in the labyrinth

of mere natural phenomena, or lose ourselves in the

mystery of " the infinitudes," or surrender ourselves

captive to the newest phase of "modern thought,"

or disguise our true natures with the aff'ectations of

antique mannerisms, or attempt to create Him out

of our own conscience, or to find a place for Him in

our dogmatic creeds.

But whenever and however we so escape from

ourselves as to acknowledge a living and eternal

Lord, then it seems to me to be not harder, but

easier, to confess Him as something more than this

;

as One who has revealed to us the very essence of

His nature through the Son who was with Him before

the world was. It is not harder, but easier, to trust

in a Will unveiled, than in one still veiled ; to con-

fess the Father of that Eternal Son who pours the

light of filial love into every human conscience, and
who has shown us that not power nor knowledge,

but free goodness alone, is of the inmost essence of

the divine nature. I confess that human reason is

wholly unable to comprehend eternity, but it seems

u
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to me far easier to apprehend it, to take hold on

it, to believe in it, ivith this revealing Incarnation

than without it. To fannj that we trust in God may
be easier while He remains simply what He was to

Faust, the "All- embracer, the All-sustainer" ; but

to trust in Him really, to believe He can help us to

reduce the vulgar chaos of our English life to any

order resting on an eternal basis, is far easier if we
believe that the very same Word is shining into our

own consciences which entered into the poorest of

lots among nearly the most degraded generation of

the most narrow-minded race that the world has

ever known, and made it the birthplace of a new
earth. To trust in God adequately we ask not

merely to recognise His power, but to know Him as

He is—His character, His actions as distinct from

our actions. The answer comes to us in the shape

of a revelation that the Father is no solitary and
self-enveloped being, that there is One who shared

with Him eternity, who is always at the sources of

our human life, who entered into our very lot in one

of its least attractive forms, and of whom it is said,

"This is my beloved Son ; hear ye him." Surely it

is easier to trust in One so revealed than in any

glory from which the veil has never been withdrawn.

To me, at all events, it is so. This faith alone satis-

fies me that I do not aspire after anything " higher

and holier than the truth," but that the truth wdiich

lays hold upon my mind is infinitely higher and holier

than anything I can elaborate for myself. Without
the Incarnation, Christianity seems to me a vague

idealism. In it alone I find the Word, " who is quick

and powerful as any two-edged sword."
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M. RENAN'S " CHRIST "

M. Eenan's Vie de Jesus ^ is no common book. To
me, indeed, it seems an attempt to conjure up, by
the aid of great learning and greater imagination, a
mighty phantom in the place of the Son of God and
the Son of Man ;—to paint the majestic lines of His
character who " spake as never man spake," as con-
verging on an imaginary focus, and as presenting,
therefore, a distorted and exaggerated image of
humanity, instead of the simple beauty of divine
life. Still, it is a book that is frank, learned, and
vigorous: studded here and there with touches of
true genius, and, above all, is an endeavour to solve
the problem which scepticism usually repudiates,
wilfully depriving itself thereby of all popular claim.

If the world is to be robbed of the great and solemn
objects of its trust, those who undermine its worship
are, I think, bound to substitute, so far as they can,

what they do believe themselves, in place of the
popular images which they break before our eyes.

Hitherto they have not done so. They have been
content with Strauss and Baur to dissipate by analysis
forms and scenes which they have not attempted,

1 Vie de Jesus. Par Ernest Eenan, Membre de I'lnstitut.

Paris, Michel Levy ; London, Williams and Nortcate, 1863.
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even where it was possible for them to remodel and

restore.

M. Eenan does not fall into this error. His pur-

pose differs from that of former sceptical critics

mainly in this, that he attempts to reconstruct the

life of Christ, though without any supernatural

elements, instead of to analyse those elements away,

—that he strives to restore by the bold strokes of

no contemptible art the life-like features of a portrait

in which all the most characteristic traditional expres-

sions have been condemned as spurious. What
Strauss and Baur have rejected, M. Eenan for the

most part rejects also ; but, nevertheless, he does not

despair of giving back purpose, power, and majesty

to the figure thus disrobed of all the drapery in

which centuries of faith had enveloped it. I think

it has, in fact, proved the destiny of this book to

awaken the educated intellect of Europe far more

effectually to the greatest problem of human history,

than any of its more theoretical predecessors. It

is exactly because there is little or no novelty in its

premises, nothing in them that has not long been

familiar to every student of the recent criticism, that

it has strung the intellectual nerve of the Christian

Church to face and answer adequately the greatest

question that can task human thought. For it is

the first time that any man of high power, putting

aside what he believes to be supernatural and there-

fore false, has sought to explain honestly to himself,

—without, except in one memorable instance, need-

lessly narrow and ungenerous criticism,—the part

which our Lord has played in the history of the

world. M. Kenan fails, of course, utterly, as every

effort of imaginative genius, however great, must

fail, in trying to exclude from his vision the radical
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fact with which he has to deal,—to think vividly,

and yet think away the very essence he is handling

;

but he fails without intentionally suppressing any-
thing. He allows us to see clearly at every step
that the rationalistic hypothesis which he professes
to take as the groundwork of his picture, is one
whose essence it is to dissipate almost all the true
colours that he strives to lay on. He grapples with
his subject with a great and often subtle force

that cannot but rouse all the genuine vigour of
Christian conviction to interrogate its own thought in

the same spirit. There is but one blot on the manner
in which, granted his premises, his work has been done.

The first sketch of his book was traced amidst
the scenes of the gospel history, and it was con-
cluded under the very shadow of death. Its dedica-
tion, though to English ears it may want the reserve
in which, perhaps, we too much delight to shroud
private grief, is too striking a guarantee of the
earnest purpose of the book to be passed over by
those who wish, as I do, to reproduce honestly the
sort of impression it is calculated to make, before
they attempt to point out how its genius and insight

seem to be in conflict with the ground-principle which
underlies and runs through it. In 1860 and 1861
the French scientific mission for the exploration of

Phoenicia, headed by M. Eenan, led him to reside

for some time on the borders of Galilee, and to

travel repeatedly through almost every scene of our
Lord's life. During the summer he retired with his

sister to Ghazir, in the Lebanon, for rest, and while
his impressions were yet fresh in his mind ^ATote out
rapidly his preliminary sketch of the Life of Jesus.

It was to this stay that we owe the following dedi-

cation :

—
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To THE Pure Spirit of jiy Sister Hexriette, who
DIED xVT ByBLUS, 24th SEPTEMBER 18G1.

"Do you remember, from your rest in tlie bosom of

God, those long days at Gliazir, where, alone with you,

I wrote these pages, inspired by the scenes we had just

traversed ? Silent at my side, you read every leaf, and

copied it out as soon as written, while the sea, the

villages, the ravine, the mountains, unrolled themselves

at our feet. When the overw^helming light of the sun

had given place to the innumerable army of stars, your

fine and delicate questions, your discreet doubts, brought

me back to the sublime object of our common thoughts.

One day you said that you should love this book,—first,

because it had been written with you, and also because it

pleased you. If sometimes you feared for it the narrow

judgments of the frivolous man, you were always per-

suaded that spirits truly religious would in the end be

pleased with it. In the midst of these sweet medita-

tions Death struck us both with his wing ; the sleep

of fever seized us both in the same hour ; I awoke alone !

You sleep now in the land of Adonis, near the holy Byblus

and the sacred waters where the women of the ancient

mysteries came to mingle their tears. Reveal to me, my
good genius, to me whom you loved, those truths which

overmaster Death, which wholly prevent us from fearing,

and make us almost love it."

These are lines which no man could trace without

a deep conviction that his thoughts had been double-

sifted through both a clear intellect and a clear

spirit : and so, in truth, painfully as M. Kenan's

pages often impress me, I believe it to be. Indeed,

even before his sister's death, his familiarity wath the

scenes of Christ's life seems to have pow^erfully

affected his imagination : "All this history," he says,

" which at a distance seemed to float in the clouds
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of an unreal world, now took a body and solidity

which astonished me. The striking agreement of

the text and the places, the marvellous harmony
of the evangelical ideal with the country which
served as a frame to the picture, Avere for me like a

revelation. I had before my eyes a fifth gospel, in-

jured but still decipherable, and from that time

forward, through .the narratives of Matthew and
Mark, in place of an abstract being whom one might
think had never existed, I saw an admirable human
figure live and move." Let me try to reproduce M.
Kenan's " admirable human figure " before I attempt

very briefly to criticise his work.

Jesus of Nazareth, then, he sketches as originally

a simple, contemplative, innocent, rustic saint, with a

villager's childlike ideas of the kingdoms of the

world and the glories of a Court. These ideas he

expresses in His parables about kings, sa3^s M. Renan,

with the most delightful na'iieU and want of connais-

sance des choses,—but with a religious fire of love

burning in His heart, a profound apprehension of

God as His Father, and that ardour to bring others

to the same love of Him, which gives force, dignit}^,

and breath to the least experienced wisdom. His

whole nature revolted against the hard and false

sanctimony of Pharisaism. With regard to the Law,

He had eagerly accepted the teaching, then widely

disseminated among the Jews, of the school of Hillel,

who. His predecessor by fifty years, had "by his

humbly - borne poverty, by the gentleness of his

character, by the opposition which he offered to the

hypocrites and priests, earned the right to be re-

garded as the true master of Jesus, if one may speak

of a master at all in relation to an originality so

great." But it would not be for even the widest
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interpreters of the Law, says ]\L Eenan, that Christ

can have felt any great fascination. The Psalms,

Isaiah, and the more recent Messianic literature, be-

ginning with the Book of Daniel, and continued in

the Apocryphal Book of Henoch, had for many
reasons a greater imaginative charm for the genius

of the young prophet. It is from the Book of Daniel

that he drew the Messianic title of " Son of man,"

which, with a fine appreciation of His own exquisitely

human genius, He reserved especially for Himself.

Moreover, the attempt in these books to sketch the

future course of history was the origin of Christ's

own great millennial dreams, and the source of much
of His imaginative power over His countrymen.

It was the sublimity of these visions which raised

the popular poetry of the Jews so far above that of

the classical nations. " Greece," says M. Eenan,
" traced charming pictures of human life in sculpture

and poetr}^, but always without evanescent back-

grounds or distant horizons. Here there are want-

ing the marble, the practised workman, the exquisite

and refined language. But Galilee raised for the

popular imagination a more sublime ideal, since be-

hind its idyls you see swaying in the balance the

destiny of humanity, and the light which shines

upon its pictures is the sun of the kingdom of God."

Into such a heritage of thoughts and pictures Jesus,

says M. Eenan, early entered, feeding His heart first

upon His ov\^n spiritual intercourse with His Father,

then upon the gentle and anti-ceremonial wisdom of

Hillel, lastly on the pure poetry of the Psalms, the

wonderful visions of the Prophets, and those growing

stores of Apocalyptic literature which, in boldly ven-

turing to identify the destiny of the Jews with the

destiny of the Avhole human race, had given the first
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impulse to what we now call the philosophy of his-

tory, and so riveted the high speculative imagina-

tion of Jesus. It is now no more possible, says M.

Eenan, to throw ourselves back into Christ's position,

" than for the earth to understand the phenomena of

the primitive creation, now that the fire which then

penetrated it has died out." Jesus had no notion,

indeed, says M. Kenan, of physical law, and to Him
the miracle which arrests sickness and death was

nothing but " the free volition of God," and, there-

fore, nothing extraordinary. "But in His great

spirit such a belief produced effects quite opposite to

those which it produced on the vulgar. AYith the

vulgar, faith in the particular action of the Deity

brought with it a silly credulity and the trickery of

charlatans. With Him it led to a profound idea of

the familiar relations between God and man, and an

exaggerated belief in the power of man,—beautiful

errors which were the secret of His power; for if

they were one day to lower Him in the eyes of the

physician and the chemist, they gave Him a power

over His time of which no man ever disposed either

before or since."

Add to all this the freedom of His life in Galilee

before His boldness brought down upon Him the death

He almost courted,— a freedom which no modern
society, hedged in by conventional rules and positive

laws, can understand,— for the medical laws of

France alone, says our author, would have at once

put a stop to that irregular and empiric practice of

healing the multitude which was one great source of

His power with them,— and M. Eenan gains some
faint vision of the favourable conditions under which

His great character grew to such unexampled su]>

limity. " In the free life under the open sky of
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Galilee He risked everything, no doubt," but great

risks are only a stimulus to a truly creative mind ; it

is the petty fetters of omnipresent social police, cut-

ting and clipping life to a given pattern, which dwarf

the growth and stunt the greatness of modern

humanity. '" That mountain summit of Nazareth,

where no man of modern days can sit without a

troubled feeling, perhaps frivolous, about his destiny

—there Jesus sat twenty years without a doubt.

Delivered from self-seeking, the source of our

troubles, which makes us seek bitterly for some in-

terest in virtue beyond the tomb. He thought only

on His work, on His nation, on the human race.

Those mountains, that sea, that azure heaven, those

hidi table-lands on the horizon, were for Him not
CD '

_ _

the melancholy vision of a soul which interrogates

Nature about its lot, but the certain symbol, the

transparent shadow, of an invisible world and a new
heaven." Thus love of His spiritual Father, Hebrew
poetry, the living spirit of the Law, the visions of a

Messianic age that sliould include the whole race of

man. His ignorance of science and belief in the

plenary force of divine volition, the political freedom

of His time which scarcely interfered with individual

action except to slay at once, the beauty of Nature

about Him, and—part result of all these, part cause,

—His Avonderful power of inspiring love in the

simple men and women around,— all tended, says

our author, to raise to the highest intensity a char-

acter of marvellous breadth and force.

One touch is so true and so original in M. Kenan,

that believers in our Lord may thank him heartily

for it. and I have, therefore, reserved it to the last.

There was never in the world, says M. Renan, a

character so little capable of entering into shades of
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thought and feeling (mumces) as the Semitic. The
hard contrasts and bitter ruptures which mark all

the Jewish history are full of testimonies to this

defect. The lines of dividing light and shadow are

more harsh and strong than the shadow lines of

moonlight. But "Jesus, who was exempt from

almost all the defects of His race, and whose domi-

nant characteristic was an infinite delicacy," was an

exception to the rule. Hence, in great measure,

perhaps, His wonderful power over women, whom,
says M. Kenan, He—wrapped in divine ideas, and,

half careless of human ties, except as ministering to

the development of human thoughts—treated with

the tenderness of "a vague poetry." Finally, and

for much the same reason, our author thinks that,

while tolerating the State or civil power, He always

speaks of it with an essential " irony," and regarded

it in His heart as at best an external alleviation,

and utterly inadequate remedy, for the ills of human
society.

Such is a sketch, in many respects remarkable for

insight and beauty, of the character of Him from

whom M. Eenan wishes to withdraw all faith that

may not be given to man. It is not easy to feel

equal respect for the spirit of his narrative of our

Lord's life. Working with the unmanageable hypo-

thesis that everthing supernatural is false, there are

two constant and perpetually recurring obstacles to

anything like success. In the first place, Christ's

whole life is inextricably intertwined with a belief in

His own kingdom and His absolute relation with

God, through which, indeed, others might come to

the Father, but not without His intermediate agency

to bestow the true spirit of the Son ; next, it is not

only full, but fuller and fuller as the end draws near,
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of the assertion of His power—if men will only consent

—to break every yoke from that of sin and suffering

to that of death itself.

M. Renan sees this, and is forced to adopt the

hypothesis of a partial degeneration of the character

of Jesus, as the exigeant claims of His own asserted

Messiahship forced Him to vindicate them to the

world. Had He died after the Sermon on the

Mount, or the declaration of that "only absolute

religion " by the well of Samaria, " God is a spirit,

and they that worship him must worship him in

spirit and in truth," then "there would not have

been in His life any page to grieve us ; but greater

in the eyes of God, He would have been ignored by
man. He would have been lost in the crowd of

great unknown spirits, the greatest of all." Fortu-

nately for us, says M. Renan, it was not so. Jesus

did not come " stainless out of the struggle of life,"

or He would have been unable to influence life.

" Au fond the Ideal is always a Utopia." " Every

idea loses something of its purity from the moment
it aspires to realise itself" It was the instinct of

genius for acting upon the world that led Jesus into

the Messianic groove of thought. It was that, says

M. Renan, that soiled His purity, though without it

He could never have founded a lasting Church. If

He had any original defect it was a want of that

which we moderns call absolute sincerity with our-

selves—a virtue almost unknown to the ancient

world, scarcely possible to its half -developed con-

sciousness, and its wholly undeveloped science.

Modern veracity, M. Renan thinks, is half a product

of exact science, which has given to faithfulness in

details a new importance. If, therefore, M. Renan
denies this to Jesus in its highest degree, he depre-
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cates the notion that he is denying to Him what the

same denial would mean in modern times, and in

the west of Europe. " Sincerity with oneself," says

M. Eenan, "has not much meaning with Orientals,

little habituated as they are to the delicate distinc-

tions of the critical spirit. Good faith and imposture

are words which, to our rigid conscience, are as irre-

concilable as logical opposites. In the East there

are, in j^assing from the one to the other, a thousand
shades of evasion and indirectness. All great things

spring from the people, but one cannot guide the

people except by concessions to their ideas. . . .

The philosopher who, knowing this, isolates himself,

and entrenches himself in his nobility, is worthy of

high praise. But he who takes humanity with its

illusions, and seeks to act upon it and with it, could

not be blamed. Csesar knew very well that he was
not the son of Venus. France would not be what
she is if men had not believed for a thousand years

in the holy vial of Eheims. It is easy for us, im-

potent as we are, to call this Falsehood, and, glory-

ing in our timid honesty, to treat with disdain the

heroes who have accepted, under other conditions,

the struggle of life. When we have done with our
scruples what they did with their falsehoods, we
shall have won the right to be hard on them."

Accordingly, M. Renan, trying to conceive the

truth of the life of Jesus from a rationalising point of

view, sees even in His first years, " innocent artifices,"

such as the attempting to persuade Nathanael into

the belief that Jesus had a certain supernatural know-
ledge of his thoughts under the fig-tree ; and believes

that the Messianic claim which He set up in perfect

good faith, and held earnestly to the last, led Him
deeper towards the close of His career into that Oriental
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finesse for a good end, which M. Kenan deems so little

blamable. He believes that throughout, Jesus, Him-
self believing in His own miracles of healing, was
still uncomfortable as to the extent and amplitude of

His powers, that in consequence of this feeling, as well

as of the growing fascination of His spiritual and
Messianic ideas, He felt and frequently betrayed that

impatience of the appetite for miracle which occasion-

ally escaped Him, and that, in short, He rather under-

went (suhissait) the miracles which the people and His

disci^^les demanded of Him, than worked them, or,

still less, courted the opportunity of working them.

But this demand upon Him grew as His claims to the

Messiahship spread. And hence M. Eenan seeks to

explain the great miracle of the resurrection of

Lazarus in a fashion wholly unworthy of his own
purely naturalistic conception of Christ—in a fashion

which is, indeed, the great literary blot on his book.

He inclines to believe that a fictitious resurrection was
got up as a " pious fraud " at Bethany by the family

of Lazarus, and that their Master, after weeping

genuinely for the supposed death of His friend, on

Lazarus's return from the tomb permitted the reputa-

tion of his miraculous recall to life to be attributed to

Him without denial. The friends of Jesus would never

have hesitated, he thinks, to force thus the hand of

their Master. " Faith knows no law but the interest

of that which it believes to be true. If this proof were

not solid, how many were ! Intimately persuaded

that Jesus was a worker of wonders, Lazarus and his

two sisters might have helped one of His miracles into

execution, as so many pious men, convinced of the

truth of their religion, have sought to triumph over

the obstinacy of men, by expedients of which they

well knew the feebleness. ... As for Jesus, He was
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no more than St. Bernard and St. Francis of Assisium

able to master the greediness of the crowd and of His

own disciples for the marvellous. Death, besides, was
about in a few days to give Him back His divine

liberty, and to rescue Him from the fatal necessities of

a part which became each day more exigeant, more
difficult to sustain."

Thus has the "innocent artifice," which began by
playing its moral legerdemain with Nathanael's con-

science, developed into a toleration of a " pious fraud
"

far grosser than even Pharisaic consciences were wont
to tolerate ! The woe which Christ had so lately

denounced on " the scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites,

like unto whited sepulchres, which appear beautiful

outwardly, but within are full of dead men's bones

and of all uncleanness," would surely, according to

this great literary no less than spiritual blunder, have

recoiled on the head of M. Kenan's "Jesus." Such a

conspirator as this cannot be identified even with M.
Kenan's great but rapidly degenerating hero. It is

the only thread of thought in the book which I feel

inclined to call not only unworthy, but impious.

Moreover, the necessity of his false Messianic

position led our Lord, in M. Kenan's view, not only

into duplicity but fanaticism. I will conclude the

merely expository part of my review with a very re-

markable passage, in which he strives to delineate the

growing fever which burned up the soul of his imagi-

nary hero as the exigencies of His position grew
more and more urgent :

—

" We easily understand that for Jesus, at the period

at which we have now arrived, all that was not the

kingdom of God had absolutely disappeared. He was, if

one may say so, entirely beyond the limits of nature

(totalement hors de la nature)—family, friendship, country,
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had no longer any meaning for Him. Witliout doubt He
liad from tliis time made tlie sacrifice of His life. Some-

times one is tempted to think that seeing in His own

death a means of founding His kingdom, He deliberately

conceives the purpose of making His foes kill Him.i ^^

other times, though such a thought was not till much later

elevated into a dogma, death presents itself to Him as a

sacrifice destined to appease His Father and to save men.^

A strange taste for persecution and tortures penetrated

Him (Luke vi. 22, and following). His own blood ap-

peared to Him like the water of a second baptism with

which He had yet to be baptized, and He seemed seized

with a strange haste to anticipate this baptism, which

alone could quench His thirst. The grandeur of His views

on the future was at moments surprising. He did not

conceal from Plimself the fearful storm which He was to

raise in the world. ' You believe, perhaps,' He said, with

boldness and beauty, 'that I came to bring peace on

earth ; I did not come to bring peace but to throw down

a sword. In one house of five persons, three shall be

against two, and two against three. I came to bring

division between the son and the father, between the

daughter and the mother, between the daughter-in-law and

the mother-in-law. In future, a man's foes shall be those

of his own household.' ' I came to bring fire on earth,

and so much the better if it be already burning.' ' They

will deliver you from the synagogues, and the hour will

come when, in killing you, they will think to render God

service. If the world hates you, know that it hated Me
before you. Eemember the word I have said unto you,

the servant is not greater than his Lord. If they have

persecuted Me, they wiU persecute you also.' Carried

away by this frightful excess of enthusiasm, compelled by

the necessities of a preaching more and more exalted,

Jesus was no longer free. He belonged to His part, and

1 Matthew xvi. 21-23 ; xvii. 12 and 22, 23.

' Mark x. 45.
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ill a sense to humanity. Sometimes one would say that

His reason was disturbed. He had something like agonies

and interior agitations.^ The great vision of the king-

dom of God glancing without cessation before His eyes,

turned Him giddy {lui donnait le vertige). His disciples

at moments believed Him insane.^ His enemies declared

Him possessed. 3 His temperament, full of passion, carried

Him every instant beyond the bounds of human nature.

His work being one not of reason, and playing (se jouant)

with all the classifications of the human spirit, what it

demanded most imperiously was ' faith.' This word was

that which was oftenest repeated in the little church. It

is the word of all popular movements. It is evident that

none of these movements would succeed if it were necessary

that their leader should gain all his disciples, one after the

other, by good proofs logically deduced. Eefiection leads

only to doubt, and if the authors of the French Eevolution,
for example, had had to be preliminarily convinced by
adequately long meditation, they would have all arrived at

old age without doing anything. Jesus, in the same way,

looked less to inspiring regular conviction than to carrying

away His hearers. Urgent, imperative. He suffered no

opposition. One must be converted ; He is waiting. His

natural sweetness seems to have deserted Him ; He was

sometimes rough and bizarre^ His disciples at times did

not understand Him, and felt before Him a sort of senti-

ment of fear.^ Sometimes His displeasure against all

opposition carried Him away into acts inexplicable and

even absurd.^ It was not that His virtue was declining,

but His struggle in the name of the ideal against reality

became insupportable. He bruised Himself, and recoiled

from contact with the earth. Obstacles irritated Him.

1 John xii. 27. ^ Mark iii. 21, and following.

3 John vii. 20 ; viii. 48 ; x. 20.

^ Matthew xvii. 16 ; Mark iii. 5 ; ix. 19; Luke viii. 45; ix. 41.

5 Mark iv. 40 ; v. 15 ; ix. 31 ; x. 32.

« Mark xi. 12, 14, 20, etc.

X
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His notion of the Son of God became troubled and ex-

aggerated. The fatal law which condemns the idea to

decay from the moment that it seeks to convert men took

effect in His case. Men, in touching Him, lowered Him to

their level. The tone which He had taken could not be sus-

tained beyond a few months ; it was time for death to come
and unloose the knot of a situation of the extremest tension,

relieve Him from the impossibilities of a path without issue,

and, by delivering Him from a trial too prolonged, intro-

duce Him, for the future sinless, into His heavenly peace."

Such is, I think, a fair, at all events a perfectly

candid account of a book, which I believe to contain

the most genuine attempt to explain our Lord's life, if

I may reasonably use such an expression, .from below,

that I have ever met with. Wholly and painfully at

issue with its principle, I sincerely believe that the

book has done good. It is too impassioned in tone

to attract mere sceptical levity. And for thinkers of

any other kind, whether holding to the Incarnation

or not, it has put for the first time the full issue, in a

practical form, before their—I will not say imagina-

tions, but rather before themselves. If M. Kenan's

striking picture has not called up within them a

figure far more striking, and yet also far more real,

—

if their hearts have not so far burned within them
even at the traits which M. Renan occasionally brings

out so vividly as to shrivel up to dust much of his

appended literary theory,—if even through this keen

but warped interpretation, " the thoughts of many
hearts " have not been so far revealed as to awaken
other and deeper thoughts, which M. Renan either

ignores or rejects,—I must have read this book under
the shadow of some great illusion. I have never

read a professedly sceptical book that tended more
powerfully to strengthen the faith which it struggles
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to supplant. In trying to dispel the darkness cast
by mere negative criticism, and to throw the light of
the new theory more fully on the image of Christ,
M. Renan seems to me to have constantly and in-
voluntarily used expressions which snatch us away
altogether out of the ostensible plane of his own
thought. You shift your point of view uneasily to
catch his meaning, and re-examine the citations by
which he supports it. Then suddenly his words take
a new effect on the mind, and instead of justifying a
forced criticism from below, they unseal your sight
to a fresh illumination from above.

The one great difficulty, it will have been seen,
which M. Renan evidently feels most keenly, is the
reconciliation of something large, sunny, and some-
times almost placid, in the character of Jesus, with
the vehemence, the force of passion, the overbearing
self-sacrifice of tone which he discerns in other pas-
sages of Christ's life, and which seem to his keen eye
to put Christ almost altogether " out of the plane of
Nature," and present Him as living for the Ideal,
every human tie sundered or despised, in bitter con-
flict with reality. The bright vision of the kingdom
of God seems at times, says M. Renan, to turn the
brain of Jesus giddy, and burn too fiercely and
exhaustingly into the tender sympathies of His
humanity

; at other times the " vague poetry " of His
tenderness for women, the delicate sense of moral
7iuajices amid the bleak forms and desolate grandeur
of

_

the Semitic thought, the sweet elasticity of His
filial faith, that could bear all things except hypo-
crisy, the patient tolerance of His bearing towards the
civil power, the sunny freedom of His love, for nature,
strike M. Renan with equal surprise, as the charac-
teristics rather of a wise poet than a burning prophet.
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The two do seem inconsistent, and the scientific

artifice by which M. Eenan has reconciled them is

scarcely worthy a moment's consideration. As we
have seen, he gets over the difficulty by pushing

back the gentle characteristics into the earlier period

of the life of Jesus, and postponing the more passion-

ate to the later. On examining his references,

however, one may see that there is not the remotest

biographical ground for this device. Many of the

more commanding and scathing words attributed to

Him belong, if there be any reliable dates at all in

His career, to the earliest period of our Lord's life.

M. Eenan, with what I believe to be a thoroughly

true critical insight, holds to the external narrative

of St. John's gospel, though unfriendly, and, indeed,

thoroughly unjust, to its report of Christ's discourses.

But, judged by this gospel, the severest and most

decidedly Elijah-like act of Christ's life. His cleansing

of the Temple, was immediately consequent on His

first intercourse with John the Baptist. And looking

not only to that, but to all the other gospels, I can-

not doubt that the severest of His conflicts with the

Pharisees is by no means to be placed in the last

period of His ministry. Probably, there is no period

in His life which is so fully penetrated wath the

divine sunlight of His tenderness as the period im-

mediately before and during the last parting with

the twelve. If tradition has any chronological value

at all, that period, when the box of ointment was

shed upon Him, when He wept over the doomed
city, when He warned Peter of His coming fall,

washed the feet of the disciples, told the daughters

of Jerusalem to weep not for Him, though the cross

was even then being set up before His eyes, but to

weep for themselves and for their children, and finally
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prayed for forgiveness on His enemies, was not a

period of zeal withering all human ties, and putting

Him beyond the plane of Nature, but of marvellous

and surpassing love, such as could not possibly be
matched in our accounts of the Galilean period. M.
Kenan's attempt to trace a history of gradual absorp-

tion into an idea, of a dizzied brain, and enthusiasm

almost drying up the fountains of human charity,

has not even the shadow of a foundation. If there

be a period still traceable in our imperfect records,

of a more prophetic force of denunciation than any
other, it is an early period, before the end closed in,

and there still seemed to glimmer some hope that

the Pharisaic phalanx might be pierced. Yet that

there are these two striking contrasts in Christ's

character,—the tender beauty and the forked light-

ning,—M. Eenan has truly discerned ; may not

Christ's own constantly repeated account of their

origin be the true one, "Whatsoever I speak, there-

fore, even as the Father saith unto me, so I speak "
?

The divine charity and the divine wrath are only

rays broken in two by the imperfections of man. In

the Son of God, whose mind moves in perfect

harmony with His Father's, they may exist together,

though they shine separately for us.

The same voice which is heard throughout the

Old Testament, a voice awful with reproach, re-

minding the Jewish people that God had chosen

them, not they Him, that He had purged their vision

that they might discern Him, that He had sanctified

them by patient discipline, " line upon line and pre-

cept upon precept,"—this same voice is heard also

through the gospels. " Thou Israel art my servant,

whom I have chosen, whom I have taken from the

ends of the earth, and said unto thee, Thou art my
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servant, I have chosen thee, and not cast thee away.

Fear thou not, for I am -with thee ; be not dismayed,

for I am thy God." "Ah, sinful nation, a people

laden with iniquity ; they have forsaken the Lord,

they have provoked the Holy One of Israel to anger,

they have gone away backward." Such is the con-

stant refrain of the Old Testament ; and the voice of

the gospels is its human counterpart :
" Ye have not

chosen me, but I have chosen you." "Be of good

cheer : it is I ; be not afraid." " faithless and

perverse generation, how long shall I be with you !

how long shall I suffer you ! " The tenderness may
be greater in the New Testament— for the deep

sense of human brotherhood is there, which but

barely tinges now and then the greatest and maturest

of the prophetic visions of the Old—but the Christ

of the gospels is, even when gentlest and most

fraternal, a softened and reflected image of the

Hebrew Jehovah— the fierce sun of the desert

mirrored in the Galilean lake. "The Lord found

Israel," says the song of Moses, " in a desert land,

and in the waste howling wilderness ; he led him
about, he instructed him ; he kept him as the apple

of his eye. As an eagle stirreth up her nest, flut-

tereth over her young, spreadeth abroad her wings,

taketh them, beareth them on her wings, so the

Lord alone did lead him." " Jerusalem, Jeru-

salem," says our Lord, "that killest the prophets,

and stonest them which are sent unto thee, how
often would I have gathered thy children together,

as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and

ye would not !

"

M. Renan has delineated with almost equal power

that aspect of Christ in which He "cometli from

Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah, glorious in
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apparel, travelling in the greatness of his strength,"

and is said to have " trodden the winepress alone,"

and that in which it is said of Him that " in all their

affliction he was afflicted, and the angel of his

presence saved them " ; and that " in his love and
in his pity he redeemed them, and he bare them
and carried them all the days of old,"—only M.
Eenan has severed the blended rays, and so disguised
from us " the glory of God shining in the face of
Jesus Christ." Yet I have learned afresh from his

negative criticisms that the character which looms so

awfully through Jewish history is presented to us
again in the gospels, though with the new attitude

of an upward and filial as well as the downward and
protecting gaze. For the rest, all the lineaments of
awe and pity, royalty and love, everlasting patience
and fire -sifting judgment, are the same. And M.
Eenan, while he proves once more the indisputable

imperfections of the human records, leaves me with
a far more burning image in my heart of that eternal

character of which all Jewish history is full to over-

flowing, than I could have had, had he not so
ably striven to divide by an infinite chasm the " life

of Jesus " from the life of God.
Indeed, to those who can believe entirely in the

reality of the Incarnation, and at the times when
they can utterly believe it,—to those who can have
faith in the entrance of the Eternal Son for a season
into a finite nature and mortal consciousness,—who
can see that this is something far as the poles

asunder from that affectation of a human part by
Omniscience, which pseudo- orthodox theology so

often confounds with it,—for these, all M. Kenan's
difficulties fade away, while all the gleams of new
light that his book has given, remain. The luvif and
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inexperienced Galilean peasant, speaking of Courts

with a villager's vague impressions, and looking at

the world without any sign of insight into the scien-

tific discoveries of ages yet to come, foreseeing with

rapture the divine kingdom and divine judgments,

but only through the semi-transparent light of those
" times and seasons which the Father hath kept in

his own power,"— showing forth adequately His

divine personality and origin only in the fulness

and perfection of His communion with His Father's

will, but unfolding that will to man through the

limited forms and imperfect conceptions of His age

and nation,—working miracles, as He spoke, not at

His own will, but at the will of Him who sent Him

;

in short, continuing under the conditions of short-

sighted hTimanity the spiritual life He had lived in

the plenitude of His heavenly being, and so linking

together eternity with time, the divine purposes

hehind the laws of nature, with their steady and

seemingly inexorable course,—this figure, surely, is

far more true, as well as far more noble, than M.
Kenan's composite Jesus.

Nay, more, this mystery seems to me in no way
harder, in many ways far easier to lay hold of, than

M. Kenan's Absolute Spirit, who inspires man with

ideas which necessarily degenerate in practice, who
can breathe into man true thoughts, but cannot

teach him to act true actions. If one could concede

that a belief in revealing miracles is justifiable only

by such external evidence as would be required for

mere marvels,—if one could grant, too, that Christ's

avowed spiritual certainty of the unique and imma-
nent character of His relation to the Father was
necessarily a fanatical belief,—then ]\I. Kenan's doubts

and his imputations of innocent artifice and Oriental
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iinscriipulousness might be excused ; while his

gleams of insight would remain monuments of gener-

ous credulity. I could grant neither premiss ; but

we ought to thank this spiritual sceptic for new
glimpses into the power of a faith which he regards

with pity ; and for a deeper apprehension of that

purity which he considers safe from pollution only

while it remains unmanifested,—while it is cloistered

in the solitude of a fruitless ideal world.



X

M. RENAN'S " ST. PAUL "

" Je persiste done "—says M. Renan, in concluding his

estimate of the apostle of the Gentiles—"je persiste

done a trouver que dans la creation du Christianisme

la part de St. Paul doit etre faite bien inferieure a

celle de J6sus"—a "persistence" which surely, on

any view whatever of Christianity, hardly recpiires

greater courage than that of the astronomer who
should say, " I persist, then, that in the constitution of

our system, the part of the planet Jupiter ought to

be accounted very inferior to that of the sun." But
what a little surprises me, and has, I think, surprised

a good many of M. Eenan's readers, is to find them-

selves compelled to " persist " that in the brilliant

French critic's history of the sources of Christianity,

the volume on St. Paul is very inferior to the volume

on Christ. I had anticipated that the man who
could come so near to painting a divine intensity of

light, even while strenuously interpolating those dark

lines in its spectrum Avhich are admitted to be charac-

teristic of human weakness and sin, would have given

a portrait of St. Paul such as almost every one would

have admired and recognised as absolutely faithful,

however much they might have differed as to the

truth or fallaciousness of St. Paul's beliefs and hopes.
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But it would seem that M. Kenan's interest in

the problem of Christianity fades rather rapidly

as he recedes from the central figure of the faith.

He strained every nerve to explain to us how he

accounted, on rationalistic principles, for the one great

light which has so gone out to the ends of the earth

that hardly anything in human history is hid from
the heat thereof ; but when he comes to account for

those who were not that light, but only bore witness

to that light, his interest declines visibly, and the

great superior planet with its satellites painted in the

present treatise, are lit up by his imagination not only

far more faintly in themselves, but far more faintly

even in proportion to their relative magnitude and
brightness in Christian history, than was the central

sun itself. I do not think M. Renan has approached

the power of his first essay. I doubt if St. Paul will

be at all more visible to any of M. Kenan's readers

when they close the volume than he was Avhen they

opened it. There is scarcely an attempt to realise St.

Paul's state of mind in relation to Christianity /ro?7i

within. The dualism of effect between M. Kenan's

sketch and his occasional extracts from the letters of

St. Paul is quite painful. Even St. Paul's character

itself seems to me not unfrequently fundamentally

misunderstood—as when " jealousy " is described as

its basis, in reference, of course, to St. Paul's intense

anxiety to be recognised as an apostle of e^ual

authority with the twelve. The ruggedness of his

hero fills M. Kenan w4th a sort of disgust. He harps

on the impassable chasm between St. Paul's crabbed

theories of justification and the gracious parables of

the gospel. He relates, too, almost with contempt,

St. Paul's celebrated effort—a very clumsy effort he

evidently regards it— to christianise Athens, inti-
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mating very explicitly that if St. Paul had the advan-

tage in some respects, the Athenian sceptics who
heard him had much the advantage in others hardly

less important.

On the whole, what I have gained from this

volume is, almost exclusively, picturesque detail,

some acute textual commentary, and a much dis-

tincter conception of the numerical poverty of the

Churches which rewarded the Apostle's personal

exertions over that vast field of labour. St. Paul

himself seems to me hardly so intelligible a character

on laying down the essay as he seemed when I first

took it up ; for while M. Renan has a genuine tender-

ness for St. Peter, and a picturesque sentiment for

Mary Magdalene, his conception of the "ugly little

Jew," whose spirit was stirred within him when he

mistook, as M. Kenan thinks, the exquisite art of

Athens for the idolatry so abhorrent to his Hel^rew

forefathers, is, on the whole, unfriendly, wavering,

and often fanciful. Even where M. Kenan's insight

is truest, he does not reconcile his own descriptive

touches, but leaves them in their apparently bald

contrast without a word.

He calls St. Paul, with some justice, at once the

true ancestor of Protestantism and the most perfect

" director of consciences " who ever belonged to the

Christian Church, but he does nothing towards indi-

cating the characteristic which fitted him alike for

these seemingly opposite functions. He ascribes to

St. Paul the ambition, the jealous love of influence

over men, and the capacity to exert it, of a great

practical organiser who cannot help contracting a

certain amount of stain from the w^orld he impresses,

—who has, indeed, so true an insight into what is

politic and expedient, that he often sacrifices to it
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the finer scruples of virtue ; and now and tlien M.
Renan even uses words of St. Paul which might

almost apply to a diplomatist like Talleyrand. And
yet he charges St. Paul (far more plausibly) with a
" frenzied " attachment to particular dogmatic theses,

a passion for transcendental paradox, and " contempt

for reason," which are certainly no characteristics of

the diplomatic intellect ; and here, again, he makes
no effort to reconcile these opposite characteristics in

his delineation. He freely and gratuitously imputes to

St. Paul little personal unveracities in the cause of

religion, such as the assertion that he went up "by
revelation " to Jerusalem, and that he had received
" of the Lord " the words of consecration in the

Communion Service, when the Apostle must have

known, hints M. Renan, that no revelation had been

given him in either case
;
yet he equally gratuitously

attributes to the Apostle a superstitious belief in his

own (fancied) power to pass sentence of death on the

incestuous member of the Church at Corinth, i.e. to

pledge God to execute the sentence which he had,

according to our author, passed. Again, M. Renan
expresses his distaste for St. Paul's ostentatious

display of indifference to women, and of his indisposi-

tion to marriage
;
yet he hints his suspicion that the

Apostle may have been married to Lydia of Philippi

(on the strength of the expression " true yokefellow,"

(Tv^vye yvija-ce, addressed we know not to whom in the

Epistle to the Philippians), and this though St. Paul

did not, it is admitted, take a wife with him on his

journeys, and speaks of himself, clearly enough once,

as unmarried. In a word, M. Renan's estimate of

St. Paul seems to me almost purposely fanciful, and,

in respect to the very highest side of the Apostle's

mind, unfinished in outline and confused in colour.
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Most of all do I feel the want of any attempt to har-

monise the Apostle's theology, as shown in his letters,

with the great French sceptic's view of his character

—that of a fiery missionary and propagandist, whose
main impulse is to build up a great institution, to

succeed. The detached essays in Dr. Jowett's " Thes-

salonians, Galatians, and Romans," seem to me to

have an immeasurably higher value in this respect

than this book of M. Kenan's, where what he calls

the "transcendental," and what I should call the mystic

and theological side of St. Paul's nature, is simply

regretted and pooh-poohed. Is it quite impossible to

form some image of St. Paul more distinct in itself, and

more in harmony both with his correspondence and
his missionary achievements, than is here given us ?

It seems to me a matter of some significance that

St. Paul's first appearance in the history of Christi-

anity is a foretaste of his whole character and work,

in that sense at least in which contraries, or even

contradictories, in human character are so often

foretastes of each other. He appears, first, not

simply as inquisitor and persecutor, nor even as an

inquisitor and persecutor of Christians, but as speci-

ally directing his inquisitorial persecution against the

Greek or Gentile extension of the Christian Church

as represented by Stephen. The special charge

against Stephen—the charge, doubtless, which kindled

St. Paul's highest indignation against him—was the

"blasphemy against the law and the Temple" in-

volved in saying that Jesus of Nazareth should
" destroy this place, and change the customs which

Moses hath delivered us." This suggests to me, in

its connection with the whole tenor of St. Paul's sub-

sequent writings, that the great problem which had

haunted him since his youth had been the true rela-
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tioii of the national Hebrew faith and expectations to

that great world, thoroughly saturated with Greek
ideas and Eonian institutions, in which at Tarsus,

and everywhere except Jerusalem, he must have

found himself. St. Paul's was not an intellect to be

startled at a paradox, however strange. On the con-

trary, as M. Renan himself somewhat contemptuously

indicates, though he seems to me to miss the enor-

mous importance of the thought in reference to St.

Paul's writings, to St. Paul faith was of the essence

of paradox. But even while St. Paul clung with

characteristic vehemence to the paradox involved in

the prediction that the narrow Jewish ceremonial,

with all its paraphernalia of legal technicality, both

in matters of ritual and matters of morality, was one

day to be accepted and conformed to by the whole

world,—by the keen Greeks, whose ironic incredulity

he felt to his very soul, and by the stolid Romans,
whose utter indifference to all these local superstitions

giilled him perhaps even more powerfully,—the mag-
nitude of the paradox itself must have grown ever

more imposing. Doubtless he early perceived that

his own religious chiefs—the high priest, for instance,

from whom he received letters of recommendation to

the orthodox Jews in Damascus— really looked upon
him coldly as a hot-headed, " dangerous " young man,

for whom, indeed, it was essential to find inquisitorial

work, since he asked for it, but for whom they were

glad to find that work at a safe distance, like Damas-
cus, instead of permitting him to get the hierarchy

at Jerusalem into trouble with the Roman Govern-

ment. St. Paul, while he realised most intensely the

enormous practical paradox involved in any fulfilment

of prophetic anticipations such as the orthodox Jews
looked for, must have very quickly caught the impres-
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sion that his own hierarchy did not truly realise what

they taught ; no doubt, indeed, they were as much
disposed to get rid of excitable young persons who
wanted to carry out logically the principle of their

own teachings, as our Church in the last century was

disposed to get rid of Wesley and Whitefield. Prob-

ably the ruling Pharisees— St. Paul's own master

Gamaliel, for instance—thought him feverish and un-

safe, and would in secret have preferred going on

quietly in the old way, even though the hopes they

professed to cherish should seem growing ever more

distant and fanciful.

It was in this state of mind, doubtless, while

brooding, just as he still did after he became a Chris-

tian, over his favourite Hebrew truth, that the weak
things of the world and the base things of the world,

and the things which are despised, are chosen by

God to bring to naught the mighty and strong and

wise things of the world, that the great revolution

in St. Paul's heart began. Realising even more in-

tensely than usual how weak and base in the eyes of

the world was the very fanaticism by which he him-

self was actuated—a fanaticism marvelled at as gross

superstition by all the clever men of his acquaintance

in Greek circles, disapproved as restless and anarchical

by the Romans, distrusted as over-zealous by the

prudent Pharisees of Jerusalem—his mind must have

begun to ask itself :
' Is not this doctrine of a cruci-

fied Messiah precisely one of that class of offences

and stumbling-blocks which, because they involve the

greatest abnegations of human pride and dignity, are

chosen by God to confound the things which are

mighty and strong in human wisdom?' If he him-

self were pursuing a line which even prudent Jews
thought folly—a line of over-zeal, of believing too
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much, of interpreting the law too literally in using

force to extirpate a heresy humiliating to Jewish

pride—what were those doing who were the willing

victims of this persecution, and that, too, on behalf of

such a paradox as the assertion that the Messiah had

been put to death and ignominiously crucified before

returning to earth to reign ? The uplifted face of

the dying Stephen, with his prayer, " Lay not this sin

to their charge," would recur to him as a type of those

" weak things of the world " which are destined to

confound the mighty ; and yet at the same time

his acute intellect would discern at once that there

was something in this new heresy which, as it

had actually won over Greeks like Stephen, might

promise a reign far more universal than any faith

could hope for of which the Hebrew temple was
the only centre, and the Hebrew ritual the sole

condition.

It was, I imagine, in this doubting, unsettled

attitude of mind, oppressed on the one hand with the

feeling that his own party, the Pharisees, were proud,

stiff, and formal, and quite indisposed to favour any
line of action based on a childlike trust in God's

promises against the long array of overwhelming
plausibilities and probabilities produced on the other

side, and oppressed, on the other hand, with the con-

viction that, even if Pharisaism renewed its youth,

and became fiery, zealous, earnest, it would yet be
simply hopeless to try to subjugate to it the search-

ing Greek intellect and the imperialist Roman con-

tempt for provincialism,—that St. Paul, half catching

at a new and very powerful means for widening his

faith, half welcoming a new element in it of divine

humiliation for the Jewish exclusiveness, of which he

was so painfully sensible, was suddenly converted on

Y
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the way to Damascus by the vision of our Lord.

Certain it is that in everij version of that vision, both

that in the Galatians and all the three versions in the

Acts, the prominent feature is the same, and is not the

feature we should a priori expect to mark the con-

version of a strict Pharisee—namely, that he is the

chosen instrument to preach " to the Gentiles."

It seems to me, therefore, quite clear that St.

Paul's mind must have been profoundly preoccupied

long before his conversion with the paradox involved

in supposing that his OAvn strict Judaism could ever

take forci1)le hold on the great Gentile world, and
that, in compelling himself to cling close to his faith,

despite the paradox, he naturally began testing his

own confidence in it by agitating fiercely against any
heresy ^vhich seemed to relax the chains of Judaism
and concede something to the heathen. In the heat

of this crusade, it must have flashed upon him more
than once that there might be a still diviner paradox

implied in the humiliation of the proud, stiff, Jewish

orthodoxy, than even in the subjugation of the keen,

free Greek intellect or the haughty Roman imperial-

ism ; so that when his conversion came, he was
instinctively groping after a double conviction: (1)

that the hard Jewish legalism was not divine, was
not one of those weak things of the world destined

to confound the things which were mighty, but rather

one of the typically proud things of tlie world des-

tined to be confounded ; and (2) that whatever was
destined to supersede it must have far larger affinities

for the Gentile world than strict Judaism could ever

have had.

Admit this profoundly Hebrew basis and starting-

point for St. Paul's theology—that man and his

systems are nothing; that God and His grace are
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everything ; that either a man or a Church that

begins to rely on intrinsic merits is losing divine help
;

that the Cross is the type of what is divinest, because

it is the type at once of what is weakest and most

conscious of weakness, and of what can shine there-

fore only by borrowing glory of God,—and I seem

to gain a kind of insight into the secret of St. Paul's

eloquence and persuasiveness from which M. Kenan,

in his contemptuous and hasty notice of the Apostle's

unfortunate liking for the " transcendental absurd,"

has necessarily been debarred. Who that has studied

St. Paul at all has not noticed that bold, soaring,

and—I might almost say by an audacious anachron-

ism, if it did not give so false a conception of its

intellectual motive

—

Hegelian dialectic, with which he

rises from the forms of our finite and earthly thought

to the infinite and the spiritual life embodied in

them 1 " Who then is Paul and who is Apollos, but

ministers by whom ye believed, even as the Lord

gave to every man ? I have planted, Apollos watered,

but God gave the increase. So that neither he that

planted is anything, neither he that watereth, but

God that giveth the increase. . . . Therefore, let no

man glory in men. For all things are yours ; whether

Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas, or the world, or life, or

death, or things present, or things to come ; all are

yours, and ye are Christ's, and Christ is God's."

What ease and swiftness, and power of wing in this

indignant upward flight from the petty conflicts of

the Corinthian Church ; an upward flight which does

not cease till the poor subjects of contention, though

he himself was one of them, seem lost like grains of

sand beneath the bending sky !

M. Renan makes an exception to his general dis-

taste for St. Paul's religious writings in favour of the
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famous chapter on charity. But though St. Paul's

rapid and, as it were, spiral upward flight is never

seen to higher perfection than in this cumulative

description of the attributes of divine love, which at

every stroke seems to rise into a more triumphant

and beatific vision, yet what I may fairly call its

method is common to all the higher passages of St.

Paul's reasonings and exhortations, which habitually

aim at dissolving away the " beggarly elements " in

morality and religion, and making us see that it is

only participation in the divine nature which gives

any meaning at all to human virtue. If it be not the

"transcendental-absurd" to say "Charity never faileth

:

whether there be prophecies, they shall fail ; whether

there be tongues, they shall cease ; whether there be

knowledge, it shall vanish away ; for we know in

part, and we prophesy in part, but when that which

is perfect is come, that which is in part shall be done

away" ; if that be not absurd, even though it be tran-

scendental, how is it more so to reason that " God,

who commanded the light to shine out of darkness,

hath shined in our hearts to give the light of the

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus

Christ ; but we have this treasure in earthen vessels,

that the excellency of the power may be of God, and

not of us : we are troubled on every side, yet not

disturbed
;
perplexed, but not in despair

;
persecuted,

but not forsaken ; cast down, but not destroyed

;

always bearing about in the body the dying of our

Lord Jesus Christ, that the life also of Jesus might

be made manifest in our body "
% In both passages

alike, as in all illustrative of St. Paul's peculiar and

characteristic persuasiveness, the very essence of that

principle which M. Eenan calls "the transcendental-

absurd " is at the heart of the apostle's thought,
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simply because it was at the very root of his own
life—I mean the conviction that it is the only true

glory of man to renounce glory for man and seek

the glory of heaven ; to dissolve or widen his own
selfish and limited love in the overflowing charity of

God ; to be thankful for the poverty of the earthen

vessels which force him to turn to that divine fount-

ain of grace, from their capacity for containing which,

and from that alone, they derive their worth. If M.

Renan had had even the slightest sympathy with the

very moving principle of St. Paul's life, he could not

have designated as the " transcendental-absurd " that

which really was the life of both conscience and

intellect alike, and which made St. Paul what he

was.

For observe that St. Paul's door of escape out of

the Jewish narrowness and exclusiveness was pre-

cisely by this outlet,—his distrust of all human self-

sufficiency as such, his " transcendental " merging of

all human powers and genius in Christ. His objec-

tion to the circumcision was not a refined dislike for

a barbarous custom and tradition, but consisted in

this, that it gave the Jew something to reckon upon,

and to trust to apart from God—something by which

to exalt himself above the Gentiles. Again, his

craving for some closer bond with the Gentile world,

for some affinity with the keen philosophical intellect

of the Greek, and the stately jurisprudence of Rome,
is shown in a hundred passages : in that careful

stud}^, for instance, of the Greek religious nature

which made him appreciate so fully the side of

Theism approaching nearest to Pantheism, and speak

to the Athenians of the inwardness of that God who
gives to all, "life, and breath, and all things . . .

that they should seek the Lord, if haply they might
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feel after him and find him, though he be not far

from any one of us, for in him we live, and move,

and have our being, as certain also of your own poets

have said, ' for we are also his offspring '
" ; and not

less certainly in that earnest respect for Eoman legis-

lation which made him inculcate on the Eoman
Church the divine sanction of all secular government,

and speak to them of rulers as " ministers of God,"

"not bearing the sword in vain." I see the same

feeling in the evidently profound yearning of St. Paul

to see Eome,—a yearning which he avowed in the

only letter we have of his addressed to a Church he

had not seen—the Epistle to the Eomans ; and his

evident desire to get nearer to the heart of Eoman
influence is sufficiently attested in his many evidences

of deference to Eoman rulers, in his guarded sub-

mission even to Felix, one of the very worst of those

rulers ; in his still greater courtesy and deference to

the "most noble Festus" ; in his appeal to Caesar;

and in the many indications of pride in his Eoman
citizenship recorded by his biographer in the Acts.

But though the proofs of St. Paul's craving for

a closer sympathy with the two great Gentile powers,

the intellect of Greece and the governing genius of

Eome, are stamped everywhere on his history and

writings, he felt no more disposition to value the

national genius of Eome or Greece for its own sake

than he did to value for its own sake the national

genius of Israel, as embodied in the law of Moses.

He feared Gentile powers and traditions less, because

they had never, as far as he knew, been set up as

human merits justifying man before God. But he

knew no mode of attaining that closer sympathy with

the Greek and Eoman, for which he had evidently

been craving long before he assisted at the martyrdom
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of Stephen and set out for Damascus bent on pushing
the rigours of Judaism to their utmost limit, except
by levelling all human grounds of jmde, and denying
all gifts alike the slightest intrinsic value, unless so
far as they drew their owners closer to Him who gave
them. St. Paul was always reiterating to himself
that in the divine sight " there is neither Greek nor
Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision, barbarian,
Scythian, bond nor free, but Christ is all and in

all." He broke down "the wall of partition" be-
tween the Jew and the Gentile by his assertion that
" 110 flesh could glory in Christ's presence," and it

was only through that confession that he learned
to appreciate the gifts which other flesh than the
chosen people had received at the hands of God.
His universalism was gained by stripping all peoples
alike naked, as it were, of any special glory of their
own, till he learned to look on every national gift as
a mere temporary loan from above, the design of
which was to fill the possessors with the joy of

human weakness and conscious indebtedness to God.
St. Paul's faith was the precise antithesis of our

modern humanism. He delighted to present humanity
as a naked, shivering, worthless beggar, scarcely an
entity at all until it recognised freely its weakness
and nakedness, after which that very weakness and
nakedness became its strength and glory, as attesting
whence it borrowed all that might seem to be of any
worth in what it had. Christ Himself had taught
the same before : but He taught it from above, with-
out that incessant sense of the supernatural division
between man and God—the flesh and the spirit

—

which St, Paul was ever striving to express. St.

Paul shrinks, with true Hebrew trembling, from the
light, even as he welcomes it and plunges in it ; he
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feels the human kernel rattle, as it were, even in the

protecting shell of divine grace and love.

I do not think that without thoroughly realising

this, which is the very essence alike of St. Paul's

theology, of his morality, and of his individual self-

consciousness, it is possible to appreciate fairly what

we call his character, i.e. his social manner, his peculiar

temper, his political dexterity, his power as a " direc-

tor of consciences," his pride in maintaining himself,

his yearning after apj^reciation, his exquisite and

heartfelt joy in the full recognition of his services by

the Churches he had served. St. Paul's very essence

was a pervading sense of personal humiliation,

dissolving into gratitude to God for a vision of

marvellous glory. It seems to me that the key to

his character is his confession to the Corinthians :

—

" Lest I should be exalted above measure through the

abundance of the revelations, there was given to me
a thorn in the flesh, the messenger of Satan to buffet

me, lest I should be exalted above measure. For

this thing I besought the Lord thrice, that it might

depart from me ; and he said unto me. My grace is

sufficient for thee ; for my strength is made perfect in

weakness : most gladly, therefore, will I rather glory

in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest

upon me . . . for when I am weak, then am I strong
"

(2 Cor. xii. 7-10). This is another instance of what

M. Kenan would call the " transcendental-absurd

"

in St. Paul ; but if so, it is impossible to understand

St. Paul himself in the least without under-

standing "the transcendental-absurd" too. Shrink-

ing infirmity and self-contempt, hidden in a sort of

aureole of revelations abundant beyond measure

—

that was St. Paul. And he believed, too, that there

was a real law of direct proportion between the
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darkness at the core and the brightness of the

spiritual envelope,— that when he was cowering

most beneath his sense of despicable infirmities, then

the power of Christ rested most conspicuously upon
him,—that when he was least dissatisfied with him-

self, then the radiance of heaven began to pale and
dwindle round him. Combine a nature and experience

such as this with a temper of unusual fire, and a very

keen eye for the relative political advantages of the

various grounds open to him in any contest, and we
shall see in St. Paul not so much the " eminent man
of action " whom M. Kenan delineates—for eminent

men of action are almost always profoundly self-

confident, without any trace of shrinking and
infirmity of soul—as a man of passion with a very

few great gifts for action, gifts almost exclusively

limited to a profound and delicate genius for win-

ning the sympathy of individuals by alternate self-

abnegation and the most eloquent exposition of his

own desires and hopes.

St. Paul loves to appear as a suitor to even the

most humble of his followers,—loves to supplicate, as

the most powerful mode of command. Pride he has,

but the pride that loves to abase itself in order to

secure itself. He throws himself, as it were, at the

feet of his disciples in order to win them back ; he

points to his sufferings, enumerates his labours and
his griefs, but all in order to melt away their pride

of resistance, in order to give the most obdurate a

sufficient excuse and self-justification for expressing

their sorrow, in order to make them feel that they

are giving, even more than giving up, when they

relent. He treats every one who acknowledges his

influence as doing him the greatest of favours. " 1

am deltm'" he says, " both to the Greek and to
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the barbarian," meaning that he had gained both

Greeks and barbarians to Christ. Eminent as a

man of action he was, but only because he was so

very much greater as a man of passion. It was in

the generous parade, as it were, of his weakness and
sufferings, in his boundless willingness to entreat

where he might have commanded, in the passion with

which he was ready to descant to every one on the

overflow of the divine grace which had rescued him
from what he was, that he found his power of action.

It was not organising power, as far as I can see, nor

strength of will, nor impressiveness of manner, nor

any manipulation of the secrets and private jealousies

of the various communities he visited, which made
him a great man of action, but simply the generous

passion with which he lavished himself—revelations,

visions, shame, sufferings, ^hopes, pride, everything

—

for the purpose of claiming or reclaiming any one

who seemed within his reach.

Of course a nature like this, so apt to despise

technical moral rules so long as it kept God in sight,

so lavish and unhesitating in its use of personal

entreaty and in the sacrifice of every personal reserve

for the same end, could not but have its weak side.

No doubt St. Paul sometimes condemned himself for

going too far in the way of tactics. I think his appeal

to the inflamed partisan passions of the mob of

Sadducees and Pharisees at Jerusalem, " I am a

Pharisee and the son of a Pharisee, and for the hope

of the resurrection of the dead I am called in question

this day," caused him some compunction afterwards

;

at least, he declares afterwards to Felix that there

had been no cause of off'ence given by him to the

Jews, " except it be for this one voice, that I cried,

standing among them. Touching the resurrection of
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the dead I am called in question by you this day."

Clearly that was what we should call a feint, and St.

Paul knew it, and was ashamed of it. But it was of

the very essence of his type of faith not to be over-

scrii23ulous in details so long as he made himself of

no account and made God all in all; and this led

him, perhaps more than once, into seizing hold of

weapons close at hand for making an impression,

which he could afterwards see were not divine instru-

ments at all. The same scorn for a legal morality,

and tendency to make the letter nothing and the

spirit everything, no doubt diminished now and then

the restraint he might otherwise have put upon his

temper. " God shall smite thee, thou whited wall

;

for sittest thou to judge me after the law, and
commandest me to be smitten contrary to the law ?

"

is the kind of outbreak which, though it was immedi-

ately withdrawn and apologised for, an equally great

man of more reticent and regulated moral tempera-

ment would hardly have indulged in at all. If the

Epistle to Timothy is spurious, there is the skill of a

true literary forger in the sentence, " Alexander the

coppersmith did me much evil ; the Lord reward

him according to his works." Again, the Apostle

quarrelled vehemently with Barnabas ; and there is

something positively grim in the Eastern ferocity of

the wish expressed in the Epistle to the Galatians

(v. 12) against the false brethren who troubled the

Church by insisting on the strict Jewish circumcision,

6cf)eXov KOi aTTOKOxj/ovrai ol avacrraTOWTes I'/xa?. But
then the same all but reckless prodigality of nature

which made St. Paul now and then use a stratagem,

and now and then launch a thunderbolt, in the

fervour of his pleading, is the spring of all his finest

touches, as when he wishes himself even "accursed
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from Christ " if it could save his Jewish brethren
;

when he pathetically desires that Agrippa and all

who heard him might be made like to him, " except

these bonds"; when he declares that " neither death

nor life" (speaking of life as far more formidable

than death) shall be able to separate him " from the

love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord "
; or

when he confesses frankly to the Corinthians the

shrinkings, the changes of purpose, the painful ir-

resolution he felt about his third visit to them, lest

they should have been excited against him by his

former letter. St. Paul could hardly have been thus

lavish of himself, thus eager to expose even his most

private feelings to the light, had he habitually re-

viewed his impulses before giving any of them free

play. It is truly wonderful, I think, that in the

course of controversies so fierce, conducted by a mind
of such heat and such marvellously quick sympathies,

we have not far more of violence and manoeuvre than

we have. Had St. Paul been chiefly " a man of

action," as M. Renan thinks, but of the same ardent

temperament as he actually betrays, it could not but

have been that he would have waged a far more
personal and terrible war. Had he not been what
he was—a man of ardent inward life, who, living " in

weakness, and fear, and much trembling," yet had

the gift of using his ardours and his fears alike, as

means of persuasion to others,—his warmth of

temperament could not but have taken far oftener

the form of practical interference and personal de-

nunciation, and his ready-witted insight the form of

diplomatic strategy.

Again, M. Renan will not have it that St. Paul

was a man of the highest virtue or even of a lovable

nature. St. Paul himself would probably have
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agreed with his critic. But for my own part I

doubt whether there can ever be human virtue
higher, or human disinterestedness of this imper-
sonal kind more lovable, than St. Paul's. No doubt
he was, what M. Eenan calls him, " an ugly little

Jew," jminfully conscious when amongst Greeks and
Eomans of his own insignificance, and one who felt

the ties of faith much stronger even than the ties

of friendship. But if it be virtuous habitually to
overcome " weakness, and fear, and much trembling,"
and

^

not to count life dear, so that he might but
" finish his course with joy," and work out the trust
committed to him, then was St. Paul the most virtu-

ous of men, surmounting the greatest obstacles to
reach the highest end. And if it be lovable to
think and feel so ardently for others as is implied in
such words as the following, for instance, addressed
to a distant Church,—" Out of much affliction and
anguish of heart, I wrote unto you with many tears

;

not that ye should be grieved, but that ye might
know the love which I have more abundantly unto
you,"—then St. Paul was assuredly in this sense the
most lovable of men.

M. Eenan, however, thinks him insincere, and
charges him with inventing private "revelations"
for the sake of insuring submission on the part of
his converts. I cannot conceive a charge more
grossly improbable. That St. Paul tried to distin-

guish most scrupulously between his own judgment
and the inspiration of God, and believed, though
admitting to himself at times a doubt whether his

judgment were his own or insi^ired (see 1 Cor. vii.

40), that he could do so, we have the most ami3le
evidence. The doubt expressed in the passage I

refer to shows that St. Paul may or rather must have
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been at times mistaken. Doubtless, in announcing

to the Thessalonians the approaching day of judg-

ment and end of the world—assumed to be likely

to happen during his own lifetime— he was pro-

foundly mistaken in interpreting, as divinely inspired,

thoughts more or less due to his own limited con-

ceptions. But I cannot conceive clearer evidence of

any man's scrupulous sincerity in such matters than

we have of St. Paul's. Indeed, in making this

charge, M. Eenan seems to me to go out of his way
to accuse St. Paul of a sort of sin, of St. Paul's

absolute incapability of which he has given us the

most ample evidence. That he could manoeuvre in

the heat of a moment of excitement (and afterwards

repent it) I have admitted. But without vehement
impulses, the highest kind of human virtue is, as I

suppose, impossible. It seems to me difficult to con-

ceive any nature less easy to harmonise and control

than St. Paul's. At times shrinking, trembling,

almost cowering, dwelling with nervous irritability

on one topic,—such as the discord and demoralisa-

tion at Corinth ; wavering between tenderness and

severity ; full even of a consciousness of personal

infirmity which seems almost to have amounted now
and then to self-disgust (as if at a sort of meanness

of soul in himself),—yet conscious of a heat of ima-

gination and an ardour of faith such as none of

those who marvelled at and half-despised him could

understand,— it seems truly wonderful that he

should have been generally so calm and foreseeing

in compromise, so courageous without defiance in

self-defence, so tender and gentle even to womanli-

ness in dealing with those whose feelings he was

compelled to wound, and so magnanimous towards

his colleagues and rivals in missionary work.
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How M. Eenan can speak of jealousy as the

foundation of St. Paul's nature in the face of his

generous acknowledgment of the work of Apollos

in his own peculiar field, I confess I do not under-

stand. He was jealous as a mother is jealous over

his infant Churches, jealous with what the Bible calls

a godly jealousy, lest they should be persuaded that

legal and ritual observances were the appointed

means of extinguishing sin in the heart ; and for the

same reason he was jealous of his apostleship, since

the spiritual equality of the Gentiles depended on
the equality of his apostleship to that of the Twelve

;

but of the sort of jealousy which must have been

felt towards him by the Twelve, if M. Eenan is right

(which I exceedingly doubt) in referring to St. Paul
the denunciations recorded in the Apocalypse of

those " which say they are apostles, and are not," I

think there is absolutely no trace at all. St. Paul
is always eager to acknowledge himself the least of

the Apostles, "that am not meet to be called an
apostle, because I persecuted the Church of God."
At all times he is eager to abase himself in any way
to win his cause, which was not his own, but his

Master's.

Indeed I can never think of " the ugly little Jew,"

with his tender remembrance of all the old women
and slaves in his various little Churches, his " out-

ward fightings and inward fears," his visions and his

humiliations, his signs and mighty deeds and his

fears and tremblings, his anxious distinction between
that which his Lord had told him and that which he

had thought himself; that fine tact which might

have been strategic ; that fiery temper which was
sometimes fierce ; the flesh which struggled against

the spirit, and the spirit which dissolved away the
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flesh and painted man as, at his best, hardly ap-

proaching anything so purely good as a vacuum for

God to fill ; his rapidly mounting eloquence that

rushes with the whole universe into the presence of

God, and his sudden cries of shame and sin,—without

feeling that in him we reach the highest conceivable

degree of that human virtue which is not moral

beautj^, and that lovableness of spirit which is not

sweetness or harmony. I have never felt that I

could heartily apply to our Lord those words of

Isaiah usually referred to Him, concerning His having

no beauty that we should desire Him, for surely He
is "the first and only fair." But I can apply them
with my whole soul to St. Paul:—"He hath no

form nor comeliness, and when we see him there is

no beauty that we should desire him ; he is despised,

and rejected of men, a man of sorrows and ac-

quainted with grief; he was despised and we
esteemed him not." Yet is not his the sort of de-

spicability which is better honoured and better loved

than anything else that ever entered into our world,

except indeed the light which it reflects, and the love

which it reveals 1



XI

THE HARD CHURCH

^

There is a school of theological speculation, as well

Nonconformist as Conformist, which may fairly be

classed as the " Hard Church." It is a degraded

variety of the solid, sagacious, strong-minded form

of Christianity. This latter, in its undegraded j^hase,

is sincere, eager, pious, good sense, a little stony,

but not without a very valuable function in test-

ing the strength and metal of more sentimental

and shadowy schools of thought ; indeed, it may be

called the Church of Common-Sense. In its spoiled

form it is a hard arrogant infliction, uniting the tone

of a schoolmaster to a spirit of intellectual scorn,

essentially a Hard Church. I should be very sorry

to think that this last type could be found pure in

many theologians. It has infected with more or less

virulence the writings of several. The school itself,

however, in its best phase, is rather an intellectual

than a moral phenomenon. It has contained many
able and careful thinkers very far removed from

any kind of intolerance, who would look down on

^ Perversion ; or the Causes and Consequences of Infidelity.

A Talefor the Times. Smith, Elder, and Co. Selectionsfrom
the Correspondence of B. E. H. Greyson, Esq. Edited by the

Author of the Eclipse of Faith, 2 vols, Longmans.

Z
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the flogging theology with gentle wonder and warm
disapprobation. Paley may be said to have founded

the school, not only by bequeathing to it a good fixed

capita] of masterly argument, but, what is more im-

portant, by giving the most pronounced example of

its mode of thought. He first, of all men, as the

Cambridge tutor in the fondness of his admiration

happily expressed it, " had the credit of putting

Christianity into a form which could be written out

at examinations." To have a compact statement of

the whole gist of Christianity is the principal " note
"

of the Common-Sense Church. Its followers have

often, indeed, more or less repudiated Paley—whose

temporising ethics are certainly quite separable from

his theological system. The late Archbishop AYhately,

one of the ablest and most agreeable writers of the

Common-Sense Church, supplied it with a logic ; Dr.

Mansel elaborated for it the higher metaphysical

philosophy ; Mr. Eogers, the most slashing of its

captains, has thrown up defences round the concep-

tion of authority, and insulated the region of in-

spiration ; and Mr. Binney caught its spirit when he

once addressed to young persons, after Paley's

manner, the inquiry whether it were not possible " to

make the best of both worlds."

But, after all, Paley's " case " is but little changed.

Its central characteristic is the habit of resting the

main stress of belief on the argument from design,

and the miraculous credentials of revelation. And
in this all the school agree, from the Aristotelian

thinkers who concede free will and at least the ele-

ments of a natural conscience, to the necessarians

and utilitarians, who base morals wholly on the

positive authority of revelation. Broad in inclusion,

only because it demands but few articles of belief,
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not because it is wide in theory, the Church of

Common -Sense, which always tends towards the

Hard Church, is the resort of the strong-minded
theologians, and forms a court standing midway
between the narrow crypts of Low Evangelical

doctrine beneath, and the venera1)le decay of the

High Church towers above. Its heroes are men of

somewhat menacing understanding, — not Broad-
Church men, if Mr. Maurice, Dean Stanley, Mr.
Lynch, and Mr. Baldwin Brown are of the Broad
Church,—latitudinarian, but not Catholic in tlie tone

of their theology,— sharp and confident in their

logic,—given to browbeat their adversaries on the

spot rather than to go with them their mile, or at

least up to the utmost point of common conviction,

—dry and ungenial towards intellectual doubt,

—

shrewd partisans, eager assailants of " extremes,"

and champions of that neutral precipitate of Chris-

tian theology, orthodoxy in its cooling stage.

The Hard Church sees in theology neither a deep
philosophy, like Coleridge; nor a response to the
heart, like Neander ; nor a divine reconciliation of

the many contradictory yearnings of human nature,

like Mr. Maurice. Its idea of a theological system
is a decisive chain of circumstantial evidence, with
a result confirmatory of all sagacious views of life.

Its aim and effort is to draw up so masterly a state-

ment of these, that you would think yourself a fool

to put a business-agency into the hands of a man so

insincere or so dense -minded as to withhold his

assent. Its great anxiety is to appeal to no strictly

individual experience, but to make it " equally con-

clusive to all beings of equal rationality." There
is something essentially unsympathising in its over-

weening sense. It steadily endeavours to conceive
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men as so manj^ units of crystallised intelligence,

rei^resenting different interests, but each fixed in its

own type, and all like enough to each other to render

a wholesale method of treatment the most remunera-

tive. The Hard Church glories in hard sense. And
what is hard sense but that which has learned to

dismiss rapidly from the mind, as immaterial or

practically misleading, all those fluctuating elements

of human life which do not seem to be deeply

embedded in the average notions of average men 1

Is it not, in short, the power of generally regulating

the judgment according to the force of numerical

impressions 1 The Hard Church, therefore, neces-

sarily relies on what may be called the inorganic

laws of human thought and action, and ignores the

more delicate laws of growth and change discoverable

in social and individual character. The fixed skeleton-

truths of social life which never change in form or

composition, but remain always alike, at least at the

same sta^-e of human historv,— such as the first

principles of econom}^, of utility, the elements of

political justice, and the general rules of evidence,

— these are always recurring again and again in

the same form in men's experience, and, like inor-

ganic bodies, therefore, their properties become more

and more familiar with everyday experience. These,

therefore, hard sense involuntarily appropriates ; and

it loves well to discover and re-discover their influ-

ence in every part of life.

But it will not be so with what one may call the

organic truths of human character; those which

change their shape and disappear and reappear,

undergoing various transformations at difl'erent stages

of their influence on men. These, really appearing

at different times under difterent aspects, cannot
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leave the same impress even on the keenest general

observation, and must count as different truths, the

real link not being detectable without a special and

individual insight which would spoil the judgment

for its rough general work. Social truths, or truths

of character in their different stages of the stalk, the

leaf, the bud, the flower, must really count as different

things, not as various aspects of the same thing, to a

mind that ensures itself, as it were, against the many
probable errors o^ primCt facie impression by the very

great number of cases in which it is obliged to act

upon them, and in a large majority of which it will

hit sufficiently near the mark. Thus, to the hard

understanding, organic truths, i.e. truths of con-

tinuous life which have a history and a development

of their own, are split up into a number of loose

inorganic truths with their links missing. A great

number of disconnected fixed notions take the place

of insight into the gradual and complex growth of

slowly maturing life.

Hence the great men of the Hard Church are apt

to spend their whole strength in demonstrating the

futility of all religious positions which represent

genuinely organic and individual convictions ; and

are apt to scold quite as much at the eccentricities

of any positive faith which is not accommodated to

their common-sense rules, as at the eccentricities of

scepticism and unbelief. They seem to have con-

centrated all their strength on the task of sweeping

away the "cobwebs of philosophers," and exhibiting

how many counterfeit theologies are in contact with

our actual life, instead of finding out the points

where true theology connects itself with those

counterfeits. I do not depreciate in the least the

services of those who expose shams ; but I do
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believe that he does pure harm who delights in

" studies " of shams, without bringing them into

living relations with the real wants which they pre-

tend to appease. Mr. Carlyle— in spite of his

mournfully hopeless no-reply to such wants— did

whatever good he once effected (and it was great)

for the thinkers of England, not by a cold skill in

seeing and painting shams everywhere, even where
they were not to be seen, but by exhibiting them in

sad contrast to the famishing spirits to which they

were offered as nourishment. The Hard Church,

though they do reserve a private theological solution

for the problems of life, are more cruel and more
useless teachers to those whom they think it their

duty to assail. They seem to think that it is not

the endurance but the infliction of hardness which
makes a true soldier of Christ. They go about like

theological detectives, without any care or compassion

for the sins (imaginary or real) of the defaulters they

arrest. They "expose" shallowness and weakness,

or hypocrisy, in the spirit which seems to say, not

only 'Here are men deceiving themselves with an

imposture,' but 'Here are men who have no deeper

wants, no deeper life that is left unsatisfied by this

imposture ; here are men who have completely im-

posed on themselves.' They paint not only the

sham clothing of men's minds, but sham minds alto-

gether, and give you the impression that God has

retained no witness of Himself in the spirits of much
more than half His children. They even give no
sadness to the tone of their delineations. It is coarse

triumph over the wretchedness of supposed or real

evil. This is not the style of exposure that makes
men look into their own hearts. It is the style that

makes men hurl back the charges at their accuser.
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A section so miscliievous as the Hard Church, Chris-
tendom does not contain. It is wise and useful to
tear away the veil from all imposture, intellectual or
spn^itual. But it is neither wise nor useful, for it is

untrue, to tear away such a veil and show no human
nature beneath it, restless under its unreality, and
bitterly seeking to dissemble ease.

There is no end which a Christian writer can
have in view so noble as a crusade against the moral
Atheism of the day, and as resistance to the death to
that self-centred philosophy and worship of blind
Nature which is fostered by the modern idolatries of
beauty, and force, and law. But how are we to fight
this battle ? By admitting that God has lost all

influence in the world, except over the holders of
true doctrine 1 By refusing to believe in the signs
of the goodness which we see, because it is associated
with that which we dislike ? Why, it is the intel-
lectual analogue of the massacre of St. Bartholomew.
The orthodox Church exterminated the heretics from
hopelessness of their conversion. It gave up in
despair the task of availing itself of the true doctrine
in their hearts to introduce a truer. And this is

exactly the intellectual policy of the Hard Church.
Instead of rejoicing to indicate the good there is,

and bringing out clearly its conflict with that which
they regard as evil, they intellectually ignore the
more^ hopeful elements that are bound up with
scepticism, that they may indulge themselves in
more unrestrained ferocity against it.

Can any faith be real which is not eager and
grateful to recognise that God has done much, be-
cause it cannot recognise that God has done all ? I
have no words to express adequately my horror of
that Hard Church spirit that rather grumbles because
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scepticism is not sceptical cnongh, and drives away
those amongst the sceptics who cling fervently to the

belief in the sinfulness of sin, and the duty of prayer,

with a taunt that it would be more consistent to

embrace a better developed type of infidelity. If

there is one sign more hopeful for this century than

the last, it is the more Christian type of sceptical

thought ; and unless the application of the Hard
Church scourge reduce to a bitter silence the spirit

of the higher minds amongst the doubters, I believe

it will issue in a return towards Christianity of all

unselfish and veracious-minded sceptics. Can it be

a Christian writer Avho preaches thus ?

—

" I acknowledge, indeed, that if I were to yield myself

to the guidance of the speculative understanding, I could

not stojD short of that system of Atheism which it is now
the fashion to call Pantheism ; for I quite agree with you
in finding no resting - point in the shallow Deism of

Theodore Parker or Francis Newman ; indeed, I cannot

imagine how any one who has read Butler should ever

have halted at such a half-way house. But I can feel

deeply the attractiveness of Spinoza's creed, or rather of

that ancient system of Oriental speculation of which
Spinoza has been the greatest modern exponent ; but to

which he added nothing essential that had not been said

by Chinese and Indian Pantheists three thousand years

before him. So far as the mere intellect is concerned, I

could embrace that grand idealistic philosophy which
identifies the perceived with the perceiver, matter with

spirit, and man with God—which represents all jihysical

and all moral pheuomena as unalterably determined by
antecedent fate—all things but parts of one tremendous

whole— all wheels in one vast machine, imj^elled by
irresistible and incomprehensible laws. I could believe

(with Fichte) that * everything is what it is of absolute

necessity, and cannot be other than it is
'

; or (with Miss
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Martinean) that ' I am as completely the result of my
nature, and impelled to do what I do, as the needle to

point to the north, or the puppet to move according as

the string is pulled.' And I could proceed (with Emer-
son) to identify good with evil, and could quote Goethe

to prove the idleness of wishing to jump off one's

shadow.

"But when the understanding has entangled me in

this web of necessitarian Atheism, conscience rises in

rebellion, and cries out indignantly that good is different

from evil, that sin is sinful, and that guilt demands
atonement. And the longing of my heart convinces me
that I cannot do without a heavenly Father to love me,

a heavenly deliverer to save me from myself."

The " shallow Deism of Francis Newman " is pre-

cisely that Deism which " cries out indignantly that

good is different from evil, that sin is sinful," and
that prayer is the atmosphere of the moral life. And
is this then, really shallower than a Pantheism which

identifies good with evil ; wdiich ignores those moral

assumptions on which alone Christianity is conceiv-

able ; which has the credit of dissolving aNvay the faith

in a personal Father, and so denying not only the

kingdom, but the possibility of the kingdom, of

Christ? Atheism then is less "shallow" than Theism
;

fatalism is deeper than the recognition of divine law

and moral freedom ; and the more profound is your

trust in God and the voice of conscience,—the more
realities you confess,—the more ashamed of you and
angry with you is the Hard Church that you cannot

be more thorough in ignoring truth. It is an evil

sign for the Christian Church when Theology wishes

you to choose between orthodoxy and nothing, and

regards it as a proof of a shallow mind that God and

God's law should be recognised at all, unless they are
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recognised in their fullest truth. Do these confuting

gentlemen ever realise to themselves how vast a step

any real and deep Theism that holds fast by prayer

is towards Christianity ] Do they ever distinctly re-

member that God thought this enough for the

spiritual life of His own people during some thou-

sands of years ? Does it never occur to them how
striking is the contrast between their scornful alter-

native, " Pray believe either more or less," and the

spirit of One who, in reply to a hearty confession of

the first two commandments, instead of " exposing
"

the weakness of such "shallow Deism," replied,

" Thou art not far from the kingdom of God "
?

The dread felt and expressed by the reactionary

school of liberal theology towards anything that falls

short of their approved minimum of Christian dogma,

arises, I believe, in a totally false and unworthy
suspicion of the tendency inherent in too wide a

charity to sap the strenuousness of personal convic-

tion. ' Unless we attribute,' so they seem to argue,

' a certain necessary wickedness and moral discredit

to heresy, we shall not be able to keep our own faith

and other people's from oozing away in the genial

atmosphere of the world. Let us draw our line in

common charity as low as we can ; but let us keep no

terms with anything that falls below it. For if we
ever cease to regard doubt as a disgrace and a danger

to others, there is no reason why we should not fall

into it ourselves.'

It may be wise to guard against that mere geniality

of thought which proceeds only from a universal

liking for men of all sorts, not from a deep trust in

God ; but this is not the basis of a genuine catholicity

of faith, which is far more widely removed from

latitudinarian carelessness as to what men mav think,
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than any dogmatic bigotry can ever hope to be. The
conviction that Truth is the living Word of God com-

municated to men as a character alone can be com-

municated—to different minds by different teaching,

and by differently winding courses,—to some slowly

but intensely, in points of vivid light with large in-

tervals of unintelligent darkness,—to others with

rapid evolution of the general outline and meaning of

His providence and discipline, yet perhaps with a less

deep and constant sympathy of moral life,—to all

who eagerly seek what is right with a gradual clear-

ness and eventual certainty,—this is the trust on

which alone true catholicity of feeling can be based,

and with which indifference is wholly incompatible.

Those who fancy their opinions private property are

likely to be angered at the shock of finding them un-

confirmed by others, and so they come to fall into

bigotry,—or on the other hand, they are so perplexed

at many divergences as to fall into apathetic indiffer-

ence. But those who know that what they see, they

see only because God has shown it to them,—that it

is a partial and gradual manifestation of Him, and

one which was granted only on difficult terms, that

has given them faith,—will hesitate to think that, in

His dealings with others, He must have made the

same truth clear precisely in the same way and at the

same time. And yet they will know that it can never

pass away.

Indeed, this delusion, that our human belief is

commensurate with the spiritual influences of God,

—

nay, is a sure pledge, and the only pledge, of those

influences,—constitutes not merely the essence of

bigotry, but almost all the other far from capricious

peculiarities which distinguish the inquisitorial theo-

logy of the Hard Church. This it is which makes its
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theologians so eager to find, in marks of bare power,

some grounds for God's authority quite distinct from

His character ; because, having an idolatrous regard

for faith, as a sort of charm, they want to find some
iron foundation for it sufficiently unspiritual to remain

unshaken when God Himself is hidden from the heart.

They think they have discovered that foundation
;

they believe it unassailable ; they think that where-

ever God acts at all, they should recognise Him by
this mark ; they look out for that mark ; if they do

not see it they scold and say ' God is not with you

;

on the contrary, corrupt human nature is with you
;

what you struggle to express is wholly opposite in

nature to what I have attained ; my belief is even

more certain to me than any conviction I could pos-

sibly have that God has any part in your belief or no

belief; you are either a liar or an idiot.' This is no

exaggeration of the— uncharitableness, I will not say

—but rather unlimited insolence, of temper which

characterises this Hard Church religion. It is an in-

solence almost impossible to mere nature, an insolence

essentially due to the artificial combination between

natural arrogance and an evil idolatry of belief. It

is an exaggeration of the native dogmatism of human
nature, caused by fancying for oneself a private mono-

poly in God. It cannot but spring up, if one holds with

equally absolute certainty that He is not present with

another, and that He is endorsing one's own opinions.

Take the following illustration of this Hard Church

spirit from Professor Rogers's method of dealing with

Atheism,—not, remember, an individual case of

Atheism which he could trace to personal immorality,

but that which has been so common in the working

classes for a generation past at least :

—

"My dear Sir— I cannot offer a single word of
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apology to your 'secular' guest for what I said. You
know he distinctly affirmed, in consistency with some of

the ' secularist ' authorities of our time, that he believed it

was desirable to get rid of the conception of a presiding

Deity under any possible modifications !—and that the

absence of any such notion was more favourable to human
virtue and morality than its presence. This opinion is

asserted, as in some other atheistical works (all obscure

enough, to be sure), so in a little one which proposes it as

the ' task of to-day ' to annihilate the—Deity ! No doubt

it will be the task of to-morrow also, and, I should think,

the day after that. You will recollect, that when your
' secularist ' acquaintance affirmed the above strange dog-

mas, I gave him a fair ojDportunity of retracting, by saying

that if he merely meant that such a God as millions had
worshipped,'—a Belial, a Moloch,—an obscene and cruel

Deity,—even a Venus or a Bacchus,—might possibly be as

bad as none (or worse), many might agree with him ; but

if he meant such a Deity as imj)lied perfection of wisdom,

justice, power, and goodness, none but a liar or a madman
would. He positively re-affirmed, however, his opinion

that, under any modification, the idea of a God was per-

nicious ; that Atheism was better than Theism ; and par-

ticularly aj)pealed to those great ' authorities ' M. Comte,

Mr. , and Miss . It was then I said, if you re-

collect (what I still say, and am prepared to maintain),

that I hold myself absolved from arguing with any one

who can affirm that the idea of a perfectly holy, invisible,

ever-present infallible Governor (sincerely entertained), is

more unfavourable to virtue than the notion that there is no
God at all; or that, so far as it has any conceivable bearing

on human conduct, it can be other than auxiliary to every

imaginable motive to morality ; that I was convinced, so

long as the human intellect was constituted as it is, that

the man who asserted such a paradox must be regarded by
ninety-nine men out of every hundred as a liar, and that

the hundredth would only shield him from that by sup-
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posing him mad. I still hold to every syllable of that

declaration. It is impossible, constituted as we are, that

we can believe any man other than a hypocrite or an idiot,

who tells us that if you add a motive or two motives

coincident with ten others to these last, the whole will be

diminished in force : that the supposition of an unseen

judge over the thoughts as well as actions, and who will

infallibly reward or punish them in accordance with what

your ' secularist ' acquaintance himself believes to be true

principles of human conduct, will be an impediment to

right doing ! Would it not be just as easy to believe that

two and two make five 1 . . . I am quite ready to argue

with any candid atheist, if such there be (of which I have

my doubts), as to whether there is a God or not ; I am sure

he will not descend to this sort of knavish or idiotic paradox.

If sincere, he will say, ' Well, if there be no such God as

you have described, so much the worse for the world. I

admit that; one must confess that it is desirable there

should be such a one ; but that does not prove that there

is one.' This is what I should call intelligent and candid
;

and the argument might go on. As to what he says of my
want of charity—but let the man say what he pleases. If

he be a liar, who would, and if an idiot who coidd, reason

with him ? And that he is either one or the other, is

beyond doubt with me. . .
." ^

Now did it ever occur to Mr. Eogers, that if

almost all great minds have passed through a stage

of the darkest scepticism, there must be not only a

discipline in such scepticism, but such a discipline

that to some, at some periods of their career, it might

well seem to be true that religion is wholly hurtful ?

If, instead of proclaiming from the heights of his

supposed Christianity that this atheist was either a

^ Selections from the Corrcsi^oiulencc of R. E. H. Greyson^

Esq. Edited by the Author of the Eclipse of Faith. 2 vols.

Longmans, 1857.
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"liar or an idiot," Mr. Rogers had taken the pains to

elicit the state of mind which could alone render such

a paradox honest and real, might he not have gained

something of valuable conviction, even for his own
Christianity 1

At least I have met with those who, being neither

liars nor idiots, have enunciated the same astounding

paradox ; and who, I believe, were at that ver}^ time

under the discipline of a divine education. I could

even conceive it most natural that the passage from a

narrow and confidently selfish system of belief to that

large and tasking form of Christianity, whose only

infinite certainty is the unveiled holiness and love of

God, should lie through such a period of vehement
scepticism as this. For is it not, in fact, good that

some men should know what it is to the heart to be-

lieve itself alone? is it not even desirable that if

man could find his highest purity and virtue in self-

reliance, he should do so ? is it not a most divine

discipline that he should be robbed not only of the
" motives " to virtue which religion gives, but of the

living help which trust gives, if he can indeed fancy

himself a self-dependent being 1 Is he not even

better when he is trying for himself how firmly he

can walk alone through the dark mystery of life, than

when leaning only on the false supports of a selfish

and degraded theology 1 And may not the destined

experiences of that " dim and perilous way " teach

him something truer far of the spiritually dependent

nature of man,—of what he has falsely mistaken for

God,— of what God really is,— than Mr. Rogers

himself could ever learn while he kicks against the

pricks of Atheism, and instead of striving to see

whether that too may not sometimes be a divine as

well as a satanic discipline, brutally offers an opponent
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his choice between the epithets of a "liar" or an
" idiot " ?

To me the Hard Church seems to evince a most

melancholy ignorance of the true meaning and history

of doubt, when they meet it as they do. Were they

devil's advocates, they could do no better. To jeer

and taunt a doubter with the shallowness of his

thoughts, even if they be shallow, can have but one

of two effects—to scare him into apparent concession

without solving his real perplexity ; or to fortify him
in his resistance, not from any deeper appreciation of

his own position, but from irritation at 3'ours. The
insolent method proceeds, as I have said, from com-

plete distrust that God's realities are any wider or

more various than the self-confident understanding of

man. Now the method which is really pursued with

our minds, if dogmatists would only take the trouble

to note it, is totally opposite. Often, no doubt, tem-

porary scepticisms do arise in moral weakness far

more than in moral strength. But in all cases we
are made to feel and sound the whole depth of our

doubts before there is any progress towards their re-

moval. We are not dragged away from them, or

mocked out of them, by the spiritual providence of

God. We are taught all they mean before we are

taught the true solution. Superficial doubt becomes

real and searching before it passes away. Real and

searching doubt itself often brings on, or else is guided

into, a practical crisis in the outAvard life before it is laid

to rest. At the very time when the coarse theologian

is telling the sceptic that his brains "must be a mere

lump of cotton wool," ^ or that his difficulty is of no

account whatever "in the estimation of anybody who
does not deserve to be shut up in Bedlam," ^ the

1 Vide supra, vol. ii. p. 328. - Ibid. p. 39.
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spiritual experience of life may often be expressly

adapted to exhaust and then solve the problem by
which He whom the theologian professes to confess

and defend, has tasked and disciplined the sceptic's

mind
; and it is well if the arrogance of man do

not counteract, or at least weaken, the efficacy of the

inward experience prepared by God.
It is this wretched assumption, that the petty

moulds of our own faith define and limit the spiritual

activity of the divine object of faith, which makes us

so eager to check and punish, instead of adopting

and pursuing, the line of thought by which for the

first time the doubter's mind has been brought into

any real contact with the spiritual world. If we
really believed that God had any intercourse at all

with the sceptic's mind as well as with our own, we
might often look on genuine doubt as the first stir-

rings of genuine trust ; and, instead of practising the

throttling art of such controversialists as Mr. Rogers,

might learn from Socrates that the first great step

is to make a man hold his doubts clearly and

seriously, to bring tbem into really articulate life,

to let him see their full depth, and be fairly haunted

by their practical urgency ; and then perhaps, but

not till then, might we be able to help him to

realise where the answer to those doubts had been

revealed. The scolding theology of modern ortho-

doxy is mainly engaged in striving against the very

Spirit for whose honour it is so bitter—in resisting

the spiritual unfolding of difficulties which it is, in

truth, its duty to assist. The reason why half the

faith of Christendom is so hollow and valueless, is to

be found in the mistrust of theologians lest no

sounding-line, however divine, should be able to

fathom the depths of honest doubt. At least they

2 A
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act as if the kingdom of God depended on their suc-

cess in penning-in intellects of every kind and depth

between some miserable logical alternatives, by which

they fancy their own convictions have been guided.

That is, they believe in a God as large and no larger

than their own capacity for faith ; and hence they

are never led to see whether or not, perhaps, that

small capacity might be enlarged.

The Hard Church believes in a Hard Master. It

evidently holds that the reception of Christianity is

not caused by a divine Spirit working icith and in

human nature,— subduing it into its most perfect

harmony,— answering its own deepest wants,

—

bracing with new strength its own highest powers

;

but by working against it,— irritating its pride,

browbeating its natural faiths, disappointing its

hopes with the bitterest irony of Providence, and
silencing by the mere stentorian force of loud omni-

potence its indigenous doubt. This is what the

author I have just quoted, who, I admit, caricatures

in some respects even the Hard Church, says of the

Bible :—
" You camiot say that ' The book has not given you

every advantage' ; for never was there one which more
irritates the pride and prejudices of mankind, which pre-

sents greater obstacles to its reception, morally and in-

tellectually;—so that it is amongst the most unaccountable

things to me, not that it should be rejected by some, but

that it should be accepted by any. 'It is, I grant,' said

an old Deist, 'a very strange thing that Christianity

should be embraced ; for / do not perceive in myself any
inclination to receive the New Testament.' There spake,

not Deism only, but human nature."

The same doctrine is repeated by the same author in

other places. Christianity, he tells us, goes " desper-
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ately against the grain of human nature " ; and his

own writings seem in this resj^ect to be a humble
attempt to imitate this feature in his conception of

Christianitj^ " The theories," he tells us in another

place, "of Christianity and Deism are antipodal'';

and hence clearly his attempt to identify himself ex-

clusively with that form of Christianity which recog-

nises least truth, and least desire for truth, in every

system which it regards as extra- Christian. He
seems to think that Christianity was given, not
"that the thoughts of many hearts might be re-

vealed," but that they might be suppressed and
suffocated ; and assumes in all his controversy that

it must be by choice and of set purpose, not from
any inward constraint, if a man find difficulties in

the Christian evidences— a purpose which must be
put down by "strong" measures. He considers

Christianity in the light more of a disagreeable

medicine than a gospel,— a medicine administered

by the benevolent compulsion of God to reluctant

humanity.

But the day when such a conception could have
been generally accepted, if it ever were, is now long

past. To the Jew, no doubt, the revelation of the

purposes of God was conceived of as, in a measure,

absolute—as independent of his own fears or cravings

—as a Voice from the great darkness of Omnipotence,
to be listened to and obeyed. But even the Jew
had the strongest feeling that this voice did not
merely overrule but refreshed the true nature

within him, answered rather than silenced its ques-

tionings when he was overpowered by the mystery
of the national destinies, and made him feel that

nothing true within him was crushed, but that all was
elevated, by his obedience to that divine teaching.
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And assuredly St. Paul expressed the general yearn-

ing of both Jew and Gentile when he said, that the
" creation groaned and travailed " for the birth of

Christianity ; that its new knowledge and its new
power were not useful and wholesome remedies

forced on reluctant minds, but a divine fountain,

springing up after long expectation to assuage the

burning thirst of nations and of centuries. Had
St. Paul thought that in the words, " I perceive

in myself no inclination to receive the New Testa-

ment" human nature itself was speaking, he would

scarcely have treated, with so much ^ confidence

as he did, an audience of Greek philosophers as

^'seeking the Lord, if haply they might feel after

him and find him," or have proved that confidence

by his eagerness to proclaim, alike to the rude

idolaters of Lycaonia, the trained intellects of

Athenian schools, the Jewish people and king,

Roman prefects, the Roman emperor, and the

Spanish barbarians, truths which human nature, as

such, had neither longing nor inclination to accept.

And if this were so then, assuredly every century

of the subsequent eighteen has made it more and

more, not only true, but obvious, that the deepest

evidence of all divine teaching is in the intimations

and cravings of the ordinary human heart. As
human history unfolds, it becomes more and more
obvious that wants which seem completely finite and

earthly often break their limits by the force of an

inward>nd irrepressible inspiration, and give their

witness for a spiritual Avorld,—that the most patient

and plodding industry will burst into the most

passionate excitement if denied the sense of a

spiritual freedom it would never practically desire

to use,— that the disinterested social and political
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ties for which men suffer and die absorb a larger

and hxrger proportion of the most ordinary daily

duties,— that even the lowest and commonest of

human appetites acquire by their association with

politics and science countless associations and ties

with deathless Art, with the ceaseless success and

endeavour of the human intellect, with the greatness

of spiritual virtues and spiritual sins, with the belief

in infinite suffering, the agony of despair, and the

joy of trust.

It is literally true that, as human history goes

on, spiritual disorders and wants descend deeper and

deeper into the core of physical life ; responsibilities

are distributed over society at large which were once

concentrated on one or two points,— and are not

only distributed, but more generally understood and

felt ; the social and political bearings of individual

selfishness or unselfishness are more and more deeply

realised ; spheres of life that were formerly conceived

as totally unconnected with the spiritual world, are

now seen to be poisoned by spiritual rather than

physical diseases
;

poetry and art penetrate more
and more homely retreats, drawing out everywhere

the latent forces of voluntary evil and good, and the

full expressiveness of human beauty and deformity

;

even our very laughter comes from deeper springs

than that of the ancient w^orld, and has in it a fuller

consciousness of all that human nature seeks to be,

and all that it is. In short, the craving for a divine

religion that arises in strictly human inclinations—in

the unsatisfied tossings of human desire and want
and emotion—in the fever of restless thought, driven

on to ask for infinite satisfaction, and finding only

finite—in the gnawing sense of unreality and insin-

cerity that accompanies all temporary pleasures and
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all temporary aims,—was never so deeply felt as in

the present day. If ever there were a time when it

was simply false to say that human nature, as such,

has " no inclination " to receive Christianity, it is now.

And certainly there never was a time when it was

so hopeless to force any revelation on it, from with-

out, that is not first dimly shaped forth within ; for

there never was a time in which, taking it in its

largest sense, human nature had so much faith in

itself. Even Atheism clings vainly and passionately

to this faith, and glorifies and worships the Eire

Supreme of humanity,—the JEmheit des Menschengesch-

lechts—after it has discarded God. And this is no

sign of mere degradation, but the last remnant of a

true devotion. It is because even Atheism sees that

a sj^irit draws men into one national or universal

unity, of a diviner and more human kind than any

which divides and sets them at variance, that it

desires to worship humanity at large, and recoils

from the notion that each should separately worship

himself. I am perfectly sure that no religion, and

no so-called j^hase of Christianit}^, has the slightest

chance of universal reception in the present day,

which strives to bear down and silence the spiritual

testimony of human nature, taken in its strictest

sense, to the religious wants and pains and hopes

which are already fermenting there, and which only

need to be quickened into clear responsible knowledge

by a divine affirmation given through the external

history of man. Unless a universal divine spirit be

recognised as living in man, there will be no chance

of recognising any as living above man ; no revelation

would be credible from a divine king that did not

reveal also the long -brooding thoughts of a divine

humanity.
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The Hard Church care not at all to start from

common ground, and bring men on to a higher level

;

their only care is to make men feel as uncomfortable

and wretched as possible on the ground they occupy.

Had Christianity been really revealed in the way in

which the Hard Church endeavour to reveal it, it

would have begun by enforcing on all men, except

the Jews, that they believed nothing at all, and had

no capacity for judging even of what they wanted to

})elieve,—in fact, by asking contemptuously for the

surrender of all the groundless faith they had ;
and

would then have presented them, as offensively as

possible, with a series of confessedly pugnacious

truths, demonstrated by thunderclaps of power and

by a prediction of immediate preternatural success.

Was it thus, or by the fascination and development

of all the faith that the world still retained, that

Christ and His apostles riveted the ears of Jew and

Greek and Koman 1 Had they argued with the un-

believing nations in the sjnrit in which the school I

am dealing with argues with Deists and Atheists, and

yet with the marvellous force they actually displayed,

they would have produced a mighty recoil into

passionate and rebellious Atheism instead of the

renovation of the whole Western world.

The unspiritual religion of the Hard Church has

commonly another characteristic, which is, in truth,

only a deeper form of that want of faith, and conse-

quent want of large spiritual charity, of which I have

been speaking. A belief which narrows the spiritual

agency of God to the narrow channels it has already

sounded and marked out for itself, has, as I have

said, no patience to estimate anxiously the deeper

grounds of other men's difficulties, or to go with them

their full mile of common road before breaking off
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into the diverging paths of private opinion. But
this narrowness of spiritual trust often generates a

still more marvellous characteristic of theological

discussion. Does it not betray the utter unreality

of much religious conviction, that even in discussing

the grounds of all reality,—the very nature and in-

fluences of God,—nothing is more common than to

catch eagerly at the mere accidental weaknesses of

an opponent's statement, as distinguished from his

meaning, so as to achieve a logical victory over his

form of expression without touching the body of his

thouQ-ht ?

That sane men should profess to believe in the

universal Spirit of God, and yet in controversy con-

cerning that Spirit should ever be glad to stop short

of encountering an opponent's fullest thought, is per-

haps the most extraordinary example in existence

of the power which men possess to distort the spiritual

world into the image of their OAvn littleness. Of
course there is no full consciousness of the self-decep-

tion ; a logical fencer strikes too eagerly at the weak
point to consider whether the victor}^ he gains is one

of words or of thoughts. But this is just the very sign

that his creed is in fact only a beaten track of thought

in his own mind, not a trust which goes out of himself

into a real reliance upon God. If the object be to

measure intellectual strength with an adversary, of

course the detection of a deficiency in expression is of

some moment. But if the object be, by comparing
mutually a real mental experience, to obtain a clearer

insight into what God's waj^s with us are, a theologian

should be eager to strengthen by every means in his

power the force of his opponent's case, that he might

as fully as possil)le reach that mental reality in which

alone the divine Spirit could have had any participa-
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tion. It is a sure sign that a man's religion is rather

a codified mass of opinions concerning God than a

personal relation, or even a desire for a personal rela-

tion, to Him, if he be not eager to remove as com-

pletely as possible the film of confusion which words
interpose between the religious life of men and any-

thoughtful comparison of the convictions to which

that life gives rise.

If controversialists had any deep trust that God
were really with them all, they must be much more
anxious than they are to get over imperfections of

expression in order to grasp the reality behind.

Look at the skill and patience with which in human
afi'airs any one who believes that there is something

of real fact to elicit, and is eager to elicit it, will

question and cross -question, and probe the very

depths of another's memory. And ordinary religious

controversy shows its unspirituality in this, that the

disputant has not, in truth, the slighest conviction

that there is any background of fact to elicit ; he

does not really believe God has any living relation at

all to the mind of others, and therefore he makes no
effort to see what that relation is. He simj^ly wishes

to confute a troublesome opinion ; he conceives it

to be all matter of elaborate inference, not of moral

experience ; he avails himself eagerly of weak expos-

ition, because, while he has no belief that thorough

and fair exposition would add in the least to the data

or premisses in dispute, he has a very just and ra-

tional belief that it would give him a great deal more
trouble ; and hence the rareness of bold and eager

thought in theological controversy. You see such

boldness in science, because each party assumes that

the other also is in contact with the facts, though per-

haps judging of them hastily. You see it in psycho-
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logical and moral disputes, because again the same capa-

city for personal observation and study is conceded,

and the object is really to arrive at what the other

has got a certain hold of, and reconcile it with what
we ourselves have a certain hold of, and not to com-

pare the arbitrary meanderings of the vaguest possible

inferences from the vaguest possible data. But you
do not see it in theology, because so few fairly admit

that there is any living spring of independent convic-

tion in every distinct mind ; so that the boldness

and eagerness which are in place in any real collision

with facts, seem utterly out of place where you only see

a new combination of troublesome words without any

new combination of realities. It is the absence of

true faith in a universally revealing Mind that de-

stroys altogether the only possible field of theological

discussion, since only phantom combatants can fight

in phantom lists.

That must be unspiritnal religion which cares to

criticise and triumph over logical forms of error, in-

stead of trying to appreciate the facts which those

logical forms more or less inarticulately express.

This seems to me, however, to be the pervading fault

of the class of writers I am considering. They are

not, I think, consciously unfair, but excessively un-

real ; grappling with the hasty statements instead of

the mental tendencies of their opponents ; impatient

to confute and to trample upon an adversary, utterly

careless as to the comprehension of his fullest mean-

ing. The blows fall thick on the weakest points of

weak assailants ; and triumphantly quell objections

which may very likely be real, but certainly are not

adequate expressions of deep popular perplexities on

the subject of religion. Nothing, for example, can

be much more objectionable than the following por-
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tion of a letter to a younger friend on the philosophy

of prayer. Directly a real spiritual difficulty is

started, the writer sets up just such a hue and cr}^

as if he were a slave -catcher sighting a runaway
negro, instead of a theologian grappling with the

most mysterious of all subjects ; and in place of

desiring to see into the depths of the perplexity, he

seems to dance round it with half ferocious exulta-

tion, discharging blunt missiles at it from time to

time :

—

" I have heard (need I say with dismay ?) from your

relative, and my dear friend, Mr. W , that you have

become such a ' philosopher ' as to have discovered the

inutility of all ' prayer,' and that you have resolved to

give it up !

" Pardon me for saying, that it would have been better

if you had given up your ' philosophy '

—

such philosophy,

I mean ; for it is a ';philosophy falsely so called.' True

philosophy demands no such sacrifice ; and I hope, from

the regard you have for me, you will at least read with

patient attention what I have to say to you.

" Philosophy ! why, my dear youth, one fact, which, I

am told, you acknowledge to be still a ^mzzle to you, is

enough to show that a genuine philosophy,—the philo-

sophy of Bacon,—the philosophy you profess to revere so

much,— distinctly condemns your conclusion as utterly

itwphilosophicaL You confess, it seems, that seeing the

clear inutility of prayer, from the impossibility of suppos-

ing God to contravene the ' order of antecedents and conse-

quents,' or to infringe His own laws (of all which babble

by-and-by), it is to you a great * puzzle ' that the over-

whelming majority of the race in all ages,—of philosoj^hers

and peasants,—of geniuses and blockheads,—of the refined

and the vulgar,—the bulk even of those who plead for

the doctrine of ' moral necessity ' itself,—have contended

for the propriety, the efficacy, the necessity of prayer I
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that mail, in trouble, seems naturally to resort to it ! that,

for the most part, it is only in prosperity that those who
deny its value can afford to do so ; that when they come

to a scene of distress, or a death-bed, even they, in the

greater number of cases, break out,—if they believe, as

you do, in a presiding Deity at all,—into cries for help,

and supplications for mercy
;
just as naturally as they

weep when sorrowful, or rejoice when happy !

" You call these facts a lyuzzle ; they seem a curious

example of human ' inconsistency,'— of the tardiness of

man to embrace a genuine philosophy ! ha ! ha ! ha !

" I fancy there is another explanation that smacks a

little more of a genuine philosophy. Surely if the great

bulk of mankind, all their lives long, whimsically admit

in theory the propriety and efficacy of prayer, even while

they daily neglect it in practice,— if multitudes, who
would like very w^ell to have a burdensome and unwelcome

duty which they neglect proved to be no duty at all, are

still invincibly convinced that it is such,—must not a

genuine inductive philosophy confess that such a concur-

rence of "^^^Lse and vulgar, of philosophy and instinct, and

all too against seeming interest and strong passions,—is

an indication that the constitution of human nature itself

favours the hypothesis of the efficacy and propriety of

j)rayer ?—and if so, ought not that to be taken into

account in your philosophy ? / contend that it is deci-

sive of the controversy, if you are really to philosophise

on the matter at all. Meantime, it seems, you account

it merely a great 'puzzle^ amidst that clear demonstration you

have, of the inutility and absurdity of prayer !

" If you say, ' I have confessed it is a j^uzzle ; what

does it prove V I answer, ' Prove ? my fine fellow ; wliy,

it proves tliis^— that the fact which ought to determine

your philosophy on this question is against you.' Yes

—

the fact wdiich a Bacon would take principally into account,

utterly refutes you. Stick fairly to your induction, and I

will give you leave to infer as long as you will. The facts
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you call a ' puzzle ' prove that the normal constitution of

human nature pleads distinctly both for the propriety and

efficacy of prayer. Such facts say as plainly of man he

was made to do this or that,—it is his nature to do this

or that,—as the fire to burn or the sun to shine."

And when at length this author vouchsafes a reply

to his opponent's difficulty, it is this :

—

" Let us suppose—and I am confident I may defy you

to disprove it—(I indeed believe it is the absolute truth),

that amongst other ' pre-arrangements ' of Divine wisdom,

and to the maintenance of which, therefore, all that ' im-

mutability ' on which you found so much is pledged,—it

has been decreed that prayer shall be one of the indis-

pensable conditions of the stable enjoyment of God's

favour ; let us suppose He has decreed, and for ever, that

only he shall be truly happy, get what he hopes, and re-

ceive what he needs, who seeks ' His face '
;—let us sup-

pose, I say, all this (and I am very certain you cannot

show its improbability or absurdity), what then ? Why,
just this, that if this he a condition of the Divine conduct

towards us, if it he one of the ' wise pre-arrangements,' one

of the ' unvarying laws,' your philosophy, my young
friend, is still very true, but unluckily confutes your con-

clusion : I have introduced, you see, but another of your

pleasant antecedents, and your little syllogism holds no

longer."

After this explanation, which he offers as, in his

conviction, the absolute truth, the writer goes on to

explain, that this "antecedent condition" of divine

favour—prayer—may therefore be regarded as in the

nature of a " peppercorn-rent " to God for all His

blessing :

—

" I have not thought it of moment to reply to the

logical refinement sometimes urged, that even if it be

granted that prayer is an indispensable yre-condition of
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tlie Divine favour, its inefficacy as a proper cause may still

be maintained ; for I am convinced that you would not

urge it seriously. As to the event, it is all one, and I do

not think it worth while to discuss such subtleties.

" If a man were to offer you an estate on the payment
of a peppercorn rent (and our ' prayers ' are worth not so

much to the Deity), it is certain that the man's bounty,

and not the peppercorn, would be the cause of your good

fortune ; but as without the peppercorn you would be

without the estate, I imagine you would have little incli-

nation to chop logic with him about its being ' causal ' or

otherwise."

I have seldom read a theological argument show-

ing so utter a want of moral appreciation of the

thought, so painful and contemptuous a disposition

for mere logical fencing. To me, at least, the diffi-

culty is left just where it was ; but by the closing

illustration is presented in the harshest possible form.

It .is the oppression of the thought that man's eager

life, his love, his anguish, his piercing cries, are mere
" pre-arranged conditions," " peppercorn-rents " to the

great proprietor of the universe, hinges in an inexor-

able system of pre-established machinery, inevita-

bilities in one vast frame of inevitability,—which robs

us wholly of the desire to pray. If communion with

God be not the free interchange of a living trust for

a living love ; if it be not a voluntary appeal looking

for a voluntary reply ; if the imploring agony be a

mere flash of vital force pre-ordained to precede a

fixed proportion of the divine blessing ; if, in short,

individual prayers do not individually affect the

divine Spirit except as determinate signals in a

mighty plan upon the appearance of which an act

of love becomes due,—then, I say, the true difficulty

remains, that with such a conviction intensely stamped
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upon the mind, it would be totally impossible to

pray. Prayer can never be the fulfilment of a " pre-

arranged condition," the " payment of a peppercorn-

rent," Avithout utterly ceasing to be prayer. It is,

and can only be, possible on the assumption that it is

a real influence with God ; that whether granted or

denied, it is efficient as an expression of our spiritual

want and resolution ; that the breath of power which

answers it is a living response, and, like all living

responses, the free utterance of the moment, not the

pre-ordained consequent waiting for a pre-ordained

antecedent ; that there is a sphere beyond all neces-

sary law, in which both the divine and human life

are not constrained by immutable arrangements, but

free. This, I say, is the only intellectual assumption

on which prayer can be a natural act ; and though

any intellectual assumption at all is far from needful

to most persons in a sphere of being so mysterious, it

is the only one which meets the moral perplexity

which the opening reason of man will frequently start.

Whether Professor Eogers's reply be true or false, it

leaves the heart of the spiritual problem quite un-

touched, while attaining a barren victory over its

logical form.

I will quote one other instance of the same kind,

from the writings of the same author, which present

instances of the same method on almost every

religious subject he touches : it is on the subject of

the Atonement. The creed of the writer requires

that Christ's suffering should be regarded as, for some
reason or other, a real substitute for human suffering,

and an indispensable condition of God's forgiveness.

He argues on it thus :

—

" We can only reason a little way ; but as far as we
can reason, I do not flinch from saying that every fact we
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know is against tlie theory of your simple miconditional

forgiveness.

"We can but reason in reference to a subject so vast,

and in all its bearings so infinitely transcendental to our

comprehension, by analogy. Now it is certain, that in any

moral government with which we are acquainted, or of

which we can form any conception,—in any government

whose subjects are ruled by motives only, and where ivill

is unconstrained,—the principle of the prompt uncondi-

tional pardon of crime on profession of repentance and

purpose of amendment would be most disastrous ; as we
invariably see it is in a family, in a school, in a political

community. Now, have we any reason to believe that in

a government most emphatically moral,—a government of

which all the moral governments with which we are

acquainted are but imperfect imitations, and which are,

indeed, founded on a very partial application of the laws

which a perfect moral government implies,—similar easy

good-natured lenity would be attended with less ruinous

effects ? If we have none, then, since we cannot think

that God's government will or can cease to be moral, or

that He ever will physically constrain His creatures to be

happy or holy,—indeed the very notion involves a contra-

diction in terms,—would not the proposed course of uni-

versally pardoning guilt on profession of penitence prove

in all probability most calamitous 1 Let us then suppose

(no difficult thing) that God foresaw this ;—that such a

procedure would be of pernicious consequences, not to this

world only, but, for aught we know, to many ;
that it

would diminish His authority, relax the ties of allegiance,

invite His subjects to revolt, make them think disloyalty

a trivial matter ? If so,—and I defy you to prove that

it may not be so,—then would there not be benignity as

well as justice, mercy as well as equity, in refusing the

exercise of a weak compassion which would destroy more

than it would save ? Let us suppose further, that knowing

all this, God knew also that His yearning compassion for
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lost and guilty man might be safely gratified by such an

expedient as the Atonement ; that so far from weakening

the bonds of allegiance, such an acceptance of a voluntary

propitiation would strengthen them ; that it would flash on

all worlds an indelible conviction no less of His justice

than of His mercy—of His justice, that He could not

j)ardon without so tremendous a sacrifice ; of His mercy,

that He would not, to gratify it, refrain even from this

;

that it would crush for ever that subtle sophism so

naturally springing in the heart of man, and which gives to

temptation its chief power—that God is too merciful to

punish ;—I say, that if all this be so,—and I fancy you
will find it difficult to prove that 'it may not be so,—does

not the Atonement assume a new aspect ? Is it any

longer chargeable with absurdity or caprice ? May it not

be justly pronounced a device worthy of Divine wisdom
and benignity 1 Is it not calculated to secure that which
is its proposed end ?—at once to make justice doubly

venerable and mercy doubly dear ?—^justice more vener-

able, that it could not be lightly assuaged ; mercy more
dear, that it would be gratified though at such a cost ?"

I take it that the real difficulty sincerely felt by
most Christians who have doubted or rejected the

doctrine of Christ's vicarious sufferings is here com-

pletely evaded ; for the analogy drawn from human
affairs has two main features : one, that it grounds

the necessity for inflicting suffering before granting

pardon on the uncertain nature of hnmsm professions

of penitence ; the other, that it grounds the same
necessity on the danger that any omission to vindi-

cate the majesty of law on those who have themselves

really transgressed it, will bring the law itself into less

respect. Now neither of these reasons for stringency

has the slightest application to the case in point : for,

with regard to the first, no one ever ventured to say

that Christ's sufferings could redeem any dubious or

2b
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superficial penitence from its full spiritual burden of

misery. There is no ditliculty with God in judging

that which no human court of justice dare attempt to

determine ; and if some absolute infliction of pain

somewhere be needful in human courts only to pro-

vide for the countless cases where professed penitence

is insincere or incomplete, it would not be needful

before a divine tribunal at all, since half-penitents

must suffer until they are thoroughly changed in

heart, and true penitents need suffer no longer. And,
on the second and deeper point,—that pardon could

only be conditional on some display of the just

severity of the law, lest the law itself should lose its

awfulness,—the reply is clear that the law is not

vindicated, but broken anew, by the substitution of

One who has not violated it for those who had. If

it is sin against the law to pardon the guilty, it is no

less sin against the law to inflict suffering on the

innocent ; and to add that infliction to the remission

of a penalty duly incurred, is to double the trans-

gression of the majesty of offended law, not to

cancel it.

The simple truth is, that though it is one of the

deepest laws of human society that we should bear

each other's burdens—that when " one member suf-

fers all the members suffer with it "—that there is no
such thing as the isolation of a sin, or even of the

misery that proceeds in widening circles, though Avith

slackening force, from every centre of sin,—though it

is the law of human fellowship that the good must
suffer with the guilty (and the more willingly the

higher they are in goodness), as the pice of that felloiu-

ship,—yet this is not a law of vicarious punishment,

a law by which the penalty proper to sin is borne by
one who has not committed that sin, but rather a
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law which intensifies a hundredfold instead of remov-

ing, the sense of social responsibility, and consequently

the burden of social guilt. And so the sufferings of

Christ have, I believe, never legitimately lightened a

single fear of a guilty mind by suggesting any sub-

traction from the penalty in store ; but rather—by
revealing the true law of the social unity of humanity

—

have increased those fears a hundredfold. It is only

by rendering true penitence possible, by emancipating

us from the despair of human weakness through the

revelation of a divine power in whose might we may
trample on sin and death, not by cancelling any

balance of suffering due to us after true penitence,

that the death of Christ can set us free.

Xothing ever can, or ever ought, to dissuade the

human heart from believing, that if once it can be

utterly and profoundly penitent, a free pardon from

God is certain, and always was certain, and needed

no "forensic arrangement" of any sort to make it

more certain. But how to attain that true penitence

without the revelation of a triumphant power close to

and even participating in our sense of human help-

lessness, was the great problem;—the answer to

which has been parodied in the hideous and pagan

theory that infinite justice must inflict some punish-

ment somew^here for every violation of law, but

whether on the offender or on a voluntary proxy is

comparatively unimportant. The Hard Church habit-

ually glances at the most superficial aspect of the

difficulty, and never attempts to realise the essential

meaning of objectors. Dr. Mansel, who was the great

philosopher of the Hard Church, has, as I have shown

in a previous essay, treated the same subject in very

much the same style.

I have noAv done with the Hard Church. The
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temper which fixes the eye rather on private demon-

strations of God and of His revelation than on God
Himself and the substance of His revelation,—which

is so occupied with its fancied monopoly of the

privilege of defending God's ways, that it forgets the

object of faith in the expertness of its endeavours to

fortify the approaches,—and which never practically

realises that all private avenues to belief are, if God
be a living and universal Father, capable of indefinite

enlargement by studying the infinite variety of His

spiritual dealings with others,—is, I know, a temper

to w^hich we are all liable, but which fills me with

genuine dread. Indeed, w^hen I read these books of

small confident logic on subjects so high as to task

our nature to the full, I sometimes ask, " Is not

scepticism the next stage in the education of such

confidence as this ? Is it not likely that such thinkers

must pass through some discipline in the blinding

night,—some groping, some 'feeling after' God, to

teach them that He proves His own presence, and is

not amenable to their small proofs,—before they can

gain any permanent hold of those great spiritual

realities to which they have made it their triumphant

occupation to pave these narrow and dismal converg-

ing alleys ?"



/ XII

ROMANISM, PROTESTANTISM, AND ANGLICANISM

Theological creeds seldom escape the fate of "holy

places." The more sacred is the presence which has

departed or is departing from them, the more keenly

do the occupants feel, and the more reluctant are

they to express, the sense of vacancy which steals

over them. And the greater the glow of trust

with which they formerly held possession of their

post, the more sullenly do they fortify the empty
sepulchres, the more passionately do they dispute the

line of the deserted walls. It is so with Romanism.

And the same thing has happened, nay, happens

every day, with Protestantism. It was a saying of

Luther's, that the very people who, in his lifetime,

would not touch the kernel of his teaching, would

be greedy after the husks of it when he was once

dead. And so it was, and so it is, and so it will be.

The seed of a great faith falls into men's hearts, and

God "giveth it another body, as it pleaseth him";

the husks alone are treasured up, unchanged, and

last the longer without suffering transformation
" into something rich and strange," that the germ of

their organic life has altogether disappeared, even if

it has not been anxiously excavated, and its place

supplied by the mineral, inorganic cement of theo-
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logical learning. It is this husk-theology which hoth

shelters within itself, and provokes into activity out-

side itself, the spirit of scepticism. The dogmatism

of half-belief which gradually steals upon the first

downright confidence of full belief, leans with a less

and less sincere weight on the object of its faith, till

at last the bold sceptic who stands upright in his own
strength, and will not affect to lean at all, becomes,

and is conscious of being, a really stronger man in

his isolation and his weakness, than those who are

painfully endeavouring to avoid putting any strain

on the weak props of a decaying faith. An attempt

to appreciate the essence of the two opposite faiths,

and the two opposite forms of scepticism which still

contend for the body of the Anglican Church, will

help me to estimate the true position and prospects of

the various parties in that Church more fairly than

would be possible if I were only to criticise the con-

sistency or inconsistency of their present theological

positions.

Sixty years ago, Roman Catholicism was almost

a fable in England. Children were told about it as a

branch of ancient history, and taught to connect that

superstition very closely with the inability to read

and write and think. The Catholics in England

"were found in corners, and alleys, and cellars, or in

the recesses of the country, cut oif from the populous

world around them, and dimly seen as if through a

mist, or in twilight as ghosts flitting to and fro!"

Suddenly there rose up, on the chosen ground of

classical learning and among the ablest thinkers of

the day, a rumour that Protestantism was reaping

what it had not sown—that it could not have origi-

nated the faith which it had inherited. Eestless,

scrupulous, self-tasking, subtly-reasoning, men affirmed
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that, though the tendencies of their whole nature

seemed to converge upon the Christian Kevelation

as the focus of their highest needs, yet that they

could never have accepted its facts as their highest

certaintywithout a constantly-renewed testimony from
an authority standing far above that of individual

conviction. They were sure that it was easier to

recognise a divine authority than to grasp or com-
pass for themselves divine truth. They thought
they could perceive whom they ought to obey,

far more easily than what they ought to believe.

And they maintained, too, that the power to obey"

must be granted first, as the simpler and most prac-

tical necessity of life, and that it would draw after

it the fulness of belief. Nevertheless, they were not

unembarrassed. They felt that they could scarcely

faithfully obey on a venture what they did not con-

fidently believe to be divine, though they were clear

that a fuller confidence of belief was to be the

reward of their obedience. And so they vacillated

long, unable to find satisfying conviction without a

rule of action they could wholly accept, and painfully

deploring that they had not early and always had a

strict and indisputable law of discipline over them,

which might have yielded as its natural fruit the

faith they now groped after with uncertain hands.

And then there grew upon them, more and more
powerfully, the fascination of that mighty power,

who through the march of centuries had advanced
with a measured tread of her own, unborrowed
from her children— a step of which every footfall

was a fiat, and the rhythm a faith. It was obviously

easy to throw a temporary spell over minds in

such a mood ; but what is the charm which has

power to retain them, after experience of Rome's
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coarse splendours, and of her vigilant and severe

rule 1

Eome alone has presented her theology to the

world in a thoroughly institutional form. What
Protestants believe, Rome embodies in a visible

organism. While they derive the life of the Church

from their faith, Rome derives her faith from the life

of the Church. Romanism was a vast organisation

almost before it was a distinct faith. Rome did not

so much incarnate her dogmas in her ritual as distil

her dogmas out of her ritual. She had, indeed,

knitted in with her spiritual agency many an act both

of conscious and unconscious faith ; she had built

up her great missionary system on many assumptions

both of truth and duty; but, on the whole, she

acted before she thought, and interpreted her faith

under the inspiration of her achievements. Her
theology flashed upon her, as it were, as she beheld

the ecclesiastical form and order which were growing

up out of her own unconscious energy. She solved

the mystery of her own success by believing that

her institutions were even fuller of the divine power

than her thought—that she could more easily draw

God down into the bosom of the Church by her life,

than she could lift up the Church to God by her

meditation. Wherever the drift of Christian prac-

tice seemed to point towards the development of the

Church's influence, there was a hint which she fol-

lowed up eagerly to its limits, as the directing finger

of a divine hand. And then contemplating her own
fresh conquests from a heathen world, under the

inspiring consciousness of being set to guide the

mightiest and holiest of the world's forces, she did

not hesitate to affirm that God was in her institu-

tions, that He was acting through her agency, that
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He was really placing His divine influences at her

disposal, and that in contemplating the orderly

system of ecclesiastical life which was rising under

her creating hand, she beheld the divine disposition

of His living power. Thus, for example, the Chris-

tian practice of baptism was, in her hands, an agent

of great social influence ; and as she witnessed its

results in consecrating new multitudes to Christ, and
was conscious that her own faith grew in gazing at

the act (instead of the virtue of the act having

arisen from her faith), she at once affirmed that God
had granted a mighty regenerating power to her

hand, which did not proceed from, but afterwards

passed into, her spirit,—that a grace was granted to

her institutions from which her faith was nourished.

Again, the words of the Last Supper enjoined,

as she supposed, the sacrifice of the mass. Eagerly

Rome saw and used the mighty social influence of

that divine institution. But here again she seemed
to gather faith from the power of the rite. She
administered it in weakness, and yet she was the

almoner of power ; the faith was multiplied in the

giving, so that while it seemed too little for a few, it

fed multitudes, and she gathered up more than she

had divided ; it seemed that no virtue went out of

her, yet richly it streamed in ; in the act itself was
the birth of faith ; the power of God was in the

elements themselves, for the grace and peace, which
had not passed through the spirit of the Church,

returned upon her : and so she gazed till she

could see the bread and wine no longer, though
their external qualities remained ; the essence was
transmuted before her eyes into the life of Him
who first consecrated them ; the outward signs were
but transparencies, through which the living glory
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gleamed ; that seeming film of physical quality held

fast the very presence of the Eternal, and God was
perfectly blended with that sign of Himself which

He had chosen.

This is the doctrine which marks the whole char-

acter of the Eoman Church. Faith is nourished

from the divine institution, not the divine institu-

tion from the faith. The Eoman theology claims

for the entire ritual of the Church that it is one

vast transubstantiation. Every rite which other

Christian sects regard as suggesting and shadowing

forth the spiritual life of faith, Rome regards as itself

the shrine of divine power, as itself radiating light

and heat. She believes that the Church's ministra-

tions impart more grace to her ministers, than her

ministers can impart to their ministrations.^ God's

power is held to be in the Cluirch's actions, and from

that centre it flows out on the whole Church, alike

strengthening the feeble knees of the worshipper

and lifting up the drooping hands of the priest.

According to the sacramental system of Rome,
neither is it the unity of human faith which binds

together the Church in one, nor is it the merely

inherited commission of the Church which holds

together human faith ; but the vivid electric spark

of divine grace shooting, in eternal miracle, through

her whole frame, is the true pulse of her immortal

life ; and this, though it is called down at the

bidding of the priesthood, does not proceed end of

their life, but into it, where its heavenl)^ fire is

no less needed than in the body of the Church at

large.

There is something in the sacramental system

^ Technically, tlie grace received ex opere ojieraio is more

than that received ex opere operantis.
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essentially congenial to the Roman character. We
read Roman history, and ask ourselves why the

records of the greatest nation of the world are so

dull and inanimate, why a people that could act so

mightily puts forth so slight a charm over the

student's mind ? The answer is :—That they were

a working nation, building for themselves monuments

everywhere, but without any large play of national

mind distinct from, and out of relation to, the external

tasks on which they were engaged. Had they pos-

sessed richer inward resources of self-occupation, they

would have had a more interesting history, it may
be, but hardly such a career. The very essence of

their history is, that they were insatiable in their

appetite for new materials to organise—new matter

to mould. The Romans had few spontaneous mental

or spiritual occupations apart from their active life.

As a nation they had no genius for passive life, and

could find nothing satisfying but administrative and

military exploit. Mental life, out of relation to

political, social, or domestic institutions, they had

almost none. They had little lyrical movement of

spirit like the Greeks, little deep enjoyment of sym-

pathy and sentiment like the Germans. They were

made to mould others ; and their only reverence for

what was divine, was reverence for a moulding power

that shaped order and law out of social and material

chaos. They could barely conceive of a free divine

spirit in close contact with our conscious life, like

the Jews. With a large and vivid receptive, but not

a creative imagination, they could believe in a current

of divine power moving under the surface of human
or material agencies, but they were not drawn directly

to the personal Spirit of God. Art fascinated them,

but for poetry they were unfit ; law was their occu-
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pation, yet they did not love to trace it to its purely

moral sources in conscience ; religious rites subdued

them, but they shrank from analysing the spiritual

faith in which those rites were rooted. Hence, a

sacramental system was of the essence of their

religion. They looked rather for a divine adminis-

tration, than for vivid, conscious communion with

the Spirit of God. To find so rich a fountain of

strength for the life of new and purer institutions as

Christianity at first afforded, gave the Eomans a

stern and holy joy. But still they retained their

character of workers. They did not so much seek

to be spirit to spirit with God as to adore Him in

His acts. In this respect the Catholic Church has

never changed since first the ancient world began to

suspect that the lost sceptre of the Caesars had passed

into a Eoman bishop's grasp. She has ever claimed

these outward ordinances— these gradually raised

historical habitations of faith—not only as part and

parcel of its essence, but as the organic influences

which are mighty to generate it, as being its very bone

and flesh—its body, not its raiment—as dying with

it in its death, and as raised again in its resurrection.

The danger of the Roman side of faith is as

obvious as its social power was once great. It began

in humiHty, but it passed early into incredulity and

arrogance. It originated in the wonder and the

gratitude with which the Church perceived the rapid

growth of her influence, and perceived also that her

own faith was marvellously strengthened by the very

act of claiming for others the blessings of her divine

message. But there was another side on which her

strength was very near to weakness, and her faith to

incredulity. Close to her power of social influence,

was a passion for social ascendancy. Close to her
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faith that God was the strength of all her actions,

was a disposition to dwell on her actions as though

they were necessary to God. She was willing to

recognise her own dependence, but most unwilling to

suppose that He could ever choose any other instru-

ment. It was natural to her to believe that all real

power, as essentially orderly, could be organised and

codified, and reduced to a system ; and on this

followed the natural temptation to claim for her

own acts, as fixed physical occasions of spiritual

influences, the right of being their exclusive cause.

After proclaiming that a divine influence attended

her ministry, which was in no way due to her own
power, she fell into the snare of prizing her instru-

mentality as if it had been the very centre of that

influence, and so gradually forgot the essence of her

former faith. By dreaming that she held a monopoly

of ecclesiastical instrumentality, she gradually came

to believe that she could say " Come " or " Go " at

pleasure to the very Spirit of God, and be obeyed.

The noble part of the Church of Eome's testimony

to the Church of all ages, is her teaching that the

faithful action of man does meet with a response

from the reciprocal action of God—that it is not the

mere lifting up of the human heart, but the actual

descent of God's Spirit, which enlarges the life of

duty and fosters the growth of faith. Protestantism

has been inclined too often to overlook the double

element that must exist in all real religion. Belief

must lose its reality directly it is assumed either that

man is absorbed into the divine agency, or that the

activity of God is far removed from all definite rela-

tion to human acts and prayers. Rome has testified

against both errors, but she has rendered her testi-

mony feeble by practically forgetting that beyond
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lier own narrow dominions there is any recognised

access to that free Spirit which "bloweth where it

listeth," and by arrogating to her ministers the

haughty privilege to signalise, by mere outward
acts of their own, the certain approach of God.

I cannot present any passage which more strikingly

realises to the mind the institutional conception of

the Catholic worship, as intended to preach to the

eye the visible descent of Christ to His Church, than

by quoting the following from Cardinal Newman's
remarkable story of conversion called Loss and Gain.

It at once draws out all the implied faith of the

Roman Church, and illustrates her temptation to

confound a church w^ith a priesthood, and a real

presence with a local form. What is most remarkable

is, that so great a mind as Cardinal Newman's should

deny that Protestant communions ground their wor-

ship on faith in a positive action of God, only because

they conceive that action to be directed to the spirits,

and not to the altars of their churches :

—

" ' The idea of worship in the Catholic Church,' Willis

replied, ' is different from the idea of it in your church,

for in truth the religions are different. Don't deceive

yourself, my dear Bateman,' he said, tenderly ;
' it is not

that ours is your religion carried a little farther,—a little

too far, as you would say. No, they differ in kind, not

in degree ; ours is one religion, yours another. ... I

declare, to me,' he said, and he clasped his hands on his

knees, and looked forward as if solilotpiising, ' to me
nothing is so consoling, so piercing, so thrilling, so over-

coming as the mass, said as it is among us. I could

attend masses for ever and not be tired. It is not a mere
form of words,—it is a great action, the greatest action

that can be on earth. It is not the invocation merely,

but, if I dare use the word, the evocation of the Eternal.

He becomes present on the altar in flesh and blood before
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whom angels bow and devils tremble. This is that awful

event which is the end and is the interpretation of every

part of the solemnity. Words are necessary, but as means,

not as ends ; they are not mere addresses to the throne of

grace—they are instruments of what is far higher, of con-

secration, of sacrifice. They hurry on as if impatient to

fulfil their mission. Quickly they go—the whole is quick

;

for they are all parts of one integral action. Quickly

they go, for they are awful words of sacrifice—they are a

work too great to delay upon ; as when it was said in the

beginning, ' What thou doest, do quickly.' Quickly they

pass ; for the Lord Jesus goes with them as He passed

along the lake in the days of His flesh, quickly calling

first one and then another. Quickly they pass ; be-

cause as the lightning which shineth from one part

of the heaven unto the other, so is the coming of the

Son of Man. Quickly they pass ; for they are the words

of the Lord descending in the cloud, and ^proclaiming the

name of the Lord as He passes by, ' The Lord, the Lord

God, merciful and gracioiis, long-suffering and abundant

in goodness and truth.' And as Moses on the mountain,

so we too ' make haste and bow our heads to the earth,

and worship.' So we all around, each in his place, look

out for the great Advent, ' waiting for the moving of the

water.' Each in his place, with his own heart, with his

own wants, with his own thoughts, with his own inten-

tion, with his 0T\Ti prayers, separate but concordant,

watching what is going on, watching its progress, uniting

in its consummation ;
— not painfully and hopelessly

following a hard form of j)rayer from beginning to end,

but like a concert of musical instruments, each different

but concurring in a sweet harmony, we take our part

with God's priest, supporting him, yet guided by him.

There are little children there, and old men, and simple

labourers, and students in seminaries, priests preparing

for mass, priests making their thanksgiving ; there are

innocent maidens, and there are penitents ; but out of
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these many minds rise one great eucliaristic hymn, and
the great Action is the measure and the scope of it.

And oh, my dear Bateman,' he added, turning to him,
* you ask me whether this is not a formal and unreason-

able service. It is wonderful !
' he cried, rising up,

' quite wonderful. When will these dear good peoj)le be

enlightened ? sapientia fortiter suaviterque disponens

omnia, Adonai, clavis Da\nd et expectatio gentium,

veni ad salvandum nos, Domine Deus noster !
' "

—

{Loss

and Gain, pp. 290-292).

Exactly the same conception of the Eoman idea

of worship, as a great and visible divine action, to be

livingly impressed on the eye of the worshippers, is

thus graphically given by a very different witness,

who had himself renounced the priesthood and the

communion of Eome :

—

" If mental incitement, though attended by the most

thrilling and sublime emotions, though arising from de-

ception, could be indulged without injury to our noblest

faculties,—if life could be made a long dream without a

painful starting produced by the din and collision of the

world . . . the lot of a man of feeling brought up in the

undisturbed belief of the Catholic doctrines, and raised to

be a dispenser of its mysteries, would be enviable above

all others. ... A foreigner may be inclined to laugh at

the strange ceremonies performed in a Sj)anish cathedral,

because these ceremonies are a conventional language to

which he attaches no ideas. But he that from the cradle

has been accustomed to kiss the hand of every priest and

receive his blessing—that has associated the name and

attributes of the Deity with the consecrated bread—that

has observed the awe with which it is handled—how none

but a priest dare touch it—what clouds of incense, what

brilliancy of gems surround it when exposed to the Adew

—with what heartfelt anxiety the glare of lights, the

sound of music, and the uninterrupted adoration of the
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priests in waiting, are made to arouse the overpowering

feeling of God dwelling among men—such a man alone

can conceive the state of a warm-hearted youth, who for

the first time approaches the altar, not as mere attendant,

but as the worker of the greatest miracles. . . .

"When the consecrating rites had been performed

—

when my hands had been anointed—the sacred vesture,

at first folded on my shoulders, let drop around me by

the hands of the bishop— the sublime hymn to the

all -creating Spirit uttered in solemn strains, and the

power of restoring sinners to innocence conferred upon

me—when at length raised to the dignity of a ' fellow-

worker with God,' the bishop addressed me in the name
of the Saviour, ' Henceforth I call you not servant, but I

have called you friend,'— I felt as if, freed from the

material part of my being, I belonged to a higher rank of

existence. ... In vain did I exert myself to check

exuberance of feeling at my first mass. My tears bedewed

the corporals in which, with the eyes of faith, I beheld the

disguised Lover of mankind, whom I had drawn from

heaven to my hands."

—

{Don Leucadio Dohladds Letters

from Spain, p. 122, and following.)

Here is clearly enough indicated where it is that

the original faith of the Roman Church has so often

passed into the dreariest and most superstitious

incredulity. She began by ascribing all her power

and faith to the free and immanent agency of Christ,

but too soon evinced the disposition to confine His

agency to the narrow limits of her power and faith.

Real, simple reliance on Him would have rendered

it impossible for her to lay down exactly where His

life and power was not, and where, on the other

hand, she could undertake to secure it. In propor-

tion as she claimed a plenary and irrevocable com-

mission, she withdrew her dependent trust, and by
believing more in herself, was compelled to believe

2c
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less in her Lord. And, accordingly, as she enlarged

the arrogance of her assumptions, she narrowed the

channels of His mercy, and enforced in one breath

the doctrines that she can command, at will, the

bodily presence of the Lord on her altars, and that

she can excommunicate, at will, the spirits of her

children from some of His richest blessings. Is not

this indeed a terrible combination of much creed

with much incredulity—a living trust metamorphosed
into an immeasurable distrust—that repels no teach-

ing so zealously as the doctrine that God is greater

than the Church, that He is neither imprisoned in

its limits nor bound by any covenant to sustain its

arrogant decrees ?

One more characteristic point of faith (with its

allied incredulity) in the Church of Rome I will

briefly delineate before I pass on. I have touched

ujDon her characteristic faith in the reciprocal action

of God and His Church, too soon passing into the

limitation that God's spirit is confined to the organisa-

tion which that Church has chosen to sanction; I

must indicate the corresponding phase of her faith

in human nature, which was, in its turn, too soon

narrowed into self-idolatry, by confounding human
nature with the ecclesiastic nature under her own
sway. I have said that Rome in general acted first

and thouo;ht afterwards. She distilled her Christian

theory out of her Christian institutions. And w^hat

is the rule by which she has tested her institutions,

and therefore, in the last result, her dogmas 1 It is by

their adaptation to the mind of the universal Church.

Neither ancient ^
. nor modern Rome has had any

^ "Religion in the mind of Q. Fabius," saj^s Dr. Arnold,

" was not a mere instrument for party purposes : aWiough he
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strong love for truth as truth. The distinction

between absohite truth and truth of moral effect, or,

in other words, social and political "pietas," was
never clearly apparent to the Eoman character. And
devotional writers in the Eoman Church constantly

speak as if it were almost their duty to believe as

true all the rumours of a devotional tendency afloat

in their communion, until they are proved to be false.

The definition of divine truth coming nearest to the

conception which seems to be formed of it by the

Eoman Church would be, "that body of theoretic

assumptions which would be needed to justify, on
intellectual grounds, all those institutions, special

and general, by which practically the Church has

been enabled to win hearts and guide nations."

Now, ill as this definition Avould define pure
moral truth, yet it has been based originally on a

very deep and just faith in the affinity of human
nature for pure religion and its deep love of moral
excellence. The faith that all great controlling power,

all authority which permanently sways multitudes,

is of God—that the mighty vox iJopuU is only u^^lifted

with one accord when the vox Dei has sj3oken—that

there is a species of mere authority so overpowering
that it is its own evidence of being founded in truth

—is a faith which, however liable to misconstruction,

may have had little belief in its truth, he was aware of its ex-

cellence, and that a reverence for the gods was an essential

element in the character of a nation, without which it must
assuredly degenerate. " I quote this only to show the general

impression of Dr. Arnold as to the fact that religious Romans
were more concerned for the moral tendency of their divine

traditions, than for their truth. I do not know any special

ground for the doubt implied in the case of Fabius. Livy's

language would give strongly the opposite impression. See

Book XX 11, c. 9.
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is a true source of freedom. For, teaching that the

widest, most universal springs of faith in man, are

those which most directly touch the nature of God,

it tends to liberate us from the galling servitude of

private prejudice, to make us suspect as false that

which we cannot show to be human, and to move
with a new elasticity and ease among the various

windings of social faith.

But, in order that the vox popiili may be any sign

of the vox Dei—in order that the social power and

influence of an institution may be any sign of its

divine origin—the common cry must go up spontane-

ously, and "sWthout ulterior aim, out of the popular

heart, revealing a new union, and flooding the inner

life of society with a startling sense of previously

unsuspected oneness. Then, indeed, is the vox pojmli

a response to the vox Dei, but not unless it be thus

a revelation of the deeper sources of life—not if it be

only the result of combination, instead of its cause.

If you can explain it in the vulgar method by merely

pointing to a common and visible self-interest, or even

to a clearly recognised class of common aims and

purposes, then there is no sacred mystery in this

uplifting of a common voice. If it arise wholly as

the consequence of social relations, as the result of

persuasion, or of discussion, or of any existing re-

lations, then it sheds no light on the divine origin

of society. It must be a secret spring of union, not

an incidental result of union, still less the sedulous

pursuit of a coincident self-interest, if it be one

feature in that common humanity by which we are

taught to feel that we are all children of one God.
" Great is Diana of the Ephesians," was no vox populi,

but merely a vox argentariorum—a voice of silver-

smiths. It was an official cry, the clamour of con-
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sentient self-interests, issuing from the artificial

mouthpiece of espit de corps. " Crucify him ! crucify

him ! " was no vox popnli, rather was it a vox diaboli,

at least a vox pontificum—a voice of chief priests.

Class-watchwords unfold no new union. They are

no message from the awakening life of our common
humanity. They are merely the strong language of

official conventions crying out against an approaching

dissolution.

Now here, again, is the second well-marked point

on which the faith of the Roman Church contracted

into the virtual scepticism and the deep distrust of

a tyrannical and suspicious corporation. She pro-

fessed to accept the mind of the Church, i.e. the

testimony of all places, and all classes, and all times,

which had been powerfully influenced and subdued

by her teaching, as a test of the faithful development

of the Christian spirit into Christian institutions

;

and then, again, of the true evolution of Christian

doctrine out of those institutions. As a positive

criterion of truth, this was a hazardous principle at

best ; for, while the really universal spirit of religion

in man is almost unerring in its moral admirations,

it is frequently partial even to idolatry, and utterly

unfit to judge of the true or false historical faith on

which Christian institutions must rest, so long as

their moral elements are noble and fascinating. What
the vox popidi, rightly questioned, rejects, is not and

cannot be divine truth. But what it accepts, may
be divine only in its moral essence, and even there

needlessly partial, and may be, moreover, surrounded

with an unreal vesture of historical fact to almost

any extent. But all these causes of probable alloy

become sources of certain falsehood, if from the tri-

bunal of all men really subdued by Christian influence,
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an appeal lie to the judgment-seat of a class with

special privileges, special interests, more than human
influence, and less than human experience.

And this is the case of the Eoman Church. The
Church early began practically to mean the priest-

hood, and, ere long, many of the living human fibres

which united the priesthood with the Church at large

were severed, and the former was constituted into a

disciplined missionary army of ghostly soldiers. The
principle of church development was exchanged for

a principle of hierarchical encroachment ; and the

genuine faith in man as the image of God, which

was the root of the former, for the superstitious

veneration for the priesthood as knowing more of

God than other men, which was the foundation of

the latter. Let me glance at its actual working in

one of its least repulsive aspects, the history of that

long " development " which ended in the Papal decree

on the original freedom of the Virgin Mary from the

moral infirmities of man.

The tenderness of the human relation between

Jesus and his mother early captivated the mind of

the Church. Mary herself is said even to have

"anticipated" the development of the doctrine in

the words of the Magnificat, " For behold from hence-

forth all generations shall call me blessed," and the

people soon began, not merely to call her blessed, but

to regard the image of feminine purity and love which

is shadowed forth in the gospels Avith an affectionate

partiality that eventually shaped itself into fable as

to her earthly lot. The vox populi was true as

ever in its moral sentiment, but already beginning to

clothe its feelings in conjectural history, and to give

Mary that preponderance which uncultivated nature

assigns to what it can fully comprehend as well as
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love. "The Christians of the first four centuries

were ignorant of the death and burial of Mary."^

Ephesus and Jerusalem alike claimed her empty
tomb. The following is Cardinal Newman's own
account of the growth of tradition concerning her :

—

" Her departure made no noise in the world. The
Chm'ch went about her common duties, preaching, con-

verting, suffering. ... At length the rumour spread

through Christendom that Mary was no longer upon
earth. Pilgrims went to and fro ; they sought for her

relics, but these were not ; did she die at Ephesus, or did

she die at Jerusalem ? Accounts varied, but her tomb
could not be pointed out, or if it was found, it was open

;

and instead of her pure and fragrant body, there was a

growth of lilies from the earth which she had touched.

So inquirers went home marvelling and waiting for

further light. And then the tradition came wafted

westward on the aromatic breeze, how that when the time

of her dissolution was at hand, and her soul was to pass

in triumph before the judgment-seat of her Son, the

Apostles were suddenly gathered together into one place,

even unto the Holy City, to bear part in the joyful

ceremonial ; how that they buried her with fitting rites
;

how that the third day, when they came to the tomb they

found it empty, and angelic choirs with their glad voices

were heard singing day and night the glories of their

risen Queen." " But however we feel," adds Dr. Newman,
after narrating the tradition, " towards the details of this

history (iior is there anything in it which icill he imivelcome or

difficult to inety), so much cannot be doubted from the

consent of the whole Catholic w^orld and the revelations

made to holy souls, that, as is befitting, she is, soul and

body, with her Son and God in Heaven, and that we have

to celebrate not only her death but her assumption." ^

^ " Gibbon," vol. iv. p. 345, of ]\Iilman's edition.

- " Discourses addressed to Mixed Congregations," by John

Henry Newman.
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And thus the Roman Church has ever tested these

traditions, asking much less about the mai^ks of

historical accuracy than a]oout their social influence.

" St. Epiphanius does not affirm that she ever died,"

says another esteemed Roman Catholic writer,

^^ because he had never found any mention of her

death, and because she might have been preserved

immortal and translated to heaven without dying.

Much more ought p?e/^ to incline us to receive with

deference a tradition so ancient and so well recom-

mended to us as is this of the corporal assumption

of the Virgin Mary—an opinion which the Church

so far favours as to read from the works of St. John
Damascen and St. Bernard an account of it in the

breviary, as irroper to eclifij and excite the devotion of her

children I
"

This principle of assuming and usually regarding

as true all that the ecclesiastical tact of the day feels

to be socially " desirable " is, as I have said, natural

to the Roman Church. The image of the Virgin

Mother was engraved deep on the mind of the first

Christian population. The authorities of the Church

understood, and probably were themselves influenced

by its power, and encouraged the development of

this partial reverence. When Nestorius denied that

Mary should be called the " mother of God," the

Church appealed not merely to the vox populi, but to

the vox Ephesi to support the privileges of their local

saint, and Mary Avas lifted to the dignity of her new
title on the shoulders of an Ephesian mob. In the

same century, St. Augustine indicates how powerfully

the popular affection had influenced his own mind,

and will not deny but that she might have had grace

to remit cdl sin, Avho was chosen to be the mother of

the Redeemer. Here, then, the voice of the technical
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ecclesiastical Church is beginning to theorise and
justify the practical development. The people loved

her image and magnified her story. The Church was
bound either to moderate the growing enthusiasm or

to find it some special doctrinal sanction. Immunity
from actual sin was Augustine's suggestion, and it

rapidly spread ; it suited the ideas of the age.

No one asked after evidence ; historical verifications

were not then in request. But a passionate idolatry

for this sweet vision of the Church grew with its

growth. And when the priesthood of the Church
was severed from the human life of the Church, more
and more did any merely human ascendancy, like

Mary's, seem to the mind of that body to be insecure

while it rested simply on human relations, and, there-

fore, seem to need a supernatural justification. This

is what the sacerdotal mind constantly dwelt upon.

Her human relation to Christ was not enough. " A
Mother without a home in the Church, without dignit}^,

without gifts, would have been, as far as the defence

of the Incarnation goes, no Mother at all. She would
not have remained in the memory or the imagination

of men." This was the sacerdotal conviction. And
hence grew in the twelfth century the Franciscan

suggestion of the " Immaculate Conception." She
must have been, they maintained, not only free from

sin, but miraculously exempt from the tendency to

sin. And even St. Bernard, who opposed this

"preservative addition" to the old worship with

all his power, could -write in this strain :
" No-

thing more delights me, yet nothing terrifies me
more, than to dwell on the glories of the Virgin

Mary." St. Bernard had come to accept the

first suggestion of immunity from actual sin

;

he stumbled only at the second, which a few
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years ago received the seal of Papal enact-

ment.^

It is, I believe, qnite unjust to say that if the

same process of development proceeds, centuries later

may witness Mary's elevation to the "intrinsic attri-

butes of the Blessed Trinity, namely, infinite power,

infinite wisdom, infinite love," which Avere ascribed to

her, as Mr. Gladstone once bore witness, in his own
hearing, by a preacher of the Franciscan order many
years ago. "Archangel's gifts are restrained within the

bounds of what is finite, while hers touch the bounds

of the infinite

—

toccano ai canceUi del infinito." ^ For

though individual preachers are ignorant, the Church

has always been true to her own logic, and the com-

plete subordination of Mary to her Son is at the very

root of the recent development. She was glorified

for the sake of her Son, and the Roman Theology

never breaks with its own motives. Still, the de-

veloping " mind of the Church " is a sacerdotal mind

;

as, by the declaration of the dogma of Papal infal-

libility, is now formally admitted.

Here I must leave the Church of Eome, content

with having thus slightly indicated her two most

characteristic features of faith and scepticism. Her
belief that the increase of her faith does not begin

from within, but from the gracious action of God in

her spreading social institutions, borders close on the

incredulity which denies the fulness of divine action

outside the charmed life of her institutions, and so

indeed claims a divine right in God,—close on that

incredulity which, as she herself expresses it, confines

1 See Butler's Lives of the Saints, and Cardinal ISTewraan's

" Two Sermons on the Glories of Mary."
- Gladstone's Church Principles Considered in their Result,

p. 353.
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to her who has " the custody of the sacraments,"

which often means, for practical purposes, the cus-

tody of God, all plenitude of divine grace. The faith

which sees in the universal voice of the Church the

diviire witness of the living word of God, borders

close on the incredulity which rejects every sign of

religious life not accredited by the testimony of a,

class which, besides having been arbitrarily chosen, has

been artificially trained.

Cardinal Newman is right in saying that Protest-

ant Christianity implies a different idea of worship,

and is in many remarkable features a different

religion from Roman Christianity. The Roman is

an embodied faith, laboriously providing all kinds

of visible means for bringing man into union

with God, and variously skilful in adapting these

means to their ends. Baptism, Confirmation, Pen-

ance, Mass, Ordination, Extreme Unction, Vows, In-

dulgences, Invocation of Saints—at every point the

massive masonry of the Roman ritual overarches and

closes in the religious life of the individual soul,

—

human agency everywhere appearing on behalf of

God. The Protestant faith is a protest not merely

against the abuse of this machinery, but against the

machinery itself. It was suited to the plastic, all-

embodying genius of Rome. It is far less suited to

the freer mental genius of the German races, whose

strength is more dependent on inward conditions,

and who have found their freshest springs of active

energy almost entirely in the free life of meditation,

in the lonely inspiration of poetry, in the force of

personal affections. Religious Art and Rhetoric, in-

deed,—in which genius is directed to outAvard ends,

—are, as I before hinted, mainly of Roman Catholic

parentage. But religious Poetry and Philosophy, in
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which genius finds all its conditions within itself,

are, on the other hand, mainly Protestant. And so,

too, while casuistry is the child of Rome, the spiritual

life of Conscience and of conscious affections has

found its most genial climate in the character of the

northern races.

Isolate the mind from visible agencies, and the

Eoman Catholic has hardly a religious life to live.

But the religion of Protestantism is in its original

nature separated from visible agencies. Springing

up in secret struggles it is matured by thought,

watered by personal emotion, and rooted directly in

God. It has been the child of Conscience, the pupil

of Philosophy, the companion of Poetry, the parent

of Freedom. Not, of course, that I ignore its still

more intimate relation to the Bible. But I am
speaking of an inborn character in the nations which

embraced it, which, after ripening long in silence,

must have led to some far angrier flood of religious

resentment against Roman bonds, had there been no

simultaneous republication of a gospel which gave

grandeur to rebellion and set a limit to the spirit of

destruction. The access to the Scriptures Avas no

more the actual cause of Luther's spiritual revolution

than were the pillar of cloud and the pillar of fire

the cause of the departure of Israel from Egypt.

But for the Scriptures, indeed, Luther and his

followers might have perished in the deserts of

fanaticism after their exodus from Rome. But the

pillar and the cloud which guided the Reformers'

steins were not made visible until the sands of the

untravelled waste were already flying around their

path, and the brick-kilns of their taskmasters were

lost behind them in the distance.

The Bible led on the Reformers indeed ; for the
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Bible was one long record of similar protest and
reformation, from the reformation in the desert to

the reformation of John the Baptist. Moses, Samuel,

Elijah, Isaiah, and all the prophets, up to John the

Baptist, were all engaged in one great effort to pierce

the dull hearts of Israel with a personal knowledge
of the living God, and to penetrate them with the

conviction that ecclesiastical institutions were but

miserable " holes in the rocks " which might hide

God from them, but could not hide them from God
when He should arise to " shake terribly the earth."

Yet not the less was Luther's movement a moral
necessity of the nations and the age, which must
have come, even without the restoration of the Bible,

though it may be in very different shape. Not the

less had it characteristics of its own, which showed
themselves by the remarkable course it ran and
by the peculiar elements it alone assimilated freely

from the newly-recovered stores of spiritual food.

Luther's own character is the key, not only to his

work, but to his powerful influence over the North,

and to the limits which that influence speedily

reached. I am very far from assenting to Macaulay's

utterly sceptical suggestion that Catholicism and Pro-

testantism must always divide the world. But I do
believe that the Christianity which alone can conquer
the earth will be a faith neither so entirely rooted

in inward and personal emotions as that of Luther,

nor so studiously reflected in secondary agencies and
external institutions as that of Rome.

It is not easy to regain fully the sense of profound
despair with which Luther regarded the external

spiritual appliances of the Roman Church while he
was still a member of her communion. Some appre-

ciation of it may be gathered from the passionate
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fervour of abhorrence which he afterwards expressed

(quite apart, as I believe, from personal irritation) of

the chains from which he had broken loose. " I have

no better 'work,'" he once said, "than indignation

and zeal, for whether I want to compose, write, pray,

or preach, I must be indignant ; then all my blood is

freshened, my understanding is sharpened, and every

miserable thought and temptation flies away." ^

Never for a mind like his could such a dreadful

Sisyphus-punishment have been invented as the task

of rolling disordered human nature with Eoman
levers up the mountain of the Lord. Not by mere
patient effort, not by any process of incessant resolve,

not even by any merely general trust in divine help,

did ever such a mind as Luther's attain tranquillity

and self-command. Collisions with sin which shook

his stormy nature to its very centre, passed and re-

turned but to find him, as he thought, on the same

level of the eternal ascent—no nearer to the cloudless

climate of Christian peace. Was there no free act of

the spirit Avhich was able to gather up and illumine,

in one flash of thrilling conviction, at once the sum-

mit of distant hope, the mighty arm of power by
Avhose help it should be reached, and the path of

sanctification, now so toilsome, winding on through

shadows and beside precipices to the everlasting

home 1 Was there no " spirit " to the cramped and

microscopic " letter " of human duty, the possession

of which would be a master-key to the minute pro-

visions of a moral law, and secure freedom and joy,

in the place of scruple, anxiety, and pain 1 Was
there no access to a surer prophecy of final victory

than any painful scrutiny into the small and doubtful

variations of earthly conflict 1

^ Tischreden, vol. ii. p. 215, ed. Forstemanii.
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These were the great problems which occupied

the whole soul of Luther, and which were at once

characteristic of the revolution which he led and of

the nations who were included in it. And he solved

the problem by maintaining that there was such a

spiritual principle of freedom, the essence of all good

works, in the act of faith ; which meant, with him,

the personal apprehension of Christ's living presence

with the heart, and the entire surrender to His power.

^

This one act included all belief, all hope, and all the

holiness within the reach of man on earth. It con-

tained the whole Christian life in germ. It was the

only spring of holiness, and the only sign of the

promised peace. To do right with the spirit bent

downwards upon the duty seemed to him impossible,

for the only possible right act in man was the turn-

ing of the heart to God, and from that flowed, by
His decree, all that there was of right in any other.

The act of faith was the one glimpse of glory, and

opened the dark passages of the soul for the entrance

of the divine life. One good work, and only one

good work, Luther admitted as the root of the partial

goodness in all others—the unbarring of the prison

^ Whatever comments theologians may wisely make on

Luther's many unguarded expressions, there can he no doubt

that this, and nothing less than this, was in his mind in all his

expressions on justifying faith. The late Archdeacon Hare's

defence of him on this point is triumphant, if any careful reader

of Luther could ever need to have his convictions strengthened.

It was Luther's distrust and dread of the admission of free will

in man that made him occasionally use exx^ressions which seem

to imply less than a self-surrender. He preferred to think of it

as a yielding to irresistible grace. But no one can read his Table

Talk without a moral certainty that he included in the act of

faith the placing the mind in a living union with Christ, the

delivery of the helm into His hands.
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door, the glad reception of the Light. One act, and
that a joyful and free act of the s^^irit, he thus substi-

tuted for alHhe toilsome duties of the law. No longer

with downcast face were men to raise the heavy
burdens of life, and fight again its often -fought

battles ; but, averting their eyes from the punctilious

pleadings of the law, they were to draw their im-

pulses from the God who had the keeping of their

heart, and whose prompting love Luther held to be

the very righteousness of which conscience was to

him only the blanched and formal outline.

The law of conscience Luther regarded as an ex-

acting law which it is impossible to fulfil, and which
is meant only to spur on the agonised soul to seek

a personal refuge. But when God entered the heart

in the act of faith, then the law was no longer a law

of condemnation ; in part it was fulfilled rather than

oheijed by the new influence of the divine love ; and
in part, so far as it presented an ideal yet imperfectly

attained, its sting might be taken away by the belief

that where the life was constantly committed into

God's keeping. He would not be strict to mark any-

thing that did not imply a resumption of individual

self-will. And yet Luther found it impossible really

to separate in experience and thought the divine life

from the overbearing law of conscience. " To separ-

ate rightly the law from the gospel," he once said

(and by the gospel he always means the revelation

of God to the heart), "is easily enough learnt, as far

as words go. But when it comes to the experience

of heart and life, then it becomes so high and difficult,

that we are all at sea, and seem to understand

nothing about it." " Yes," he said, on another

occasion, in that style of coarse reproach to the

Antinomians, too characteristic of him, "there is no
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man who can rightly distinguish between the law
and the gospel. And this is no wonder, seeing that

Christ in the garden knew not how to do it, and
could not distinguish, since He needed to be com-
forted, and to be taught the gospel by the angel

—

He on whose head the Holy Ghost had sat bodily,

as a dove. Therefore these fanatics are but coarse,

shameless fools, who imagine they understand and
know all about it, when they have only read a

page or two, as if they had eaten up the Holy Ghost,

feathers and all."
^

Luther proclaimed, then, that the act of faith was
the one inlet of divine love into human life, while

conscience only convicted man of an imbecility. Con-

science was the mere serving of a writ upon a help-

less prisoner ; faith unbarred the doors and guided

him on his way. The doctrine was dangerous,—as

he proved it to be for himself when he disgraced

the Eeformation by the sanction he gave to the

polygamy of the Landgrave of Hesse. Yet he held,

theoretically at least, that faith fulfils what conscience

demands, and in the secret inner life he admits

that it is impossible to unravel the interlacings of

the two. The peculiarity of his faith lay, not in

denying validity to the moral law, but in appealing

from it as Icm to the personal love of God. He will

admit no power in the will to fulfil such a law. Nor
would he willingly admit that he might even be un-

conscious of that grace of God which assisted him to

fulfil such a law. All holiness that he admits at all

must come fresh out of conscious trust in the perfect

God. That is the only untainted spring of action in

the Lutheran theology.

Hence the deepest characteristic of the original

^ Tisclireden, vol. ii. p. 132, ed. Forstemann.

2d
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Protestantism lay in this, that it withdrew its life

from all the complicated and stagnant channels of

ecclesiastical action, to draw it afresh at the divine

sources of action, in emotion, meditation, poetry,

prayer. Rome had sickened men with their own
corrupt wills, and had exhausted their belief that

they had even the smallest power to co-operate with

the pure Spirit of God in His influences for good.

In religion the whole current of thought went to

magnify the divine agency and to depreciate the

human. Thirsty, and faint, and weary, choked with

the dust of ritual service, men needed to be baptized

in divine waters, to lose themselves once again in the

cloud of mystery, to recover the freshness of inspira-

tion and the " wise passiveness " of loving depend-

ence. And this was Luther's aim. He cast away

the artificial pruning, and training, and clipping

contrivances of Rome, not because he did not see

evil in man, but because he found no tendency in

such contrivances to subdue that evil. He thought

ill enough of human nature, but he was sure that the

only remedy lay in yielding up that nature more

entirely to the inward energy of God. Nor did any

fruit of mere nature, however cankered, seem to him

so unsightly as the blighted fruit reared in the

forcing -houses of the Church. He knew that the

Spirit of God had as much real access to the life of

nature as to the life of the cloister or the convent

;

and as the only true holiness sprang from the

moulding influences of His Spirit, so it seemed to

him indifferent whether sin manifested itself in the

untutored growth of the natural man, or was diverted

into the less obvious channels of ascetic pride, secret

doubt, or ecclesiastical formalism.

Every vein of subsequent Protestantism might be
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quarried out of Luther's massive nature, but all

these veins together would hardly furnish out

another Luther. He was the genius of the great

German reaction against a religion of will. Like

Protestantism, he spent all his strength in the fervour

of his trust, and yet would fain ascribe to that trust

a purely involuntary character. His action, or his

action on the world at least, flowed spontaneously

from the exuberance of his trust ; and the action of

his soul in clinging to God he would not have to be

an action at all. What was greatest in him, and
most Protestant too, was the perfect clearness of

heart with which he estimated the relation between
God and his own instrumentality in setting forth the

truth of God. He not merely said, but realised, that

the Lord he preached would declare Himself without

his aid ; and that were it not so. He were no Lord
at all. There was no anxiety about success. In

the spirit of true Protestantism, he was anxious that

those who had felt the power of God should acquit

themselves of their obligation to reveal it,—not be

solicitous about it, as if there were no other channel

for the Eternal Word. Smaller men are anxious to

mould their age—to construct some artificial reser-

voir for perpetuating their faith before they die. As
if there could be any such reservoir except the living

Spirit of God,— as if any faith which is not ever

springing fresh out of that infinite life would not

stagnate or dry up before their own bodies had

crumbled into dust ! It was not thus with Luther.

He had no cast-iron views of faith. He was not a

semi -Protestant, with the secret reserve that God
could not get on, after all, without a formula and a

human representative. ''We tell our Lord God,"

he said, " that if He wnll have His Church, He may
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uphold it ; for we cannot uphold it, and even if we

could, we should become the proudest asses under

heaven." i

Therefore he could stand free and declare the

God who was in him,—planning nothing, dreading

nothing. The vast strength of his nature was all

due either to the warmth of his impulses and the

vividness of his sensibilities, or to the power of his

trust. It was all natural or supernatural ; none of

it was of the stern voluntary cast of Eome—none of

it of the preternatural, fanatic cast of a "child of

destiny." He had none of the inflexible marble

strength of iron purpose— nothing of the blind im-

petuosity of men possessed by their own notions.

His most stormy force, as the late Archdeacon Hare

most truly said, was never violence.'^ The gusts of

such a spirit might well shake the earth, but it was,

as it were, an accident of his power, not its aim.

These whirlwinds of vehemence issued from the

1 Tisdircden, vol. ii. p. 330.

2 After quoting Luther's saying that he would not be de-

terred from riding to Leipsic, though *

' it were to rain nothing

but Duke Georges for nine days, and each of them were nine

times more furious than this," Archdeacon Hare remarks

—

" To our nicer ears such expressions may seem in bad taste ; be

it so. When a Titan is walking about among the pigmies, the

earth seems to rock beneatli his tread. Mont Blanc would be

out of keeping in Regent's Park ; and what would be the out-

cry if it were to toss its head and shake off an avalanche or two !

Such, however, is the dulness of the elementary powers, they

have not apprehended tlie distinction between force and

violence. In like manner, when the adamantine bondage in

which men's hearts and minds had been held for centuries was

to be burst, it was almost inevitable that the power which was

to burst this, should not measure its movements by the rule of

polished life. "

—

Vindicatmi of Luther, p. 172.
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depths of a spirit in which elements were stirring

such as had scarce existed in any other man ; but

they were not summoned forth by the cold resolve

of a determined will. They " proceeded " from him

—they were not " created " by him. The vast social

power of Luther, and the social power of his religion,

was the mere natural expansion outwards of inward,

elastic, uncontrolled affections, or even spiritual

passions ; all his voluntary power was spent in

the act of faith, and even this was claimed as in-

voluntary.

Luther (in this, too, the very genius of Protest-

antism) had a breadth, and tenderness, and vigour

of nature, physical and moral, which set the problem

of self-discipline, and misery of inward disorder, in

its full difficulty and its sharpest outline. His was a

nature in which the flames of inward strife were

easily kindled, and the occasion of no common
anguish. He knew only too well that the seed of

evil was not in the outward mould of his nature, but

deep below it, at the very sources of the will, and

tlierefore he protested against every attempt to force

nature into new channels. The rich endowments of

the natural man he neither trusted nor dreaded. He
admitted their rights, and left them to find their own
channels in the w^orld. This alone might have given

the Protestant faith its physical superiority over the

Koman (which depresses nature, and shears away her

overflowing energies). But this alone would not,

and will not, now or ever, give Protestantism its

moral superiority. It was the complementary truth,

that though the life of sin cannot be reached from

below by any blockade of nature—by any hermetical

sealing of its outlets—it may be reached from above

through the opened heart of trust, by unroofing the
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soul to the clear, calm love of God, that has given

Protestantism its moral power. Wherever this faith

has faded away, any moral superiority of Protestant

nations is due to the mere vital force of unimpeded
national characteristics ; only where it remains, and

so far as it remains, does the true spirit of Luther

still preach to us that trust is stronger than action

—

that the shortest, nay, the only w^ay to conquer sin is

to wrestle with God for His blessing first,—that it is

both arrogant and hopeless to wrestle in our own
strength with sin that we may be blessed by God.

There is scarcely anything so melancholy, even in

the perversion of the Eoman Church, as the per-

version of the early Protestant theology. Protes-

tantism began by teaching men that their religious

faith must be individual and distinct ; and thus the

centres of life were multiplied, and the unity of

disease was interrupted. But if the fall to pseudo-

Protestantism was less general than that of Catholi-

cism, it was a fall from a greater height. Yet it was
only a fall from a precipice on the very edge of which

Luther stood. " Only believe that your sins are for-

given, and they are forgiven," said Luther, meaning,

as his whole life and teachings show, that to believe

this was impossible without a moral delivery of the

whole spirit into God's hands. In his thought, the

one great conflict of life was to believe this ; and
how did he set about it 1 Not, certainly, by convincing

himself that highly probable reasons could be accumu-

lated in favour of this proposition ; but by throwing

into the act of trust all the intensity of moral and
spiritual power which the pious Komanist would have

spent on duty,—by making trust the first right

action and the postulate of all right action,—by
withstanding, as the most a^vful sin, the thought that
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God had provided no way of escape to each of His
children, from the evil of their own nature,—by sum-
moning up before his heart the infinite treason of

doubting that God's desire for our holiness is im-

measurably deeper than our own,—in short, by
absorbing every other moral and spiritual struggle

into this most central and passionate of struggles

with his distrust of God, knowing perfectly, that

wherever that enemy is absolutely beaten, there can

be no choice for any other enemy but instant

flight.

Before Luther's intense thought every scene of

moral conflict, however apparently trivial, was at

once transfigured into that final battlefield. Every
temptation dilated before his inward eye into the

threatening form of that one great Temj^ter, and with

passionate defiance he drove before him, at the first

symptom of danger, the enemy he durst not delay to

crush at once. This, and nothing less, was what
Luther implied in the assertion, " Only believe that

your sins are forgiven, and they are forgiven." Yet
though he generally managed to keep from falling, he

was, as I have said, near the edge of a great abyss.

In his passionate eagerness to vindicate all the mercy
and the love of human salvation for God, he theoretic-

ally denied that man could even co-operate with the

Spirit which drew him on to spiritual victory. All

was God's doing, he ejaculated, as with a soldier's

heart he cast himself sternly into the thickest fray.

Man could only be helplessly grateful and believing.

And that which Luther said in theory, but by his

life usually belied, men were soon found to accej^t in

theory and in practice too. And thus came that

horrible corruption of his faith which may be called

the doctrine of passive salvation by correct notions
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concerning the nature and j)olicy of God. And it

is with this corrupted form of Protestantism that

the ordinary bibliolatry which is its complement is

associated.

I know well that every great and good man who,

like Luther, overleaps the mark in vindicating for

God's grace the absolute and unmixed authorship of

man's salvation, repudiates, like Luther, the practical

inference that the faith by which he is saved is mere

inevitable acquiescence in the authoritative statements

of a supernatural oracle. Nevertheless, the one doc-

trine cannot be preached by large minds without the

corresponding attenuated form of it immediately

spreading among narrow minds. The way by which

natures of small calibre are oftenest enlarged so as to

receive a wider faith, is through the ennobling life of

effort after a voluntary co-ojieration with the Spirit

of God. And if they be taught that this is impossible,

that they can only attend upon it,—that if they are

to be chosen they will be chosen,—nothing can pre-

vent them from accepting the practical inference, and

contracting into mild content with such degree of

general conviction as they happen to attain, and sub-

stituting a little leisurely reading and "inquiry" for

the throes and the travail of spirit from which a faith

like Luther's was generated. Deny the active and

voluntary element in faith,—deny that men have real

voluntary power to follow the promptings of the Holy
Spirit by cleaving to God, and throwing themselves

upon His purifying mercy and love as the last hojie

of their soul,— and you open the way for all the

dryness and sterility of the Protestant orthodoxy,

because not being able to move their own affections,

men will naturally suppose that their only road to a

fuller conviction is through the intellect, and so lose
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the rich elements of new spiritual life which are

really opened to them through the secret history of

the will. And then all the vast issues of trust and

distrust are narrowed into the miserable controversy

about accurately hitting the true mark in doctrine,

and about the sufficiency or insufficiency of certain

records of inspired life and history to ensure this fine

skill in archery.

If ordinary men once cease to believe in the divine

and supernatural freedom of their own inward respon-

sible relation with the Spirit of God, they lose sight

of the principal approach to God as a present reality

;

for very few are originally constituted for a life of

deep religious emotion, such as would pour convic-

tion on their spirits, without the experience of duty

and sin. And then, as a necessary consequence,

revelation becomes

—

not an unveiling to us noiv,—but

a declaration that such an unveiling has happened

once and will again—that there is a God still living

behind the veil of nature, if we could but see Him.
And of course the evidence of this truth becomes a

question for natural theology, and the mode of His

government a point of investigation for biblical

criticism.

What the life of the Church was to Eome, the life

in the Bible was to Luther and his first followers.

To the Roman Christians God was first realised in

the social power and external organisation of the

Church. Looking on all power as cajDable of incar-

nation, they could not believe fully in divine power
till they saw it embodied in the young and expansive

energy of a social institution. It explained their

yearnings, their hope, their trust. But in the age of

Luther it had become a weary and feverish dream,

explaining nothing,—itself most difficult to explain.
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Moreover, the too individual cast of the Protestant

character needed the history of the highest individual

life in order to reflect its own questionings, and to

resolve the mystery in which it was shrouded.

Luther came to the Bible, and there he found the

history of a class of men more near to the German
nations in the mould of their moral nature, in the

intensity of their conscience, in the close personal

relations they sustained to the infinite God, than any
the world had ever known. And, moreover, he

found them one after another struggling for life and
for salvation with Pharisaism, which was the very

protot;y^e of the extreme Roman formalism. He
found the history of simple families of which God had

been the real bond and living head. He found the

history of a selfish and wilful nation, whose every

crime was chronicled, not from the historic point of

view as the mere breaking foam of popular j^assion,

but as a sinful resistance to their spiritual King.

He found the history of statesmen who rendered the

strictest account of their government and their mis-

government in prayer to God, and who asked counsel

of His Spirit ere they advised an alliance, or pro-

claimed a war. He found there, amidst many similar

histories, the inward and outward experience of One
who, like himself, had to break a yoke of ordinances,

to resist and upbraid His own people, to destroy for

others and lose for Himself the tradition of unity with

an ancient Church, to announce the abrogation of the

dead tribute of actions, and to demand in its place

the surrender of the citadel of the heart, and then to

see with anguish that His own disciples had been

held more securely to their allegiance by the outward

bond than by the inward trust. Such a history of

individual religion, unrolled to the yearning eyes of a
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nation thirsting vainly for an inward religion, was in

the highest sense a revelation. It made clear their

own w^ants ; it made clear their new life ; it reflected

their spiritual experience ; it brought close home to

them the divine answer to that experience. Jeru-

salem seemed to live again in the heart of Germany,
and with startled hearts the people saw their own
life repeated, but also, closely mingled with it, that

personal life of God in which they were longing to

put their trust.

Here, then, was a ground of fact for their desires.

Here was a protection against fanaticism. Here was
God elsewhere revealing Himself to be that which

they found Him to be in their own hearts. The
Bible, however, was thus fresh and pure as a revealing

authority only while the hearts of men were thus

deeply stirred with the want of a diviner life. The
time came when the faith in a revealing history was
as much disguised and overlaid with practical scepti-

cism as ever was the Roman faith in a revealing

Church. The intensely inward character of the per-

sonal trust of the great Reformers laid too great a

strain upon the spiritual capacity of the people, and
their faith gradually relapsed into a passive depend-

ence on the one outward prop left to them in the

canon of Scripture. Instead of reverencing the Bible

for its power of revealing a present God, they ele-

vated it into the entire substance of the revelation.

Thousands desired a belief for which they felt in

their own hearts little or no support, and they un-

consciously sought to shift the ground of the Refor-

mation so as to relieve themselves from choosing

between the alternatives of retrogression and positive

doubt.

And thus arose that large class of Protestant
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sceptics who fortify their belief in the Bible, just as

the Eomanists fortified their belief in the Church, as

the only stronghold of their faith. They have faith

in a past revelation. They pray with eyes ever bent

upon that blue streak in the eastern horizon, where,

once at early dawn, the very sun of heaven was
visible ; but if they are told that its glor}^ is still un-

dimnied—that, would they but look upwards, they

might see it now riding clear on high—they make it

painfully evident that their faith is jarred and shaken

by the unreasonable assertion, and that to their minds
it only throws a mist of doubt upon the past reality

of the glorious daw^n. Thus the faith in the Bible

was gradually overlaid with an active hostility to

every present means of revelation, and it became

necessary to proclaim this "preservative addition" to

the biblical orthodoxy, that the Bible was the only

mirror of the purposes and character of God.

But no sooner was the Bible held to be the only

accessible abode of the divine Spirit, than it became

suddenly more and more difficult to discover the

divine Spirit even in the Bible. The light and shade

of human sentiment and human purpose are as clearly

distinguishable in the Hebrew history as in modern
life. The sacredness once driven out of the latter, it

becomes more and more impossible to vindicate it

wisely for the former. And thus the declining faith

of Protestantism reaches its last stage, in which one

class passing into absolute scepticism, affirms that God
neither is present in humanity nor ever was, while

another class, less sincere, and almost equally untrue,

substitutes the history of a revelation for the living

God, and pretends to find Him more clearly mani-

fested in the minutest of its moral incidents, and the

least sacred portion of its literature, than in all subse-
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quent or present history,—more clearly in the Song
of Solomon than in the farewell thoughts of Socrates,

—nay, more clearly in the mention of a patriarch's

age, the dimensions of the ark, or a verse of a gene-

alogy, than in all the tried and tempted life of man's
daily experience.

The citramontane bibliolatry, which more than
rivals the ultramontane ecclesiolatry,—going out of

its way to brand as the worst kind of sin any
hesitation as to the literal dictation of the Bible

by the Holy Ghost,^— has borne bitter fruit in

the English Church. Our national Establishment

boasts a considerable portion, among her clergy

and laity, of that class who, as Luther pre-

dicted, greedily gather up the doctrinal husks of his

faith, and who yet, had they been living when he
broke his bonds, would not so much as have touched
the kernel. Luther believed in a Bible that referred

him back to the Christ living in his heart ; the

English biblical orthodoxy believes in a God who
refers us finally to the Bible. And this ossification

of the revealing power necessarily corresponds to a

petrification of the revealed truth. Whatever be the

nature of that faith in the atonement of Calvary

^ At a May meeting held by the so-called Evangelical party

a generation ago, a Cambridge professor was branded as putting

forth books only Jit for Holywell Street, because he had called

in question the scientific truth of the Mosaic account of the

creation. The allusion was to the Rev. Baden Powell's book on

the " Unity of Worlds," in which he states the well-ascertained

incompatibility of the IMosaic account with the facts of modern
geology, and gives it as his view that moral and spiritual, not

scientific truth, is all that can be looked for in the Bible.

"Wherever the Bible is deified, science is treated as calumny
against God. As the modern bibliolaters in Germany candidly

say, " Die Wissenschaft muss verdreht werden."
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which has taken so high a place in the theology of

the Reformation, there is a very broad distinction to

be drawn between those who conceive that it works

its ends through the existing trust—that is, by the

present living influence of Christ over the heart, and

those who regard belief in it as the technical con-

dition of a pardon by virtue of which they escape a

penalty, and are included in the muster-roll of a

favoured class. The former regards faith as the

means of bringing man into new relations with a

divine Person, the latter regards the belief as com-

pleting the conditions of an old contract. The
bibliolatry Avhich relegates the Holy Spirit to the

province of explaining to us the Bible, necessarily

contracts the meaning of salvation by faith, from

salvation by a living act, into salvation by acqui-

escence in the terms therein proposed.

Where there is no belief in the divine revelation

in man, all the sacred part of faith consists in taking

the Bible upon trust, instead of trusting in a present

Christ ; it becomes necessary that the whole spiritual

portion of the negotiation should be conceived as

completed within the limits of the Bible; that

nothing but the formal signature should be left for the

recipient. Were it otherwise, it would be necessary

to assume a real living communion of the soul with

God, independently of the sacred volume, and so a

new and powerful innovating element would be in-

troduced by which its absolute and supreme authority

might be undermined. Thus the passionate faith of

Luther is degraded into the acceptance of an artificial

contract of which all the truly divine part had taken

effect centuries ago, the only new element now added

being the admission of a new name. Instead of trust

being the power by which the sinful spirit comes under
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a new iiifiuence, it is only the occasion on which the

envelope of Christ's death is extended to the guilty.

The orthodox theory of substitution carefully ex-

cludes the supposition that the spiritual union with

Christ is the purifying influence which renders pos-

sible the favour of God, and maintains that His suffer-

ing was the essential ground of our liberation. The
following is the language in which the modern rem-

nant of Protestant faith is measured out to spirits

eager to find all the truth which any formula still

retains. The speaker was the late Dr. Candlish, who
undertook to expose the late Mr. Maurice's heresies

to the Young Men's Christian Association, as the re-

presentative of evangelical orthodoxy :

—

" The will of God is not only not changed by the Atone-
ment—which of course is an impossibility—but it does

not find in the Atonement any reason for a different mode
of dealing with man from that which, irrespectively of the

Atonement, might have been adopted as right and fitting.

The wrath of God is not turned away from any : it is not

quenched. But what ! some one says, would you really

have it quenched? That wrath against the unlovely,

which is the essential attribute of all love worthy of the

name,—would you have it quenched in the bosom of Him
who is love, so long as anything unlovely anywhere or in

any one remains ? No. But the object against which the

wrath burns is not merely an abstraction, it is a living

person—myself, for example. And that wrath is not

merely indignant or sorrowful dislike of what is unlovely

in me on the part of a Father whose nature is love ;

—

but holy displeasure and righteous disapprobation on the

part of One who, however He may be disposed to feel and
act towards me as a Father, is at all events my Euler and
my Judge ; whose law I have broken and by whom I am
condemned. There is room here for His arranging that,

through the gracious interposition of His own Son, meet-
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ing on my belialf the inviolable claims of jnstice, His

wratli sliould be turned away from me ; and if from me,

from others also, willing to acquiesce in the arrangement.

If a moral government according to law is conceivable,

such a procedure is conceivable under it."

" Willing to acquiesce in the arrangement !

" If

ever there were a hollow ring about theological doc-

trine,—if ever there were an empty husk from which

the kernel had dropped,—it is in such a formula as

this. From the opinion (I will not call it a faith)

that rigorous spiritual justice concerns the external

ad of punishment, irrespectively of the recipient,

—

from the doctrine which professes to excuse men, once

for all, from all the requisitions of divine law on

grounds wholly disconnected with their own spiritual

condition, has come all that unreal and external con-

ception of duty and sin,—that chronic suspiciousness

of human nature without open war with it,—that

habit of glancing askance at the joys of life without

either hearty acceptance or manly resignation of them,

—that way of living half to the carnal and half to

the spiritual man which combines the perils of ascetic

and of epicurean practice,—that official life with the

Redeemer and actual life with the world,—which

naturally flow from a theory of purely artificial

ri2;hteousness and from 2;ratitude to God that we are

permitted to produce a proxy in the most personal

relations of spiritual life ; in short, that He is pleased

to admit a double dramatic fiction as the ground of

a real reconciliation with Himself. Well might

Mr. Maurice indignantly deny that this is either a

Christian or a Protestant doctrine.

And from this point of view it is far from difficult

to understand the nature of that Puseyite reaction in

our Establishment which has taken hold of so many
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minds little inclined to go back into the Eoman
Church. The Lutheran assertion that a living trust

in the Christ Avithin man is the only pure fountain of

action,—that this alone can produce a holiness un-

stained by human pride,—had relapsed into a con-

fidence in the terms of a technical agreement, in

which Christ and men are the contracting parties.

This was the result of laying too much stress on the

conscmisness of the act of faith,—the effect of putting

a strain on the inward attitude of the heart which in

most men it cannot bear, and which produces arti-

ficial reaction. It cannot be wondered at, then, that

a large party looked eagerly for a more compre-

hensive Church, which should nourish the unconscious

life of man, and recur to action as the school of faith,

instead of looking on conscious faith as the only holy

spring of action. This is the strength, I believe, of

that Anglican reaction towards the sacramental system

of grace by outward ordinances, and towards the doc-

trine that the privileges of Christ's Church are not

necessarily confined to those who individually and

inwardly " close with Christ," which has taken so

strong a hold upon a portion of oui' Establishment.

Puseyism is very far from being at one in principle

with Romanism. It is only a conservative movement
towards ancient doctrine,—while Romanism has a

principle, a life, an idea of its own. Like all conserv-

atism, Puseyism is negative, arising in a dislike towards

recent tendencies, a preference for old customs, of

which it shares the sentiment and understands the

truth. Puseyism is no distinct faith ; it is a com-

jDromise between Protestantism and Catholicism ; it

desires to combine the advantages of both. Arch-

deacon Denison says, " The Roman Church is Catholic

but not primitive ; the English Church is Catholic and

2 E
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primitive." In other words, Puseyism is the Body
Catholic bereft of its present mind, or the Body Pro-

testant acting under the inspiration of a past mind.

Puseyism owns positively no living authority at

all ; it has no princij^le of development ; it is averse

to all principles of development ; its desire is to live

by the customs and observances of a past age. It

talks, indeed, of the authority of the Church. But if

you come to look into the meaning of what is said,

you find it to mean only that clerical gentlemen,

—

especially bishops,—are rather more likely to under-

stand what was the ancient practice and the ancient

creed than any one else. But it is very far from re-

cognising any practical and present dogmatic authority

even in bishops or archbishops. On the contrary.

Archdeacon Denison evidently thinks that he could

start a Church Catholic of his own ; and that once

having the apostolic succession and the " custody

"

of the sacraments, the Puseyites need no sanction

from any overruling ecclesiastical mind to enable

them to set up for themselves. Puseyism recognises

the sacramental channels of grace, but has no local

and present power by which it can decide the issues

of a present controversy. Its only proposal for a

bridge over a yawning schism is to suspend above it

a narrow causeway attached to a "catena" of the

fathers, but unfortunately it has no solid buttresses of

critical authority by which the catena itself can be

hung.

Puseyism is to Komanism what an hereditary

aristocracy is to the encroaching power of the first

peers. It holds its own only by prescription, and has

no life within it by which it can annex new territory.

Romanism has a present principle of expansion, as

well as a claim to inherited possessions. One can
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neither wonder at Puseyites for going to Eome, nor

at their remaining in the Church. Rome is the only

church with a power of movement which holds

strongly the sacramental system ; and consequently

where men crave to see their principles active,

conquering, unfolding their power to meet present

exigencies, they go to Rome. But the greater por-

tion of the Puseyite party desire nothing so little as

any sign of movement. They dread and fear Rome
exactly for the same reason for which they dread and
fear Protestantism. They desire the " primitive " in

form as well as essence. They reverence authority

as a cohesive, not as a moving force. They are all

for what the mathematicians call the principle of

the Conservation of Areas. They eulogise authority

when it denounces change. They condemn it as not
" primitive " when it issues a new decree. They
would love to have a government that makes fast

everybody else's thoughts in the stocks first, and then

takes its place beside them.

Finally, in protest at once against Puseyism and
bibliolatry, there arose that school in the Church
from which all its richest life in the future bids fair

to spring, unless the entangling formularies, of which
they seek to gain the deepest and truest meaning,

should prove too literal and fettering to leave con-

sciences at ease while faith reasserts her freedom.

The following are amongst the last words of one

whose large wisdom and profound faith endeared the

Church of England to many of us who find much in

her to which we cannot assent, and yet can look

with no hope so strong elsewhere. I quote from the

last charge of Archdeacon Hare :

—

"As time advances, circumstances change ; new wants
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spring Tip, and mnltiply ; that wliicli may have been

perfectly suited for one form of society, for one mode of

human thought and feeling, becomes, in certain respects,

inappropriate for others. According to the old illustra-

tion, the clothes of the boy will not fit the man ; and the

attempt to force them on him will only disclose their

unfitness more and more. Nor, when manhood is attained,

is the progress of change arrested—it is continually going

on ; wherefore fresh adaptations are continually needed.

Now, let anybody call to mind what the English nation

was in 1660, when the last revision of our Common
Prayer Book took place, or in 1604, when our Canons

were framed, and what it is now, in the middle of the

nineteenth century. How enormous is the difference in

the extent of the empire, in the mass and distribution of

the population ! And it is scarcely less in their social,

moral, intellectual condition. Hence those forms and

rules, which were drawn up with immediate adaptation

to the former age, can hardly be equally well adapted in

all respects to the latter. Indeed, this truth was fully

recognised and acknowledged by the framers of our Liturgy

themselves. Being men of a li\dng faith, they knew that

whatever lives must move and work, must shed its leaves

and its plumage ; and that while it assimilates new
elements, it parts with those which had pre^dously been

assimilated. Tliey knew, too, — and their work had

directly taught them,—that even Eeligion itself, through

its manifold relations with man, had entered into the

region of human mutability, and that, in addition to the

other causes which might produce a necessity for change,'

it was corruptible through the corruptibleness of mankind.

. . . On the other hand, as of course it would be im-

possible to prohibit our Ecclesiastical Synod permanently

from the examination of our Liturgy and Articles, it may
be after a time, when it felt itself at home in the work,

and looked around on the manner in which the nation is

divided among so many religious denominations, it might
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take thouglit whether a large number of the Noncon-
formists in the land might not be gathered into the unity

of the Church. However inaccurate the official Eeligious

Census may be in a multitude of its details, the broad

fact is undeniable, that a vast part of the nation—if not

half, a third or a fourth—are not joined with us in that

unity : and every true lover of the Church, all who re-

member our Lord^s earnest prayer for that unity, all who
bethink themselves how St. Paul speaks of it, all who see

daily how our work is cramped and hindered by the want
of it, must needs yearn for the reconciliation of our brethren

who are now worshipping apart from us."

The movement which Archdeacon Hare led and
represented,—which began with him in the reasser-

tion of Luther's Protestantism, perhaps in too un-

qualified a form, but which, in passing out of his

hands into that of his disciple, Mr. Maurice, received

that more practical mould which was wanting to

rescue it from the risk of its former perversion,

— has not yet probably attained its destined

power.

Mr. Maurice seemed to me to follow Luther and
his friend too strictly in the theory of faith, though
no one assigned a richer practical influence to the

power of the will in co-operating with God than he.

He still preached that the act of grace by which

God reconciles man to Himself, is perfect without

relation to our surrender to its influence, and this he

sometimes seemed to deprive of all element of free-

dom. Such at least was the general tenor of his

teaching,—that the reconciliation is complete,—that

no free and individual act of will in us is a necessary

condition of its inclusive power. Practically no one

will accuse him of having held the results of such

a teaching. But I believe the true safeguard against
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Puseyism on the one hantl, as against Calvinism on

the other, is to preach what may be termed the

sacramental power of common every-day duty— to

preach that a real eucharistic grace goes forth from

the unconscious action to the spirit— unless that

influence is destroyed by " receiving it unworthily,"

i.e. by a conscious self-trust.

Luther was wrong in saying that all pure life

goes forth out of conscious faith. Eome and the

Puseyites are right in affirming that unconscious

actions are often the sustaining j^ower of faith, and

that God may feed us with Himself through common
bread and wine taken in humble thankfulness for

His incarnation. Common minds, and English minds

especially, are not equal to a constant strain on their

conscious relation to God. Many can do their duty

who cannot do it out of a life of faith,

—

i.e. out of

conscious and living dependence. But Luther was

right in asserting that all conscious trust in ourselves

is tainted with sin, that all conscious attitudes of onr

moral nature must be attitudes of trust in One higher

and purer than ourselves. The unreality of Puseyism

lies in its restricting the real communication of an

unconscious divine influence to symbolic and ritual

actions ; the unreality of Lutheranism in restricting

it to conscious spiritual attitudes of mind. Mr.

Maurice got hold of this truth practically ; he hardly

seemed to hold it consciously. He was so afraid of

conceding any power to the human will (even a power

of co-operation in working out its own salvation),

that he hardly either met the falsehood of the

vicarious theory, or gleaned from Puseyism its truth,

with that full success for which there were ample

resources in the tendencies of his noble and genial

faith. The true adjustment of the relative claims
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of responsible action and conscious trust, is re-
served for a theology that can enter at once into
the Eoman and into the German faith— while
guarding against the official ritualism of the one,
and against the too introspective spirit of the other.

In this respect the late Mr. Robertson, of Brighton,
appears to me to have taken a maturer line of thought
than

^

any of his fellow - labourers. Greatly Mr.
Maui^ice's inferior in theological depth and in breadth
of historical culture, yet with a mind that was never
satisfied without sounding the deepest truths Avhich
the formularies of the English Church enshrined, he
had perhaps attained a fuller conviction than any of
his brother clergymen that these formularies do not
comprehend the whole truth, especially in reference
to that deepest question of theology, the relation of
faith to action.i With a thoroughly Catholic spirit,
that accomplished man had a clear appreciation that
the theology of Luther had injuriously affected Eng-
lish religion, and had led to an insincere compromise
between the religion of law and duty which is the
nation's natural worship, and that religion of inces-
santly conscious trust at which they are taught to
aim. He was content often to build faith upon
duty, and not inclined to insist with Luther and his
modern English disciples on the partial truth asserted
in the Articles, that duty must spring out of a clear
life of faith. Indeed, I believe that " the tongues of
many stammerers would speak plainly " as his, but
for the constant reminder, that not out of the abund-
ance of the heart, but out of the abundance of the
formula, the English clergy are bound to speak.
The land of formula from which they are forbidden

1 See especially the apparently not very perfect record of a
fine sermon on the Roman character.
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to stray, is rich and plenteous in all manner of

wisdom, as they are not slow to discern. But the

range of the prisoner on parole is not freedom,

though the hills which mark his limits are but

faintly visible in the blue horizon. Not till the

Church has " set their heart at liberty," will the life

of the highest and best in our communion cease to

be painful and constrained.

THE END
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